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"It is an important and popular facf that things are not always what they seem.

For instance, on the planet Earfh, man had always assumed that he was rnore intellÍ-
gent than dolphÍns beca¡lse he had achieved so much - the wheel, New Yonk, wans and

so on - whilst atrl the dolphins had ever done was muck about Ín the water having a

good time. But conversely, the dolphins had always believed that they were far more

intelligent than rnan - for precisely the sarne reasons.

CurÍously enough, the dolphins had long known of'the impending destruction

of the planet Earth and had made nnany attempts to alert mankind to the danger; but
most of their communÍcations were missintenpreted as arnusing atternpts to punch

footballs or whistle fon tidbÍts, so they eventually gave up and left Eanth by their own

means bef,ore the Vogans arnived.

The last ever dolphin message was rnissinterpreted âs a surprisingly sophistÍ-

cated attempt to do a double-backwards-sonrersault through a hoop whilst whistling
the 'Star Spangled Bannero, but Ín fact the mûessaEe was this: So long, ønd tkønksfor
all tkefisk.

In fact there was only one speeies on the planet more intelligent than dolphins,
and they spenf a lot of their time in behavioral reseanch laboratories running round
inside wheels and conductÍng frighteningly elegant and sr¡btle experirnents on man.

The fact that once again mân cornpletely rnissinterpreted this relationship was

entinely according to these creatures' plans.'

llouglas Adøms, 1979
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Fourier transform mid-infrared (FTIR) biospectroscopy, is a versatile analytical

tool applicable to studies in biophysics and medicine; if there is a biophysical or biochem-

ical changes within or between specimen(s), structural information can be derived from the

spectra data that is difficult or impossible to obtain by another technique. Three indepen-

dent biological systems were each explored using a different FTIR sampling technique and

approach to data analysis. Transmission FTIR was used for an invitro biophysical study of
protein-lipid dynamics and interactions. Spectral interpretation provided information on

the prevailing interactions between charge isoforms of myelin basic protein (MBP) and

liposomes of various net-negative surface charge density (SCD) chosen as simple models

for the paranodal and compact myelin membrane. Certain post-translational modifications

(i.e., dearnidation, phosphorylation and citrullination) alter the net-positive charge ofMBR
and excessive MBP charge modification has been thought to be in part responsible for the

degradation of the myelin sheath in multiple sclerosis. MBP-mediated adhesion of acidic

bilayers (via elechostatic and intercalative interactions), as assessed by the conformational

dynamics of the lipid(s) and protein, appeared to be dependent on the saturation of the lipo-
somal negative SCD by the number of positively charged residues on the isoform, rather

than by merely MBP net-positive charge. MBP charge modification, especially reduced

multivalency of positive charge, was found to have a greater impact on MBP-mediated

adhesion of paranodal myelin-like membranes than compact myelin-like membranes. A
second project involved the discrimination of cardiomyopathic (CÀ/P) from normal heart

tissue using multivariate analysis (LDA) of tissue spectra measured by attenuated total

reflectance (ATR) FTIR on the macroscopic level. Left and right venticular (LV and RV)

tissue were sampled from CMP hamsters, known to have pronounced collagen deposition

in the LV. Various sets of optimal spectral subregions for LDA classification were chosen

by both manual selection and a genetic algorithm. All groups under comparison could be

differentiated from one another based on the presence/absence of the mid-IR collagen fin-
gerprint. The relative collagen content \Ãiithin each class was gauged by the spectral differ-
ences between class average spectra. The sfudy confirmed that LV collagen increased in

the response to the disease but also found that RV collagen decreased. The final project

used synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy to detect the biochemical changes that occur in
the Alzlreimer's diseased (AD) hippocampus in situ. Little is known about the progressive

generation of B-amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the AD hippocampus. His-
tochemistry suggests amorphous plaques mature into neuritic plaques with fibrillar amy-

loid in the core. However, there is conflicting data regarding the quaternary ¿urangement of
the AB-peptide aggregates in diffuse and fibrillar B-amyloid. FTIR images were obtained

and visually compared to photomicrographs of the stained tissue. Spectroscopic analysis
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revealed that fibrillar amyloid in situ was high in aggregate structure while amorphous AB-

peptide deposition in situ was high in B-sheet structure. Tissue staining correlated with the

location of fibrillar amyloid within nelrons and regions containing diffrrse amorphous

plaques. Showing a sensitivity greater than that of conventional histochemistry, FTIR
imaging was sensitive enough to detect A$-peptide deposition in regions of AD gray matter

at levels approximately 10-20% higher than that in control tissue.
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1.1 FTIR BIOSPECTROSCOPY

1.1.1 Chapter overview

INTRODUCTION

Although many spectroscopic methods are available to investigate biological sys-

tems, there are numerous advantages in the application of Fourier transform mid-infrared

OTIR) biospectroscopy in biophysical, structural biology and medical research. In contrast

to other analytical spectroscopies useful in biology (circular dichroism, optical dichroism,

NMR and x-ray crystallography), different FTIR techniques can be used to examine bio-

logical samples in any state (i.e., solution, film, solid) on a macroscopic or microscopic

scale. Moreover, FTIR can be easily applied to model systems prepared in vitro or extracted

cells and tissues for in sifz investigations without the need of internal probes that may com-

promise the integrity of the sample. Finally, an FTIR spectrum can be collected very

quickly (1-2 minutes) on very liule sample (pg quantities), the instruments and attachments

are rather inexpensive and little technical expertise is required to operate the commercially

available spectrometers. However, in spite of its versatility, FTIR biospectroscopy is still

somewhat in its infancy and is not yet a commonplace analyticaltechnique used to study

biological samples due to the complexity and/or ambiguity of spectral interpretation. For

example, in contrast to the rather straightforward analysis of functional group vibrations of
simple molecules, biological spectm appear comparatively featureless due to the extensive

overlap of numerous vibrations from macromolecules and macromolecular mixtures. How-

ever, this decreased resolution of absorptions in mid-IR spectra of biological samples does

not imply that pertinent information cannot be obtained from the spectral data. For nearly

two decades FTIR biospectroscopists have developed numerous methodologies to deçon-

volute the massive amounts of information in the mid-IR spectra of biological macromol-

ecules, cells and tissues.

Several recent reviews have been written on FTIR spectroscopy in medicine (Jack-

son and Mantsch, 1996; Jackson et a1.,1997) and on biological macrornolecules (Caspl And

Mantsch, |9}4;Mendelson and Mantsch, t lii6; n4antsch and McElh aney,l99l;Tallløndiçr

and Liquier,1992; Surewitz et a1.,1993; Jackson and Mantsch, 1995; Haris arñ Chapnn¡¡,
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1995). The aim of this introductory chapter is to familianze the reader with the basics

behind the mid-IR absorption phenomenon (section 1.1.2), the benefits and limitations of

FTIR biospectroscopy (section 1.1.3), instrumentation and sampling techniques (sections

1.2), sample preparation (section 1.3), preparation of spectra for interpretation (section

1.4), spectral features of biological macromolecules in vitro and in slfa (sections 1.5 and

1.6), and approaches used for global analysis ofthe data (sectionl.T). Finally, at the end of

this chapter, the reader will find an overview to the thesis (section 1.8). In this doctoral the-

sis, FTIR has been applied to three independent projects to further exempliff the utility of

FTIR as a sole analytical method, capable of providing unique information on biological

systems studied in vitro and in situ.

1.1.2 FtIR spectroscopy, an absorption phenomenon

When a molecule is irradiated with light of the mid-IR region (400-4000 cm-r) of

the electromagnetic spectrum, the energy from the incident radiation is transferred to the

molecule. Energy transference results in excitation from the ground vibrational state to the

first excited vibrational state of all or some of the molecular normal modes ofvibration. For

non-linear molecules, there are (3N-6) normal modes of vibration or fundamental vibra-

tions, N being the number of atoms. In these normal modes, the internuclear bond distances

and bond angles change at some natural frequency of the molecule, while the centre of

gravþ ofthe molecule remains stationary (for review see Lambert et al., 1987). For amol-

ecule to absorb IR radiation as vibrational excitation energy, there must be a change in the

direction or magnitude of the dipole moment of the molecule during that particular vibra-

tion (for review see Drago, 1992). The oscillating dipole can interact with the oscillæing

electric field component of the IR radiation, giving rise to an absorption of radiation at the

frequency of the normal mode vibration. In simple molecules (i.ø., one functional group)

with a center of symmetry (i.e., CO2), vibrations that do not change the dipole moment of

the molecule are not lR-active. For example, in the mid-IR spectrum of CO2, the asymmet-

ric stretch can be observed while the symmetric stretch is absent. For more complex mole-

cules the term "group frequencies" is used to refer to the energy absorbed by the individual

functional goups (i.e.,C:O,CH2,CH3, C-OH, etc.) present in the molecule which experi-

ence vibrational excitation at different wavelengths. Initial inspection of the IR spectra of
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simple molecules generally involves the assignment of the various bond stretching and

deformation vibrations due to the presence of a particular functional group. Clearly, the

larger the molecule, the greater the number of atoms and the greater the number of funda-

mental vibrational modes (3N-6). Moreover, the less symmetry a molecule possesses the

greater the number of IR-active bands in the mid-IR spectrum (see Lambert et al.,l98l).

Thus, it is not surprising that in complex biological macromolecules nearly all the modes

are lR-active to some extent. However, the asymmetric vibrational mode of a particular

functional group (i.e., CH2stretching) may be more IR-active than the symmetric vibra-

tional mode and thus higher in relative intensity in the spectrum. Finally, the time scale of

the IR experiment (10-tz s) is fast enough to yield information on the conformational state

ofthe molecule; the spectra do not experience time scale averaging due to molecular anisot-

ropy (Flaris and Chapman, 1995). Environmental effects on the vibrating groups, such as

hydrogen bonding, electrostatic association, steric effects, physical state and solvent will

change the frequency, bandwidth and intensity of the absorption band (see Lambert et al.,

1987). Therefore, the overall absorption band will be a superposition of absorptions from

each conformation and thus dependent upon the ratio of confoÍners present in the sample.

However, due to the large number of atoms in macromolecules and their conformational

flexibility, the mid-IR spectrum consists of many overlapping absorptions. An absorption

band can be assigned to a fimctional group vibration from the frequency of the band max-

imum, while conformational information can be extracted from the overall shape of the

band contour or profile.

1.1.3 FTIR spectroscopy of biological molecules ín vítro and in situ

The complexity of IR spectra further increases when the common biological mac-

romolecules þroteins, lipids, carbohydrates or nucleic acids) are studied in combinationin

vitro, since each component contributes its own spectrum, and interactions between com-

ponents cause further changes. That is, intermolecular interactions frequently alter the fre-

quency of a vibration if the microenvironment proximal to the vibrating group has changed

(Lambert et a1.,1987; Jackson and Mantsch,1991b,t991;Troullier et a1.,2000). For exam-

ple, an external dipole (i.e., H-bond, salt-bridge, polar solvent) near a vibrating group may

exhact electron density from the group, allowing the vibration to occur at lower frequency
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(i.e., less energy is required). The spectral complexity is firther amplified when one studies

the mixtures of the biological molecules in situ, such as in cells and tissue.

Despite the complexity ofthe dat4 IR biospectroscopic analysis can provide simul-

taneous information on proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and nucleic acids isolated or in their

native environments (i.e., cells and tissues). This offers several advantages over other ana-

lytical techniques. Spectra of these macromolecules can be acquired in a variety of envi-

ronments such as aqueous solutions, organic solvents, lipid dispersions, solid state and in

tissue. However, care should be taken that the chosen environment is an adequate model

for the native environment of the macromolecule. That is, the chosen environment should

not induce a conformational change in the macromolecule that is not physiologically rele-

vant (see section 1.3). In the study ofmacromolecules in situ,IR spectroscopy offers advan-

tages over standard biochemical assays used in clinical chemistry and pathology

laboratories, because homogenization of the sample is not required and expensive his-

tochemical staining reagents for analysis of components are not utilized, respectively

(Jackson et al., 1997). Furthermore, a size limitation on the molecule(s) to be examined

does not exist as it does in nuclear magnetic resonance (NÀÆ.) spectroscopy, nor do light

scattering artifacts associated with turbidity of the sample occur as seen in circular dichro-

ism (CD) spectroscopy (Flaris and Chapman, 1995). Therefore, sample mixtures of any

combination of molecular weights can be studied, provided that the molecules absorb in

different subregions of the mid-IR, even when the preparation has decreased optical trans-

parency. External probe molecules are not required to obtain spectroscopic data as they are

in electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy, so srimples can be examined without intro-

ducing artifacts from contaminants (Haris and Chapman,1995). Moreover, spectral com-

plexity that arises from time scale averaging of anisohopic motions does not occur as IR is

a faster experiment (10-tz sec.) in comparison to NMR (10-5 sec.) and ESR (10-8 sec.).

Sample preparation is effortless in comparison to other spectroscopic techniques such as x-

ray crystallography where optimal crystallizing conditions can be difficult to delineate as

well as time-consuming. Finally, in contrast to other spectroscopic techniques, IR spectros-

copy is relatively fast in terms of accumulation and analysis of data while the instrumenta-

tion is not nearly as expensive (Haris and Chapman,1995).



Although FTIR offers several advantages over other anal¡ical techniques, it is

equally important to acknowledge the limitations. In contrast to the three dimensional

skuctures at atomic resolution that NMR and x-ray crystallographic techniques can provide

and the low resolution three-dimensional structures that can be obtained with hansmission

electron microscopy, FTIR data cannot be used to delineate a three-dimensional structure

of the macromolecule. Moreover, the extensive overlap observed in spectra of macromol-

ecules, cells and tissues, can frequently be troublesome, resulting in a loss of information.

Finally, in FTIR studies of intermolecular interactions, isotopic substitution of one of the

molecules may be required when the interacting molecules have functional groups that

absorb in the same region (i.e., two lipids, two proteins, a protein and a substrate with an

amide group).Isotopic substitution greatly increases the expense ofthe experiment. More-

over, isotopic substitution of the carbons, nitrogen and/or oxygens of a polypeptide back-

bone typically requires protein expression from bacteria raised on isotopically-substituted

glucose and/or amino acids. Suchprotein expression would be time-consuming and expen-

sive, not to mention it is always possible that the protein expression system is not able to

produce suffrcient quantities of the labeled protein for a complete set of IR experiments.

1.2 INSTRUMENTATTON A,ND SAMPLING TECHNIQUES

Numerous studies have focused on the analysis of structure, dynamics and interac-

tions of biological molecules utilizing a conventional FTIR spectrometer in the transmis-

sion mode. More complex investigations are also possible, requiring accessory equipment

for examination of a sample in a particular state or for extraction of unique information.

Various accessories are available for use in conjunction with a conventional FTIR spec-

trometer to analyze samples in different states on either the macroscopic or microscopic

scale. The experimental approach taken is largely dependent on whether the application

involves study of a prepared sample (in vitro) or a tissue sample (in situ).

1.2.1 Conventional F tIR spectrometer

A simple layout for a conventional FTIR spectrometer is shown in Figure 1-1.

Briefly, a thermal source (globar) emits IR radiation and the beam enters the interferometer.

Within the interferometer is a beamsplitter which divides the incoming beam into two opti-

cal beams (not shown). One of these optical beams reflects from a fixed mirror, while the
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All of the spectral infrared frequencies are simultaneously encoded within this

interferogram signal which is then sent forth toward the sample compartment to the sample.

The detector then senses the resultant interferogram transmitted or reflected from the sam-

ple, and a computer interfaced with the spectrometer calculates the difference in interfero-

gram when compared to the inherent interferogram without absorbance (i.e., rhe

background). In comparison to dispersive instruments, data acquisition takes seconds

instead of minutes, a feature known as Felgett's advantage (Griffiths, 1975). To take full

advantage ofthe interferometry approach, it is essential to have a detector that is highly sen-

sitive and has a fast response time. One commonly used mid-IR detector, which has these

characteristics, is the mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) pyroelectric bolometer, sensitive

from the near infrared (10000 cm-r) to the low end of the mid-IR (400 cm-r). The high sen-

sitivity of FTIR detectors improves the optical throughput (Jacquinot's advantage), while

their fast response time allows for co-addition and signal averaging of numerous scans.

These two characteristics allow spectra to be acquired with greater signal-to-noise quality

in comparison to dispersive instruments (Griffrths,1975). A helium-neon reference laser

(lases in the red) provides internal wavelength calibration for the spectrometer (Connes

advantage).

1,2.2 The sample cell for conventional transmission FTIR biospectroscopy

In conventional transmission FTIR spectroscopy a cell or container that is optically

transparent is required to hold the sample in the path ofthe IR beam. For biological samples

(aqueous liquid or tissue) the optically transparent windows must have limited solubility in

aqueous media and therefore are typically made of either BaF2 or CaF2 (Lambert et al.,

1987).In the mounting of solution samples, a rubber o-ring and IR transparent window are

placed in an open demountable IR cell (see Figure 1-2). Prior to pipetting the sample onto

the IR window, an o-ring-shaped Teflon spacer is placed on the IR window for specifica-

tion of a particular pathlength. For instance, if a prepared protein solution in D2O was to be

arnlyzed a typical pathlength would be 25-50 pm while if a nucleic acid solution was to be

prepared in þO a Teflon spacer of about 10 pm may be the choice as this would minimize

the absorption of water in the spectrum (refer to sample preparation section 1.3). Finally,

the second IR window is placed on the sample, a second rubber o-ring is added and the
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1.2.5 Synchrotron radiation as the source of the IR. radiation

A conventional FTIR spectrometer utilizes a thermal source (globar) to emit IR

radiation (section 1.2.1). Rather than provide a collimated beam as does a laser, a globar

source, like a light bulb, emits radiation in all directions. In FTIR microspectroscopy, the

IR radiation must pass through an aperture prior to impinging upon the sample (section

1.2.4) and the non-collimated IR radiation that cannot pass through this aperture is lost.

Therefore, the number of photons that can reach the detector after absorption utilizing a

thermal emission source will be low unless a larger aperhre of at least 30 to 50 ¡rm in diam-

eter is utilized (Choo et aL.,1996).

Altematively, improved spatial resolution and faster data collection times can be

achieved when synchrotron radiation is utilized as an ultra-bright infrared source in FTIR

microspectroscopy (Williams, 1992; Choo et a1.,1996; Jamin et a1.,1998). Synchrotron

infrared light is highly collimated similar to a laser beam, thus it is 1000 times brighter

(more photons per cross-sectional area of the beam) than the standard globar used in con-

ventional FTIR microspectroscopy (Williams, 1992). However, unlike a laser it has a broad

bandwidth and thus emits a wide range of infrared wavelengths, making FTIR microspec-

troscopy possible (Williams, 1992). Consequently, this 1000-fold increase in brightness

decreases the time required for complete data collection since there is reduction in the

number of co-added scans required to produce spectra with a high SA{ ratio. Moreover,

with synchrotron radiation as the source in FTIR microspectroscopy, the aperture can be

decreased to the diffraction limit of 3 to 5 ¡rm for the mid-IR region with improved intensity

at the detector (Williams, 1992).In general, as the wavelength of radiation passing through

the aperture approaches the diameter of the aperture, the radiation will be scattered radially

due to diffraction, resulting in a lower SA{ ratio at longer wavelengths (Choo et al.,1996).

A number of synchrotron radiation centres equipped with IR beamline facilities are

available worldwide. Those facilities that support FTIR microspectroscopy at their IR ports

are: SRC inDaresbury, UK; LIIRE, Paris, France; ALS, Berkeley, USA; Aladdin, Wiscon-

sin, USA; NSLS, Brookhaven, USA; Max-Lab, Lund, Sweden; and IfVSOR, Okasaki,

Japan (Williams, 1999).In a synchrotron, energetic electrons are injected into a storage ring

kept at high vacuum. Multiple bending magnets are used to keep the electrons circulating
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within the ring by imposing changes in direction on them at many locations around the ring.

Where a change in direction occrrs, synchrotron radiation (white light) is emitted tangent

to the arc of the electron path. This emitted synchrotron light is directed down various

beamline ports, located along the circumference of the storage ring, which select the light

of infrared energies (i.e., block IfV, x-rays, g¿ìrnma rays etc. emitted from the synchrotron

source). Radiofrequency cavities (rarmonic chambers) replenish the energy lost by emis-

sion of synchrotron radiation from the electrons, the effectiveness of which determine the

beam lifetime between injections (2-6 hours) as well as the time scale ofthe source (50-500

picoseconds). Source brightness and stability is variable at the different facilities listed

above due to differences in energy at which the ring is operated (MeV) and the radiofre-

quency cavities utilized to improve beam lifetime (Williams, 1999). Furthermore, these

facilities have been developing various approaches in dealing with the source noise that

evolves from power supply instability, harmonic chambers, storage ring cooling systems

and vibrating pumps (Williams, 1999).

1.3 SAMPLE PREPARATION

Sample preparation for either ìn vitro or in situ examination is dependent upon the

sampling technique chosen for the investigation. Sampling techniques commonly used for

mid-IR biospectroscopy can be divided into four categories: in vitro macrosampling, in

vitro miuosampling, in situ macrosampling and in situ microsampling (Table l-1). Fur-

thermore, depending upon the state of the sample (solution, dried film, bulk tissue or thin

tissue section) the degree of difficulty of sample preparation will vary.

Table 1-1. Sampling techniques used for mid-infrared biospectroscopy

Sample

Solution

Dried
fikn

Tissue

In vìtro

Transmission

Transmission
ATR

Macro
rations
Micro

Microscopy Transmission Microscopy
ATR

Transmission Microscopy
ATR

Macro
In situ

Micro
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1.3.1 Preparation of biological samples in solution for in y¡ba studies

Macrosampling ofbiological samples prepared invítro in a solution state (i.e.,mac-

romolecules in buffer) typically utilizes conventional transmission spectroscopy (section

1.2.2). This sampling technique allows examination of the gross overall spectral character-

istics of all of the molecular components in the sample. The choice of solvent for solution

studies must maintain the physiological relevance of the model system, and in IR regions

where the sample absorbs the molar absorptivity of the solvent relative to that of the solute

should be minimal. Physiologically, an aqueous solvent system at neutral pH is the opti-

mum choice as organic solvents such as dimethylsulphoxide and halogenated alcohols can

disrupt the native conformation of biological molecules such as proteins (Jackson and

Mantsch, 1991a; Jackson and Mantsch,1992). However, water is a strong IR absorber and

interferes with absorptions of biological macromolecules, therefore invitro studies are usu-

ally carried out in buffered DrO which absorbs in regions outside the range of interest for

proteins and lipids (Mendelsohn and Mantsch, 1986). The accepted infrared absorption

bands of liquid water, D2O and HOD (Mendelsohn and Mantsch, 1986) are presented in

Table 1-2. Finally, the types of functional groups present in the macromolecular component

being examined may further direct the choice of solvent. For instance, conformationally

diagnostic absorptions of lipids and proteins overlap with the O-H stretching and H-O-H

bending vibrations of water, respectively, thus the aqueous solvent of choice is DrO. How-

ever, for nucleic acids and carbohydrates, both DrO and HrO absorb in regions of interest,

therefore solution spectra may have to ca:ried out in both þO and D2O in separate exper-

iments for observation of all the relevant macromolecular vibrations (Taillandier and Liq-

uier, 7992). Although, ATR could also be used on solution state biological samples,

transmission is the preferred technique when aqueous solutions are used since the closed

liquid sampling cell minimizes atmospheric H-D exchange with DrO. Moreover, ATR can

cause distortion of absorption bands on the shorter frequency edge relative to the longer fre-

quency edge of the spectrum (section 1.2.3).
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Table 1-2. IR bands due to H,O. D"O and HODa

Frequency

3490,3280

3380

2540,2450

2s00

zl25

1645

I 555

1 455

1215

cm

H-O-H stretching, v(O-H)

H-O-D stretching, v(H-OD)

D-O-D stretching, v(O-D)

D-OH stretching, v(D-OH)

H2O association band va(H2O)

H-O-H bending, ð(H2O)

D2O association band, vn(DzO)

H-O-D bending, ô(HOD)

D-O-D bending, ô(D2O)

Assignment

One of the advantages of IR spectroscopy in solution studies is thatthe sample does

not need to be a homogeneous, optically clear solution, as in other types of spectroscopy,

such as CD, where light scattering artifacts are a problem. A heterogeneous suspension

such as that produced for liposomal mixtures can also be examined, the only limitation

being the concentoation of the solutes to be detected. The lower limit for substrate concen-

tration in conventional transmission IR spectroscopy is typically 1-10 mg/ml depending on

pathlength (Beer-Lambert law applies). For water solutions, shorter pathlengths (ca. 6 ¡rm)

must be employed along with a higher solute concentration (10 mg/ml), decreasing the

intensity of the water bands and allowing them to be more reliably subtacted from the

sample spectrum. (Haris and Chapman,1995; Jackson and Mantsch,1996). However for

samples prepared in DrO, longer pathlengths (up to 100 pm) and consequently lower solute

concentrations (1 mg/rnl) can be utilized because DrO absorptions appear outside the

regions of biological interest. (Haris and Chapman,1995; Jackson and Mantstch,1996).

Once the liquid sample is placed in the demountable cell (section 1.2.2, Figure 1-

2), it is closed to prevent interference by atmospheric water vapor. However, even though

the sample compartment is purged with dry nitrogen gas to remove water vapor from out-

4. Band frequency and assignment cited from Table 3 p.ll4 of Mendelsohn and Mantsch, 1986
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side of the cell, traces of HrO vapor may still be present. A water vapor spectrum (Figure

1-6) should be acquired in the absence of the sample cell for subsequent subtraction from

the sample spectrum (section 1.4.4). A water vapor spectrum is usually obtained by break-

ing the dry Nz(g) purge in the sample compartment (r.e., exposing it to the atmosphere) and

taking an absorbance spectrum, using a spectrum of the Nz(g) purged sample compartment

as the background spectrum. Therefore, it is not surprising that the asymmetric stretching

of carbon dioxide appears near 2400 cm-1, since the atmosphere in most instrument rooms

contains COz(g) as well as H2O(g).

Figure 1-6. Water vapor spectrum acquired on a Biorad FtS60 FTIR spectometer

equipped with an MCT detector with a nominal spectral resolution of 2 cm-r.

Abbreviations: asymmetric, as; symmetric, s; stretching, v; bending, ô.
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1.3.2 Preparation of dried films for ín vitro and ín silz studies

As an alternative to solution work, in vitro studies may involve the preparation of a

dried film on an IR transparenlreflective substrate while the sample is purged with a stream

of dry nitrogen gas to minimize hydration from the atnosphere. As shown in Table 1-1,

macroscopic sampling of dried films preparedinvitro can utilize either conventional trans-

mission (section 1.2.2) or ATR-FTIR (section 1.2.3.) spectroscopy. Unique information,

such as orientation of secondary structural elements of a protein with respect to a lipid

bilayer prepared on an ATR crystal, can be delineated by observation of bands attenuated

or augmented by polarized light (Haris and Chapman, 1995). In contrast to macroscopic

sampling techniques, microscopic sampling (section 1.2.4) can reveal differences in sample

homogeneity within a prepared dried f,rlm. For example, by using IR microspectroscopy on

films prepared from clays mixed with different nucleic acids, Franchi et al.,l999,were able

to collect spectra at the focal sites of complexation between the nucleic acids and surface-

exposed clay molecules. If these clay-nucleic acid films had been examined macroscopi-

cally by IR, spectral features due to the chemical change (i.e., complex formation) would

have been diluted by the spectral features of the film constituents that did not experience a

chemical change. Such "spectral dilution" is a problem with macroscopic sampling tech-

niques of inhomogeneous samples because the "average spectrum" of the sample is

obtained, rather than the localized spectrum that is site-specific to the biophysical or chem-

ical change. As a result, macroscopic sampling of inhomogeneous samples can frequently

result in a loss of information or perhaps misleading information on the biological system.

Dried films of extracted biological fluids (1.e., blood, urine, etc.) can be prepared

for IR examination of the solutes "in situ", using transmission or ATR FTIR spectroscopy

for macroscopic examination and FTIR microspectroscopy for microscopic examination

(Table 1-1). The term"in situ" is used rather loosely here because the removal of water

from biological fluids may compromise the biological integrity of the solutes. Thus, it may

be worthwhile to compare spectra taken ofthe dried film under a dry stream of nitrogen gas

to that under a stream of D2O vaporthat partially rehydrates the film. Direct mid-IR exam-

ination of the biological fluid in sítu,is diffrcult to carry out unless the fluid is highly con-

centrated and a low (<10 ¡rm) pathlength is used to minimize the absorptions from water
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(see section 1.3.1). More recently, near IR spectroscopy GVfn) has been found to be more

suitable than mid-IR spectroscopy for examination of biological fluids (Jackson and

Mantsch, 1996; Jackson et al., 1991). Although NIR is out of the scope of this thesis, it

should be noted that one of the advantages of NIR over mid-IR spectroscopy is that water

overtone and combination absorptions have l0o/othe intensity of water fundamental vibra-

tions in the mid-IR (Jackson and Mantsch,1996).

1.3.3 Preparation of tissue for biological studies in sítu

Biological studies in sÌtu more typically involve the analysis of cells and tissues on

either the macroscopic or microscopic scale. Transmission (section 1.2.2) and ATR-FTIR

spectroscopy (section 1.2.3) as techniques for macrosampling have already been discussed.

Sample preparation generally involves the washing of the tissue in a saline solution to

remove blood (if the tissue is fresh) or salt-containing solutions (if these have been used to

store the tissue post-mortem). Fresh unfixed tissue is preferable so that post-mortem cell

autolysis and spectral artifacts due to fixatives can be avoided (Gentner et a1.,1998). An

appropriately sized piece of the tissue is then cut and placed either between two IR trans-

parent windows with a well (for conventional transmission) or between the crystal and the

anvil (for ATR). For microscopic examination (section T.2.4) however, the tissue must be

cut into a very thin section and placed on either an IR transparent substrate or an IR reflec-

tive glass slide. The tissue for FTIR microspectroscopy is thinly cut in a fresh-frozen state

using a cryostat microtome (Wong and Rigas, 1990;Jackson and Mantsch, 1996). To main-

tain tissue integrity, fixation should be avoided if possible (i.e., if degradative enrymes are

minimal in the tissue). However, formalin fixation is possible without introducing interfer-

ing spectral absorptions as long as time is allotted for evaporation of the formalin from the

tissue section. Embedding materials ttrat aid in the sectioning of the tissues on a cryostat

microtome, such as methyl methacrylate can be utilized but a wash with xylene is recom-

mended as methyl methacrylate absorbs in the mid IR region. The xylene wash will also

remove some of the lipid content from the tissue (Jackson and Mantsch, 1996) and thus

should only be used when studying tissue of low lipid content (i.e., bone). Embedding with

Optimal Cutting TemperatureÏM (OCT) medium, a mixture of polyvinyl alcohol and poly-

ethylene glycol,s is strongly disfavored as it contains numerous hydroxyl groups (high
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molar absorptivity in the mid-IR region) which would produce interfering absorptions with

samples ofbiological interest (Wong and Rigas, |99l;Manoharan et a1.,19931' Jackson and

Mantsch, 1996). Although OCT is a water-soluble medium it is diffrcult to completely

remove from tissue even after numerous washings with alcohol and vigorous removal will

affect the integrity of the endogenous tissue constituents (Wong and Rigas, 1990; Jackson

and Mantsch,1996). Furthermore, unlike methyl methacrylate, OCT is an effective hydro-

gen bond donor and acceptor and can greatly affect conformation of numerous tissue con-

stituents even after an attempt is made to remove the majority of the OCT (Wong and

Rigas, 1990).

1.4 SPECTRAL PROCESSING ^A.ND PREPROCESSING

Spectral processing involves the computer-controlled conversion of the detected,

signal-averaged and background-subtracted interferogram (recall section 1.2.1) from the

Fourier domain to the frequency domain to produce the interpretable IR spectrum. This

conversion is mathematically performed by a fast Fourier transform but can be best

explained by contrasting the functions that occur upon absorption in the Fourier and fre-

quency domain (section 1.4.1).In addition, certain instrumental parameters, such as the

nominal spectral resolution, number of scans collected/coadded and the apodization func-

tion applied to the interferogram, give the spectroscopist some control over the signal-to-

noise quality in the raw spectrum. This control over spectral quality is better explained by

considering what occurs to the interferogram in the Fotrier domain (sections 1.4.2 and

1.4.3).

In contrast spectral preprocessing refers to the IR software programs used by the

spectroscopist to improve the quality of the raw spectral data in preparation for spectral

interpretation and data analysis. The sequential order in which each preprocessing tech-

nique is applied to the raw spectrum is very important. If the spectrum was taken of a

sample in solvent (i.e.,D2O buffer), interactive subtraction of the solvent absorption spec-

5. OCT is an embedding material produced by Tissue-TekTM. Tissue-Tekru does not provide the composi-
tion of OCT on the container. However, the composition is reported in "Fixation, processing, sectioning and
storage of tissues, written by Dr. Beverly Faulkner-Jones, Dept. of Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of
Melbourne, Australi4 at the website: http:/iwww.biochemistry.unimelb.edu.au/bf ones/ish/part3.htm. For
further information Dr. Faulkner-Jones can be contacted by email: B.Jones@Anatomy.Unimelb.EDu.Au.
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trum from that of the sample in the solvent is performed first, for better visualization of

absorption bands due to the solute. Next, if the sample experiences some exposure to H2O

vapor, interactive subtraction of a water vapor spectrum from the solvent-subtracted spec-

trum can typically improve spectral quality. If there is residual noise after water vapor sub-

traction, the spectrum may be smoothed but only when absolutely necessary and even then

in moderation since over-smoothing can result in a loss of resolution. To correct sloping

artifacts in the baseline, an interactive two- or multi-point baseline correction can also be

performed. Moreover, if specific spectral subregions are wanted for inspection, band nar-

rowing techniques or global analysis of multiple spectra, the spectrum can be truncated.

Finally, in macrosampling applications the concentration of a solute may be slightly differ-

ent from sample to sample, therefore normalization of the specif,rc absorption band to be

compared amongst the spectra will correct for concentration-dependent errors. Further

details on these spectral preprocessing techniques, aimed to improve spectral quality or

enable direct comparison of absorption bands in multiple spectr4 can be fotrnd in section

1.4.4. Once the spectroscopist has preprocessed the spectra to improve spectral quality, the

next objective may be to amplify the spectral information by increasing the resolution

beyond the limits of the instrument (section 1.4.5). For example, band narrowing tech-

niques, such as Fourier self deconvolution (FSD) and derivation (FD), are commonly used

to "artificially enhance" the spectral resolution. The term "artificially enhance" is used here

because resolution is an instrumental parameter whereas FSD and FD are mathematical

techniques that manipulate the resolution after other spectral preprocessing techniques

have been applied. FSD and FD operations are performed "interactively" (i.e.,user-control

of each parameter) on the absorbance spectrum. How these techniques actually nanow

band width is best explained by describing the effect of FSD or FD on the interferogram in

Fourier domain and converting the result to the frequency domain (as shown in section

t.4.s).

All of these spectral preprocessing techniques are not without a certainlevel of sub-

jectivity and occasionally several approaches are tried to determine which combination of
preprocessing techniques leads to a meaningful result in the global data analysis (section

1.7). This is especially true oftruncation ofthe spectrum (section 1.4.4).That is, user-selec-

tion of spectral subregions that contain the most important information for the comparison
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of multiple spectra is highly subjective and can result in a loss of pertinent information.

This level of subjectivity is not that important for in vitro studies, since the spectroscopist

knows the composition ofthe sample. However for in sifz studies (i.e., tissues),little infor-

mation is known about the exact composition of the sample(s), increasing the subjectivity

in choosing diagnostic subregions or absorptions to differentiate the sample(s). Alterna-

tively, this subjectivity can be lifted by using a computer algorithm to search for the most

diagnostic regions of spectra belonging to two or more groups under comparison. One such

computer algorithm, a genetic algorithm (GA), coupled to a multivariate analysis algorithm

for feedback, searches through the number of possible combinations of diagnostic subre-

gions that can best differentiate between samples (see section 1.4.6.).

1.4.1 Conversion from the Fourier domain to the frequency domain

Once the signal is detected and the information is transferred to a computer inter-

faced with the spectrometer, the resultant interferogram is converted from the Fourier

domain (signal intensity as a function of retardation) to the frequency domain (absorbance

as a function of wavenumber) by means of a fast Fourier transform. The interconversion

between the Fourier domain and the frequency domain for a single absorption is shown

schematically in Figure l-7 . As depicted in Figure 1-Tc,Founer transformation of the inter-

ferogram (an exponentially decaying cosine function) produces an absorption band with

line shape related to the exponential decay of the cosine and band maximum at frequency,

v, related to the periodicity of the cosine wave (Cameron and Moffatt, 1984). Note, that the

faster the rate of exponential decay in the Fourier domain, the greater the bandwidth in the

spectal domain. In the frequency domain on the left-hand side of Figure I-7, a single band

in the IR spectrum can be expressed as a convolution of line shape (Figure l-7a) with a

Dirac delta function that describes position and intensity ofthe absorption (Figure l-7b).In

the Fourier domain on the right-hand side of Figure l-7, the exponentially decaying cosine

wave can be expressed as the vector product of the exponential (Figure l-7 a) arñthe cosine

wave (Figure l-7b).
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Figure l-7. Interconversion between

Abbreviations: FI, Fourier transform
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1.4.2 Spectral resolution

An IR spectrum consists of numerous absorption bands at different frequencies with

different shapes and widths, and is therefore the sum of the fast Fourier transforms per-

formed on each decaying cosine wave of periodicity, v, in the Fourier domain. Linewidth

for a single absorbing group is dependent on the rate of decay of the interferogram, such

that a more slowly decaying cosine frrnction is transformed to a naffower line (Cameron

and Moffatt, 1984).In addition, a reciprocal relationship exists between spectral resolution

and the distance the moving mirror travels (1.e., if the mirror moves 0.25 cmback and forth,

the nominal spectral resolution would be ll(2x0.25 cm): 2 cm'1)7 (Griffrths, 1975;Lam-

bert et a1.,1987). Therefore, since the detected signal is an exponentially decaying cosine

fi,rnction of the retardation, greater spectral resolution can be obtained at larger displace-

ments of the moving mirror. This sounds wonderful in theory but spectral resolution is also

limited by the size of the interferometer (Griffrths,l975; Lambert et a1.,1987). That is, a

spectrum car¡rot be collected with infinite resolution (i.e., very small number of cm-l)

unless the size of the interferometer is infinitely large.

1.4.3 Spectral noise and apodization of the interferogram

Although spectral resolution improves at greater retardation, signal intensity wanes

and noise becomes overbearing in the spectrum. In the Fourier domain noise remains con-

stant while signal intensity exponentially decays as a function of retardation (Cameron and

Moffatt, 1984). Therefore, acquisition of an interferogram is usually followed by multipli-

cation (l.e., dot product) with a chosen apodization function (i.e.,boxcar, triangular, Bessel,

to name a few). This effectively weights the interferogram closer to the centerburst (i.e., x
: 0) and truncates the interferogram at a specific retardation, x. The retardation value

chosen to be the upper limit in this truncation is dependent upon the spectral resolution

selected on the instrumentT. Co-addition of numerous scans improves the signal-to-noise

(SnÐ ratio since the signal increases directly with the number of scans collected while the

noise, statistical in nature, only increases with the square root of the number of scans col-

lected (Griffiths, 1975).

7. Spectral resolution -- 1/26 (where 2ô is the total distance the minor moves back and forth). Since retarda-
tion, x, is defined by x:2õ, spectral resolution : 1/x.
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1.4.4 Common approaches used in spectral preprocessing to improve spectral qualify

Prior to spectral interpretation, spectral preprocessing techniques, such as the sub-

traction of water vapor or buffer from the original spectrum, smoothing, baseline correc-

tion, truncation and normalization, may have to be applied to the raw spectral data to

improve spectral quality or simpliff the comparison of multiple spectra. These operations

are available in the form of macro-computing programs that are compatible with the soft-

ware of the instrument. Each preprocessing technique is not without a certain level of sub-

jectivity since the user typically chooses the parameters of the preprocessing calculation.

Therefore, it is imperative that the spectroscopist be well practiced in the application and

limitations of these techniques, while at the same time being well acquainted with their raw

spectal data. Moreover, the sequential order chosen to manipulate the specta in the overall

preprocessing approach is important but under some debate. It is agreed that interactive

subtraction of contributions from water vapor and buffer should be done first. Moreover, if
the noise level is too high (> l0 mOD units), smoothing should precede FSD or FD, since

band narrowing techniques amplifu noise (section 1.4.5). Baseline correction can be done

prior to truncation as long as the truncated spectrum contains baseline at the extreme ends.

Based on personal experience, normalization should be done after any baseline manipula-

tions (subtraction, baseline correction) and smoothing, but prior to band narrowing tech-

niques. Finally, if multiple spectra are to be directly compared in the global data analysis,

the sequential order of spectral manipulations must remain constant from spectrum to spec-

trum and each technique should be carried out in a similar manner with the same parame-

ters.

Spectral preprocessing may involve corrections for unwanted absorptions, such as

those due to water vapor and buffer, or for concentation-dependent errors. The interactive

subtraction of a water vapor spectrum and buffer spectrum from the raw data is a method

based on difference spectroscopy. The scalar weighting factor for subtraction of one spec-

trum from another is subjective but certain regions in the mid-IR region can be periodically

checked to validate the choice. For example, if the region between 1700-1800 cm-l is free

of the sharp absorptions due to water vapor (section 1.3.1, Figure 1-6), then it is assumed

that the correct scaling factor was chosen for the interactive subtraction of water vapor from
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the raw spectrum (Jackson and Mantsch,1995). However, the choice of scaling factor for

the interactive subtraction of a buffer spectrum from the original spectrum is validated by

observation of a flat zero baseline in regions where neither component (buffer nor solute)

absorbs, typically between 1800-1900 cm-t.

Spectral preprocessing may also involve data reduction techniques, such as trunca-

tion of the spectral data. For instance, if only a certain region of the spectrum is required

for analysis, truncation of the spectrum between two designated wavenumbers is carried

out which rids the spectral file of data outside these limits. The decision of which spectral

regions are specifically diagnostic is up to the discretion of the spectroscopist. Normally

the subjectivity involved in truncation involves merely the selection of obvious regions in

the mid-IR in which molecular components absorb, such as the IR fingerprint region (700-

1800 cm-t)8 of the spectrum or the CH, OH and NH stretching region (2S00-3600 cm-r).

That is, since the region between 1800 and 2800 is typically void of diagnostic absorptions

for biological macromolecules this subregion can be omiued from the analysis.

Problems with the spectrometer (i.e.,noise) can also be corrected using spectral pre-

processing. Should noise be a problem in the spectrum, a smoothing operation (equivalent

to apodization discussed in section 1.4.3) could be performed, but extreme care should be

taken not to over-smooth as this would result in erroneous interpretation of the spectrum.

Additional corrections to the spectral data may also include a correction to the baseline

achieved by a variety of methods. For example, the spectroscopist can choose either a two-

point or multiple point baseline correction. That is, points on the spectrum can be manually

chosen to be considered as part of the overall flat baseline that lies on zero absorption.

Finally, normalization may be required for direct comparison of a number of sample

specta. For example, in macrosampling applications the concentration of a solute may be

slightly different from sample to sample, therefore normalization prior to band narrowing

techniques will correct for concentration-dependent effors. Normalization involves setting

8. An IR fingerprint refers to the unique arrangement of absorption bands at specific frequencies, with spe-
cific relative intensities, that have been assigned to a particular molecule (i.e., collagen fingerprint) much in
the same way fingerprints of different individuals are unique. Typically, this unique arrangement of bands
occurs in the frequency range of 700-1800 cm-r. Therefore, the 700-1800 cm-rspectral subregion is com-
monly referred to as the IR fingerprint region in the literature.
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the frequency limits of a designated region within a spectrum (i.e., an absorption band, for

example) and assigning a specific value for the integrated intensity under the curve. This

procedure has to be repeated using the identical parameters (i.e., frequency range and inte-

grated intensity value) on all spectra that are to be compared. Programs that can normalize

a group of spectral files simultaneously are available to conserve time in preprocessing.

Normalization should also be carried out before using band narrowing techniques to artifi-

cially improve the spectral resolution (section 1.4.5).

1.4.5 Band narrowing techniques used to amplify spectral information

Even though nominal spectral resolution is limited by the instrumentation (section

I.4.2), computational methods are available to artificially enhance the spectral resolution

of overlapped band contours. Two such band narrowing techniques, Fourier selÊdeconvo-

lution (FSD) and Fourier derivation (FD) are commonly used in preparation of IR spechal

data for analysis (Kauppinen et al., 1981; Cameron and Moffatt,7984; Moffatt and

Mantsch, 1992; Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). These numerical approaches to spectral pre-

processing (use Fourier hansforms to) change the shape of the infrared bands and reduce

their width to allow for better separation of the individual component bands which com-

prise the overall band contour (Moffau and Mantsch,1992).

One way to illustrate the FSD and FD techniques is diagrammatically by describing

their effects on the interferogram in the Fourier domain and converting the result to the fre-

quency domain. First, consider one absorption band (i.e., aLorentzian of defined shape,

intensity and frequency) in the frequency domain and convert (via FT) the spectrum to the

Fourier domain (recall Figure l-7c).In the Fourier domain this Lorentzian is an exponen-

tially decaying cosine function, the wider the Lorentzian band the greater the rate of decay

(section 1.4.1). This Lorentzian is a convolution of Lorentzian line shape (recall Figure 1-

7a) and a Dirac õ function (recall Figure l-7b).In an ideal spectrum without noise, the line

shape can be deconvolved from the spectrum, by dividing the exponentially decaying

cosine function by a decreasing exponential, thus removing the information about line

shape from the interferogram. Dividing the interferogram by a decreasing exponential is

equivalent to multiplying the interferograrn by an increasing exponential. The result in the

Fourier domain is a cosine wave that ends at a specific point (f.e., retardation , x)thatdefines
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the original spectral resolution selected on the instrument. Moreover, the inverse Fourier

transform of this cosine wave that terminates at some retardation,x,is a sinc line shape (or

[sinx]/x) at frequency, v, similar to the Dirac õ function shown on the left in Figure 1-7å,

except that it has a line width defined by the original spectal resolution9 with side lobes on

either side (see Cameron and Moffatt, 1984). In the Fourier transform of a "real" absorption

band (i.e., with noise), the signal intensity decays exponentially while noise remains con-

stant (Figure l-&a, right). For deconvolution of a Lorentzian line shape from the spectrum,

the Fourier transform of the spectrum (Figure 1-8ø, right) is multiplied by an increasing

exponential (Figure 1-8å, right). Multiplying the signal in the original interferogram by this

increasing exponential should result in a cosine wave, similar to that shown on the right in

Figwe l-7b. However, when the noise is greater than the signal in the original interfero-

gram, deconvolution results in amplification of the noise exponentially from this point

(blue arrow, Figure l-8c, right). Moreover, noise that has been deconvolved becomes

highly periodic upon transformation to the spectral domain (Cameron and Moffatt,1984).

Such highly periodic noise can be seen on either side of the deconvolved absorption band,

when the deconvolved interferogram is transformed back to the spectral domain (red

arrows, Figure 1-8c, left). To minimize the side lobes of the sinc line shape as well as the

noise, the second part of the FSD operation involves the multiplication of the deconvolved

interferogram by a smoothing function (Figure 1-8d, right). Smoothing essentially weights

the portion ofthe interferogram that is dominated by signal rather than by noise (Cameron

and MofFatt,1984).In the Fourier domain, the final result of FSD is a smoothly decaying

cosine (Figure 1-8e, right) that extends to a greater retardation value than the original inter-

ferogram (Figure 1-8a, right). That is, in comparison to the original interferogram, the FSD

interferogram has a slower rate of decay. Therefore, upon transformation to the frequency

domain, the FSD band has a reduced full width at half maximum (Figure 1-8e, right)

because the slower the rate of decay in the Fourier domain the narrower the band in the

spectral domain (section 1.4.1).

9. Recall, spectral resolution is defined by l/2õ (where 6 is the displacement of the moving mirror from the
beamsplitter in one direction). Also recall, the optical pathlength difference between beams reflected from
the moving and fixed mirror, otherwise known as the retardation, ¡, is defined by x: 2ô. Therefore, spectral
resolution is defined by l/x.
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Figure 1-8. Fourier self-deconvolution of an IR bandlO. Inset placed over the

Fourier domain in (a) is a magnification of the signal/noise at that retardation of the

interferogram. Abbreviations; FT is the Fourier transform operation
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When performing the FSD operation on a selected spectral subregion, the user can

observe the change in spectral resolution as two parameters, full width at half maximum

(choice of the correct increasing exponential) and the percentage of smoothing, are manip-

ulated interactively to achieve maximal resolution enhancement. Maximum resolution

enhancement is considered to be obtained when the appearance of periodic noise along the

baseline and negative side lobes on the absorption bands are minimized.In general, once
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10. Figure adapted with permission from Cameron and Moffatt, 1984.
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the estimated bandwidth is greater than the narrowest absorption in the subregion selected

for FSD, the negative side lobes of the sinc line shape should disappear (Cameron and

Mantsch, 1984). Routine comparison of the spectrum before and afterFSD can also be ben-

eficial to ensure that the spectrum has not been over-deconvolved or over-smoothed. How-

ever, the FSD operation is not without some drawbacks as choice of these parameters is

fairly subjective (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). In addition, the FSD algorithm makes an

assumption of deconvolving the spectrum with a symmetric band shape, usually Lorentz-

ian, but in reality the numerous bands in an IR spectrum may be asymmetric with different

shapes (Moffatt and Mantsch,1992). When the overall band contour is asymmetric due to

the overlap of two or more component bands, deconvolution of a symmetric band shape

from the spectrum will yield two or more peaks. However, certain experimental techniques,

such as ATR-FTIR can distort spectoa (section 1.2.3) and deconvolution will augment this

distortion leading to erroneous spectral interpretation (Cameron and Moffatt, 1984).

Finally, FSD should only be carried out on spectra free from water vapor (section 1.4.4) as

water vapor will distort the deconvolved spectrum (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995).

In contrast to FSD, where the interferogram weighting firnction is an increasing

exponential, Fourier second-order derivation uses a quadratic weighting function to naffow

bandwidths (Cameron and Moffatt, 1984). As shown in Figure 1-9, the derivative line-

shape function in the frequency domain has two positive "intrinsic" lobes and two negative

artifact lobes that appear after the weighting function is applied (Cameron and Moffatt,

1984). Rather than using a smoothing function to eradicate the formation of the artifact

lobes, simple truncation in the Fourier domain (Figure 1-9c, right) yields the second deriv-

ative of the spectrum in the frequency domain. (Cameron and Moffatg 1984). Similar to

FSD, the bandwidth after FD (Figure 1-9c, left) is reduced in comparison to the original

Lorentzian (Figure l-9a,left). That is, the FD calculation decreased the rate of decay of the

cosine function in the Fourier domain, narrowing the band in the frequency domain (Figure

l-9c, ngllrt). As the second derivative weighting function is negative figure 1-9å) this

yields a negative second derivative function in the Fourier domain. Therefore, after the

second-order FD operation is applied, second derivative spectra are frequently multiplied

by a scaling factor of -1 so that the derivative spectrum can be compared more easily to the

raw absorbance spectrum.
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Figure 1-9. Second-order derivation
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of a Lorentzian

Fourier domain
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(c) '":ïþ Jþî
ll ivlinimum truncation point for

I 
,"d derivarive

After the second-order polynomial weighting function is chosen, there is one

parameter that the user can interactively manipulate when performing FD, namely the min-

imum truncation point for the second derivative. The smaller this number, the farther the

data in the Fourier domain is retained. That is, for greater smoothing the number of points

for truncation is increased (truncation point moved to lower x) until the negative artifact

lobes disappear. Water vapor, interference fringes, and noise affect derivative spectra as

they do deconvolved spectra. However, since integrated intensity is lost in second-order

derivation (Cameron and Moffatt, 1984) the distortions that arise from ATR-FTIR

(enhanced absorption at longer wavelengths) are not retained. FSD and second-order FD

Quadratic weighting function
for 2od derivative

11. Functions in figure reprinted with permission from Cameron and Moffatt, 1984.
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should in principle give the same result when performed separately on the raw spectrum;

that is they should produce the same number of component bands at similar frequencies

(Cameron and Moffatt, 1984). However, it is good practice to attempt both band narrowing

techniques individually to confirm the presence of the component bands and improve the

reliability of the analysis to follow (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995).

1.4.6 Non-subjective data reduction techniques

Truncation of specific spectral subregions from a spectrum by the spectroscopist is

entirely subjective (section 1.4-4). Data reduction may involve selection of spectral subre-

gions or specific absorptions within 1000-1800 cm-l and 2800-3600 cm-l for comparison

of groups/classes of specta in global analysis of the data (section 1.7.3). In this case, the

subjectivity of choosing diagnostic subregions or absorptions can be problematic. Alterna-

tively, this subjectivity can be lifted by utilization of a computer algorithm to search for the

most diagnostic regions of spectra belonging to two or more groups under comparison. One

such computer algorithm is a genetic algorithm (GA) which searches through the number

of possible combinations of diagnostic subregions as it is coupled to a multivariate statisti-

cal analysis program (section 1.7.3) that provides feedback to the GA on the success of its

selections (Jouan-Rimbaud et al., 1995; Bangalore et al., 1996). An analogy to the GA

method of optimal spectral subregion selection is the process of natural selection and gene

mutation in which spectral subregions are analogous to "genes", combinations of such are

analogous to "chromosomes" and a multivariate analysis algorithm is utilized as the vali-

dation system to discern the most effective "chromosomes" for group comparison.

In the initialization step of a simple GA, each variable (wavelength or spectral sub-

region) that comprises a "chromosome" is randomly chosen to be used either in the predic-

tion or unused by assigning a value of either one or zero, respectively (Bangalore et al.,

1996). This initial "chromosome" goes through a mutation process that randomly varies

these values to generate a population of chromosomes for each spectrum, the number in the

population designated by the user (Bangalore et aL.,1996).In the second step of the GA,

the evaluation step, each "chromosome" of this original populæion pool is tested using

multivariate statistical analysis to generate a calibration model (Bangalore et al., 1996).

One such multivariate analysis is linear discriminant analysis (LDA) which is used to clas-
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siff specha from two comparable groups (section 1.7.3). For LDA utilizing input data

selected by a GA, the spectra are assigned by the user to the class or group of spectra to

which they belong and the LDA evaluates whether class separation is achievable using the

GA-selected "genes" (subregions) given in each "chromosome" of the original population

pool. The overall goal ofthis evaluation step is to guide the GA to a global optimum for the

highest LDA separation attainable, retaining the most effective "chromosomes" for the

next generation of the optimization. Retention of the most effective chromosomes is

accomplished in the third step of the GA, the "exploitation" step (Bangalore et a|.,1996).

During "exploitation", pairs of chromosomes are randomly selected from the original pop-

ulation pool and evaluated, subsequently a clone of the chromosome with the higher LDA

separation is placed into a separate pool called the "mating subset". The pair of chromo-

somes is replaced in the original population pool and this selection is repeated until the

"mating subset" is the same size as the initial population pool. The overall result in the

exploitation step of the GA, akin to natural selection, is that there will be many copies of

the proficient chromosomes within the "mating subset", ensuring the minimal appearance

of ineffective chromosomes. The final step ofthe GA is the exploration step which involves

mutation and recombination to introduce diversity into the population (Bangalore et al.,

1996).In this exploration step, two chromosomes from the "mating subset" are selected and

allowed to recombine and exchange genes (subregions) to produce progeny and upon fir-
ther random mutation these new chromosomes are evaluated by the LDA. The most effec-

tive progeny chromosomes are placed into a new population which replaces the original

population pool and the process undergoes another iteration (generation) to optimize the

LDA separation. The programs are allowed to iterate through a number of generations des-

ignated by the user, the final result providing a list of the best genes (subregions) for LDA

classification of the spectral groups. The success of GA-selection is evaluated on the basis

that the spectral subregions selected are of biodiagnostic value such that assignments of

absorptions represented by the selected subregions can be made and rationalized to be

attributable to compositional differences between the samples under comparison. Various

approaches to spectral preprocessing (normalization FSD, FD, truncation, etc.) may have

to be attempted prior to GA-selection of spectral subregions for a meaningful result.
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1.5 SPECTR.AL FEATURES OF TISSUE COMPONENTS IN WTRO

Over the last three to four decades, FTIR spectroscopy has been successfully imple-

mented in studies conceming the structure, interaction and dynamics of isolated tissue com-

ponents such as proteins (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995), lipids (Mantsch and McElhaney,

l99l), carbohydrates (Wong et aL.,1991) and nucleic acids (Taillandier and Liquier,1992).

These invítro experiments of the past that concentrated on structural and molecular dynam-

ics analysis and interactions between different macromolecules were facilitated by the

observation that these molecules absorb in characteristic regions of the mid-IR due to the

presence of unique functional groups. Therefore, a discussion of the typical spectral fea-

tures of proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and nucleic acids in vitro vnll aid in exemplifuing

the utility of mid-IR spectroscopy to examine such macromolecules.

1.5.1 Characteristic absorptions of proteins

Implementation of IR spectroscopy in the characterization of protein absorptions

useful in structural determination began f,rfty years ago with the identification of the main

absorptions, the amide I and II vibrational modes, sensitive to changes in secondary struc-

tural elements of polypeptides, such as c-helices and B-sheets (Elliot and Ambrose, 1950;

Ambrose and Elliot, 1951). In tandem to experiment, descriptions of the contribution of diÊ

ferent bonds in the amide group to these vibrations and correlations for amide $oups in dis-

crete secondary structural arrangements, began to arise from force-field analyses (for

review see Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). Examination of protein secondary structure was

then further facilitated through the advent of FT technology, and analytical approaches

(section 1.7 .2) were developed for delineating the quantitative contribution of different sec-

ondary structural motifs to the overall amide I absorption profile (Byler and Susi, 1986).

For example, curve-fitting algorithms that fit the amide I band profile with component

bands assigned to a-helical, B-sheet, turn and random coil structure \¡/ere used to calculate

the percent contribution of each structural element to the overall structure of the protein.

However, for the better part of the last decade, quantitative protein structural analysis from

curve-f,rtting the amide I band profile has been seriously questioned, especially when little

is known about the structure of the protein (see section 1.7 .2). As an alternative to curve

fiuing, more conservative (r.e., less quantitative) approaches for delineating structural
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information from the amide I band profile have been adopted (Surewicz et aL.,1993; Haris

and Chapman, 1995; Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). For example, a less quantitative

approach is to compare and contast (either visually or by difference spectroscopy) the

amide I band profile obtained when the protein is in different environments (f.e., aqueous

versus lipid environment) or upon fluctuation of the experimental conditions (i.e., changes

in temperaturo, pH, salt concentration). Regardless of what approach is used to extract

information about protein structure from the amide I, they both work on the same underly-

ing principle, namely that changes in the amide I band prof,rle arise from changes in sec-

ondary structure. Moreover, the assignment of amide I "component bands" (quantitative

approach) or "shoulders" (less quantitative approach) to different protein structural ele-

ments is the s¿rme. That is, both approaches use literature-accepted frequency ranges to

assign features of amide I band profile to particular structural elements of the protein, such

as regular secondary structural motifs (cr-helices, p-sheets), turn structures, unordered (or

random coil) polypeptide segments and peptide aggregates. It is also possible to extract

information regarding protein tertiary structure by monitoring the frequency of amino acid

side chain absorptions that appear outside the range of the amide I band profile.

Numerous studies that have been carried out over the last f,rfty years have generated

a great deal of information regarding the characteristic absorptions of proteins. The func-

tional group moieties responsible for protein absorption in the mid-IR can be divided into

two groups, those due to absorption by the polymeric amide bond moiety ofthe polypeptide

backbone (-CO-NH-) and those due to the various moieties of the amino acid side chains.

Bothtypes of absorptions will be conformationally sensitive, the formerprimarily sensitive

to hydrogen bonding effects on the amide C:O and NH, the latter sensitive to the environ-

ment in which the amino acid side chain is exposed (section 1.1.1). Therefore, secondary

structural changes can be monitored by observation of spectral changes in the polypeptide

backbone absorptions and tertiary structural changes can be monitored by changes in the

absorptions of amino acid side-chains that appeff outside the amide I frequency range.

Absorptions of mid-IR radiation by the polypeptide backbone (-CO-NH-) occur in

several regions ofthe spectrum depending onthe functional group or coupling offunctional

groups in question (for review see Surewi cz et al. , 1993; Jackson and Mantsch, 1995; Haris
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and Chapman, 1995). The so-called amide I vibration, which arises predominantly from

C:O stoetching ofthe amide group (minor contibution from C-N stretching,20Yo), occtrs

between 1600 and 1700 cm-r. The amide II absorption arises from amide NH in-plane bend-

ing coupled with a contribution from C-N stretcïttng (0%) and appears between 1480-

1575 cm-I. Since both the oxygen of the amide carbonyl and the proton of the amide NH

are subject to hydrogen bond formation in folded polypeptides, both ofthese conformation-

ally sensitive absorptions are commonly monitored to assess protein secondary structure.

A third, less commonly monitored absorption is the amide III vibration which arises from

a variety of coupled vibrations (CN stretching/1.{H in-plane bending/C-C stretching/C:O in

plane bending) and occurs between 1229-1301 cm-r. Finally, NH stretching can be

observed to absorb between 3100-3300 cm-r but it is in resonance with the second overtone

of the amide II (2 x ô(NIIÐ), thus it is usually taken as an indication of protein content in

mixed samples, rather than a source of information about protein structure.

The amide I vibration essentially arises from one functional goup vibration, the

amide C:O, therefore the amide I band profile between 1600 and 1700 cm-r is the main

spectral subregion of interest for studying protein conformation (Surewi cz et al I 993 ; Jack-

son and Mantsch, 1995; Haris and Chapman, 1995). The bending vibration of water (1645

cm-t) will obscure the amide I band, which explains why protein solutions prepared in vitro

for conformational analysis are typically studied in DrO rather than water. As each amide

gtoup in the polypeptide backbone contributes to this absorption, the wide amide I band

profile that results is a composite of every amide C:O moiety in the protein backbone. Pro-

tein structure and conformational changes can be monitored by analysis of the position and

intensity of these overlapping amide I component bands which can be frequently seen as

shoulders upon the amide I maximum. These component bands arise due to the different H-

bonding pattems in the various secondary structures (ø-helices, B-sheets, etc.) adopted by

folded proteins. Recall, that vibrational modes are sensitive to external dipoles capable of
extracting electron density from the vibrating group, such as hydrogen bonds (sections

1.1.2 and 1.1.3). Therefore, H-bonded amide C:O groups will vibrate at lower frequency

than free amide C:O groups. In addition, there is a semi-empirical correlation between the

frequency of the amide I component bands and the shength of the H-bond to the carbonyl

oxygen: the stronger the H-bond, the more electron density is pulled from the vibrating
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group and thus the less energy (1.e., lowerthe cm-r) required for the C:O stretch of the

amide I (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). Aside from this semi-empirical correlation, studies

on homopoþeptides helped to establish where the amide I vibration will absorb for regu-

lar secondary structures (a-helices, B-sheets) and unordered polypeptides (Jackson et al.,

1989), while studies on cyclic peptides facilitated the assignment of the turn-like structures

that occw in folded proteins (Mantsch et al.,1993). Note however, polar homopolypeptides

(i.e., poly-L-lysine) tend to be more hydrated than heteropolypeptides (Jackson et al.,

1989). In turn, the high dielectric constant of the aqueous solvent (i.e., solvent dipole) can

lowerthe frequency (ca.,5-70 cm-r) of cr-helices and B-sheets (Jackson et aL.,19S9). There-

fore, it has been equally important to analyze the amide I band profile of a variety of pro-

teins and peptides with known structures obtained by x-ray crystallography, NMR and CD

specftoscopy, in addition to model compounds. As a result of frfty years of experimentation

and theoretical correlations, there is a somewhat flexible consensus which directs the

assignment of component bands of the amide I band profile to particular protein structures.

Shown in Table 1-3 are the expected frequency ranges for various structures commonly

found in proteins.

Table 1-3. Literature assignment of components bands of the amide I band profile.12

Abbreviations: Éß, high frequency; LF, low frequency.

Am ide tr freq uency/crn-r

1680-1685

1666

Above 1660

1648-1660

1640-1648

1637

t625-t640

l6t0-t628

t6t9

Antþarallel B-sheet IIF component (50 cm-' > than LF)

3r-helix structural motif due to collagen (poly-Pro helix)

Turns

o-helices

Unordered

31e-helices

Parallel B-sheet and antiparallel B-sheet LF component

Aggregated strands

Low frequency turns (strong H-bonds possibly bifurcated)

12. Literature values in Table
Troullier et a1.,2000.

Assignrnent

[-3 were compiled from Jackson and Mantsch, 1995,Liu et a1.,1996 and
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As can be seen in Table 1-3, the frequency of the amide I decreases for amide groups

accordingly: tums > oc-helices > unordered (rærdom coil) > B-sheets > aggregated strands.

Following the correlation between H-bond stength and the frequency ofthe amide I, amide

carbonyls involved in strong intermolecular H-bonding, such as those in aggregated pro-

teins, absorb at lower frequencies (1610-1628 cm-t) and frequently exhibit a narrower

bandwidth to those involved in weaker and more variable intramolecular H-bonding pat-

tems of regular secondary structures (Table 1-3). For example, parallel B-sheets have non-

linear intramolecular H-bonds which are much weaker than linear intermolecular H-bonds

and therefore amide I carbonyls involved in this structure absorb at slightly higher fre-

quency range (1625-1640 cm-r) than those in aggregated strands. Although, antiparallel p-

sheets have linear intramolecular H-bonds, which are presumably stronger than the non-

linear intramolecular H-bonds of parallel p-sheets, antiparallel B-sheets have been reported

to absorb in the same frequency range as parallel B-sheets. However, the arrangement of H-

bonded amide carbonyls in neighboring strands of antiparallel B-sheets leads to a phenom-

enon known as "transition dipole coupling" which splits the amide I vibration into two

component bands, a high frequency component (fmc) band (1680-1685 cm-r) and a low

frequency component (LFC) band approximately 50 cm-l lower (Moore et a1.,1975; Chap-

man and Haris, 1995)- Therefore, although the LFC band of antiparallel B-sheets occurs

within the same frequency range as a parallel B-sheet component band (1625 -1640 cm-t),

antiparallel B-sheet structure can be distinguished from parallel p-sheet structure by the

presence of the IIFC band (1680-1685 cm-r).

As shown in Table 1-3, other high frequency bands are frequently observed which

may be attributable to non-H-bonded amide carbonyls such as those found in the bend of a

turn which absorb above 1660 cm-l because they do not experience withdrawal of electron

density from H-bonding (Mantsch et al.,1993). Furthermore, amide carbonyls involved in

the structural motif of collagen, the poly-Pro helix, also absorb at this high frequency as

proline cannot provide a H-bonding partner to nearby carbonyl oxygens. However, this

high frequency component band (1666 cm-r) is typically accompanied by a lower frequency

component band (1628 cm-r) due to amide carbonyls involved in intermolecular H-bonding

between cross-linked strands of the collagen triple helix Q,iu et al., 1996).Intermediate

between the high frequency free carbonyls and those involved in intra- or intermolecular
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H-bonding of B-sheets are absorptions of amide I carbonyls in unordered, cr-helical and 3,0-

helical structures (Table 1-3). Jackson and Mantsch, l99lb,reported that 3,s-helices absorb

at higher frequency (1660-1666 cm-l) than cr-helices (164S-1660 cm-r) because the H-

bonds in 3ro-helices are less linear (i.e., weaker) than those in a-helices. However, this

observation was made from spectra acquired in chloroform solution, which had a lower

dielectric constant than DrO. Recently, Troullier et aL.,2000 observed that amide I carbon-

yls involved in a 3ro-helical structural motif in cr-lactalbumin absorb at 1637 cm-r. This

assignment for 3 t¡-helices w¿rs preferred for entry into Table 1-3 since Troullier et al. ,2000

acquired the spectrum of ø-lactalbumin in DrO. It should be noted that it is diffrcult to dis-

tinguish between a-helical and unordered (or random coiled) structures based solely on the

frequency ofthe amide I due to the proximity oftheh respective spectral ranges for absorp-

tion (see Table l-3). However, due to the conformational flexibility of unordered proteins,

the H-bond length is more variable than that in the regular repeat of undistorted c¿-helical

structures. Therefore, the contour ofthe amide I band profile for unordered proteins is typ-

ically wider than that for a-helical structures. Should discrepancy between the two struc-

tures still exist, H-D exchange experiments, which monitor the progressive shift of the

amide I and amide II vibrations to lower wavenumbers (10-14 cm-l and 100 cm-I, respec-

tively), can provide discrimination since o-helical structures exchange at slower rates than

unordered structures (H*is and Chapman, 1995).

The amide I profile is not the only useful IR absorption feature for defining protein

structure, as amino acid side chain absorptions that appear just outside the window of the

amide I profile can provide information regarding changes in protein tertiary structure.

Table 1-4 presents some amino acid side chain absorptions that are usefi.rl for monitoring

changes in protein ßfüary structure. These absorptions, determined in D2O at neutral pD,

all fall in the range 1500-1610 cm-l (Chirgadze et al., 1975). For aspartic and glutamic

acids, COO- symmetric stretching appears atl584 andl567 cm-l, respectively, whereas the

absorption by the amide moiety of asparagine and glutamine side chains is effectively

masked by the amide I absorption. The symmetric stretching absorption ofthe ô-guanidino

group of arginine (1586 cm-l) is near that of aspartic acid, however the asymmetric stretch

(1608 cm-l) can be utilized to distinguish between Arg and Asp. Without deuterium

exchange, the õ-guanidino group absorptions appear about 50 cm-l higher and would there-
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fore be masked by the amide I absorption in tissues or samples prepared in water (Venyami-

nov and Kalnin, 1990). Finally, the aromatic ring of tyrosine absorbs in the vicinity of low

frequency amide I vibrations but the absorption at 1515 cm-r is usually free from other

absorbing groups. Other aromatic amino acids (Trp, Phe, His) also absorb in the 1500-1800

cm-l region of the mid-IR but their absorbances are weak and have not been particularly

useful so far (Venyaminov and Kalnin, 1990). Outside of this region, the C-OH stretching

of the hydroxyl moiety of Ser, Thr and Tyr can be found between 1160 and 1175 cm-r.

Upon glycosylation or phosphorylation of these amino acids, the hydroxyl group cannot H-

bond, resulting in a C-O stretching vibration that is more pronounced at ll75 cm-r (Wong

et a1.,1991).

Table 1-4. Literature values for amino acid

Amino acid Relevant group

Asp

GIU

Asn

Gln
Arg
Tyr

coo-
coo-
CONH2

CONH2

[NHCH(],IHz):NH2 l+
Ring C:C

Anything that alters the microenvironment ofthe amino acid side chain will change

the frequency of that side chain vibration. Hydrogen bonding and electrostatic association

would have a similar effect such that the frequency of the absorption would decrease due

to electron withdrawing effects upon the vibrating group. For example, electrostatic asso-

ciation between the negatively charged carboxylate group of Asp side chains and the cal-

cium cation found at the active site of a calcium-binding protein such as c¿-lactalbumin was

found to decrease the frequency of the Asp COO- absorption by more than 10 cm-l (Troul-

lier et al., 2000). Furthermore, reduction in dielectric constant of the microenvironment,

such as that found in the interior of a folded polypeptide, can decrease the polarization of a

vibrating group (C:O, C-OH, COO-, etc.), increasing the electron density between the

atoms of the vibrating group and thus the frequency of the vibration (Jackson and Mantsch,

side chain absorptions at neutral pD.13

Frequency in D2O/cm-

1584

1567

1648

1635

1586, 1608

1515, l6l5

13. Literature values in Table 1-4 taken from Chirgadze et a1.,1975.
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l99lb, 1995). Therefore, the absorption frequency for amino acid side chains as well as

amide C:O groups can vary depending upon whether these gtoups are surface exposed or

buried in the protein interior.

1.5.2 Characteristic absorptions of lipids

Lipids are of fundamental importance to biological systems. Maintenance of a

semi-permeable lipid bilayer, the cell membrane, for separation of the internal contents of

a cell from the exterior environment is essential for controlling the passage of water, elec-

trolytes and other molecules through the bilayer. Moreover, the fluid bilayer of living sys-

tems houses channel and receptor proteins which participate in hansport and cell-signaling

mechanisms. Therefore, structural characterization of lipids in aqueous environments and

inthe presence oftransmembrane and membrane-associated proteins is of great interest for

understanding the function and behavior of the fluid mosaic cell membrane (Singer and

Nicolson, 1972). Most spectroscopic techniques do not suffice in this area of study for a

variety of reasons previously discussed (section 1.1.2). Differential scanning calorimetry

can provide information regarding the thermotropic phase behavior of lipid samples but it

does not provide structural information. However, with the advent of FT technology an

abundance of FTIR applications in lipid investigations commenced in the late 1970s and

the biophysical chemist was furnished with a relatively simple technique that could yield

insight into both the structure and thermotropic phase behavior of lipids (Mantsch, 1993).

In general, FTIR investigations of the structure and thermotropic behavior of lipids

have focused on the predominant class of lipids which comprises biological membranes,

the phospholipids. Phospholipids are amphipathic with a hydrophobic end that consists of

two long fatty acid hydrocarbon chains and a hydrophilic end fteadgroup) consisting of a

derivattzed phosphatidic acid (Figure 1-10a). The net charge ofthe phospholipid is depen-

dent on the moiety attached to the phosphate. For example, as shown in Figure l-I}a,phos-

phatidylglycerol @G) and phosphatidylserine @S) are both acidic phospholipids (net-

negatively charged) while phosphatidylcholine is zwiuerionic. Based on the firnctional

groups of a phospholipid, the mid-IR spectrum should possess absorptions due to CH

stretching and deformation of the long fatty acid hydrocarbon chains, ester C:O stretching

of both acyl groups, phosphate stetching and other vibrations specific to the headgroup.
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Table l-5. Characteristic regions in the mid-IR where phospholipids absorb.la

Phmnholipidmoie8 Frequencv/cm-' Assignment
Fatty acid chains

Unsaturated chains 3010-3050 C:C-H stretching

Saturated chains 2956,2870 v*(CIl3) and v,(CH3)

2920,2850 v*(CH2) and vdCH2)

1462-1475 Cþ scìssoring

1452-1457 CI{3 deformation (asym.)

1380 CI{3 deformation (sym.)

I190-1380 CH2 wagging procession

720-1150 CI{2 rocking/twisting procession

Acyls 1715-1745 ester v(C:O)

I170 and 1070 ester v^(CO-O-C) and vdCO-O-C)

Headgroup

Phosphodiester 1220-1240,1085 v^(POo2-)andv.(POa2-)

1047 phosphate-ester stretch, v,(C-OP)

Serine 1620 and 1400 v^(COO ) and v,(COO-)

1630 and 1571 ô*Cl'tH3) and ô,fNIl:)
Glycerol 1000-1170 C-O-C and C-O-H

Choline 3050 v^(CH3)31.1*

1405 CH¡ sym.bend, ð.(CFI3)3ñ

971 asyn. stretch, v*(C-N*-C)

Since the early 1980s FTIR spectroscopy has been utilized as a convenient tool to

monitor phospholipid phase transitions. For example, acquisition of temperature-ramped

spectra allows the metþlene CH stretching absorptions to be monitored as a function of

temperature thereby allowing the gel to La transition ofthe lipid to be observed (Casal and

Mantsch, 1984; Mendelsohn and Mantsch, 1986; Mantsch and McElhaney, 1991). As

shown in Figure l-12 for the phase transition of DPPG monitored by FTIR, the frequency

of the overall band contour of the CHz asymmetric and symmetric stretching of DPPG

increased upon moving from the gel (blue trace) to Lcr state (red trace) due to the increase

14. Group frequencies in Table l-5 compiled from Casal and Mantsch,1984; Mendelsohn and Mantsch,
1986; and Mantsch and McElhaney,l99l. The serine symmetric COO- stretching frequency is expected to
be similar to that of the free carboxylate end of an amino acid or peptide backbone (Chirgadze et a1.,1975).
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in the gaucheltrans ratio of CH, conformers as the temperature was increased. Further-

more, the band width at half maximum of these contours also increased upon the transition

because in the La-state more confofiners contribute to the overall band contour (more fluid

and flexible state). For the calculation of T6, melting curves for this transition can be con-

structed by plotting the frequency of either v,.(CHr) or v.(CH) as a function oftemperature

(see Chapter 2). Another useful parameter to measure is the frequency of either extreme

state (gel or La state) in the transition because this is a localized me¿Ìsurement of the sta-

brlity (i.e., energy is directly proportional to frequency) of each state. Upon interaction with

another molecule (1.e., protein), a change in the stability of the gel and Lcr state of the lipid

can then be assessed by the methylene frequency of the gel and Lc state. The lower the

methylene frequency of the gel and/or Lcr state, the more the intermolecular interaction has

served to stabilize the state (see Chapter 2).

Figure l-12. The DPPG phase transition monitored by the symmetric and

asymmetric methylene sûetch. DPPG liposomes prepared in D2O (see Chapter 2).
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In addition to monitoring the order of the acyl chains, other absorptions can be mon-

itored to establish the state of the phospholipid bilayer (for review see Casal and Mantsch,

7984; Mendelsohn and Mantsch, 1986; Mantsch and McElhaney, 1991). For instance, the

ester C:O stretch (1715-1745 cm-r) of the acyl chains can be evaluated to establish the

hydration of the bilayer interfacial region, the overall band contour decreasing in frequency

as the bilayer becomes more fluid. Upon Fourier self-deconvolution of this overall band

contow, two component bands appear, which were initially assigned to the sn-l (ca.,1742

cm-r) and sn-Z (ca.,1727 cm4) C:O moieties of the bilayer interfacial region. It was ini-

tially thought that as the lipid approaches the more fluid Lcr state, the relative intensity of

the sn-2lsn-l C:O absorption increases since greater hydration at the bilayer interface

allows an increase in H-bonding to the sn-Z C:O moiety. However, upon isotopic r3C sub-

stitution of one acyl group, these component bands have been found to be composed of two

further constituent bands, one representing the free C:O at higher frequency and the other

the H-bonded C:O at lower frequency (Casal and Mantsch, 1984; Mantsch and McEl-

haney, l99l). Moreover, when the labeled phospholipid was in one state (gel or La) the

frequency of the two acyl chain modes was found to differ by only 4 cm-t when correction

was made for the isotopic substitution (Mantsch and McElhaney, 1991). Therefore, it was

concluded that the two deconvolved composite bands of the C:O contour of unlabeled

phospholipids actually arises due to hydrated C:O groups rather than from the two distinct

acyl moieties (Mantsch and McElhane¡ l99l). That is, the higher frequency component

band arises from free sn-l and sn-2 C:O moieties while the lower frequency component

band arises from those that are H-bonded. This example of a biologically plausible yet

incorrect assumption in band assignment, illustrates the utility of isotopic substitution for

progress in FTIR analysis of in vitro systems.

Since the two component bands of the acyl C:O profile arise from free (ca.,1740

cm-r) and H-bonded (ca., 1725 cm-r) acyl C:O, the T* of the lipid may in principle be

determined by the temperature-dependence of the relative intensity of these two bands.

Since this would involve curve-fitting (section 1.7.2) the acyl C:O stretching profile at

each temperature (20-30% error in each curve ht), the preferred method for T* measure-

ment is to monitor the temperature-dependence of the methylene stretching frequency.

However, usefi¡l information can be derived from the hydration of the bilayer interfacial
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region (i.e., aqueous solvent access to the interface), measwed by the relative proportion of

the H-bonded C:O to free C:O in each state prior to and after the transition. For example,

in the Lcr state, the relative intensity of the H-bonded C:O to free C:O stretch is higher

than in the gel state, thus the hydration of the bilayer interfacial region is greater in the Lcr

state. This is not surprising because the head groups in the Lo state of a pure lipid are not

as closely aligned to each other due to chain disordering, allowing more solvent access to

the interfacial region (Casal and Mantsch, 1984; Mantsch and McElhaney,l99l). Upon

interaction with another molecule (i.e., protein), a change in the bilayer interfacial hydra-

tion of the gel or Lo state of the lipid can provide information about the intermolecular

interaction that took place in the state. For example, if the interaction caused the hydration

of the Lcr state lipid to decrease, then the presence of the other molecule blocked solvent

access to the interfacial region of the bilayer, perhaps by inserting hydrophobic segments

into the bilayer (see Chapter 2).

Other absorptions, such as those due to the headgroup, are less sensitive to the gel

to liquid crystalline phase transition of a lipid since the headgroup region of a phospholipid

bilayer is already in contact with aqueous solvent (Mantsch and McElhaney,l99l). There-

fore, only the methylene and acyl C:O stretching bands are useful for determining the

phase behavior of the lipid. However, headgroup moieties are capable of participating in

electrostatic interactions with other charged species, such as charged amino acids of a pro-

tein extrinsically associated with the lipid, and this interaction can alter the group frequen-

cies of the respective headgroup (Mendelsohn and Mantsch, 1986).

Many of the strong absorptions due to phospholipids (i.e., methylene and ester car-

bonyl stretching) occur outside regions in which proteins absorb, making them useful in

FTIR investigations of protein-lipid interactions and dynamics. In contrast, some head

group vibrations are difficult to observe in spectra taken of lipid-protein mixtures, since

they are either obscured by the protein absorption (i.e., serine) or absorption due to the

aqueous solvent (i.e., glycerol and phosphodiester). Ofthe phospholipids mentioned, phos-

phatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylglycerol (PG) do not absorb in the region of the

amide I and are thus utilized most often in samples prepared in vitro in D2O. Initially, the

temperature dependence ofthe isolated samples is observed. For the lipid sample, the meth-
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ylene and ester C:O stretching regions are monitored, while for the protein sample the

amide I vibration is monitored. Subsequently, for protein-lipid mixtures, these spectral sub-

regions can be used to simultaneously evaluate the change in the phase behavior of the lipid

upon interaction with the protein and the change in protein structure dependent on interac-

tions with the model membrane. Binary lipid mixtures can also be used in protein-lipid

studies as long as one of the lipids is per-deuterated. Per-deuteration of one of the lipids

allows for simultaneous observation of the asymmetric and symmetric CD, stretching

vibrations (2193 and 2089 cm-r, respectively) of the per-deuterated lipid, the CH2 absorp-

tions (2918 and 2850 cm-r) of the other lipid, and the amide I absorption profile (1610-1700

cm-r) of the protein (see Chapter 2).

1.5.3 Characteristic absorptions of nucleic acids

In vitro studies of the structure of nucleic acids by IR methods began in the mid-

1900s (for review see Taillandier and Liquier, 1993) alongside the increasing applications

to proteins and lipids. Various approaches (conventional FTIR transmission on solution

and dried film samples, FTIR microspectroscopy on crystals) have been utilized to estab-

lish the characteristic mid-IR absorptions of short oligonucleotides and long polynucle-

otides, native DNAs and RNAs as well as cleavage products of native nucleic acids.

Furthermore, the culmination of nearly fifty years of investigations and the development of

pattern recognition programs have facilitated charactenzation of nucleic acid secondary

structures and structural changes in the presence of other bound molecules, such as drugs

and proteins. This area ofresearch is extensive, therefore only the general features ofFTIR

spectra of nucleic acids, along with some of the characteristic mid-IR "marker bands"

useful in delineating nucleic acid secondary structure, will be presented in this subsection.

The general mid-IR spectral features of nucleic acids arise from various vibrations

within the different segments of the macromolecules. DNA and RNA are polymers of

purine and pyrimidine deoxyribonucleotides and ribonucleotides, respectively, which are

linked by 3',5'-phosphodiester bridges. The predominant spectral features of nucleic acids

are found in the fingerprint region (1800-700 cm-r) of the mid-IR and originate from the

ring and C:O stretches of the purine and pyrimidine bases (1800-1500 cm-t), coupled

vibrations between the base and the sugar moieties (1500-1250 cm-t), vibrations due to the
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phosphate groups and the sugar (1250-1000 cm-t), and coupled vibrations between the

phosphodiester backbone and the sugar moieties below 1000 cm-r (Taillandier and Liquier,

1993).In order to allow observation of all of these spectral subregions important for nucleic

acid structural analysis, individual solution samples must be prepared in both HrO and DrO

as the former obscures absorptions near 1600 cm-l and below 1000 cm-l, while the latter

interferes with the absorptions due to the phosphates (Shie et aL.,1972; Taillandier and Liq-

uier, 1993). Alternatively, dried films and crystals can be prepared to avoid solvent inter-

ferences with nucleic acid absorptions.

Computerized algonthms for pattem recognition have been developed based on a

number of conformationally sensitive IR "marker bands" that can distinguish between dif-

ferent conformations of DNA (Taillandier and Liquie4 1993). DNA can adopt several

double-helical conformations, such as those found for A-, B- and Z-DNA. Both A-DNA

and B-DNA are right-handed double-helical structures (A-DNA is shorter and wider than

B-DNA), while Z-DNA is a left-handed double-helix. Changes in temperature, relative

humidity, ionic strength of the solvent and the type of counterions present can cause tran-

sitions between double- and single-stranded DNA and between the DNA double-helical

conformers. For instance, by decreasing the relative humidity of B-DNA a transition from

B-DNA to A-DNA can be induced, while a B-DNA to Z-DNA transition can be induced

by decreasing the relative humidity in the presence of sodium cations (Taillandier and Liq-

uier, 1993).

For exemplification of the utility of FTIR spectroscopy in the mid-IR for nucleic

acid structural studies, Table 1-6 summarizes some of the more discriminating absorptions

for A-, B-, and Z-DNA. As shown in Table 1-6, DNA conformers can be distinguished

based on alterations in the base stacking arrangement observed by frequency shifts of the

in-plane C:O stretching of the bases (1695-1720 
"*-t), 

absorption patterns from 1300-

1500 cm-l sensitive to the pucker of the deoxyribose sugar ring, and frequency shifts of the

asymmetric phosphate absorption (1215-1245 cm-r) of the phosphodiester linkages (Tail-

landier and Liquier, 1993). The absorption patterns observable in the 1300-1500 cm-r

region involve a complex coupling between the sugar moieties and the bases that is altered

depending upon the pucker ofthe sugar ring and the orientation of the base to the sugar. For
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instance, the sugar-base coupled vibrations between 1408-1425 cm-r have been found to be

sensitive to the pucker of the sugar ring which is different for A-DNA (C3'-endo), B-DNA

(C2'-endo) and Z-DNA (pyrimidine base, C2'endo; purine base, C3'-endo) confonners

(Taillandier and Liquier, 1993). However, the bands located at either 1375 or 1355 cm-r are

sensitive to the orientation of apurine base to the sugar (glycosidic torsion angle) where the

anti geometry persists for A- and B-DNA while the syn geometry persists for Z-DNA

(Table 1-6). There other numerous IR "marker bands" utilized in the computerized pattern

recognition algorithms, the exact positions of bands also highly dependent upon DNA

sequence (see Taillandier and Liquier, 1993). These pattern recognition programs have

been developed to recognize the presence/absence ofabsorptions in the spectral subregions

specific for distinguishing nucleic acid conformations.

Table 1-6. Example of some IR "marker bands" for distinction of A-, B- and Z-DNA
conformers.l5

A.DNA
1705

1418, l40l

t37s

1240

Conformation
B-DNA

1715

1425

1375

l22s

In FTIR spectoscopic investigations on in vitro preparations of nucleic acids in

mixtures with other biological macromolecules there are several subregions which may

overlap. For instance, the amide I and amide tr vibrations sensitive to changes in protein

conformation (section 1.5.1) will overlap with most of the base stretching subregion useful

for structural charactenzatíonof nucleic acids, except forabsorptions above 1700 cm-I. Not

surprisingly, absorptions due to carbohydrates (section 1.5.4) overlap with the sugar and

phosphate absorptions of nucleic acids. In addition, phosphodiester stretching is typically

Z"DNA
1695

1408

1355

t2t5

In plane base C:O stretch

Deoxyribose pucker

dA' dG anti-gþosidic linkage
dA dG syn-gþosidic linkage

vu'(POz-)

Assignment

15. Values inTable l-6extractedfrom Table I inTaillandierandLiquier,1993.Foracomprehensivereview
of all conformationally sensitive IR "marker bands" see Taillandier and Liquier,1993-
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found in the same region for nucleic acids as it is for phospholipids (section 1.5.2). There-

fore, for most FTIR examinations in situ (cells and tissues) absorptions due to nucleic acids

are masked by the stronger absorptions due to other tissue components of greater concen-

tration, such as proteins, lipids and carbohydrates (section 1.6). However, upon cell death

and phagocytosis ofcellular debris, tissue studies can typically reveal changes in nucleic

acid content by observation of decreased absorptions between 1700-1718 cm-r due to the

loss of the nucleic acid base stretching vibrations (Jackson and Mantsch,1996).

1.5.4 Characteristic absorptions of carbohydrates

Carbohydrates are the final group of biological macromolecules to discuss with

respect to FTIR investigation, however unlike proteins, nucleic acids and lipids the acqui-

sition of structural information from FTIR spectra is sparsely covered in the literature. Fur-

thermore, the spectral region in which carbohydrates absorb overlaps with that due to

phosphodiester linkages of lipids (section 1.5.2) and with the phosphodiester linkages and

sugar moieties of nucleic acids (section 1.5.3). The main focus of FTIR biospectroscopy in

this area has been the functional group absorptions of polysaccharides (i.e., glycogen) and

glycosylated proteins, in which a complex pattern of bands between 1000-1200 cm-r has

been observed (V/ong, et al., l99l).

Characteristic carbohydrate spectal features between 1000-1080 cm-l arise from

overlapping absorptions of C-O stretching of CHrOH moieties (1028 cm-t) with coupled

vibrational modes for C-O-C stretching and bending of the sugar rings (1048 cm-l), while

C-OH sûetching of the hydroxyls attached directly to the sugar ring occur in the 1154-1171

cm-r region (Wong et al.,l99l). This latter band contour has been described as the overlap

of two component bands, the lower frequency vibrational mode assigned to hydrogen-

bonded C-OH groups and the higher frequency vibrational mode assigned to C-O vibra-

tions of phosphorylated or O-linked glycosylated amino acids (Wonget aL.,1991). For gly-

cogen however, only the C-OH stretching band at the lower frequency of 1148 cm-r is

observed as the hydroxyl groups of the polysaccharide are involved in hydrogen bonding

(Wong et a|.,19911' Bromberg et al.,l999b). Furthermore, for highly glycosylated proteins

a similar pattem can be recognized in the spectral region between 1000-1180 cm-r due to

carbohydrate residues attached to asparagine Q.{-linked glycosylation) or serine, threonine,
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tyrosine or hydroxyproline (O-linked glycosylation). For instance, IR spectra ofthe fibrous

collagens, type I and type IU, in vitro and in situ display a "fingerprint" pattern of bands at

about 1032,1082 and 1162 cm-t due to carbohydrate residues attached to the numerous

hydroxyproline residues of the collagentriple helix (Liu et aL.,1996;Liuet al.,1999;Bro-

mberg et a|.,1999a).

1.6 ANALYSIS OF TISSUES COMPONENTS IN SITU

The wealth of information accumulated over the last four decadesby in vitro spec-

troscopic studies of isolated tissue components, and combinations of them, has facilitated

the spectroscopic examination of select tissue components in situ in their native environ-

ments, namely in cells and tissues (Jackson and Mantsch, 1996). A mid-IR spectrum of a

cell or a tissue is a sum of all of the IR-active functional group vibrations in the sample in

proportion to the relative concentration of these functional groups in the cell or tissue.

Although, some of the functional groups inproteins,lipids, nucleic acids and carbohydrates

absorb IR radiation in the same spectral subregion, the number of each type of functional

group varies from molecular species to molecular species. For example, proteins have the

greatest proportion of amide C:O groups while nucleic acids and lipids have the greatest

proportion of phosphodiester linkages. Moreover, the relative proportion of the same func-

tional groups can be different for each macromolecule. For example, lipids have the highest

proportion of metþlene to methyl groups, in comparison to the other three macromole-

cules. Finally, the relative proportion of the biological macromolecules themselves in the

cell or tissue is variable. For example, white matter of the brain contains a predominant

amount of lipid while gray matter contains a predominant amount of protein. An under-

standing ofthe cell or tissue morphology and biochemical composition is therefore an abso-

lute requirement to assign the various absorptions to functional groups from these four

major biological macromolecular components. By careful consideration of all of these prin-

ciples, numerous IR studies have been able to characterize the spectra of various types of

cells and tissues extracted from non-diseased humans and animals (Jackson and Mantsch,

1996; Jackson et al., 1997). Conventional FTIR transmission (section 1.2.2) and ATR-

FTIR (section 1.2.3) techniques for macro-sampling have both been used to discem the rel-

ative contributions ofprotein,lipid, carbohydrate and nucleic acid constituents to the over-
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all state of tissues. Moreover, for a more localized description of the contributions of

protein, lipid, carbohydrate and nucleic acid constituents on the cellular level, micro-sam-

pling of the tissue utilizing FTIR microspectroscopy has been used (section 1.2.4. and

1.2.5). Therefore, despite the spectral overlap of absorptions from different macromolecu-

lar constituents of cells and tissues, some information can be extracted that addresses the

molecular sfucture of the sample. Based on the countless FTIR studies that have been car-

ried out biological macromolecules in both in vìtro mixtures and in situ,the spectral subre-

gions of most interest for simultaneous observation of tissue constituents in situ are

summarized in Table 1-7.

Table f-7. Mid-IR spectral subregions frequently used for simultaneous observation of
tissue constituents in situ.

Tissue component Subregion ("*-t) Assignment

Protein

Lipid

Nucleic acids

Carbohydrates

1600-1700

2800-3 100

173s-t745
1450-1470
1000-1300

1705-1710
1400-1500
1000-1300

1000-1200

Notice that band assignment in spectra acquired on samples in situ can be diffrcult

because some of the subregions summarized in Table 1-7 overlap with subregions of

importance to multiple constituents within the sample. For example, phosphodiester

stretching vibrations due to lipid and nucleic acid typically overlap, while absorption due

to carbohydrates overlaps with that of nucleic acids and carbohydrate bands experience

extensive overlap with phosphodiester bands. Since IR is a concentration dependent

absorption phenomenon (section 1.3.1) and not all constituents contribute equally to the

biochemistry of the sample, the contributions ofthe individual constituents are reflected by

their relative intensities in the IR spectrum. Therefore, regardless of the spectral overlap,
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uncertainty can be lifted by considering the relative intensities ofthe normally strong bands

for the suspected components (i.e., proteins, lipids, nucleic acids or carbohydrates).

As an example ofrecognizing absorptions ln situto assess the biochemical makeup

of a tissue, consider the mid-IR spectrum acquired on a thin microtomed tissue section of

the hippoc¿rmpus shown in Figure 1-13. This spectrum was acquired using synchrotron

FTIR microspectroscopy (section | .2.5) on a focal region ( I 8 x I 8 pm2) in the white matter

(see Chapter 4). Upon visual inspection of the spectrum, the most intense absorptions can

be observed in the C-H stretching region (2800-3000 .--t), assigned to the asymmetric

(2923 cm-r) and symmetric (2553 cm-r) of methylene groups.l6 The high relative intensity

of CH2 Q923 cm-l) to C}J3(2958 cm-r) asymmetric stretching and CH2Q462cm-1) to CH3

(1383 cm-r) deformation, suggests the presence of long hydrocarbon chains in the tissue

region examined (see section 1.5.2). Verifrcation that these absorptions arise from the long

hydrocarbon acyl chains of lipids comes from presence of a strong ester C:O stretch (1733

cm-r) of fatty acid acyl moieties. Moreover, the high relative intensity of the asymmetric

CHz (2923 cm-r) to NH stetching (3293 cm-r) suggests that lipid content predominates

over protein in the tissue region examined. This is not an unexpected result as the compo-

sition of human central nervous system (CNS) white matter is approximately 60%o lipid to

40o/oprotein and that of myelinisT0%o lipid to 30Yoprofein (N4orell et aL.,1994). Confir-

mation that the majority of the lipids belong to the phospholipid family is obtained by

observation of strong asymmetric (1235 cm-r) and symmetric (1080 cm-r) phosphodiester

stretching absorptions, although the latter is overlapped by ester C-O absorption at 1065

cm-|. It is improbable that these phosphate absorptions arise from a nucleic acid compo-

nent, because a prominent C:O base stretching absorption between 1710-1721 cm-l is

absent. The prominence of phospholipid absorption in the tissue is not surprising as the

total phospholipid content of CNS white matter accounts for nearly 45o/o of the lipid con-

tent.

16. For a molecule of low symmetry, a symmetric stretch is observed, but just not as IR-active as the asym,
metric shetch (sectíon Ll.2), thus the asymmetric CÉ2stretch in Figure 1-13 is greater in relative intensity
to the symmetric CH2 stretch.
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Figure l-13. Assignment of IR bands to white matter constituent s in situ.17
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Aside from disceming the relative contribution of lipids to proteins and identifuing

the predominant lipid class, structural information on these constituents in situ can also be

obtained (Figure l-13). The amide I maximum of the total protein in the spectrum is 1657

cm-r, suggesting a predominant contribution from cx-helical proteins in the tissue region

examined (see section 1.5.1). Proteolipid protein (PLP) and myelin basic protein (MBP)

make up 60-80% of the total protein content in CNS myelin, MBP accounting for 30% of

the total protein (Morell et al.,1994). PLP is thought to have a number of a-helical domains

that span the myelin membrane based on hydropatþ plots of the amino acid sequence

(l\4orell et a1.,1994).In contrast, MBP primarily associates with the membrane surface and

the structure in situ is believed to contain B-sheet, random coil and cr-helical structure based

on in vitro studies (see Chapter 2). The structures of both proteins would have contributed

to the amide I band profile of the tissue. However, PLP (30 kDa) is nearly twice as large as
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17. Spectrum taken of the white matter of the hippocampus of the human brain using synchrotron FTIR
microspectroscopy. Experimental details given in Chapter 4.
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MBP (18.5 kDa) (Morell et a1.,1994),thus the concentration of PLP amide C:O groups in

the tissue would be nearly twice that of MBP amide C:O groups and PLP would have a

greater contribution to the amide I band profile of the tissue. As for the molecular structure

of the lipid component of the tissue, the frequencies of the methylene asymmetric shetch

Q923 cm-r) and symmetric stretch (2853 cm-r) show that the lipids were in a highly fluid

La-state (see section 1.5.2). Transmembrane proteins, such as PLP, cause kinking in neigh-

boring acyl chains which further propagates kinking throughout the bilayer. Such a

domino-like phenomenon participates in maintaining fluidity in mammalian membranes,

such as myelin. The observation that the membrane \ilas still above its T,n suggests that the

native myelin membrane structure was maintained despite the experimental conditionslS.

As illustrated, FTIR is sensitive to the biochemistry and molecular structure of cells

and tissues in the normal state. Changes in the biochemistry and molecular structure in dis-

eased tissue are just as easily detected (for review see Jackson and Mantsch,1996; Jackson

et a1.,1997). Therefore, FTIR comparison of tissues in normal and diseased states provides

a method for direct assessment of the biochemical changes associated with the tissue

pathology without chemicals, stains or molecular probes (Jackson and Mantsch, 1996;

Jackson et a1.,1991). However, to insure that the lR-detected difference(s) are associated

with the disease, intact samples are collected from a population representative of each

tissue state (i.e., normal and abnormal) because biochemistry can vary within each popula-

tion. The intact sample collected depends on where the disease is localized in the gross

anatomy and/or what specific part of that organ is involved (i.e.,heart ventricle, cornea,

hippocampal gray matter, etc.).In addition, multiple tissue spectra of each intact sample

from a population are also required because of "macroscopic heterogeneity" within each

intact sample. For example, the distribution of cells and extracellular matrix in an intact

sample can be asymmetric. Similarly, the biochemical changes associated with the tissue

pathology can be distributed asymmetrically throughout the intact sample. Even if it were

possible to take a single IR spectrum of the intact organ, biochemical changes associated

with the tissue pathology may be so "diluted" by unaffected portions of the tissue that little

1 8. The tissue section most likely experiences moisture loss and spectral acquisition was at room tempera-
ture, I 0- I 5oC below physiological temperature (see Chapter 4).
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spectral difference betweenthe abnormal and normal tissue is observed. Therefore, to avoid

spectral "dilution" of the biochemical change, small random samples of normal and abnor-

mal organs are examined. In such an approach, FTIR transmission (section 1.2.2) or FTIR-

ATR (section 1.2.3) is chosen for the macroscopic sampling technique (section 1.3.3).

However, since numerous spectra are collected for each tissue state, it is impractical to

commence data analysis with an assignment of all bands in each spectrum. Instead, data

analysis may begin with spectral interpretation of the class average spectrum of each tissue

group and the within-group standard deviation spectrum. Note, this is only done to provide

the spectroscopist with general information about the two classes of spectra because this is

equivalent to "diluting" the biochemistry of each tissue. Nevertheless, comparison of the

class average spectrum of the normal group to that of the control group allows for the most

biodiagnostic spectral subregions to be selected for the more rigorous approach used for

global data analysis (see Chapter 3). The approach used for global data analysis is typically

a multivariate statistical analysis performed with a computer algorithm. Such algorithms

have certain limitations and are only successful when the spectral data is reduced (section

1.1.3). The most biodiagnostic spectral subregions or absorption bands can be chosen by

the spectroscopist (1.e., using the class average spectra as a guide), but this adds to the sub-

jectivity of the study (section 1.4.5). Alternatively, a genetic algorithm (GA) can be used

to select the most biodiagnostic spectral subregions or absorption bands non-subjectively

when it is coupled to the multivariate analysis algorithm (section 1.4.6). Multivariate sta-

tistical analysis serves to classifu the "undiluted" tissue spectra as either normal or abnor-

mal for biodiagnostic purposes. Thereafter, to find the biochemical changes associated with

the pathology that lead to this classification, the spectroscopist has to return to the class

average spectra of each group and assign the bands to particular functional groups. The

GA-selected subregions/bands can also be used to find biochemical changes associated

with the disease, but a difference spectrum between the class average spectra is still needed

to assess whether a tissue constituent increased or decreased as a result of the disease (see

Chapter 3).

Differentiation of normal and abnormal tissue using FTIR microspectroscopy (sec-

tions 1.2.4 and 1.2.5) follows a different procedure than macro-sampling investigations.

Although tissue examination using IR transmission or ATR reduces the "macroscopic het-
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erogeneity" in an intact sample, spectral "dilution" still occurs due to "microscopic heter-

ogeneity" in the tissue. That is, tissue morphology and cellular anatomy are asymmetric.

Different cell types, cells in different stages of differentiation, extracellular matenal, etc.,

contain different macromolecular components in various concentrations. A spectrum col-

lected on an unspecified group of these tissue constituents would be the spectral average

and biochemical changes on the cellular level specific to a tissue pathology would be

"diluted" or perhaps even misleading @oydson-White et al., 1999). For example, IR

microspectroscopy of individual cells in different phases of the cell cycle has shown that

cell DNA absorptions are only detected during replication (S phase), while in later phases

(Gl and G2) the DNA is so tightly packed in the nucleus that it is opaque to the IR light

@oydson-White et a1.,1999). These observations at the cellular level have serious conse-

quences with respect to numerous macroscopic studies that used lR-detected changes in

DNA content to differentiate between diseased and normal tissue. That is, since cells in dif-

ferent phases of cell division are unequally distributed throughout tissue, previous IR inves-

tigations may have (by chance) sampled tissue with a greater population of cells in the S

phase (Boydson-White et al., 1999). Such "macromolecular heterogeneity" at the cellular

level can be addressed using FTIR microspectroscopy wilh a small apertur e (<20 x20 ¡tm2)

and a synchrotron IR source (section 1.2.5). Alternatively, high spatial resolution (< 3 pm')

can also be obtained using an IR microscope and focal plane array (FPA) detection, albeit

nominal spectral resolution is limited to 16 cm-r (Kidder et a1.,1997;Boydson-\iVhite et al.,

1999; Diem et ø1.,2000). Depending on which IR microspectroscopic technique is used,

hundreds (synchrotron IR) to tens of thousands (FPA detector) of spectra can be collected

in each spectral "map" on the tissue section. This in combination with the number of spec-

tral maps/tissue section, the number of sections/tissue and the number of subjects exam-

ined, equates to far too many spectra to interpret separately at the onset of data analysis.

Instead, each spectral map is analyzed as a single unit using "multidimensional analysis"

(see section 1.7 -4) to create an FTIR image of the tissue region, prior to spectral interpre-

tation. Thereafter, the tissue section is histochemically stained and the FTIR image of the

tissue can be visually compared to the light microscopy images of the tissue prior to and

after histochemistry. The spectrathat correspond to morphological features in the FTIR

image of normal tissue are interpreted and correlated to the corresponding morphological
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features of the stained tissue (i.e., cells, parenchyma, blood vessels, etc.).In contrast, the

specta that correspond to morphological features in the FTIR image of abnormal tissue are

interpreted and correlated to the corresponding pathological features of the stained tissue

(ì.e., plaques, necrotic cells, fat deposits, etc.). Comparison of the FTIR image to the pho-

tomicrograph of the unstained tissue is also helpful since stains specific to one tissue com-

ponent can reduce the contrast of other morphological features in the photomicrograph.

Spectral differences between a morphological feature in the normal and diseased state then

represent the biochemical change associated with the pathology of the disease.

1.7 DÄTA ANALYSIS

Analysis ofthe spectral data acquired can take several approaches dependent upon

the overall goal of the study and the method employed to examine the samples. As an initial

starting point, regardless of the experimental technique, preliminary dataanalysis involves

band assignment of the preprocessed spectra (or class average spectra) using characteristic

group frequencies as a guide for assignments (Jackson et al., 1997). Subsequently, the

global analytical approach chosen is dependent upon how the data was acquired (i.e.,mac-

rosampling or microsamphng, in vitro or in situ) and the type of information to be extracted

from the spectral data. For samples which represent a gross overall condition of a tissue or

biological fluid, global data analysis may involve the extraction of quantitative information

from the spectral data. For instance, if quantitative information is required, such asthe con-

centration of a particular species in a sample, calibration of the FTIR technique to standard

biochemical assays using partial least squares regression analysis, can be utilized for bio-

diagnostic purposes (section 1.1.D. Alternatively, for invitro studies, semi-empirical struc-

tural information can be extracted and conformational changes of molecular components in

the preparation can be monitored as a frrnction of the external conditions (pH, temperature

etc .) and correlated to physical dynamic events (section I .7 .2). For the extraction of semi-

quantitative information on in sítu studies that employ macro-sampling techniques, tissue

constituents can be identified by fingerprint analysis and the state of the tissue (control or

diseased) can be differentiated by statistical analysis of the spectral data (section 1.7.3).

However, when micro-sampling techniques are utilized, FTIR microspectroscopic data can
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be interpreted by multidimensional correlation analysis and visually compared to tissue

section histopathology by conventional methods (section 1.7.4)-

1.7.1 Partial least squares analysis for quantitative interpretation of data

The extraction of quantitative information for biodiagnostic purposes may involve

a single well-resolved absorption band that best represents a molecular species or it may

involve a spechal fingerprint of the sample constituents to be quantified. For a single well-

resolved band, quantification ofthe molecular species the band represents would normally

proceed with the application of the Beer-Lambert law (see section 1.3.1), where concentra-

tion is extracted from the spectral-derived absorbance of the species, its molar extinction

coefficient and the pathlength used experimentally. However, biological fluids cannot be

studied in their native aqueous state and must be prepared as dried films for FTIR study

(section 1.3.2). Since film thickness can vary, the Beer Lambert law cannot be directly

applied to find the concentration of a species in the biological film (or tissue) because

experimental pathlength is ill-defined. Therefore, a method is required to construct a cali-

bration curve for the molecular species of interest at various concentrations, so that concen-

tration of this species can be determined in situ. A simple method is to prepare a number of

films ln vitro at various known standard concentrations of the molecular species of interest

as model for the biological film. The integrated intensity of the species-specific band is

measured at these various concentrations and a linear calibration curye is constructed from

the peak area as a firnction of known concentrations. If the molar absorptivity of the molec-

ular species in the film prepared in vitro is not expected to be different from that in the bio-

logical film, the unknown concentration of the species in a biological film can be measured

using the calibration curve constructed from the in vitro model film. Such a quantitative

approach has been reported for determination of daily fluctuations of thiocyanate in saliva.

(reviewed by Jackson et a1.,1997). Since thiocyanate is normally complexed with proteins

in saliv4 dried films of protein complexed with various known concentrations of KSCN

were prepared to construct a calibration curve for the thiocyanate (2058 cm-r). Thereafter

the concentration ofthiocyanate was determined in dried films of saliva extracted at various

times of the day. Thiocyanate was found to decrease by nearly 7 5Yo from early in the morn-
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ing to late afternoon; an interesting f,rnding since thiocyanate is normally converted to the

antibacterial compound, hypothiocyanite.

Altematively, the calibration ofFTIR spectral dafamay coÍrmence by validation of

the technique against a practiced clinical chemistry procedure. In this approach, the con-

centration of the species is determined by both FTIR and the biochemical assay, the latter

providing the "known" measurement of the analyte for what is called the "haining set".

Subsequently, biological samples in the "test set" are analyzed "blind" for analyte concen-

tration using the calibration coefficient derived from the "training set". These calibration-

derived FTIR measurements for analyte concentration are then cross-validated to "true"

measurements of the "test set" samples using the same standard biochemical assay to check

for external validation. Partial least-squares (PLS) regression in this regard provides a

me¿uts to account for spectral variance in terms of noise, baseline shifts and alterations in

anal¡e concentration (Jackson et aL.,1997). PLS methods determine the linear relationship

between spectral and clinical measurements while the accuracy of the experimental tech-

nique is quantified by the deviation of the linear slope from unity. Furthermore, PLS mul-

tiple component analysis (MCA) can be utilized to select spectral subregions that work best

in the cross-validation. For example, PLS-MCA has been used to select optimal spectral

subregions from spectra of olive oil, sunflower oil and butter, in an ATR-FTIR spectro-

scopic analysis of fecal lipid content cross-validated to measurements obtained by gravi-

metric analysis (Franck et a1.,1996).

1.7.2 Structural anaþsis

Structural analysis of a molecular species prepared in vitro has generally involved

either a semi-empirical approach, curve-flrt analysis or pattern recognition analysis. Curve-

fitting algorithms and pattern recognition programs are available for quantitative descrip-

tion of molecular structure. These two techniques are not without their drawbacks. In the

work described in this thesis, a semi-empirical approach was used to compare protein struc-

tures (see Chapter z).Inwhat follows, the explanation concentrates on approaches relevant

to the determination of protein structure.

Much information about protein structure can be obøined from the amide I band

profile (section 1.5.1). Application of a semi-empirical approach to structural analysis
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involves the band assignment of visible shoulders or component bands within the wide

amide I contour. Changes in the external environment, such as pH, temperature, solvent, or

interaction with other molecules (i. e. , lipids) can then be monitored by following the result-

ing changes in the overall band contour of the amide I vibration. Increases or decreases in

particular secondary structures, fums or aggregation can be followed by changes in the

intensity of the component bands along with the appearance of new component bands. For

example, upon an increase in temperature proteins in solution may denature and then pro-

ceed to form aggregates. This change can be followed by changes in the amide I band pro-

file from possessing component bands due to regular secondary structures such as þ-sheets

and o-helices to an increase in turn and unordered/random coil structure to the formation

of strong intermolecular H-bonds befween protein aggregates (see section 1.5.1). Structural

analysis is non-quantitative, instead relative changes are noted qualitatively to delineate a

physical phenomenon (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). Numerous biological systems invitro

and in situhave been studied using this semi-empirical approach, such as investigations in

protein folding (Fabian et a1.,1994; Troullier et a1.,2000), interactions between a protein

and another molecular constituent (nlaris et al. , 1992; Mantsch and McElhaney, 1 991 ; Tail-

landier and Liquier,1992) and chatrges in protein structure as a function of tissue condition

(Choo et a1.,1996; Jackson and Mantsch,1996).

Altematively, for quantitative interpretation of structural details from IR absorp-

tions, algorithms for curve-fitting the amide I band profile are available and have been used

extensively in the past and present literature (reviewed by Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). For

a quantitative estimate ofprotein structure, the deconvolved amide I band profile is utilized

to provide an estimate of the number of component bands along with their widths, intensi-

ties and shapes. These parameters are used as the input data for the curve-fitting algorithm

which attempts to reproduce the experimental band profile using an iterative least squares

routine (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). Recall that band-narrowing techniques, such as

deconvolution and second-order derivative calculation, use a number of assumptions with

respect to band shape (section 1.4.5) and the number of component bands revealed by such

techniques may not be an accurate reflection of the number of component bands that com-

prise the amide I. Errors associated with this assumption, regarding the number of compo-
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nent bands, can be minimized if both band-narrowing techniques are used to substantiate

the result (section 1.4.5).

Further problems in curve-fitting routines are encountered when it comes to the

accurate assignment of the component absorption bands to particular structures within the

protein. For instance, a number of amino acid side chain absorptions appear under the

amide I band prof,rle (section 1.5.1) which may contribute 10-15% ofthe total amide I band

intensity (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). Although past researchers have subtracted these

amino acid contributions from the overall intensity of the amide I band profile, the molar

absorptivity, frequency, and shape of the amino acid side chain absorptions may differ

between an amino acid in solution, a homopolypeptide and an amino acid in the sequence

of a heteropolypeptide (section 1.5.1). Additional assignment errors arise from discrepan-

cies in assigning specific secondary structures to the particular amide I component bands

derived by the curve-fitting algorithm. For example, recall the difficulty in distinguishing

cr-helical structures from random coils due to the proximity of their absorption frequencies

in the mid-IR (section 1.5.1). Finally, the major drawback involved in curve-fitting the

amide I band profile is that the molar absorptivities of amide C:O groups involved in a

variety of secondary structures are not the same (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). For instance,

experiments performed on poly-L-lysine have revealed that although concentration was

held constant, the integrated intensity of the amide I band profile can vary by up to 30%o

depending upon whether the homopolypeptide was in an unordered (low pFI), a-helical

(tugh pÐ or aggregated (high temperature) conformation (Jackson et al., 1939).

Instead of a curve-fit analysis for a quantitative estimate of protein structure,

approaches based on pattern recognition are available (reviewed by Haris and Chapman,

1995; Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). This type of approach is similar to those used for the

estimation of protein secondary structure from other spectroscopic techniques such as CD.

In briet IR spechal features of proteirs with known structure derived from X-ray crystal-

lography, NMR and CD spectroscopy comprise the calibration set used to estimate the con-

tribution of secondary structures to IR spectral data of proteins with unknown structure.

The quantif,rcation is performed by assuming that the experimental spectrum is a linear

combination of the reference spectra in the pattern recognition algorithm (Jackson and
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Mantsch, 1995). There are several problems associated with these pattern recognition

methods. Again the assumption is made that amide C:O groups have the same molar

absorptivþ regardless of the secondary structure in which they are involved; this oversim-

plifies the situation in reality (Haris and Chapman, 1995). Amino acid side chain absorp-

tions under the amide I band limit the effectiveness of pattern recognition algorithms in the

same manner in which they limit curve-fitting procedures (Haris and Chapman,1995;Jack-

son and Mantsch, 1995). Furthermore, the calibration set for pattern recognition may not

be large enough to accurately account for the spectral properties seen in the experimental

spectrum of a protein with unknown structure (Haris and Chapman, 19951- Jackson and

Mantsch, 1995). This latter concern becomes extremely relevant when considering the lack

of conformational information on integral membrane proteins. However, in comparison to

curve-f,rt analysis and the semi-empirical approach described above, pattem recognition

procedures remove the subjectivity involved in the assignment of component bands of the

amide I band profile to particular structures within the protein (Jackson and Mantsch,

tees).

1.7.3 Multivariate statistical analysis applicable to in sítu studies

For the extraction of semi-quantitative information fromin silz studies that employ

macro-sampling and micro-sampling techniques, tissue constituents can only sometimes be

identified by fingerprint analysis. Examples are studies that use the mid-IR collagen finger-

print to monitor changes in the extracellular matrix of a tissue (Liu et a|.,1996; Bromberg

et al.,1999a; see Chapter 3) or one that uses the silicone þolydimethylsiloxane) fingerprint

to check for PDMS leakage into the capsular tissue surrounding breast implants (Ilardt er

a1.,1994). However, fingerprint analysis or the group frequency approach applied alone to

alarge number of spectra representative of different tissue states (control or diseased) can

be potentially subjective. That is, a more rigorous approach (i.e., multivanate analysis) is

required to affrrm the presence of the molecular flrngerprint in each spectrum of each tissue

state (section 1.6). Moreover, visual discrimination of the simultaneous absorption changes

that ensue due to disease is not always feasible (Jackson et aL.,1997). Multivariate analyses

(also called "chemometrics"), are approaches in which the chemical problem to be solved,
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such as the classification of tissue state based on mid-IR absorptions of molecular species,

can be performed objectively (Jackson et al.,1997; Gentner et aL.,1998).

There are number of multivariate analysis software programs available that can be

applied to spectral data that allow for the differentiation of tissue state (control or diseased)

based on pattern recognition. The multivariate statistical analysis can be unsupervised or

supervised (Jackson et a1.,1997). For example, spectral data can be used as input in com-

mercially available software programs such as StatisticarM for unsupervised methods such

as hierarchical clustering. The spectra are then effectively grouped without prior knowl-

edge based on their dissimilarities/similarities to one another. Supervised multivariate anal-

yses however, require some information about the spectraldata, such as the group to which

they belong (based ontissue state) and the spectral regions of diagnostic significance to the

investigation. For example, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a supervised multivariate

pattern recognition algorithm in which the data is assigned to a group prior to the analysis

to "train" the algorithm to recognize the presence/absence of attributes or combination of

variables in the test set common to each subset of the data or assigned class (Jackson and

Mantsch, 1997). During the "training", the "leave-one-out" method is typically employed

iteratively in which each spectrum in the data set is left out of the "training set" and treated

as an unknown with an unassigned class. This continues until LDA classification is opti-

mized (highest separation between classes), the percent separation achieved at the end pro-

viding an assessment ofhow well the groups separate into their defined classes. In a similar

matìner, the "trained" LDA program can then be used to classifu unknown samples. Bias

however, can ensue due to overfiuing or LDA misclassification, if the number of spectra is

less than the number of attributes (wavelengths). Therefore data reduction techniques are

frequently employed prior to LDA analysis (Gentner et aL.,1998). Spectral subregions can

in principle be chosen by the investigator (section 1.4.5) or alternatively for improved

objectivity an optimal subregion selection program, such as a genetic algorithm, can be uti-

lized to overcome the data input limitations of LDA (section 1.4.6 and Chapter 3).

1.7 .4 Multidimensional analysis for ín sitø m icrospectroscopic studies

Acquisition of a mapped array of spectra on a tissue section using FTIR microspec-

troscopy allows the tissue pathology to be examined in its native state and can be utilized
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to extract unique chemical information which describes the state of the tissue (sections

1.2.1,1.2.4,I.2-5 and 1.3.3). Frequently, when FTIR microspectroscopy is used to gather

information on the histopathology of a tissue section, the investigator may want to compare

the revealed infrared pathology to that visible in light microscopy images of histochemi-

cally-stained tissue for validation of the IR technique. Several software programs have been

developed (1. e., OMMCTM, Atlpstt) to create IR images ofthe tissue area sampled that can

be directly compared to the histochemically-stained light microscopy images (see Chapter

4). These IR images are created by the generation of 2D contour plots which chart the spec-

tral relative intensity profiles of specific absorptions as a function of coordinates on the

tissue section examined. For example,2D contourplots can be constructed by the measure-

ment of the integrated intensity of the same absorption band in each spectrum, different

colors assigned to variable intensity values at this wavelength and a plot of the colored

pixels which represent each spectrum is presented as a function of the tissue map coordi-

nates. Rather than using color to delineate changes in the intensity profile a third dimension

can be introduced to produce a three-dimensional surface map of the tissue (Choo et al.,

1996; Liu et al., 1999). The selection of absorption band(s) most useñrl to generate the

FTIR image is at present subjective. Numerous strategies are typically employed to gener-

ate the best image possible, but most begin with prior knowledge about the tissue compo-

sition. For example, if an abnormal peptide aggregate is known to infiltrate the tissue, one

way to generate the FTIR image is using the intensity of the amide I band between 1610-

1620 cm-r in each spectrum of the map. Thereafter, the spectra belonging to image pixels

specific to the highest aggregate content can be inspected and compared to spectra where

the aggregate content is low. If another distinct feature of the tissue pathology is suggested

by this spectral comparison, then another FTIR image can be generated using the intensity

of the new absorption band. This process continues until the FTIR image correlates well

with the histochemically-stained tissue. Using the intensity of one absorption band to gen-

erate a FTIR image can only be done if a stable globar source is used in the IR microspec-

troscopy. In contrast, the brilliance of a synchrotron IR source is dependent on the stability

ofthe ring. Unfortunately,the once energetic electrons lose energy from emitting synchro-

tron radiation and even though RF cavities can reduce the rate of energy loss, the beam life-

time rarely exceeds 6 hours (section 1.2.5). As a result, the signal throughput in the IR
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miiroscope also decays with time. Since â spectral map can take hours to collect (1-2min-

utes per spectrum), the amount of IR light illuminating the spectra varies dramatically

between the beginning of map collection and the end. Therefore, using synchrotron IR

microspectroscopy a more preferable profile to use in multidimensional analysis is the rel-

ative intensity of trvo absorption bands per spectrum (see Chapter 4). Correlation profiles

may be also calculated from the presence of a combination of absorption bands in each

spectrum which represent a specific "IR fingerprint" of the molecular species sought for

distribution characterization in the tissue section. Once again, absorption band selection

depends initially on what is known about the tissue composition and the relative contribu-

tion of each macromolecular component in the tissue region. Numerous 2D contow plots

may have to be generated before the FTIR image is optimized. For the comparison of mul-

tiple normal and diseased tissue sections, the FTIR images should be generated using a sim-

ilar proflrle, so that the relative distribution of the biochemical marker or pathogen can be

established. Obviously, if the normal tissue is free of the biochemical marker associated

with the disease, imaging based on the prevalence of this marker will not define the mor-

phology of the normal tissue. Similarly, if this biochemical marker is distributed through-

out the tissue region sampled, morphological features (ì.e., cells) of the diseased tissue will

be lost in the FTIR image.

A recent advance in FTIR imaging of tissues has been in the application of unsu-

pervised hierarchical clustering multivariate analysis on large maps (256 x256) of tissues

collected with IR microspectroscopy and FPA detection @iem et a1.,2000). Through hier-

archical clustering, spectra that have similar characteristics (frequencies, intensities, band-

widths, relative intensities, relative bandwidths, etc.) are classified together at the bottom

of an Euclidian tree diagram. The branches of the tree diagram then suggest how similar or

dissimilar one class of spectra is from another. Such a multivariate approach requires

numerous spectra to be successful. Diem, et a1.,2000, applied hierarchical clustering to a

third dimension, namely assigning a different color to each class of spectra and importing

these results into the 2D contour plot (i.e., each class of spectrum is then localized to spe-

cific regions in the tissue section). The IR images generated were strikingly similar to the

tissue morphology revealed upon histochemical staining, regardless of whether the tissue

\¡/as nornal or abnormal. Such a process is required for these large FPA detected images
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because it is impossible to inspect 66000 spectra/map individually. Representative spectra

from a class could be inspected at any time and compared to a class of spectra either closely

related (attached by a lower branch in the tree diagram) or veritably unrelated (connection

at the top of the tree diagram).

1.8 OVERVIE\ry OF THESIS

The work presented in this thesis focused on three of the most frequently used tech-

niques for evaluation of biological systems by FTIR spectroscopy in the mid-IR; that is,

conventional transmission, ATR and microspectoscopy. Three independent biological

systems were evaluated, each project with its own independent hypotheses with respect to

the specific biological system studied and the capacity of the chosen FTIR technique to pro-

vide data relevant to that biological system. Although three independent biological systems

were studied, there was one common overall hypothesis; FTIR biospectroscopy, as a single

and diverse analytical tool, will provide unique information on a biological system, pro-

vided that a biophysical or biochemical change occurs.

In the first project, a biophysical study, conventional transmission FTIR biospec-

troscopy was used to monitor protein-lipid dynamics and interactions in model systems

prepared in vítro (Chapter 2). Specifically, the overall goal was to use FIIR to evaluate the

interactions of different charge isoforms of myelin basic protein (MBP) with liposomes of

various net-negative surface charge density (SCD) chosen as simple models for the myelin

membrane. Due to its higtrly cationic nature, mfractionated MBP is believed to act as a

myelin adhesive in the central nervous system (CNS) by associating with acidic lipids of
opposing myelin membrane leaflets. Certain post-translational modifications alter the net-

positive charge ofthe unmodifred isoform MBP-CI (+20),primarily in the C-terminal half

of the protein sequence (residues 86-170). MBP-C2 (+19) is deamidated at Gln146, MBP-

C3 (+18)isphosphorylated atThr9T andSerl64,MBP-C5 (+16)isphosphorylated atSerT,

Ser54, T1i197 and Ser164 and MBP-C8 (+14) is citrullinated at Arg35, Arg31, Arg122,

Arg130, Argl59 and Arg170. Unfractionated MBPfrom the CNS myelin of a healthy indi-

vidual is primarily composed of MBP-C1 and MBP-C2. Excessive MBP charge modifica-

tion is thought to be in part responsible for the loosening and subsequent degradation of the

myelin sheath in demyelinating diseases, such as Multiple Sclerosis. The interaction
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between MBP and acidic bilayers has been reported to be highly dependent on the satura-

tion of the negative SCD on the bilayer surface by the 31 positive charges on MBP; the con-

centration of MBP to acidic lipids in compact myelin being greater than that in non-

compact paranodal myelin. Therefore, the overall hypotheses were: (i) Isoforms of greater

net-positive charge (CI,CZ and C3) would be more effective at stabilizing acidic liposomes

of unsaturated negative SCD (i.e., in paranodal myelin) by electrostatic association, while

isoforms of less net-positive charge (C5 and C8) would interact less at the surface and pen-

etrate the bilayer, and (ii) Excessive MBP charge modification would have less of an

adverse effect on MBP-mediated adhesion of acidic liposomes of saturated negative SCD

(i.e., rn compact myelin) than on the adhesion of liposomes of unsaturated negative SCD

(i.e.,paranodal myelin). Since the concentation of MBP to acidic lipid was to be manipu-

lated by the gradual addition of a zwitterionic lipid (PC) in a binary PG/PC liposomal mix-

turelg, the type of interaction that occurs between each isoform and liposomes of zero SCD

was investigated at the onset of the study. It was proposed that only the isoforms with

decreased net-positive charge or electronically neutral segments could stabilize an electron-

ically neutral bilayer surface. It was found that isoforms of decreased net-positive charge

(C3, C5 and C8) could indeed associate with electronically neutral PC head groups, while

isoforms of increased net-positive charge (Cl and C2) preferred to penetrate the bilayer.

MBP association with PC appeared to depend on the number and type of modified residues

that could intramolecularly neutralize segments within the MBP sequence; modifications

that increased the multivalency of negatively charged residues (i.e., MBP-C3 and C5) were

more effective at enhancing this association than modifications that decreased the multiva-

lency of positively charged residues (i.e., MBP-C8). The effects of such charge modifica-

tions were more dramatic for MBP interaction with the pure PG bilayer of unsaturated

negative bilayer SCD (0.8 molo/o MBP to PG). Isoforms of increased net-positive charge

(Cl, C2 and C3) did interact primarily by electrostatic association with the PG bilayer sur-

face, while those of decreased net-positive charge (C5 and especially C8) extensively pen-

etrated the bilayer. However, rather than net-positive charge affecting only the electrostatic

component of the binding interaction, it also affected the synergy between electrostatic

19. Dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) and dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) were used.
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association and partial penetration of the bilayer interface found to maximize the binding

of the MBP-CI with PG bilayers of unsaturated negative SCD (1.e., paranodal myelin).

Specifically, charge modifications that increased the multivalency of negatively charged

residues in the C-terminal half of the sequence (MBP-C2 and MBP-C3) were found to

decrease the synergy between electrostatic association and partial insertion of residues into

the bilayer. Moreover, the additional increased multivalency of negative charges in the N-

terminal half of the MBP sequence CMBP-C5) enhanced the intercalative behavior of the

isoform. Meanwhile, modifications that reduced the multivalency of positive charges and

simultaneously increased the number of hydrophobic residues (MBP-C8) were found to

greatly reduce the electrostatic association and enhance bilayer penetration. The adverse

effects of MBP charge modification in the adhesion of acidic bilayers did diminish as the

liposomal negative SCD was saturated (3.1molo/o MBP to PG). Howeve¡ improved bind-

ing of MBP-CI,C2 and C3 may be promoted by electrostatic association to microdomains

of acidic lipids in a compact myelin-like membrane, while improved binding of MBP-C5

and C8 to the membrane may be promoted by surface interaction with acidic and zwitteri-

onic lipids, simultaneously. Moreover, in compact myelinJike membranes, the electro-

static component of MBP-CI binding to acidic lipid microdomains may be enhanced,

whereas MBP-C2 and C3 binding to acidic lipid microdomains is enhanced by an improved

synergy between electrostatic association and partial bilayer penetration. Furthermore, the

results indicated that since MBP-C5 and C8 were able to simultaneously surface associate

to the acidic and zwitterionic lipids, the intercalative behavior of these isoforms is reduced

in compact myelin-like membranes. Ho'wever, reduced multivalency of positive charges in

the C-terminal half of MBP (MBP-C8) had a more adverse effect on MBP electrostatic

association to compact myelin-like bilayers than increased multivalency of negative

charges in the C-terminal half of MBP (MBP-C2, C3 and C5). Consequently, MBP charge

modification, especially reduced multivalency of positive charge, may have a greater

impact on the MBP-adhesion in paranodal myelin than in compact myelin. Finally, all the

isoforms exhibited reduced conformational flexibility upon binding to a compact myelin-

like membrane (i.e., conformation did not fluctuate in response to a temperature increase)

than to a paranodal myelin-like membrane. Fluctuations between a compact and less com-
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pact MBP tertiary structure may be the dynamic mechanism responsible for conholling the

amount of cytoplasm in the paranodal loops of myelin during nerve impulse generation.

The second project, a macroscopic investig alton in situ, involved the non-subjective

discrimination of diseased from normal tissue, using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy for sampling

and multivariate analysis (LDA) to classifr the tissues (Chapter 3). The tissues sampled

came from the hearts of a well-charccterized line of cardiomyopathic (CMP) hamsters,

known to have pronounced collagen deposition in the left ventricle. Classifrcation of the

tissue was directed to differentiate between (r) Ventricles (left and right) \Mithin an animal

class and (ll) Status of the tissue (CI\æ or control) for each ventricle type. Objectivity was

improved by employing a genetic algorithm to select optimal spectral subregions for LDA

classification. For comparison of the CMP and control left ventricles, it was hypothesized

that the GA would preferentially select spectral subregions where absorptions due to col-

lagen occur. As the final result, all groups under comparison could be differentiated from

one another based on the presence or absence of the mid-IR collagen fingerprint (i.e., a

series of bands found atca.,1032,1082,1204,1239,1283, 1315 and 1338 cm-r).However,

the tissue class that possessed enhanced collagen deposition had to be determined by cal-

culation of the difference spectrum between the class average spectra of each two-class

comparison. The study confirmed that the CMP animals experienced LV collagen remod-

eling in the cardiac ECM, but suggested the fibrosis was focal rather than diffi.lse. More-

over, RV collagen remodeling, denoted by a decreased RV collagen content, was found to

accompany the increased LV collagen deposition in the CMP animals.

The final project of this thesis, a microspectroscopic investigation in situ, imple-

mented synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy in the investigation of the pathophysiological

changes in Alzheimer's diseased (AD) hippocampus (Chapter 4). Protein aggregates, such

as B-amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, accumulate in various regions of the AD

hippocampus. Little is known about the generation of these aggregates during the patho-

genesis of AD. Histochemistry of AD suggests that an amorphous diffuse plaque matures

into a neuritic plaque with fibrillar amyloid in the core surrounded by dififuse AB-peptide

deposits, Ap-associated proteins and reactive glial cells. However, there is conflicting data

regarding the quaternary ¿urangement of the AB-peptide aggregates in diffuse and fibrillar
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B-amyloid plaque formation. In vitro studies have suggested that amyloid fibrils, found at

the core of a plaque, are intermolecularly H-bonded B-strands oriented in an antiparallel

fashion (the so-called B-sheet-helix structure). In situ studies have suggested that the inter-

molecular H-bonds between p-shands in the fibrils are weaker (i.e.,farther apart) than the

in vitro studies suggest, due to the presence of peripheral proteins and glial cells associated

to the plaque. In addition, little is known about whether diffuse AB-peptide deposition can

be found in the tissue prior to plaque formation, a query beyond the sensitivity of his-

tochemical methods of analysis. Therefore, it was hypothesized that synchrotron FTIR

microspectroscopic imaging is sensitive enough to (r) Discriminate between diffuse and

fibrillar amyloid within plaques, (ir) Detect diffr¡se AB-peptide deposition outside the con-

fines of a plaque and (iii) Discriminate between fibrillar amyloid and the other protein

aggregate ofthe disease, the neurofibrillary tangle (if found) based on their respective spec-

tral features. As a result of this investigation, spectral differences between diffuse and

fibrillar amyloid were exploited to generate FTIR images of plaques in the Alzheimer's

hippocampus. Two FTIR images were derived for each spectral map and were visually

compared a photomicrograph of the stained tissue. Spectroscopic analysis revealed that

fibrillar amyloid in situ was high in peptide aggregate sffucture (amide I component band

between 1620-1625 cm-r) while amorphous Ap-peptide deposition in situ was high in p-

sheet structure (amide I component band between 1630-1637 cm-r). In addition, a unique

specftal feature of fibrillar amyloid was found; a strong COO- stretching absorption (1397-

1400 cm-t) attributed to the presence of numerous truncated peptides within the fibrillar

amyloid. Tissue staining correlated with the location of fibrillar amyloid within neurons

and regions containing diftrse amorphous plaques. Moreover, FTIR imaging was sensitive

enough to denote AB-peptide deposition in regions in the AD gray matter where staining

was inconclusive. In these regions, the contribution ofproteins with B-sheet structure in AD

gray matter was approximately 10-20% higher than that in control tissue. The conclusions

are only preliminary since a greater sampling of AD and control hippocampus should be

carried out. However, this feasibility study is in support of the hypothesis that AD hippoc-

ampal tissue has enhanced AB-peptide deposition in seemingly unaffected gray matter in

comparison to control gray matter.
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2 FTrR spncTRoscoprc rnwEsTIGATroNr¡r wrRoz
INTERACTION OF MYELIN BASIC PROTEIN
CHARGE ISOF'ORMS WITH MODEL LIPII) SYSTEMSI

2.1 INTROD{JCTION

2.1.1 Chapter overview

Protein-lipid dynamics and interactions have been studied extensively by FTIR

biospectroscopy for nearly two decades (for review see Mendelsohn and Mantsch, 1986;

Mantsch and McElhaney, 1991). Such studies have demonstated that the type of interac-

tion that exists between the folded protein and the lipid bilayer can be evaluated by moni-

toring certain mid-IR frequencies as a function of a chosen independent variable (i.e. pH,

temperature, salt concentration, etc.). Since absorptions that reflect conformational

changes of proteins and lipids occur in different sub-regions of the mid-IR (section 1.5.1

and 1.5.2), FTIR examination of mixed systems allows the impact of interaction on sepa-

rate components of the mixture to be evaluated simultaneously. One purpose of this chap-

ter is to further demonstrate the utility of FTIR biospectroscopy for evaluation of protein-

lipid dynamics and interactions in model systems prepared in vitro. Specificall¡ the over-

all goal of this crurent work was to use FTIR to evaluate the interactions of different

charge isoforms of myelin basic protein (MBP) with liposomes of various net-negative

surface charge density (SCD), the latter chosen as simple models for the myelin mem-

brane. Myelin basic protein has a high net-positive charge and is believed to act as a mye-

lin adhesive by associating with acidic lipids of opposing myelin membrane leaflets

(section 2.1.2). MBP that has lost the ability to function as a myelin adhesive is thought to

be in part responsible for the loosening and subsequent degradation of the myelin sheath

in demyelinating diseases, such as multiple sclerosis. The present chapter explores the rel-

ative influence of MBP net-positive charge and bilayer composition on myelin stability.

Many of the early attempts to study the interaction of MBP with net-negatively

charged lipid systems that model the myelin membrane (section 2.1.3) ignored that MBP

I . The majority of the work in this chapter has been presented at two conferences (Bromb erg et al. , 1997;
Bromberg et aL.,1999).
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is not a single protein, but instead a collection of several charge isoforms of the same

molecular mass (section2.l.4). MBP charge microheterogeneity arises from post-transla-

tional modifications (i.e., deamidation, phosphorylation, and citrullination) of one or more

residues in the sequence (section 2.1.4). The unmodified isoform, MBP-CI carries the

most net-positive charge, while net-positive charge decreases by one unit of positive

charge in an incremental fashion for MBP-C2 through to C8. Limited research has been

carried out on fractionated MBP þrimarily MBP-CI, C2 and C8) in an attempt to under-

stand the impact of these various modified residues on the electrostatic binding of the pro-

tein to net-negatively charged lipid preparations (section 2.1.5). To date, the atomic

structure of MBP (Nl\{R or x-ray crystallography) has not been obtained, making it some-

what more diffrcult to fully understand its function. CD and IR have confirmed that MBP

in aqueous solution is predominantly random coil (section2.l.4), but out of these two

solution techniques IR is more suitable for studying protein structure in a lipid environ-

ment. Optical dichroism studies on fractionated MBP with net-negatively charged lipid

vesicles have revealed that MBP net-positive charge is not the only factor that can influ-

ence the protein/lipid interaction; in particular bilayer negative SCD can also influence the

ability of the MBP isoforms to aggregate vesicles (Jo and Boggs, 1995 and Boggs et al.,

1997). Such investigations have suggested that electrostatic binding is greater when the

relative concentration of MBP to acidic lipid is high(i.e., similar to compact myelin) than

low (i.e., similar to paranodal myelin) because there is a stoichiometric saturation of nega-

tive charges on the bilayer surface by the positive charges on the protein that maximizes

the binding interaction (this is an important distinction because MBP-mediated adhesion

in paranodal myelin can be affected by the potassium fluxes generated during an action

potential (sections 2.1.3 and2.l.5)). However, the amount of electrostatic association rela-

tive to that ofbilayer penetration cannot be assessed by an optical dichroism aggregation

assay, nor can aggregation assays provide structural information on the isoforms upon

interaction with mixed bilayers. The present study illustrates the unique strengths of FTIR

spectroscopy for charactennng the interactions of MBP with model lipid systems; struc-

tural changes in several sample constituents have been evaluated simultaneously and the

type of intermolecular interaction that prevails amongst the sample constituents can be

interpreted from these structural changes.
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The experimental design was fairly straightforward (sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and

2.2.3). The interactions of MBP-CI, C2, C3, C5 and C8 with acidic, neutral and binary

liposomal systems were investigated using transmission FTIR spectroscopy (sections 1.2.1

and 1.2.2)- The sensitivity of FTIR to isotopic substitution allowed for simultaneous mon-

itoring of both components in the binary liposomal systems, provided that one lipid was in

the per-deuterated form (section 1.5.2). Spectra of proteins, lipids and various protein/

lipid mixtures were collected over a temperature range inclusive of the phase transition

temperature(s) of the lipid(s). The biophysical behavior of each pure component was first

assessed by the temperature-induced changes in the respective spectral signature. In par-

ticular, the symmetric methylene CD stoetching absorption (ca.,2090 cm-r) of per-deuter-

ated phosphatidylcholine (d-PC) and the asymmetric methylene CH stretching absorption

(ca.,2920 cm-r) of phosphatidylglycerol (PG) were monitored as a function of tempera-

ture to generate two-state (gel and Lo state) transition curves and calculate the phase tran-

sition temperature (T*) of each lipid (section 1.5.2 and 2.3.I).In addition, the acyl chain

order (i.e., energy) and hydration of the bilayer interface \ /ere assessed to individually

charactenze the gel and La state of each lipid. The former was determined from the rela-

tive frequencies of the methylene stretch in the two lipid states while the latter was deter-

mined from the absorption profile of the acyl carbonyl stretch (ca., 1735 cm-r) in the two

lipid states. The phase behavior of d-PC and PG in the binary liposomes was assessed in a

similar fashion to that for the pure lipid systems with one exception; bilayer hydration

could not be investigated due to spectral overlap of the d-PC and PG acyl C:O stretching

profiles (section 2.3.1). Conformational studies of the MBP isoforms in an aqueous envi-

ronment were carried out using the semi-empirical approach for analysis of the amide I
band profile (section 1.5.1, 1.7.2).Isoform conformational flexibility was further charac-

tenzed by monitoring the temperature-sensitivity of the amide I absorption profile (1600-

1700 cm-') and the ð-guanidino stretching of arginyl residues (ca.,1587 and 1610 cm-r)

(section 2.3.5). Thereafter, any detected change in the spectroscopic behavior of the indi-

vidual components in the protein-lipid samples was interpreted to suggest the type of
interaction that prevailed between an isoform and the bilayer. A change in the T-(lipid) in

the presence of protein was taken as unequivocal evidence for interaction. The acyl chain

order and hydration of the bilayer interfacial region (single lipid systems only) of the two
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lipid states (gel and La) were both used to estimate the relative contributions of (i) bilayer

stabilization by isoform electrostatic association and (ii) bilayer destabilization by isoform

penetration. The acyl chain order of the d-PC and PG La states was also used to determine

which of the two lipids an isoform exhibited a binding preference for, and whether the iso-

form could induce PG microdomain formation in the binary liposomes. Finally, the iso-

form conformations and conformational flexibilities in aqueous solution (section 2.3.5)

were compared to those in neutral (section 2.3.6), acidic (section 2.3.7) and binary (sec-

tion 2.3.8) liposomal environments. These comparisons established the effect each lipid

has on the individual MBP isoforms and verified whether the isoform exhibited a prefer-

ence for interaction with PG and/or d-PC.

In brief, isoforms of decreased positive charge (C3, C5 and C8) did indeed interact

with the electronically neutral d-PC surface, while isoforms of increased positive charge

(Cl and C2) tended to penehate the bilayer. However, decreased net-positive charge was

not the only factor involved in MBP association with the d-PC bilayer surface. Instead,

association with d-PC appeared to depend on both the number and type of post-translational

modified residues. The effect of such post-translational modifications was most dramatic

for MBP interaction with the pure PG bilayer of unsaturated negative bilayer SCD (0.S

mol%o MBP to PG). Isoforms of increased net-positive charge (CI,C2 and C3) did interact

primarily by electrostatic association with the PG bilayer surface, while those of decreased

net-positive charge (C5 and especially C8) penetated the bilayer extensively. However, a

synergy between electrostatic association and pafüal penetration of the bilayer interface

was found to maximize the binding strength of the most positively charged isoforms (Cl

and C2) with PG. Rather than net-positive charge alone affecting MBP electrostatic asso-

ciation to PG, it was the impact of net-positive charge modulating the balance between

electrostatic association and partial penetration of the bilayer interface that affected MBP-

mediated adhesion of PG bilayers with unsaturated negative SCD (i.e.,paranodal myelin).

As the liposomal negative surface charge density was decreased by the addition of a neutral

lipid (d-PC), the adverse effects of MBP charge modification in the adhesion of acidic

bilayers diminished. Saturation of the liposomal negative SCD by the positive charges on

an isoform enhanced the relative contribution of stabilizing MBP electrostatic associations

(as opposed to bilayer penetration) and allowed the protein to adopt a more compact and
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ordered (increased B-sheet and c-helix) structure. As long as charge modifications did not

(r) affect the multivalency of positive charges available on the C-terminal half of the iso-

form or (ll) alter the net charge on the N-terminal half of the isoform, binding to a compact

myelinJike membrane was optimal and perhaps initiated by the formation of acidic lipid

microdomains in the mixed bilayer (applies to Cl, C2 and C3). Interestingly, the least pos-

itively charged isoforms, MBP-C5 and C8 were able to surface associate simultaneously to

both lipids (acidic and neutral) in a mixed bilayer. It was proposed that preferential inter-

action between the N-terminal halves of these isoforms and the neutral lipid component

reduces the intercalative behavior of these isoforms, optimizing their binding to a compact

myelin-like membrane. Consequently, MBP charge modification - especially polycitrulli-

nation of arginine residues - most likely has a greater impact on the adhesive properties of

MBP in paranodal myelin than in compact myelin. That is, a greater ratio of the uncitrulli-

nated isoforms to MBP-CB may be more critical for maintaining a proper balance between

MBP electrostatic association and bilayer penetration in paranodal myelin than in compact

intemodal myelin. However, fluctuations between a compact and less compact MBP ter-

tiary structure may be the dynamic mechanism responsible for controlling the amount of

cytoplasm in the paranodal loops of myelin during nerve impulse generation. Moreover, the

amphipathic character of MBP-C8 and the preference of this isoform for interaction with

neutral lipids, suggests that the delicate balance between neutral and acidic phospholipids

in the myelin membrane may also play a part in MBP-mediated adhesion of myelin.

2.l.2The role of MBP in the myelin sheath of the CNS

The myelin sheath, comprised of multilamellar stacks of lipid bilayers compactly

held in place by protein-lipid interactions, serves as the insulator of the nervous system.

CNS myelin is the extended plasma membrane of a glial cell called an oligodendrocyte,

which concentrically wraps around the axon in a tight spiral fashion to form the compact

myelin sheath (Figure 2-1). Numerous oligodendroglial membranes typically wrap the

length of an axon resulting in alternating segments of the myelin sheath and the myelin-

bare nodes of Ranvier (Morell et aL.,1994). Proximal to the nodes of Ranvier, paranodal

myelin contains the residual cytoplasm of the flattened oligodendrocyte that has been com-

pressed from the compact internodal myelin (Morell et al., 1994). V/ithout myelin, neuro-
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However, some debate has endured in whether this interaction between MBP and acidic

lipids was mediated solely by electrostatic association or by a combination of association

and hydrophobic intercalation with the bilayer acyl chains. Although Reinyl and Bayerl,

1993, found that the phase hansition temperature of acidic lipids was raised in the pres-

ence of MBP indicating predominantly electrostatic association, other studies found that it

decreased upon MBP interaction (Papahadjopoulos et al., 1975 Boggs and Moscarello,

1978; Boggs et al., 1981; Nabet et al., 1994). A lowering of a lipid phase transition tem-

perature in this manner supports the hypothesis that MBP interaction with acidic lipids

proceeds through a combination of electrostatic association and hydrophobic interaction.

The combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions between MBP and

acidic phospholipids is highly supported in the literature by parameters more localized in

nature than the phase transition temperature of the lipid. For example, poly-L-lysine,

which interacts purely by electrostatic association with acidic phospholipids (Boggs et al.,

1981), is not labeled to the same extent with a hydrophobic label as that of MBP proteins

(Boggs et a1.,1988), indicating that the MBP proteins can both associate with and perturb

the bilayer of acidic lipids. Boggs et aL.,1988 found that upon binding to acidic phospho-

lipids (PS, PG, PA), the extent of hydrophobic labeling was 5 to 7 times greater for MBP

than for poly-L-lysine. Insertion of MBP into acidic bilayers was further confirmed using

FTIR spectroscopy where MBP was observed to decrease the hydration of the bilayer

interfacial region as monitored by the shift of the lipid acyl C:O profile to higher fre-

quency upon MBP interaction (Nabet et a1.,1994). While partial insertion of hydrophobic

side chains of MBP may occur during the interaction of this protein with acidic lipids, it

appears to be well accepted that the majority of the protein is localized at the surface of the

bilayer with its basic residues involved in electrostatic interactions with the negatively

charged headgroups of the lipid.

The interaction of MBP with neutral lipids or with binary lipid mixtures of acidic

and neutral lipids is somewhat less clear. Boggs et a1.,1988, did detect greater hydropho-

bic labeling of MBP than poly-LJysine in the presence of zwitterionic lipids (PC), but the

degree of hydrophobic labeling was decreased by a factor of 2 to 4 over that of MBP in the

presence of acidic lipids. This latter observation may indicate that electrostatic association

can firrther promote membrane insertion. It has also been proposed that while MBP can
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still interact elechostatically with binary lipid systems composed of both acidic and neu-

tral phospholipids, protein association with neutral lipids alone is unlikely S.einl and Bay-

erl, 1993). Reinyl and Bayerl ,1993, further implied that a demixing or phase separation of
binary neutral/acidic lipid mixtures upon MBP interaction did not occur since both lipids

were affected by MBP presence. However, Reinyl and Bayerl,1993, refrained from pro-

posing an explanation of the eflect of MBP on neutral PC of the binary mixture or the type

of protein-PC interaction that might occur. More recently, MBP was found to penetrate

more extensively into neutral phospholipid bilayers than net-negatively charged bilayers,

suggesting hydrophobic interactions between MBP and neutral lipid bilayers was possible

ßo* et a1.,1994). Moreover, MBP was found to disrupt multilamellar bilayers of neutral

phosphatidylcholine in the absence of acidic lipid (PS), while PS interaction with the pro-

tein prevented disruption of the PS/PC bilayers (Roux et al., 1994). Roux et a1.,1994, also

found that MBP-induced fragmentation of multilamellar PSÆC bilayers occurred when

divalent cations were used to neutralize the negative charge of the acidic lipid in the binary

mixture. The results of Roux et a1.,1994, suggest that hydrophobic interactions of MBP

with neuhal lipids diminish when preferential electrostatic interactions between MBP and

acidic lipids is possible.

It should be noted that most studies on MBP interaction with binary lipid systems

have been carried out using high concentrations of MBP to acidic lipid (> 3 molo/o MBP),

resulting in a saturation2 of the bilayer net-negative SCD by the positive charges available

on MBP. Such studies may model compact internodal myelin, where the MBP to acidic

lipid concentration is nearly high enough to fully neutralize the net-negative SCD, but

ignore that the myelin sheath is not composed of one homogeneous concentration of MBP

to acidic lipid (Morell et aL.,1994; Jo and Boggs, 1995; Boggs et a1.,1997). For example,

the MBP to acidic lipid concentration is much lower in paranodal myelin.3 Since insuffi-

cient MBP is present to fully neutralize the negative charges on the bilayer surface, paran-

2. MBP has 3l positively charged residues (net positive charge of +20). Therefore one MBP molecule could
potentially neutralize 20 to 3l negatively charged lipid head groups. Depending on whether some negative
charged residues shield some of the positive charges of MBP, a MBP to acidic lipid concentration of 3 to 5
mol% MBP is considered to saturate (i.e.,neutralize) the net-negative SCD of an acidic bilayer.

3. Boggs et a1.,1997, used 3.7 mol% MBP-to-PS and 1.2-0.2 mol% MBP-to-PS for samples to mimic the
concentration of MBP-to-acidic lipid in compact and paranodal myelin, respectively.
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odal myelin takes on a non-compact ultrastructure due to charge repulsion between

opposing bilayer leaflets (Jo and Boggs, 1995). Specifically, Jo and Boggs, 199s, found

that low concentrations of MBP to acidic lipid (< 3 mo\Yo À/ßP) did not suffrciently

aggregate PSIPC vesicles but aggregation greatly increased when the mixture was

exposed to moderate concentrations of KCI (50-100 mN/Ð. Therefore, moderate concentra-

tions of potassium shield the excess negative SCD on the MBP-vesicle surface enhancing

aggregation (Jo and Boggs, 1995). However, excessive KCI (100-150 mM) promoted dis-

sociation of the MBP-vesicle aggregates, suggesting that once the vesicle negative SCD

was neutralized, potassium then interferes with the electrostatic association between posi-

tively charged residues of MBP and negatively charged lipid head groups (Jo and Boggs,

1995). In contast to the experiments aimed at modeling paranodal myelin, MBP-mediated

aggregation of PS/PC vesicles with saturated net-negative SCD þ 3 molYo MBP to PS)

occurred with lower concentrations of KCI (10-50 mlvf; and dissociation occurred once

the aggregates were exposed to 90 mM KCI (Jo and Boggs, 1995; Boggs et al., 1997).

Even though a high MBP concentration was used to neutralize the negative charges of the

acidic lipid in the PS/PC vesicles, some potassium was still required to neutralize the 11

negatively charged residues on the surface of the MBP-vesicles (Jo and Boggs, 1995;

Boggs et al., 1997). Therefore, MBP-adhesion to lipid bilayers is highly dependent on

whether MBP saturates the bilayer SCD or leaves some negatively charged lipid head

groups on the surface of opposing leaflets free to repel one another. Interestingl¡ the

efiflect of 50-100 mM KCI on the MBP-vesicle complexes prepared with a low concentra-

tion of MBP to acidic lipid, is physiologically significant. For example, paranodal myelin

is susceptible to potassium ion fluxes (60-75 mM) since potassium channels in the mem-

brane can transiently take up the potassium released from the nodes of Ranvier during an

action potential (Hille and Catterall,lgg4; Jo and Boggs, 1995; Boggs et a\.,1997). Such

potassium fluctuations in the residual cytoplasm of the paranodal loops may alter MBP-

adhesion in paranodal myelin, allowing MBP to regulate the volume of the cytosol during

newonal activity (Jo and Boggs, 1995; Boggs et al.,l9g7).
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2.1.4 Charge isoforms of myelin basic protein

The basic nature of human myelin basic protein (170 amino acids, 18.5 kDa) can

be accounted for by the high content of basic amino acids (12 lysines and 19 arginines)

@eber et a1.,1986). Due to charge repulsion, MBP has been found to be a highly unor-

dered protein with virtually no tertiary structure in aqueous solution at physiological pH

(Morell et al., 1994). However, under alkaline conditions electrophoretic studies have

shown that the major species of mammalian MBP (1S.5 kDa) can be resolved into several

component bands suggesting that this species exists as a number of isoforms that differ in

their net-positive charge (Martenson et al., 1969). This charge microheterogeneity is

believed to arise by a variety of post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation

(Chou et al. , 197 6; Deibler et ø1. , 197 5; Martenson et al., I 983), loss of C-terminal argin-

ine (Deibler et a1.,1975), deamidation (Chou et a1.,1976;Martenson et a1.,1983), methy-

lation at arginine 106 (Morell et al., 1994), and deimination of some of the positively

charged arginyl residues to zwitterionic citrulline (Wood and Moscarello, 1989).

Isolation of the individual charge isoforms of MBP, on larger scale than that

achieved by alkaline gel electrophoresis, can be carried out using CM52 columns at pH

10.6 in which the components elute from the column in the order of increasing net-posi-

tive charge (Chou et al., 1976). The least positively charged isoform, now designated as

component 8 (or C8) can be found in the void volume, whereas components Cl-C5 must

be released from the carboxymethylcellulose cation exchange resin using a linear salt gra-

dient, with Cl the most positively charged isoform eluting last (Moscarello et at.,1986).

Upon fi¡rther analysis of the unbound fraction in the CM52 chromatograph¡ C8 was

found two be composed of four myelin basic proteins, high (1S.5 kDa) and low (17.3 kDa)

molecular weight components A and B, designated as C8-AGI), Cs-A(L), Cg-B(FI) and

C8-B(L) @oulias et ø1.,1995). Boulias et aL.,1995, furtherreported thatT0o/o of unfrac-

tionated MBP from normal human white matter is composed of C1, C2, C3, C8-A and C8-

B (relative abundance ca. , 17 , I I , 1 5, I 0 and I 0oá, respectively), while the remainin g 30%

of unfractionated MBP is predominantly composed of C4 and C5.

Amino acid analysis of the unmodified isoform, MBP-Cl, has shown that the pos-

itive charged residues are almost equally distributed between the N-terminal half (residues

1-85) and C-terminal half (residues 86-170) of the protein, while the number of negatively
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charged residues in the N-terminal half are nearly double that in the C-terminal half (Fig-

we 2-3)- The N-terminal half of MBP-C I has 15 basic residues (5 lys and l0 arg) and. 7

acidic residues (6 asp and 1 glu) while the C-terminal half has 16 basic residues (7lys and

9 arg) and 4 acidic residues (3 asp and I glu). Although the net-positive charge of unmod-

ified MBP-C1 is +20, the net-positive charge of the C-terminal half (+12) is 50%o greater

than that in the N-terminal half (+8). Interestingl¡ hydrophobic photolabeling studies

have shown that the N-terminal half of MBP-CI has a greater propensity to insert hydro-

phobic amino acid side-chains into lipid bilayers than the C-terminal half (Boggs et al.,
1999a). For the modified isoforms, MBP-C2, C3, C5 and C8, some discrepancy has arisen

on the type and site of post-translational modifications in the amino acid sequence. The

decrease of one net-positive charge for MBP-C2 was originally thought to originate from

deamidation of either a glutamine or asparagine (Chou et al.,1976). The decrease of two

in net-positive charge for MBP-C3 had been proposed to arise from a combination of
phosphorylation and deamidation (Chou et al., 1976; Moscarello, 1990). More recently,

capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry on MBP isoforms extracted from bovine

brain determined that MBP-C2 is deamidated at Gln146 while MBP-C3 is phosphorylated

atTlr9T and Serl64 (Zand et al.,l99S). Zand et o1.,1998, also found that the post-trans-

lational modification responsible for the charge reduction in MBP-C4 a¡rd C5 was phos-

phorylation; MBP-C4 was found to be phosphorylated at Ser54, ThrgT and Serl60,

accounting for a decrease of three in net-positive charge; MBP-C5 was found to be phos-

phorylated at Ser7, Ser54, Thr97 and Serl64 accounting for a decrease offour in net-posi-

tive charge. Finall¡ MBP-C8 has been shown to have six arginines deiminated to neutral

citrulline at Arg25, Arg31, ArgI22, Arg130, Arg159 and Arg170, resulting in the loss of
six positive charges in the protein sequence (Wood and Moscarello, 1989). Taking the

results of Wood and Moscarello, 1989, andZand et al.,lggï,into account, the majority of
the post-translational modifications that alter the net-positive charge of unmodified MBp-
C1 occur in the C-terminal half of the protein (Figure 2-3).Thetype and site of post-trans-

lational modification(s) in MBP-C2, C3, C5 and Cg are highlighted in Figwe 2-3.
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Figure 2-3. Amino acid sequence of unmodified human and bovine MBP. The two

amino acid sequences are aligned as suggested in zarÅ et al., 1998. Basic

residues (K and R) are labeled in blue and acidic residues (D and E) are labeled

in red. Citrullinated arginines in MBP-C8 are highlighted with a yellow circle

(Wood and Moscarello, 1989). Deamidated Glnl46 in MBP-C2 is highlighted

with a green square. (Zand et a1.,1998). Phosphorylated residues in MBP-C3

(Th97 and Serl64) and MBP-C5 (Ser7, Ser54, T1Í97 and Serl64) are

highlighted with a pink circle.

human A S Q K R.s P S Q R Htgc S...K Y LlsA T....,{ S T20M þ...H A R.2s H G......F L p30R H

bovine A A e KRs p s e R..........sr0KyL...A srsA s r...M r)20HA R....H G25F L p......R H30

human R.Ð T3sG I.....L Ð s40I G...R.F F4sGG....Ð R.G5oA p....KR.Gsss G...KÐ s60HH

bovine R. Ð T.....c I35 L Ð s...I c40R. F F...c s45 Þ R. c....A p50K R G.....s cs5K Ð c...H H60

human p A R65 T A....H y cz's L...p e KTss H.........c R. T80 e...Ð E N p8sv...v H F Fe'K N
bovine A A R....TTósHy c...s L70p e K...A e75H G R.p....e80ÐENp....v'sv HF F...Ke'N

human I v re5 p.....R.Tpproo p......s e G Kros G.....R. cL sr0L.....s R F s1rsw....GA Ð cr20e
bovine I v r.....pe5 R Tp p......proo S e G K.....G105 R.G L s.....Lllo s RF s...wl1sG A E G....e120

human R p G Fr25c......y G G R130A....s Þ y Kr35 s......A H K G140F......K G v Ðr45

bovine R.p G F.....Grzs y G G R.....A130s Þ y }<.......sr¡sA H KG.....Lr40KG H Ð

human A....,eG TLrs's.....KIF KrssL....G GR Ðr60s....R.s Gs pM ARRr70

bovine Ar+sQcTL.....sl50KIF K....Llsscc RÐ.....s160R S c SpMA R B.

The total net-positive charge of each isoform compared to the net-positive charge

of the N-terminal half and the C-terminal half of each isoform is summarizedinTable2-1.

The N-terminal half of MBP-Cl , C2 and C3 are identical, therefore these isoforms differ

from one another in the C-terminal half of the sequence. The reduced net-positive charge

of MBP-C2 and C3 in the C-terminal half of the sequence by l0% and2}Yo,respectively,

may reduce the electrostatic association of these isoforms with negatively charged head

groups on a bilayer surface. Although the C-terminal half of MBP-C3 and C5 have the
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same net-positive charge, the two additional sites of phosphorylation on SerT and Ser54 in

MBP-C5 reduces the net-positive charge of the N-terminal of MBP-C5. In tum, this25Yo

reduction of net-positive in the N-terminal half of MBP-C5 may further promote insertion

of N-terminal half segments into a bilayer surface. Finally, the net-positive charge of the

C-terminal half of MBP-C8 is reduced by 33% in comparison to unmodifîed MBP-CI,

while the net-positive charge of the N-terminal half of MBP-C8 is similar to that of MBP-

C5. In comparison to the uncitrullinated residues, strength of electostatic association of

the C-terminal half of MBP-C8 to acidic bilayers would be greatly compromised, espe-

cially under conditions where the net-negative SCD of the bilayer surface is not fully neu-

halized by the available positive charges on the protein (section 2.1.5).

Table 2-t.The relative net-positive charge

the MBP isoforms. Shown in brackets

value for MBP-CI.
Isoform Net-positive

charge

C1

C2

C3

C5

C8

+20 (1.0)

+19 (1.0)

+18 (0.9)

+16 (0.8)

+14 (0.7)

The existence of the individual charge isoforms of MBP has been thought to have a

physiological significance with regards to development and maintenance of the myelin

sheath, and an upset balance may be responsible for the demyelination involved in dis-

eases such as MS (Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985). For example, myelin isolated from the

white matter of individuals with chronic multiple sclerosis (MS) has been shown to

exhibit a less cationic character than that obtained from unaffected individuals (Mos-

carello et aL.,1994; V/ood et ø1.,1996). Specificall¡ the ratio of the citrullinated MBP-C8

to that of the most cationic MBP-C1 increased more than two-fold for chronic MS myelin

and more than six-fold for firlminating MS myelin of the Marburg type (Wood et al.,

1996). The distribution of the charge isoforms of MBP in normal human myelin has also
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Net-positive
charge in N-
terminal half

in the C-terminal and N-terminal half of

is the net-positive charge normalized to

+8 (1.0)

+8 (1.0)

+8 (1.0)

+6 (0.8)

+6 (0.8)

Net-positive
charge in C-
terminal half

+12 (1.0)

+11 (0.e)

+10 (0.8)

+10 (0.8)

+8 (0.7)



been proposed to vary within the tissue. For example, the least cationic isomer, MBP-C8,

which comprises 20%o of the total MBP, has been localized to the intraperiod line by

immunogold electron microscopy using an antibody specific for citrulline (Mclaurin e/

a1.,1993). Mclaurin et a1.,1993 found that this was contrary to the localization of an anti-

body that recognized unfractionated MBP to both the major dense line and the intraperiod

line (recall Figure 2-2).Perhaps the upset balance in the proportion of MBP-C8 to MBP-

Cl in the myelin extracted from individuals \¡/ith MS (Wood et a1.,1996), affects both the

cationic character of MBP needed for adhesion of the myelin membrane and the distribu-

tion of MBP required for normal CNS myelin ultrastructure. Finall¡ an upset balance

amongst charge isoforms may have different eflects in paranodal myelin and compact

myelin (sections 2.1.3 and2.l.5). That is, a decrease in the net-positive charge of MBP

(i.e., when MBP-C8/Cl is high) may affect adhesion more in paranodal myelin, where the

concentration of MBP to acidic lipid is low, than in compact myelin, where the concentra-

tion of MBP to acidic lipid is high (Boggs et aL.,1997).

2.1.5 Studies of the interactions of MBP charge isoforms with model lipid systems

Although the numerous studies on unfractionated MBP have been informative

(section 2.1.3), greater understanding of MBP adhesion to the myelin membrane can be

obtained by investigating the behavior of the individual MBP isoforms with model lipid

systems. However, studies on the interaction of individual charge isoforms of MBP with

model lipid systems are not as numerous as those on unfractionated MBP. To date, the lit-

erature has focused on MBP isoform interaction with acidic lipids (Choo, 1992;Jackson ¿/

al., L993; Boggs et al.,l999a), neutral lipids (Boggs et a|.,7999a), binary lipid mixtures

of net-negative charge (Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985; Jo and Boggs, 1995; Boggs et al.,

1997; Boggs et al.,l999b) and myelin-like membranes (Jo and Boggs, 1995; Boggs et al.,

1997) to name a few. The underlying objective in many of these investigations has been to

understand the effect of the various post-translational modif,rcations on myelin adhesion.

In general, research has sought to def,rne the role of net-positive charge on the interaction

between the isoforms and acidic lipids, the type of interaction (electrostatic and/or hydro-

phobic) that occurs between the isoforms and various lipid systems, and the segments of
the proteins that participate in the interaction.
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The role of net-positive charge on the interaction of MBP with acidic lipids has

been intensely studied for nearly two decades. The reduction of MBP net-positive charge

has been shown to decrease the ability of the protein to bind and aggregate net-negatively

charged lipid vesicles. For example, by measuring the optical density at 450 nm, Cheiftez

and Moscarello, 1985, found that decreasing MBP net positive charge by in vitro phospho-

rylation of MBP-CI and C2 reduced the ability of the proteins to aggregate PC vesicles

containing 7.8% PS. Since a high concentration of MBP to acidic lipid was used in this

study of Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985, (ca.,5.4 molYo MBP-to-PS), the negative charges

on the vesicles would have been saturated4 by the positive charges available on MBP-CI

and C2. As the proteins were phosphorylated and negative charges were introduced onto

the proteins, the extent of vesicle aggregation rapidly declined (Chieftez and Moscarello,

1985). Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985, suggested that inhibition of vesicle aggregation

upon the phosphorylation of MBP-C I and C2 was due to a charge repulsion between MBP

and the negatively charged headgroups ofacidic vesicles. A few years later, in a circular

dichroism investigation, in vitro phosphorylation of the MBP isoforrns rùras shown to

increase the B-sheet structure of the proteins (Ramwani et al., 1989). Given that a confor-

mational change occurs upon extensive phosphorylation, Ramwani et aL.,1989, suggested

that the positive charged residues on MBP-CI andC2 available for association with acidic

lipids may have been neutralized or shielded by the introduced phosphorylated amino

acids. Therefore, Ramwani et al., 1989, proposed that the inhibition of PSIPC vesicle

aggregation by hyperphosphorylated MBPs, observed by Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985,

was caused by a reduction in the number of positively charged residues available for elec-

trostatic association with PS. However, under the saturating conditions imposed by

Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985, it is more likely that the binding of hyperphosphorylated

MBP to a vesicle would impart a net-negative charge on the vesicle surface and repulsion

between these net-negatively charged vesicles inhibited aggregation (Jo and Boggs, 1995;

Boggs et al., 1997). Under conditions where the MBP to acidic lipid concentration does

4. The number of positive charges on MBP is 31. MBP-C2 (deamidated atGlnl46) andinvitro phosphory-
lation products of MBP-C1 andC2 still have 31 positive charges potentially available to associate with PS.
The 5.4 mol% of MBP to PS in the study of Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985 would produce a positive-to-neg-
ative charge ratio of 1.7, well saturating the negative charges of the lipid.
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not saturate the negative charges on the vesicle surface (0.2 mol% MBP to PS), the ability

of MBP-CI , C2, C3, C4, C5 and C8 to mediate aggregation of PS/PC vesicles in 100 mM

KCI decreases as net-positive charge decreases and isoform/vesicle dissociation in 150

mM KCI increases as isoform net-positive charge decreases @oggs et aL.,1997). Boggs el

al., 1997 also found that the difFerence in the ability of MBP-CI , C2, C3, C4 and C5 to

mediate vesicle aggregation in 100 mM KCI decreased when higher concentrations of pro-

tein (1.2 mol%o MBP-to-PS) were used, whereas MBP-C8 mediated aggregation at 100

mM KCI was still markedly lower than that of the uncitrullinated MBPs. At first it was

thought that the number of residues modified to carry a negative charge (via deamidation

or phosphorylation) caused charge repulsion between these negatively charged residues

and the excess negative charge on the lipid vesicles @oggs et a1.,1997). However, once

saturatings concentrations of the MBP isoforms (3.7 molYo MBP-to-PS) were used, the

KCl-induced increase in vesicle aggregation was not as dramatic and did not vary for

MBP-CI,C2,C3,C4and C5 (Boggs eta1.,1997). Therefore,repulsionfromthenegatively

charged residue(s) on MBP-CZ, C3, C4 and C5 caused by deamidation and phosphoryla-

tion was not responsible for their decreased ability to mediate aggregation at lower protein

to acidic lipid ratios (Boggs et al., 1997).Instead, Boggs et al., 1997, suggested that the

post-translational modifications on MBP-C2, C3, C4 and C5 reduce the extent of electro-

static binding between these isoforms and the PS head groups of the binary vesicles.

MBP-C8 mediated aggregation of the PS/PC vesicles using 3.7mol%o MBP was not car-

ried out, however using 1.2 molYo MBP, vesicle aggregation in the presence of MBP-C5

was 30-40o/o greater than that in the presence of MBP-C8 (Boggs et al., 1997). Boggs ef

a1.,1997, concluded that a decrease in the total number of positively charged residues in

the protein sequence (i.e., via citrullination) had a greater effect than a decrease in the net-

positive charge by phosphorylation. Reduction in the multivalency of positive charges

available for neutralizationof negative charges on the bilayer surface is a different concept

than decreased net-positive charge due to any post-translational modification. In addition,

from the decreased difference in the ability of MBP-CI, C2, C3, C4 and C5 to mediate

5. Maximum aggregation was found using a 3.7 mol%o of MBP-to-PS (vesicle composition of 9PC:1PS),
which converts to a mole ratio of PS to MBP of 25, almost equal to the number of positive charged residues
on MBP and saturation of the negative charges on the vesicle surface.
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vesicle ag$egation when high concentrations of MBP were used, Boggs et a1.,1997 pro-

posed that an upset balance amongst these isoforms would likely have less of an effect on

myelin adhesion in compact internodal myelin than in paranodal myelin.

Although the predominant interaction between unfractionated MBP and acidic lip-

ids is believed to be electostatic, the relative contribution of electrostatic association and

hydrophobic interaction has yet to be quantified for each isoform. Several studies, how-

ever, have indicated that the MBP isoforms have differing degrees of amphipathic behav-

ior towards net-negatively charged bilayers, such that partial insertion accompanies

electrostatic association. For example, Choo, 1992, and Jackson et al., 1993, reported

FTIR spectra taken at 10oC and 30oC of a 1.1 molYo MBP to DMPG6 [posomal mixture,

indicating that the most cationic isoforms exhibit a greater degree of electrostatic associa-

tion with the bilayer surface and fewer penetrations of bilayer interfacial region than

MBP-CS and C8 (Choo, 1992; Jackson et a|.,1993). Strong association between isoform

and the PG head groups was inferred by minimal difference in the acyl chain order of PG

at 10oC and 30oC (Choo, 1992; Jackson et al.,1993). Such an observation suggests that

the acyl chains of the lipid remain ordered even upon the phase transition due to stabiliza-

tion of the bilayer surface by electrostatic association with MBP-CI, C2, C3 or C4. The

phase transition temperature of PG in the presence of the isoforms was not calculated by

Choo, 1992, or Jackson et al., 1993, but their inferred absolute abolition of the PG phase

transition is not in agreement with the other studies that report a decrease in the phase

transition temperature of acidic lipids upon MBP interaction (see Boggs et al., 1999, for

review). In contrast to the more cationic isoforms, MBP-C5 and C8 resulted in some dehy-

dration of the bilayer interfacial region as observed by the decrease in the PG acyl C:O

stretching profile (Jackson et al.,1993). This latter observation indicates that the less cat-

ionic isoforms partially penetrate into the interfacial region. However, the acyl C:O

absorption profile was not Fourier selÊdeconvolved, nor was it compared to that of the

6. Conditions where the PG negative SCD would be unsaturated. MBP-Cl has 3l positively charged resi-
dues available or a net charge of +20 which means that the negative SCD of PG would be 34% (0.011 x 31)
or 22o/o (0.011 x 20) saturated depending on whether negatively charged amino acids shield some of the
basic residues. MBP-C8 has 25 positively charged residues available or a net charge of +14 and the negative
SCD of PG liposomes would be 34o/o or l50á saturated.
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lipid in the absence of protein, making it impossible to make further inferences about the

relative proportions of H-bonded C:O to free C:O in the bilayer interface upon isoform

interaction. Jackson et al., 1993, also reported that only the most cationic isoforms

adopted some o-helical, B-sheet and turn sffucture along with random coil struchre upon

PG association. In the aggregation assays performed by Boggs et a1.,1997, using myelin-

likeT vesicles and a sub-saturating concentration of each isoform (1.2 mol%o MBP to acidic

lipid), the degree of vesicle aggregation mediated by MBP-CB upon exposure to 100 mM

KCl, more closely resembled that observed for the other isoforms. Moreover, at higher

concentrations of KCI (150-400 mM) little dissociation of the isoform-vesicle aggregates

was observed when the vesicle composition more closely resembled that of myelin (Boggs

et a1.,1997). Resistance to dissociation by high concentrations of KCI implied that other

forces aside from electrostatic association were involved in the binding of the MBP iso-

forms to myelin-like membranes, such as H-bonding of the protein to lipid headgroups

and penetration of hydrophobic amino acid side chains into the bilayer (Boggs et al.,

1997). The existence of membrane-interacting domains or segments of the MBP-CI and

C2 has been substantiated by the hydrophobic photolabeling studies of Boggs et al.,

1999a. For example, upon interaction'with PG, MBP-CI andC2 were labeled more on the

N-terminal half than on the C-terminal half of the sequence, suggesting that the hydropho-

bic interacting segments are located in the N-terminal half of the protein (Boggs et al.,

1999a). Boggs et al.,1999a, further noted that the N-terminal half of these MBP proteins

still contained more hydrophobic label than the C-terminal half when the proteins inter-

acted with a neutral lipid like PC. These were interesting findings, since it is the C-termi-

nal half of MBP which is more susceptible to the host of post-tanslational modifications

documented for the different isoforms (see section 2.1.4, Figure 2-3). For example, the site

of deamidation is located in the C-terminal half of the MBP-C2 sequence (Gln146 to

Glu146), resulting in a gain of one negative charge in the solvent accessible portion of

MBP-C2. Thus, since the N-terminal half of MBP-CI and C2 are identical, net-positive

charge has little effect on the penetration of MBP isoforms into the bilayer of lipids

7. Myelin-like vesicles were composed of 44 molTo cholesterol,2T moloá PE, l3 mol% PS, l1 molo/o PC, 3

mol% sphingomyelin and2mol%o PI akin to the lipid composition of the cytoplasmic leaflet of myelin.
Thus, these vesicles contain 15 mol%o acidic lipid.
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(Boggs et al.,l999a), while the ability of MBP-C2 to aggregate acidic vesicles is slightly

reduced by the reduced number of available positive charges in the C-terminal half of the

MBP-C2 for electrostatic binding (Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985; Boggs et al., 1997).

Hydrophobic photolabeling of the more modified isoforms have not yet been reported for

comparison. However, a more recent vesicle aggregation study has been carried out to

investigate whether citrullination increases the amphipathic behavior of MBP (Boggs er

al.,l999b). Boggs et a1.,1999b, examined the ability of MBP-CI, CB and poly-citrulli-

nated MBP-Cit(l8)8 to aggegate large multilayered net-negatively charged lipid vesicles.

Similar to the earlier aggregation assay, MBP-CI interaction increased the absorbance at

450 nm more than that of MBP-C8, indicating greater aggregation is mediated by MBP-

C1, but MBP-Cit(18) actually decreased 
^44s0 

of the tipid vesicles @oggs et al.,lgggb).

Boggs et a1.,1999b, found that upon size exclusion chromatography and electron micros-

copy it was found that MBP-Cit(l8) actually fragmented the large vesicles into smaller

ones (Boggs et al., 1999b). Boggs et al., 1999b, concluded that extensive citrullination

caused MBP-Cit(l8) to act more like an apolipoprotein rather than an extrinsically associ-

ated protein. Moreover, it was suggested that although fragmentation of the large vesicles

did not occur, 6 citrullines may still increase the amphipathic character of MBP-C8

@oggs et al.,l999b).

2.1.6 Objectives of the current study

It was the aim of the current study to use FTIR spectroscopy to investigate the

interactions of the various charge isoforms of MBP (Cl, C2, C3, C5 and C8) with binary

lipid systems composed of dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (PG) and per-deuterated

dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (d-PC).e Since it is unclear whether MBP can indeed

interact with a zwitterionic lipid such as PC, isoform interaction with d-PC was examined

to ascertain if PG and d-PC in the binary liposomes could compete for interaction with the

8. Extracted from the myelin of individuals that died from fulminating (Marburg-type) MS, MBP-Cit(I8)
has l8 or l9 arginyl residues deiminated to citrulline.

9. Although phosphatidylserine (PS), the predominant acidic phospholipid of myelin (Morell et a|.,1994),
would have been the ideal choice for the acidic lipid in the model system rather than PG, the PS head group
absorbs at 1620-1630 cm-r, making conformational analysis of the amide I band profile of MBP impossible
(see section 1.5.2).
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protein(s). It was proposed that only the isoforms with decreased net-positive charge or

electronically neutral segments could stabilize an electronically neutral bilayer surface. If
surface interaction with d-PC is possible, preferential interaction of the less positively

charged isoforms \Mith d-PC may depend on the proportion of d-PC in the binary lipo-

somes. Another objective of the present study was to evaluate the role of net-positive

charge on the interaction of MBP with acidic liposomes, when the negative SCD of the

bilayer was unsaturated by the positive charges on the protein. PG liposomes with 0.8

molo/o MBP were used to model the interaction between MBP and an acidic bilayer with a

negative SCD that is unsaturated by the 31 positive charges on the unmodified protein

(i.e., paranodal myelin). It was hypothesized that the isoforms of greater net-positive

charge (Cl, C2 and C3) would be more effective at stabilizing the PG bilayer by electro-

static association, while isoforms of less net-positive charge (C5 and CB) would interact

less at the surface and penetrate the bilayer. To investigate the influence of saturating the

negative SCD of an acidic bilayer, the concentration of MBP to acidic lipid was gradually

increased by raising the d-PC content in binary PG/d-PC liposomes. The greater the con-

centration of MBP to PG, the gteater the saturation of the net-negative SCD on the PG/d-

PC bilayer surface by the positive charges on the protein. PG/PC liposomes with 3.1 mol%o

MBP to PG were used to model the interaction between MBP and an acidic bilayer with a

net-negative SCD that is nearly saturated by the 31 positive charges on the unmodified

protein (r.e., compact myelin). It was hypothesized that saturation of the net-negative SCD

of the binary liposomes by the positive charges on MBP would enhance the electrostatic

association of the isoforms with the PG and possibly lead to the formation of PG micro-

domains in the binary liposomes.

All proteinJipid interactions can be evaluated by the change in the phase behavior

of the lipid(s) in the presence of each isoform, and the change in isoform conformation

upon interaction with the lipid(s). The gel to Lcr state phase transition of the lipids alone

and in the presence of each isoform can be examined by monitoring the temperature

dependence of the lipid methylene stretching vibrations (see section 1.5.2). A protein

interacting with a lipid bilayer by intercalation should result in a decrease of the lipid

phase transition temperature (T.). In contrast, an increase in T- is observed when the

interaction is more purely electrostatic since tight association to the lipid head groups in
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the absence of bilayer penetration restricts the conformational freedom of the lipid acyl

chains. However, MBP has been shown to result in a decrease in the T* of acidic lipids

because a combination of electrostatic association and bilayer penetration is believed to

occur (see sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.5). To investigate the relative proportion of stabilization

by MBP electrostatic association to destabilization by MBP bilayer penetration, the acyl

chain order of the lipid in both states was examined. That is, the greater the acyl chain

order (lower frequency), the greater the relative proportion of stabilization by MBP elec-

trostatic association to destabilizatton by MBP penetration into the bilayer. Further infor-

mation on the extent of MBP penetration can be obtained by examination of the hydration

of the bilayer interface, interpreted from the acyl C:O stretching profile (ca. 1738 
"*-t; 

of

the PG or d-PC liposomes in the presence of each isoform (see section 1.5.2). For exam-

ple, upon protein penetration, solvent access to the interfacial region of the fluid bilayer is

reduced and the lipid acyl C:O band contour should shift to higher frequency (i.e., dehy-

dration effect). Finally, structural changes of the isoforms upon interaction with the

lipid(s) will be observable by monitoring the amide I band profile and the ô-guanidino

stretching profile of arginine side chains (see section 1.5.1). The conformational changes

observed for the isoforms in a PG or d-PC environment, compared to those observed upon

interaction with the binary liposomes, will provide further insight on the preferential inter-

action of the isoforms with either d-PC or PG.

2.2 . MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1 Materials

Myelin basic protein charge isoforms Cl-C3, C5 and C8, isolated and purified from

bovine brain by the method of Chou et al.,l976,were obtained from the laboratory of M.A.

Moscarello (University of Toronto, Canada). The sodium salt of dipalmitoylphosphatidylg-

lycerol (PG) from Sigma and per-deuterated phosphatidylcholine (d-PC) from Avanti Polar

Lipids were used without any further purification (Mwpc : 744.96 glmol; MW¿_pç :
732.38 g/mol). All materials were kept in a -30oC freezer until the liposomal samples were

to be prepared.
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2.2.2 Sample p reparation

Liposomes of PG:d-PC in various compositions (1:0, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3 and 0:1 by

weight) were prepared in phosphate buffer saline solution (PBS powder, from Sigma) using

D2O as the solvent (l,D:7.4) to a lipid concentration of 50 mg/ml. The lipid solution was

briefly sonicated until a milþ solution was formed, and then repetitive cycles of heating

the sample with hot water (near the phase transition temperature of the pure lipid), vortex-

ing while waün and then cooling under tap water were carried out to ensure full hydration.

Solutions of MBP C1-C3, C5 and C8 alone were prepared in PBS/D2C (pD:7.4) to a pro-

tein concentration of 10 mglml, the lower limit for IR detection for a pathlength of 25 ¡tm
(section 1.3.1), so that the conformation of the protein in aqueous solution could be

assessed and compared to that in the presence of lipid. Introduction of a protein solution to

the prepared liposomal solution resulted in the appearance of predominant amide I absorp-

tion at 1615-1620 cm-r, which signified that the protein preferred to aggregate under such

conditions. The amide I component band due to aggregated strands was then minor if not

absent when this sample preparation was tested spectroscopically. Spectroscopic compari-

son ofthe two methods is shown in Figure Z-4,where human myelin basic protein, isoform

C3, was examined in a preliminary study. The band due to aggregation at 1624 cm-r, found

when protein and lipid were introduced to one another in the liquid phase, is absent in the

spectrum of the protein mixed with lipid powder. Since MBP does not denature below

80oC, it was concluded that preparation of the liposomes in a protein/buffer solution could

proceed as described. Therefore, the protein-lipid samples were prepared by replacement

of PBS/D2O used previously in the lipid only samples with a protein/ PBS/D2O solution,

maintaining a lipid to protein ratio of 5:1 by weight.DzO was used instead of H2O so that

sample absorption bands in the IR would not be obscured by the interfering bands of H2O

(section 1.3.1). However, it should be noted thatD2O solutions could cause a0.2-0.4oC

increase in the main phase transition temperature of a lipid (Casal and Mantsch, 1984).

Moreover, per-deuteration of acyl chains of phospholipids (as in the case of d-PC used in

this study) is known to cause a4-5oC decrease in the T- of the lipid @etersonet a1.,1975)
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Figure 2-4. Spectral comparison of the amide I band profile of human MBP-C3

when introduced into a liposomal system or when lipid is added directly to the

protein/buffer solution to form liposomes.
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The mole ratio of MBP to PG for liposomes of various negative surface charge den-

sitywere 1:130(0.8mol%), 1:98(l.0mol%),1;65 (1.5mol%) andl:32(3.1mol%)forthe

liposomes prepared with 1 :0, 3:1, 1 :1, 1 :3 PG:d-PC by weight, respectively. By taking into

account the multivalency of positive charges available and the net-positive charge of each

MBP isoform, the percent saturation of the negative surface charge density of the pure PG

and binary PG:d-PC liposomes was calculated (Table 2-2). As shown in Table 2-l,the I:3

PG:d-PC liposomal composition (3.1 mol/o MBP to PG) represents anear saturation of the

negative surface charge density by the available positively charged residues in MBP-CI,

C2, C3 and C5 and to a lesser extent in MBP-C8. Thus, the 1 :3 PG:d-PC mixture is propor-

tioned in a way for comparison to other MBP examinations as nearly saturating concentra-

tions of MBP to acidic lipid (compact myelin), whereas interaction of MBP with the other

liposomal mixtures is comparable to situations where the MBP concentration is rather low

þaranodal myelin).
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- 
Liposomes formed by mixing lipid
powder in protein buffer solution

'----- Protein and liposomes mixed in liquid
phase
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Table 2-2.Ttre percent saturation of liposomal negative SCD by eachMBP isoform.

Both the multivalency of positive charges available on the isoform and the

overall net-positive charge (in parentheses) were taken under consideration.

Mol% MBP Saturation Saturation Saturation
to PG

0.8 mol%

1.0 mol%

1.5 mol%o

3.1molYo

by Cl
2s% (16%) 2s% (ts%) 2s% (14%)

3t% (20%) 3t% (te%) 3t% (18%)

47% (30%) 47% (2e%) 47% (27%)

e6% (62%) e6% (se%) e6% (s6%)

2.2.3 FTIR spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy was carried out using a BioRad FTS-60 spectrometer equipped

with a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector, belonging to the Molecular Spectroscopy

Division of the Institute for Biodiagnostics (IBD), National Research Council of Canada,

V/innipeg, Manitoba. Temperature-ramped IR spectra were acquired on MBP C1-C3, C5

andCSinbufferandonthePG:d-PCliposomes(1:0,3:1, 1:1,1:3and0:1)aloneandinthe

presence of each MBP isoform. When preparation was complete, 10pl of sample was

placed between two BaF2 windows separated by a25¡tm Teflon spacer and the demount-

able IR cell (section 1.2.2) made by Harrick ScientificrM was sealed and placed in a ther-

mostated metal jacket located in the sample compartment of the spectrometer. A computer-

interfaced thermocouple was placed in the port of the IR cell to monitor the temperature of

the sample during spectral acquisition. The thermocouple was calibrated to the temperature

of the waterbath used to heat the thermostated metal jacket in 2oC increments.

Calibration was accomplished by monitoring the temperature recorded by the ther-

mocouple in the waterbath as a function of the set water bath temperature and fitting the

curve to a second-order polynomial on Graph Pad Prismru software (Figure 2-5). This pro-

cedure was carried out frequently to ensure accurate calibration of the thermocouple. Once

calibrated, heat loss from the water bath to the sample compartment during spectral acqui-

sition was then corrected by placing this polynomial equation in Microsoft Excelru and
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Saturation

by C5

2s% (13%)

3t% (16%)

47% (24%)

e6% (s0%)

Saturation
by C8

20% (rt%)
2s% (t4%)

38% (21%)
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using the recorded thermocouple temperature to derive the actual temperature ofthe IR cell

in the sample compartment. Since the water bath was connected to the thermostated cell

jacket by means of a one metre insulated tube, the time required to allow the cell to reach

the temperature set by the waterbath had to be established. It was established that a ten

minute equilibration time was preferable to that of f,rve minutes to heat the sample cell to

the desired waterbath set temperature (Figure 2-5). As shown in Figure 2-5, either equili-

bration time was suitable for the cell temperature to reach that of the waterbath in the lower

temperature range of 15-30oC. At higher temperatures however, the cell temperature began

to lag behind, alagthat was less pronounced using a longer equilibration time (Table 2-3).

From these initial measurements it was decided that at least ten minutes was required for

the IR cell inside the sample compartment to reach the water bath set temperature and

achieve thermal equilibrium. An equilibration time greater than ten minutes was not con-

sidered to be practical since there was a risk of sample evaporation at the higher tempera-

twes. Therefore, the use of the thermocouple to monitor the temperature of the cell was

imperative since some heat loss from the water through the insulated tubing to the thermo-

stated jacket was unavoidable.

Figure 2-5. Calibration of the thermocouple used in the temperature-ramped studies

to the waterbath temperature.
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thermocouple in bafi

thermocouple in cell, 5 minutes equilibrium

thermocouple in cell, 10 minutes equilibrium

40 45 50

waterbathPG
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Table 2-3. Comparison of cell temperature at five or ten minutes equilibration time.

The cell temperatures were recorded by the calibrated thermocouple located in

the port of the IR cell.
Tb"d, fC T*r¡(5 min.) fC 

^T 
(5 min.)

15.14

18.40

2t.28

24.29

27.27

30.03

33.30

36.27

39.30

47 1A

45.29

48.28

s1.30

54.36

57.35

60.35

63.38

66.39

69.08

72.45

75.44

78.43

r6.30

8.88

2r.42

24.29

26.82

29.45

32.t|
34.80

37.45

40.06

42.76

45.42

48.11

50.75

53.42

56.06

58.72

61.34

64.1 1

66.72

69.35

71.95

1.16

0.48

0. 14

0.00

-0.45

-0.8s

-1.19

-1.47

- 1.85

-2.23

-2.53

-2.86

,3.19

-3.61

-3.93

-4.29

-4.66

-5.05

-4.97

-5.73

-6.09

-6.48

Tu"u' fC
15.18

17.98

20.99

23.99

27.05

30.02

33.01

36.03

39.02

42.02

45.03

48.02

51.01

54.03

s7.03

60.02

63.03

66.01

69.09

72.09

75.t0

78.06

T*¡(10 min.) /"C

16.14

18.72

21.42

24.14

26.89

29.60

32.26

34.94

37.59

40.33

43.03

45.68

48.30

51.07

53.68

56.37

59.09

61.76

64.46

67.07

69.76

72.35

ÂT (10 min)

Once the methodology had been established, the computer-controlled water bath

was set to ramp the temperature by 2oC increments allowing 10 minutes for thermal equi-

librium of the sample at each temperature prior to each spectral acquisition. Mid-infrared

specta were collected on a Bio-Rad FTS 60 spectometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen

cooled MCT detector. For each spectrum collected 256 interferograms were co-added and

signal averaged using a nominal resolution of 2 cma. The thermocouple temperature

recorded at the beginning and end of each spectral acquisition (acquisition time per spec-

trum: 150 sec.) was stable. The thermocouple temperature recorded during the first scan

w¿ts coffected using the calibration curve described above and the temperature of the

sample was calculated to an experimental error of 0.1oC. Re-calibration of the thermocou-

ple was done periodically between temperature-ramped experiments.
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-0.16

-0.42

-0.75

-1.09

-t.43

-1.69

-2.00

-2.34

-2.71

-2.96

-3.35

-3.65

-3.94

-4.2s

-4.63

-5.02

-5.34

-5.71



2,2,4 Spectral preprocessing and analysis of data

Spectra were buffer-subtracted and the spectrum of water vapor was interactively

subtracted from all spectra (see sections 1.2.2 and 1.4.4) using WIN-IRTM software (Bio-

Rad). Second-order derivative spectra, calculated using 13 points for smoothing, were uti-

lized in evaluation of the temperature dependence ofthe methylene asymmetric CH and CD

stretching vibration of PG and d-PC, respectively. Fourier self-deconvolved (FSD) spectra

(WIN-IRTM array basic program parameters: FWHH :17.2 cm-r, smoothing: 66.5%io,) were

utilized to assess the conformation of the protein in aqueous solution and in a liposomal

environment by observation of changes in the amide I band profile and amino acid side

chain absorptions (1700-1550 cm-r). Second-order derivative spectra (21 points) were also

calculated to confirm the presence of component bands in the amide I band profiles (see

section 1.4.5 for description of band narrowing techniques). Hydration at the bilayer inter-

facial region for the MBP:PG or MBP:d-PC samples was assessed by comparison of the

lipid acyl C:O absorption profile when in the presence of each isoform to that found for

pure PG or pure d-PC above and below the T'n of the lipid.

The main transition temperatures of the lipids were estimated and the energy of the

gel and Lc¿ states were found by using aBoltzmann sigmoidal functionlO (Graph Pad

PrismrM software) to fit the curve of methylene vibrational frequency (cm-r) as a function

of temperature. The energy þroportional to cm-l) of the gel and Lc¿ states were derived

from their mean frequencies in the plateau regions of the two state transition calculated by

the Boltzmann sigmoidal function. It should be noted that this method used to calculate the

main phase transition temperature of a lipid based on the temperature dependence of the

methylene stretching frequency is an approximation. It has been discussed in the literature

that the temperature dependence of the metþlene stretching bands tends to exhibit a non-

10. Boltzmann sigmoidal function as defined by Graph Pad Prismru software, where "V50" is the mid-point
of the hansition, "slope" refers to the slope of the transition interval (i. e. , cooperativify of the transition) and
"Top" and "Bottom" define the horizontal portions of the plot for the La and gel state frequencies, respec-
tively.

v: Bottom + (fop-eottom)

t + exp[qvs0-x)/stope]
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linear functional relationship to the temperature dependence of the fraction of lipid mole-

cules in the liquid crystalline state @huly et a|.,1983; Lasch et aL.,199S). This nonlinear

relationship arises due to the superposition of both lipid populations in one absorption band

@huly et a1.,1983). However, these two component bands cannot be resolved experimen-

tally, nor by FSD or FD calculations. Instead, the calculation of T- proposed by Dhuly ef

a1.,1983, proceeds by defining a band shape for each lipid population (gel and Lcr state)

and then calculating the contribution ofthese lipid populations to absorption profiles within

the melting interval. Such model calculations use experimentally derived band parameters,

such as intensity, full width at half maximum and frequency to deduce the fraction of lipid

molecules in the liquid crystalline state at each temperature yielding a more meaningful T.
of the lipid. These methylene stretching band parameters for the lipid molecules in both of

the pure states (gel and Lct) are extrapolated from the extremes of the melting interval and

then used to calculate each absorptionprofile (linear combination of eachpure state) within

the melting interval. Once the calculated absorption profile matches that band contour

obtained experimentally, the proportion of molecules in the Lcr state needed to produce the

curve-fit is plotted as a frrnction of temperature and the midpoint of the transition is derived

from a Boltznann sigmoidal fit of the melting curve. In this manner, the calculation pro-

posed by Dhuly et al.,1983, results in a Boltzmann sigmoid that has horizontal upper and

lower states and a defined slope within the melting interval connecting the two states which

allows for direct comparison of midpoints from different samples. This model calculation

was not performed to derive the lipid phase transition temperatures in this current study

mainly to avoid curve-fitting IR absorption bands (see Chapter 1). In addition, the pure lipid

phase transition temperatures calculated in the current study using the Boltznann sigmoi-

dal function were found to be in agreement with the accepted literature values for DPPG

and d-DMPC, taking into account the effects of isotopic substitution and the use of D2O as

the solvent (see section 2.3.1).
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2.3 R.ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The FTIR spectra collected of each lipid, protein-lipid and protein sample provided

the data to evaluate changes in lipid dynamics and in protein structure upon protein-lipid

interaction. Analysis of the phase behavior of the lipid systems in the absence of protein

provided a starting point in this research endeavor and therefore is presented first in section

2.3.1. Three parameters were used to evaluate the phase behavior of either pure PG or d-

PC; namely the phase transition temperature, the acyl chain order of each lipid state (1.e.,

energy determined by the proportion of methylenes in the trsns and gauche conformation)

and acyl carbonyl stretching prof,rle of each lipid state. Two parameters were used to ana-

lyzefJae phase behavior of PG and d-PC in the binary liposomes, the phase transition tem-

perature and the lipid acyl chain order. Once the phase behavior of the lipid systems had

been evaluated, the phase behavior of the lipids were used to evaluate the interaction

between each MBP isoform and d-PC (section 2.3.2),PG (section 2.3.3) and PG:d-PC lipo-

somes of various net-negative SCD (section 2.3.4). A change in the phase behavior of either

lipid upon protein presence was taken as unequivocal evidence for interaction. Aside from

monitoring variations in the phase temperature of PG and d-PC upon protein presence,

alterations in the acyl chain order of PG and d-PC were examined as a more localized

parameter to define each state of the lipid. Changes in the T.(lipid), acyl chain order of

each lipid state and bilayer interfacial hydration of each lipid state (pure liposomes only)

were used together to establish the type of protein-lipid interaction that predominates and

to ascertain whether MBP could induce the formation of PG microdomains in binary PG:d-

PC liposomes. Finally, the conformation of the MBP isoforms in aqueous solution (section

2.3.5) was compared to the conformation in a neutral d-PC (section2.3.6), acidic PG (sec-

tion2.3.7) and binary PG:d-PC liposomal environments of reduced negative SCD (section

2.3.8). The conformational changes observed for the isoforms in a PG or d-PC environment

were compared to those observed upon interaction with the binary liposomes to verifr preÊ

erential interaction with either d-PC or PG.
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2.3.1 The phase behavior of the pure lipid systems

As the temperature is increased a lipid undergoes a two-state transition from the

highly ordered gel state to the more fluid liquid crystalline state (section 1.5.2). Such a tran-

sition was followed in the current study by monitoring the frequency of methylene CH and

CD stretching of PG and d-PC, respectively, as a function of temperature. A plot of fre-

quency as a function of temperature was then fitted to the Boltzmann sigmoidal function

(described in section 2.2.4) to derive the phase temperature of the lipid. The methylene

asymmetric CH stretch of PG (ca. 2916-2924 cmr) was used preferentially in the Boltz-

mann sigmoidal calculation as the symmetric methylene stretch at 2850-2852 cm-r was sub-

ject to more interference from the strong, broad D-O-D stretching (ca.2800-2tOO 
"*-t¡ 

of

the solvent (see section 1.3.1). Similarly due to solvent interference, it was concluded that

the methylene symmetric CD stretch of d-PC (ca. 2089-2095 cm-l) was a more reliable

source of information to determine the acyl chain order than the symmetric stretch at2l89-

2193 cm{.

Examples of Boltzrnann sigmoidal fitted curves used to calculate the lipid phase

transition temperatures and the wavenumbers of the gel and La states are given in Figure

2-6. The literature values for the main phase transition temperature of the sodium salt of

DPPG at neutral pH and DMPC arc 41.5 and z3.soc,respectively (CRC Handbook of Lipid

Bilayers, 1990). In comparison to the literature value, our experimentally determined

T*(PG) was found tobe 43.4 oC and was thus within agreement considering experimental

error and that our measurement was carried out in D2O which typically increases the T, of
a lipid by 0.2-0.4"C (Casal and Mantsch,1984; Lasch et aL.,1998). For the per-deuterated

DMPC utilized in this study, it was expected that per-deuteration of the acyl chains would

cause a 4-5"C decrease in the phase transition temperature of DMPC in combination with

the 0.2-0.4oC increase observed when measurements are carried out in DrO (Peterson et al.,

1975). Our experimentally determined T.(d-PC) of 20.5oC was thus found to coincide with

the accepted literature value.
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Figure 2-6. Boltnnann sigmoidal function used to discern the midpoint of a lipid

phase transition. Shown are the melting curves for (a) d-PC; methylene

symmetric stretch, v(CD), as a f,rnction of temperature and (ó) PG; methylene

asymmetric stretch, v(CH2), as a function of temperature.
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d-PC

Tm(d-PC) : (2O.5 + 0.2) oC

top (2094.4 + 0.1) cm-1

bottom: (2090.1 + 0.1) cm-l

goodness of fit (R2): 0.995

Aside from the phase transition temperature of the pure lipid systems, the tempera-

ture dependence of the lipid acyl C:O stretch can also provide information regarding the

hydration of the bilayer interfacial region and thus the state of the lipid (section 1.5.2). The

acyl C:O stretch of both the sn-2 and the sn-l chains comprise the overall acyl C:O

stretching profile. However, IR studies on lipids with one acyl chain l3C-labeled have

revealed that the frequency of the two acyl chain modes while in one state actually differ

by only 4 cm-t and that the two composite bands revealed upon FSD of the C:O contour of

unlabeled phospholipids arises due to differences in hydration (Mantsch and McElhane¡

1991). That is, the higher frequency component band arises from free acyl C:O moieties
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while the lower frequency component band arises from those that are H-bonded. The rela-

tive intensity of the H-bonded C:O component band to that of the free C:O increases in

response to an increase in bilayer fluidity and the increase in hydration at the bilayer inter-

facial region. This increase in the relative intensity of the H-bonded C:O band to the free

C:O band is shown for d-PC and PG in Figure 2-7.For pure d-PC liposomes the low fre-

quency H-bonded C:O stretch (1729 cm-1) increased in relative intensity to the high fre-

quency free C:O stretch (1739 cm-t) in response to the lipid phase transition (Figure 2-7a).

A more dramatic increase in the relative intensity of the H-bonded C:O (1731 cm-r) to free

C:O (1742 cm-r) was observed for PG (Figure 2-7b). The choline head group (+N(CH3)3)

of d-PC is more hydrophobic than the polar glycerol headgroup of PG. In comparison to

PG, the moderate state of hydration of the Lo state d-PC bilayer interfacial region may be

due to the increased hydrophobicity at the surface of the d-PC bilayer.

Figure 2-7. The increase in bilayer hydration upon the gel to Lo phase transition as

observed by the change in the lipid acyl C:O stretching prof,rle. (a) The acyl

C:O stretch of d-PC below and above Tm(d-PC) at 15oC and 31oC,

respectively. (å) The acyl C:O stretch of PG below and above T*GG) at3loC

and 55oC, respectively.

1760 1745 1730 1715
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Evaluation of the lipid phase temperature of the binary lipid systems in the absence

of protein was also carried out. As shown in Table 2-4,the phase transition temperatures of

PG and d-PC in the binary lipid mixtures remained similar to those obtained when the pure

lipids were examined. There was less variance in the calculated phase transition tempera-

tures of d-DMPC in each mixture (within 0.4oC) than that for DPPG (within 2.0oC). The
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1.0-2.0oC increase in the T-(PG) would at first suggest a slight stabilization of the PG por-

tion of the bilayer. However, this result is counterintuitive if the lipid mixture was homo-

geneous. Disordering in the acyl chains of d-PC should produce kinking in neighboring PG

chains and promote PG melting at a slightly lower temperature. Prior to making any strong

conclusions based on phase fransition temperatures alone, which may involve a2oC error,

it was therefore necessary to evaluate the relative order of the lipid acyl chains in the gel

and La state when PG and d-PC were combined.

Table 2-4, Phase transition temperatures of PG and d-PC in liposomes of varied

PG:d-PC composition. T-(d-PC) and T*(PG) were estimated from Boltznann

sigmoidal flrts of v(CDJ and v'(CH) versus temperature, respectively.

(PG:d-PC)

1:0

3:1

1:1

1:3

0:1

Summarized in Table 2-5,arc the frequencies of the gel and Lcr states of PG and d-

PC in the liposomal preparations. Related by Planck's constant, frequency (in cm-t) is

directly proportional to energy and therefore reflects the averaged order ofthe acyl chains.

The frequency of the d-PC acyl chains when both lipids are in the gel state (15-19oC)

remains constant within 0.4 cm-rregardless of PG presence. Similarly, the La state energy

of d-PC remains constant within 0.4 cm-rwhenPG is still in its ordered gel state (23-40oC).

These results appear to match the lack of change in the phase transition temperature of d-

PC when in the presence of PG. The larger changes seen in the gel and Lc¿ state energy of

PG when the d-PC content exceeded that of PG (i.e.,lPG:3d-PC mixture) may be due to

the prematwe kinking ofPG acyl chains neighboring the d-PC acyl chains already in a fluid

state. This slight destabilization of the PG acyl chains prior to the system reaching the melt-

ing temperature of pure PG liposomes does not match the small increase noted for T.@G)

when the d-PC content was increased (Table 2-3). Such a discrepancy may have arisen

from the approximate method chosen to calculate phase hansition temperatures, however
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it is more likely that this discrepancy exists because the phase transition temperature is a

global measurement of the system (i.e., sensitive to both the interfacial hydration and acyl

chain fluidity) while the frequency of the acyl chains is a localized parameter (i.e.,probing

only the acyl chain fluidity). Aside from the acyl chain length, other variables can contrib-

ute to the observed Tn., of a lipid, such as the chemical nature ofthe headgroup and its inter-

action with the aqueous solvent (see discussion below). In a homogeneous binary lipid

mixfire, interactions that exist between the headgroups and the aqueous solvent can be dis-

rupted. For example, the hydrophobic choline headgroups of PC in the binary PG:d-PC

mixtures may have intemrpted the extensive H-bonding network between the PG glycerol

head groups and the solvent. Such a disruption can potentially decrease the solvent hydra-

tion at the location of the PG acyl C:O interface, resulting in an increase in the T.GG)

when a predominant amount of d-PC was present. Dehydration ofthe interfacial region has

been previously documented to produce an increase in the lipid phase transition tempera-

ture (Reinyl and Bayerl,1993). To substantiate such a proposition, the interfacial hydration

of the mixed bilayer (or H-bonded state of the acyl C:O's of the two lipids) should be

investigated.

Table 2-5. Comparison of the gel and Lcr state frequency (proportional to energy)

for d-PC and PG in the liposomal preparations.

(PG:d-PC) v(CD2)s"r/cmr v(CD2)Lclcm t

1:0

3:1

l:1

1:3

0:l

2090.3 + 0.1

2089.6 + 0.2

2089.7 + 0.1

2090.0 + 0.1

The actual hydration of the bilayer interface in the binary lipid mixtures could not

be ascertained because the lipid acyl C:O absorptions of the d-PC and PG overlap one

another.Isotopic r3C substitution ofthe acyl groups of one ofthe lipids would shiftthe C=O

absorption profile to lower frequency by nearly 50 cm-r(Mantsch and McElhaney,1991)

and therefore allow the state of hydration of both lipids to be monitored simultaneously.

However, such an isotopic substitution would not be practical for the study of a protein with
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the lipid systems, since the r3C-labeled C:O (1700-1680 cm-r) of the lipid would overlap

with portions of the amide I band profìle of the protein. Regardless, comparison of the Lcr

state acyl C:O stretching profile of d-PC liposomes to that of PG liposomes (Figtxes2-7a,

and2-7b, dotted line) revealed the dramatic difference in the extent of interfacial hydration

(H-bonding to water) for these two lipids. For example, there is a greater proportion of H-

bonded acyl C:O (ca. 1730 cm-r) to free C:O (ca. 1740 cm-r) for PG than d-PC, indicating

that the PG interfacial region is more hydrated than that of d-PC. The degree of water expo-

sure experienced by the interfacial region is a direct consequence of the stability of the

intermolecular H-bonding network between the headgroup region and water (Nabet et al.,

1994). Both PG and d-PC have a phosphate moiety as part of their respective headgroups

which can H-bond to water, adding to the stability of the gel state (Casal and Mantsch,

1984). This hydrogen bonding network that exists between the phosphate moieties and

water typically weakens during the phase transition of phosphatidic acids (Nabet et al.,

1994). Derivatized phosphatidic acids, like PG and PC, have an additional moiety in their

headgroup region that can also participate in interactions with water. Due to the different

polarities ofthe glycerol moiety of the PG headgroup andthe choline moiety of d-PC head-

group different intermolecular hydrogen bonding networks can occur at the surface of the

bilayer. While water at the surface of the bilayer cannot hydrogen bond to the nonpolar

metþl groups of choline, water can hydrogen bond to the polar glycerol hydroxyl groups

of PG. The hydrophobicity of the nonpolar metþl groups of the d-PC choline moiety may

account for the decreased interfacial hydration of the fluid bilayer relative to that observed

for PG (Figure 2-7a and2-7b, dolted line). In addition, both the phosphate moiety and the

glycerol moiety of the PG headgroup can provide additional stabilization to the gel state of

the lipid. This strong H-bonding network that exists between the glycerol moieties of PG

can provide stabilization against the phase transition. For example, in Figure 2-6, the tem-

perature range of the PG melting interval (ca. 40-47oC) is greater (AT:7oC) than that for

d-PC (ca. l9-23oc, ÂT: 4oC) exempliffing the greater resistance PG has for the phase

transition. The greater resistance of PG to the phase transition could have arisen from the

extra methylene groups that DPPG has in its acyl chains in comparison to DMPC. How-

ever, from the frequency data summarized in Table 2-5,the shift of the acyl chain frequen-

cies for the two pure lipids upon the phase transition were identical (Âv(PG) : 4.4 cm-t and
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Âv(d-PC) :4.4 cm-l). Thus, it is reasonable to propose that the greater resistance PG has

for the phase transition arises from the chemical nature of the headgroups and their inter-

action with the aqueous solvent.

Although, the hydration state ofthe individual lipids cannotbe implicitly examined

in the binary mixture(s), a change in the interaction between the lipids and the solvent can

be inferred from alterations in the temperature range ofthe melting interval of each lipid in

the binary mixture(s). For example, as shown in Figure 2-8, the length of the melting inter-

val of the PG component in the lPG:3d-PC mixture was nearly doubled (AT: 16oC) that

for pure PG, while that for the d-PC component of the mixture was similar in length (^T:
4oC) to the melting interval of pure d-PC. This broadening of the PG melting interval in the

1PG:3d-PC mixture suggests a greater resistance to the phase transition coincident with the

slight increase observed in T*(PG). A30% increase in the PG melting interval (ÂT : 9oC)

was also noted in the 1PG:ld-PC mixture, while little change in the PG melting interval was

noted for the 1PG:3d-PC mixture (^T: 7oC) (datanot shown). Since the nonpolar choline

metþl groups cannot H-bond to water, an increase in the proportion of d-PC to PG may

promote a strengthening of the H-bonding network amongst glycerol headgroups (i.e., sol-

vent dehydration of the PG interfacial region) which may offset destabilizing effects of

neighboring d-PC chains already in the Lo state. The T.(PG), a global parameter, was

observed to only be slightly increased relative to pure PG liposomes because of the combi-

nation of stabilization by d-PC induced dehydration and destabilization induced by d-PC

acyl chain disordering. Similarly when the PG content was equal (lPG: ld-PC) or in excess

(3PG:1d-PC) to that of d-PC, the d-PC phase transition also experienced broadening (AT:
7oC and AT : 8oC, respectively; data not shown). Therefore, the interaction that exists

between the phosphate moieties of d-PC and the solvent was also strengthened by the

increased presence of PG. Rather than a small change in Tr(d-PC), little change was not

noted in T.(d-PC) for the binary mixtures, illustrating the lack of sensitivity of the phase

transition temperature to discrete changes in different regions of a bilayer.
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Figure 2-8. Comparison of the length of the melting interval for d-PC and PG in the

1PG:3d-PC liposomal mixture. The melting interval of PG in the presence of d-

PC (bottom) is double that for pure PG (Figure 2-6) while the melting interval

for d-PC in the presence of PG (top) remains the same as that for pure d-PC

(Figure 2-6)
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Such a change in the melting interval(s) also suggests that the binary liposomes

were mixed homogeneously. In a homogeneous mixture of two lipids, one may anticipate

that as one lipid reaches its fluid state (i.e., d-PC) kinking of its acyl chains propagates dis-

order in neighboring chains of the other lipid (í. e., PG). The melting behavior of a homo-

geneous mixture of two lipids is, however, dependent on the type of mixture formed. For

example, for two lipids with the same acyl chain length (i.e., DMPC and DMPG), perfect

mixing is expected and there would be little or no difference in the individual T-'s of the

two lipids or one single Tn of the mixture (CRC Handbook of Lipid Bilayers, 1990). How-
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ever, for a homogeneous mixture of two lipids with different acyl chain lengths (r. e. , DMPC

and DPPG), nearly ideal mixing is expected, the mixture will have two distinct T*'s, and

the phase transition of each lipid in the mixture will be broadened (i.e., less cooperative) in

comparison to that of either pure lipid (CRC Handbook of Lipid Bilayers, 1990). The latter

case holds for the lipid mixture(s) examined in the current study. That is, although the T-'s
of DMPC and DPPG appeared to remain unchanged in the binary mixture(s) in comparison

to that of either pure lipid, this is not unusual for a homogeneous mixture of these two lip-

ids. DMPC and DPPG mixed together in equal proportion are expected to exhibit high mis-

cibility in aqueous solution with the two individual T*'s separated by about 17oC (CRC

Handbook of Lipid Bilayers, 1990). The effect of per-deuteration on the phase behavior of

DMPC can account for the 23 to 24oC difference between the T.(d-PC) and T-(PG)

observed for each binary mixture (Table 2-4).The increase in the frequencies ofthe gel and

Lcr states of PG in the presence of a predominate amount of fluid d-PC (i.e.,1PG:3d-PC

mixture) indicated that stability of PG was decreased by d-PC presence, suggesting that

mixing had occuned. Finally, the broadening of the phase transitions of each lipid when

mixed in equal and/or excessive proportion suggests that the binary liposomal bilayers

were mixed fairly homogeneously. However, since a new method was used to prepare the

binary liposomes used in this study (section 2.2.2), another technique (i.e., electron micros-

copy) would be useful to extemally validate that the PG/d-PC bilayers were completely

homogeneously mixed. Upon such external validation, the method used in this study to pre-

pare binary liposomes in the absence of any organic solvents, offers an alternative tech-

nique for introducing a protein into a binary lipid system without compromising the

structural integrity of the protein.

2.3.2The effect of MBP on liposomes of zero surface charge density.

MBP has net-positive charge and is believed to interact primarily by electrostatic

association with acidic (or net-negatively charged) phospholipids (Cheiftez and Mos-

carello, 1985; Jackson et a1.,1993; Morell et a1.,1994). Thus, little interaction was pre-

dicted with the liposomes of d-PC which have a zero surface charge density (SCD). As

shown in Table 2-6,the effect of MBP isoform interaction on the phase transition temper-

ature of d-PC appeared negligible (constant within 0.4oC). The lack of change to T.(d-PC)
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due to isoform presence infened that these positively charged protein isoforms do not inter-

act with the zwitterionic liposomes to a profound extent.

Table 2-6.The effect of MBP isoform interaction on T*(d-PC).

Sample

d-PC

MBP-CI/d-PC

MBP-C2/d-PC

MBP-C3/d-PC

MBP-C5/d-PC

MBP-C8/d-PC

T'"(d-PC)fC

20.5 r 0.1

20.4 + 0.4

20.3 + 0.4

20.7 r0.3
20.4 + 0.2

20.5 + 0.3

The lack of interaction between d-PC and the isoforms of MBP is supported by the

results of Reinyl and Bayerl,1993, in which unfractionated MBP was not found to interact

with pure DMPC bilayers. Reinyl and Bayerl, 1993, reported that MBP presence did not

affect the phase transition of per-deuterated DMPC as observed by ATR-FTIR spectros-

copy and differential scanning calorimetry. The results of Reinyl and Bayerl confirmed the

results of an earlier study which found that MBP isoforms C1 and C2 didnot induce aggre-

gation of PC vesicles as detected by little change in the optical density of the protein-lipid

mixtures at 450 nm (Cheifte z and Moscarello, 1 985). In a later study however, interaction

between unfractionated MBP and PC bilayers was detected using a 3H-radioactivity assay

on centrifuged MBP/3H-DPPC samples (Roux eî al.,lgg4). Although Roux et al.,Igg4,

conf,rmed that unfractionated MBP did not bind to pelleted PC bilayers, the protein was

found to disrupt multilamellar PC bilayers as evidenced by the presence of small, solvated

MBP/PC complexes in the supernatant. The results of Roux et a\.,1994, suggest that MBP

may probe the PC bilayer and intercalate with the acyl chains of the lipid through hydro-

phobic interaction. Given the conflicting results in the literature, the acyl chain order and

bilayer interfacial hydration of gel and Lcr state d-PC in the presence of each MBP isoform

was examined to provide further information (Table2-7).
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Table 2^7 . The effect of MBP charge isoforms on d-PC acyl chain order as assessed

by the metþlene symmetric stretching vibration. Isoforms that stabilized the

Lct state of d-PC are shown in boldface. Upon protein interaction, Âv from that

of pure d-PC liposomes is given in brackets for Lct state d-PC.

sample v(cD2) eer (cm-r) v(cD2)* (".")
d-PC

CI

C2

C3

c5

C8

2090.0 + 0.1

2090.3 + 0.2

2090.7 + 0.2

2089.3 + 0.2

2089.4 + 0.t

2089.8 + 0.2

Contrary to the lack of change in T.(d-PC) when MBP was introduced into the

system (Table 2-6),the acyl chain order of the d-PC in both the gel and La state did show

substantial changes dependent on which MBP isofoffn was present (Table 2-7).Ttre effect

of MBP charge isoform presence on d-PC acyl chain order is based on the methylene sym-

metric stretching frequency of d-PC in the gel and Lcr state. The MBP isoforms with

decreased positive charge (C3, C5 and C8) greatly decreased the energy (l.e., lowered v) of
the Lo state, while the most positively charged isoforms (Cl and C2) slightly increased the

energy (i.e., increased v) of this fluid state. Prior to the phase tansition, MBP-C3, C5 and

C8 only slightly stabilized the gel state acyl chain order, indicating that acyl chain stabili-

zationupon interaction with these isoforms was increased when the d-PC bilayer was fluid.

The overall stabilization effect of the less positively-charged isoforms on the Lo state d-PC

acyl chains in decreasing capability of stabilizationwas: MBP-C5 > MBP-C3 > MBP-C8.

These results indicate that MBP can interact with d-PC liposomes but the interaction is

dependent on other factors aside from net-positive charge of the isoform. For further insight

on the relative amount of d-PC stabilization by MBP surface association to destabilization

by MBP bilayer penetration, bilayer perfurbation had to be established separately. MBP

bilayer penetration was examined by evaluating the hydration of the bilayer interfacial

region upon interaction of each isoform with d-PC. The hydration of the d-PC bilayer inter-

1t7

2094.4 x0.1

209s.0 + 0.2 (+0.6)

2095.1 +0.1 (+0.7)

2092.3 + 0.1 (-2.1)

2091.8 r 0.1 (-2.6)

2092.6 + 0.1 (-1.8)



facial region was assessed by the absorption profile of the d-PC acyl carbonyl stretch (cø.,

1 73 5 cm-r) upon interaction with each MBP isoform (see section 2.3 .I). Comparison of the

acyl carbonyl stretch of pure d-PC to that in the presence of each MBP isoform, confirmed

that the isoforms interact with the d-PC liposomes differently. The effect of MBP-CI and

C8 presence on the ester C:O stretching profile of d-PC is shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9. Influence of protein interaction on acyl C:O stretch of d-PC. (a) d-PC

acyl C:O stretch in the gel (solid line) and in the La (dotted line) states. (á) The

C:O of La state d-PC alone and in the presence of MBP-CI and MBP-C8.

------ aboreT*(dPC)
_ belowTm(dPc)
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As shown inFigure 2-9b,interaction ofthe unmodified isoform, MBP-CI, withLo

state d-PC resulted in a near inversion of the H-bonded C:O/free C:O relative intensity in

comparison to pure Lc¿ state d-PC, the acyl C:O absorption profile was more similar to

pure d-PC in the gel state (compare to Figure 2-9a).In the presence of MBP-C8 however,

the hydration of the bilayer interfacial region of La state d-PC was nearly unchanged with

only a slight decrease in the H-bonded C:O/free C:O relative intensity. The frequencies

and relative intensities ofthe acyl C:O stretching component bands of d-PC in the Lc¿ state

alone and in the presence of all of the MBP charge isoforms are summarizedín Table 2-8.
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Table 2-8. Influence of MBP on the relative contributions of the H-bonded and free

acyl C:O stretch to the acyl C:O stetching profile of d-PC in the Lcr state

(31'C). Peak positions were extracted from the FSD spectra. The component

band of greater intensity is depicted in bold print. The relative intensity of the

free to H-bonded C:O is presented in the bottom row. Note: the relative

intensity of the free C:O to H-bonded C:O component band for d-PC inthe gel

state ( I 5"C) was found to be I . 1 5.

Absorption

free C:O (cm-t) 1739

C:O" "H (cm-r) 1729

C:O/C:O""H 0.88

d-PC With cl With c2 with c3 with c5 with c8

In contrast to the C:O stretch of pure d-PC liposomes (Figure 2-9a), all of the MBP

isoforms decreased the bilayer interfacial hydration to diflerent extents, as evaluated by the

change in the relative intensity of the H-bonded C:O to the free C:O stretch of fluid Lcr

state d-PC (Table 2-8). The most positively charged isoforms (MBP-CI andC2) decreased

hydration at the bilayer interfacial region to such an extent that the C:O stretching profile

of Lc¿ state d-PC (3 I'C) more closely resembled the profile obtained for gel state d-PC (Fig-

we2-9). That is, the relative intensity of the free C:O to H-bonded C:O component bands

of Lo¿ state d-PC upon MBP-CI or C2 interaction increased by nearly 20Yo and was at a

value closer to that for gel state d-PC (Table 2-8). For MBP-C3, the H-bonded C:Oifree

C:O relative intensity was unity (Table 2-8). Conversely the hydration of the d-PC bilayer

interface in the presence of MBP-C5 and C8 was nearly the same as that noted for pure d-

PC liposomes since the H-bonded C:O component band remained a greater contributor to

the overall C:O stretching profile (Table 2-8). The hydration ofthe d-PC bilayer interfacial

region decreased in the presence of all the isoforms, indicative of some perturbation of the

bilayer interfacial region by each isoform. However, d-PC interfacial hydration decreased

in the following order of effective dehydration: MBP-CI /C2 >> MBP-C3 > MBP-C5/C8

rt9

t737

1730

1.11

1739

1732

t.I2

1737

1732

1.0

1740

1732

0.92

1738

t73t
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(Table 2-8), indicating that the propensity the MBP isoforms to insert hydrophobic amino

acids or backbone segments into the d-PC bilayer decreased in the following order: MBP-

CIICZ >> MBP-C3 > MBP-C5/C8.

Therefore, even though the phase transition temperatures calculated for d-PC in the

presence of each MBP isoform did not indicate that protein-lipid interactions had occurred,

analysis of more localized parameters that describe the gel and La state d-PC, such as acyl

chain order and hydration of the bilayer interfacial region, revealed that interaction(s) had

taken place. As shown by the change in the Lcr state d-PC acyl C:O stretching profile, the

propensity of the MBP isoforms to insert hydrophobic amino acids or backbone segments

into the d-PC bilayer decreased in the following order: MBP-Cl/C2 >> MBP-C3 > MBP-

C5/C8. As revealed by changes in the acyl chain order, the overall stabilization effect of the

MBP isoforrns on the Lcr state d-PC decreased accordingly: MBP-C5 > MBP-C3 > MBP-

C8 >> MBP-C1/C2. Considering these results on the phase behavior of d-PC together,

MBP-CI artd C2 slightly destabilized the d-PC bilayer by intercalating with the hydropho-

bic portion of the d-PC bilayer. According to Boggs et a1.,7999a, hydrophobic labeling of

the N-terminal halves of MBP-CI and C2 in an aqueous solution with DPPC has been

detected. For the less positively charged isoforms, MBP-C3, C5 and C8, which had an over-

all stabilization effect on the La state d-PC acyl chains, the hydration ofthe d-PC interfacial

region upon the phase transition was only slightly decreased relative to that of pure d-PC.

Although a strong electrostatic binding interaction between these isoforms and the d-PC

headgroups is unlikely, MBP-C3, C5 and C8 carry less net-positive charge on their C-ter-

minal halves and are more likely to have electronically neutral segments which may have

been able to weakly interact with (or at least do not disturb) the zwitterionic d-PC head

groups at the surface of the bilayer. However, MBP-C5 had a greater overall stabilization

efilect on the d-PC acyl chains than MBP-C3 which in turn was more stabilizing that MBP-

C8, thus the interaction of the isoforms may be dependent on other factors aside from net-

positive charge of the isoform. The difference between isoforms resides in the type and

number of post-tanslationally modif,red amino acid residues (recall sequence in Figure 2-

3). MBP-C3 and C5 are phosphorylated at two common sites in their C-terminal half

(Tl1r97 and Ser164). These commonphosphorylations to the C-terminal halves of MBP-C3

and C5, may account for why these isoforms stabilize the d-PC acyl chain order, while
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MBP-Cl and C2 have an overall destabilizing effect. That is, these extra negative charges

in MBP-C3 or MBP-C5 may seek out and neutralize positively charged residues in the C-

terminal half of the protein, enabling interaction with the zwitterionic d-PC surface. In

comparison to MBP-C3, MBP-C5 has two additional sites of phosphorylation (Ser7 and

Ser54) on its N-terminal half (Zand et a1.,1998). These negatively charged amino acids

side-chains in the N-terminal half of MBP-CS are not likely to insert into the d-PC bilayer

surface and may even prevent neighboring side-chains from inserting. Moreover, these

extra negatively charged residues of MBP-C5 may pair up with positively charged amino

acids in the protein sequence to more effectively neutralize segments of the protein,

enabling interaction with the zwitterionic d-PC srnface. A decrease in the number of amino

acids penetrating the bilayer in combination with additional neutral fragments interacting

with the zwitterionic bilayer surface, may account for the decrease in bilayer dehydration

and an increase in acyl chain stabilization, observed for MBP-CS interaction with d-PC.

Finally, since the dehydration of the d-PC bilayer interface was less pronounced upon

MBP-C8 interaction, yetMBP-C3 and C5 had greater overall stabilization effects on the d-

PC acyl chains, MBP-C8 surface interaction must be weaker than that ofMBP-C3 or MBP-

C5. Unlike the other isoforms, 6 arginyl residues in MBP-CB are citrullinated (Wood and

Moscarello, 1989). Although citrullination would increase the hydrophobicity of MBP and

promote surface interaction with neutral lipids, citrullination also reduces the multivalency

of positive charges available that could potentially neutralize negatively charged amino

acids. Thus, in comparisonto MBP-C3 and C5, fewer intramolecular salt-bridges may form

in MBP-C8 that are capable of interacting with the zwitterionic d-PC surface and stabiliz-

ing the d-PC acyl chains. In turn, slightly weaker interaction between MBP-C8 and the d-

PC bilayer surface may prevent some hydrophobic amino acid side chains or backbone seg-

ments from inserting into the interfacial region, resulting in less dehydration of the bilayer

interface.

Taken together, these results are supported by the literature taking the relative abun-

dance of each isoform in unfractionated MBP under consideration. For example, in studies

on MBP extracted from normal white matter, the unmodified isoform, MBP-CI and the cit-

rullinated isoform, MBP-C8, have been found in greater proportion to the other isoforms

(Chou et aL.,1976) withthe ratio of C8/Cl near 0.82 (Wood et aL.,1996). Therefore, unfrac-
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tionated MBP would be expected to behave similarly to pure MBP-CI and C2, such that

unfractionated MBP would not affiect the phase transition temperature of PC (Reinyl and

Bayerl, 1993) and would not associate with PC head $oups and aggregate neutral vesicles

(Cheiftez and Moscarello, 1985). Since unfractionated MBP was found to disrupt multila-

mellar PC bilayers (Roux et a1.,1994), MBP-Cl and C2 penetration of the d-PC bilayer

found in the current study is understandable and substantiates that hydrophobic interactions

can occur between these isoforms and neutral lipids. The excess net-positive charge on the

C-terminal halves ofthese proteins is not likely to interact with the zwitterionic head groups

of d-PC. However, considering the interactions of all the isoforms with d-PC, the interac-

tions appear not only sensitive to the absence or presence of post-translationally modified

residues, which affect the net-positive charge of the protein, but also the type of post-trans-

lational modification. Reduction of the multivalency of positively charged residues upon

modification (i.e., MBP-C8), reduces the neutralization of negatively charged residues in

the sequence. In contrast, increasing the multivalency of negatively charged residues (i. e.,

MBP-C3 and especially MBP-C5), increases the neutralization of positively charged resi-

dues in the sequence. The greater the neutralization of charged residues by intramolecular

shielding or salt-bridge formation, the greater the MBP interaction with d-PC on the surface

of the bilayer.

2.3.3 The effect of MBP on liposomes of negative surface charge density.

Contrary to the lack of change in the phase transition temperature of d-PC upon

MBP isoform interaction, changes in T,,@G) were detected upon interaction of the MBP

isoforms with PG liposomes (Table 2-9).T\e T,"(PG) data presented in Table 2-9 is in sup-

port of strong associative behavior between MBP-C3 and PG head groups since the calcu-

lated T.(PG) was increased in comparison to that for pwe PG liposomes. The other

isoforms however, appeared to destabilizethe PG liposomes as reflected by the decrease in

T.(PG) upon their presence (Table 2-9). Anincrease in the gel-to-La-state phase transition

temperature of acidic lipids is typically observed when a protein interacts purely by elec-

trostatic association, such as that noted for the interaction of poly-L-lysine and DMPA

(Boggs et o1.,1981). However, the effect of unfractionated MBP or MBP isoforms with

acidic lipids has been under great debate. Reinyl and Bayerl,1993, using differential scan-
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ning calorimetry, reported that the phase transition temperature of acidic phospholipids was

still increased in the presence of unfractionated MBP. Yet numerous reports have shown by

DSC thatthe opposite effect is observed; that unfractionatedMBP decreases the phasetran-

sition temperature of acidic phospholipids because its interactions with the lipids is not

purely electrostatic @apahadjopoulas et a1.,1975; Boggs and Moscarello, 1978; Boggs et

al., l98I; Nabet et al., 1994; Jo and Boggs et al., 1999). Since un-fractionated MBP is pre-

dominantly composed of MBP-CI and C8 (Chou et a1.,1976), the results of the current

study are supported by the decrease in the phase transition temperature in acidic lipids

noted by the majority of the previous studies.

Table 2-9. The effect of MBP interaction on the phase transition temperature of PG

Sample

PG

MBP-ClIPG

MBP-C2/PG

MBP-C3/PG

MBP-C5/PG

MBP-C8/PG

T-(PG)/"C

Based solely on the T'GG) data ofthe current study, only MBP-C3 exhibited inter-

action primarily by electrostatic association with the negatively charged PG headgroups

and increased T.(PG), yet MBP-C3 is not the isoform of greatest net-positive charge. Since

the T'(PG) data in the current study did not exhibit a trend based on net-positive charge of
the protein isoforms, a reasonable conclusion would be that there are other factors aside

from purely electrostatic association involved in the lipid-isoform interaction. For MBP-

C7, C2, C5 and C8, a combination of electrostatic association and hydrophobic interactions

(by partial penetration in the PG bilayer) would lead to a mixture of stabilizing and desta-

bilizing forces, respectively, which lead to an overall decrease in T.(PG). The phase tran-

sition temperature measurement is a global measurement of liposomal stability and does

not provide structural information on the order ofthe acyl chains or the extent the isoforms

t23

43.4 + 0.2

41.3 + 0.2

40.7 + 0.2

45.3 + 0.1

41.3 + 0.2

41.0 + 0.2



pertLnb the bilayer interfacial region (section 2.3.1). Thus, the PG acyl chain order and the

PG acyl C:O stretching profile were evaluated for fi.rther information on the relative con-

tributions of electrostatic to hydrophobic interactions between each MBP isoform and PG.

Table 2-10. The effect of MBP charge isoforms on PG acyl chain order as assessed

by the frequency of methylene asymmetric stretching vibration. Isoforms that

stabilized the La state of PG are shown in boldface. Upon protein interaction,

Av from that of pure PG liposomes is given in brackets for Lcr state PG

Sample v'(CH2) eer lcmr ) v'(CHr) h (cm-t )

PG

C1
C2
C3
C5
C8

2919.5 + 0.1

2918.9 + 0.1

29173 + A.t
2918.9 + 0.1

2918.9 + 0.1

2919.5 + 0.1

The effect of MBP interaction on PG acyl chain order is summarized in Table 2-10

based on the methylene asymmetric stretching frequency of PG in the gel and La state. The

metþlene asymmetric sfetch was used preferentially in this calculation as the symmetric

metþlene stretch at 2850-2852 cm'l was subject to more interference from the D-O-D

stretching absorption of the solvent (sections 1.3.1 and 2.3.I). MBP-CI, C2, C3 and C5

lowered the energies of both the gel and liquid crystalline state, while the least positively

charged isoform MBP-C8 did not alter the PG states (Table 2-10). The most positively

charged MBP isoforms, MBP-C1-C3 were most effective at stabilizing the PG Lcr state, an

effect which arises primarily through electrostatic association. However, MBP-C3 was

nearly 30Yo more effective at ordering the Lcr state PG acyl chains than either MBP-CI or

C2 (Table 2-10).In comparison to MBP-C3, the stabilizing effect of MBP-CI and C2 on

the Lo state PG acyl chains is slightly reduced, perhaps due to some bilayer penetration

accompanying electostatic association. For the less-positively charged isoform, MBP-C5,

an even smaller stabilizing effect (ca., 50%o of the effect observed during MBP-C3/PG

interaction) on La state PG acyl chain order was observed (Table 2-10). This latter obser-

vation implies that MBP-C5 interaction with PG occurs by both electrostatic association

t24

2923.9 + 0.1

2922.s r 0.1 (-1.4)
2922.6 r 0.1 (-1.3)
2922.1 r 0.1 (-1.8)
2923.0 10.1 (-0.9)
2923.9 r0.1 (0)



and bilayer penetration, with a greater contribution from hydrophobic interactions than that

observed for MBP-CI and C2. Tlrre least positively charged isoform, MBP-C8, did not

exhibit an effect on the acyl chain order of either gel or Lo state PG (Table 2-10). MBP-C8

association may be so weak in comparison to bilayer perturbation that the effects ofthe two

interactions on PG acyl chain order cancel each other out. These results indicate that net-

positive charge does alter the ordering effect that MBP can have on the acyl chains of acidic

phospholipids. The more positive isoforms may interact predominantly by electrostatic

association, while the less positively charged isoforms interact predominantly by hydro-

phobic interactions with weak electrostatic association. Howeve¿ the amount of net-posi-

tive charge available for electrostatic association does not appear to be the only factor

involved. The extent of isoform penetration of PG bilayer had to be verified by examination

of the hydration state of the PG bilayer interfacial region.

Protein perturbation of the bilayer interfacial region was evaluated by the tempera-

ture dependence of the overall acyl C:O band contour of PG in response to MBP isoform

presence (summarized in Table 2-lI). When the lipid was in the highly ordered gel state,

the overall acyl C:O band contour experienced a slight shift to lower frequency (1-2 cm-t¡

in response to MBP isoform presence (Table 2-ll). This slight shift in the overall band

contour to lower frequency, indicates that there was small increase in the hydration of the

PG gel state interface upon interaction with MBP. However, for PG liposomes in the fluid

La state, the least positively charged isoforms, MBP-C5 and C8, decreased bilayer hydra-

tion as interpreted from the 4 and 10 cm-r increase in the frequency of the acyl C:O

absorption, respectively (Table 2-l 1).

Table 2-11. Influence of MBP on the PG acyl band contour in the gel (31"C) and

liquid crystalline state (55oC). Peak positions were extracted from the buffer

and water vapor subtracted spectra.

Absorption

C:O (cm-t) gel

C:O (cm-') Lc¿

PG

t740

173t

v/ith cl v/irh c2 wirh c3 v/ith c5 wirh c8

1738

t73r

1738

t73t

t25

1739

1731

1737

1735

1739

t74t



Upon FSD of the buffer-subtracted spectra, the influence of each isoform on the

relative contributions of the H-bonded and free acyl C:O stretch of PG in the Lcr state

(55"C) was determined (Table 2-12 and Figure 2-10).In the presence of MBP-Cl and C2,

the C:O profile of PG was similar to that of fluid PG alone, however there appeared to a

slight decrease in interfacial hydration as reflected by the decrease (ca. 50%) in the rela-

tive intensity of the H-bonded to that of the free C:O stretch of PG when in the presence

ofthese isoforms (Table 2-12 and Figure 2-l0a). MBP-CI andC2 then restrict some water

access to the bilayer interfacial region of La state PG. In contrast, bilayer interface hydra-

tion appeared to increase slightly when Lcr state PG was in the presence of MBP-C3 as

interpreted from the increase (ca.20%) in the relative intensity of the H-bonded to that of

the free C:O stretch (Table 2-12 and Figure 2-l0a).In comparison to the more positively

charged isoforms, the C:O shetch of La state PG in the presence of MBP-CS and in par-

ticular for MBP-C8 at 55oC was more similar to the acyl C:O stretching profile of PG

liposomes in the gel state (Figure 2-l0b); the H-bonded component band was no longer

the predominant contributor (Table 2-12). As shown in Table 2-12,the relative intensity of

the free to H-bonded C:O component bands of Lc¿ state PG in the presence of MBP-C8

(1.26) was near to that of the pure PG in the gel state (1.41). Therefore, the less positively

charged isoforms, MBP-C5 and CB decreased the interfacial hydration of Lc¿ state PG

(restricted water access to the PG acyl carbonyls), MBP-C8 more so than MBP-CS.

Table 2-l2. htÍluence of MBP on the relative contributions of the H-bonded and

free acyl C:O stretch of PG in the Lo state (55"C). Peak positions were

extracted from the FSD spectra. The component band of greater intensity is

depicted in bold print. The relative intensity of the free to H-bonded C:O is

presented in the bottom row. Note: the relative intensity of the free C:O to H-

bonded C:O component band for PG in the gel state (31"C) was 1.41.

Absorption

free C:O (cm-') 1742

C:O" "H (cm-') l73l

C:O/C:O....H 0.34

PG With Cl V/ith C2 With C3 With C5 With C8

1741

t73t

0.s2

174t

173t

0.42

1742

L73l

0.28

126

t74t

1728

1.00

1742

173t

1.26



Figure 2-10. The influence of MBP interaction on the PG acyl C:O band profile.

(a) C:O profile of PG at 55oC in the presence of MBP-CI-C3. (å) C:O profile

of PG at 55"C in the presence of MBP-C5 and C8. (c) Comparison of the C:O

band profile of PG in the gel state (31"C) to the Lc¿ state (55"C).

(a)
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The hydration of the PG bilayer interfacial region was enhanced by MBP-C3 pres-

ence, but decreased in the presence of the other isoforms in the following order of effective

dehydration: MBP-C2 < MBP-CI << MBP-C5 << MBP-C8. This suggests that the extent

with which hydrophobic amino acid side-chains or hydrophobic segments of MBP pene-

trate the PG bilayer increases in the following order: MBP-C3 << MBP-C2 < MBP-CI <<

MBP-CS << MBP-C8. The overall stabilization effect of the MBP isoforms on the Lc¿ state

PG acyl chains in increasing capability to stabilize was: MBP-C3 > MBP-CL|C2>> MBP-
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C5 >> MBP-C8. Thus, the relative contribution of isoform stabilization by electrostatic

association to destabilization by bilayer penetration increased accordingly: MBP-C8 <<

MBP-C5 << MBP-CI < MBP-C2 << MBP-C3. As opposed to MBP-C3 which interacts

primarily by surface association, small hydrophobic segments (or hydrophobic amino acid

side-chains) of MBP-CI andCZ may have partially probed into the bilayer interface. Such

partial probing into the Lc¿ state PG bilayer interface not only results in reduction of solvent

access to the bilayer interface, but also decreases the stabilizing effect ofsurface associa-

tion by introducing some conformational disorder in the first few methylene groups

attached to the acyl C:O groups (Nabet et al., 1994). This competition between electro-

static association and penetration of the Lo state PG bilayer intensified in the presence of

the less positively charged isoforms, MBP-C5 and C8. MBP-CS and C8 appeared to partic-

ipate in greater penetration of the PG bilayer than MBP-Cl and C2.

The following question then arises: "How can small perturbations to the bilayer

surface, such as those suspected in the interaction of PG with MBP-CI and C2 (and to a

lesser extent MBP-CS), alter the fluidity of the bilayer (decrease T-) yet increase the con-

formational order of the Lo state PG acyl chains?". The answer to this question begins

with understanding the difference between the two measurements. The T- of a lipid repre-

sents the ease at which the melting event can ensue and once the process has begun it is

typically cooperative. Electrostatic association of a protein to the headgroups of a lipid

stabilize the lipid system against the phase transition and thus the T- increases (Boggs e/

al., l98l). This eflect of electrostatic association on T'(PG) was observed in the current

study with MBP-C3. Penetration of the bilayer surface by a hydrophobic molecule, how-

ever, can only occur when the strong intermolecular H-bonding network between the lipid

headgroups and water begin to weaken, typically near the beginning of the phase transi-

tion (Nabet et a(.,1994). As this H-bonding network begins to break down, a hydrophobic

molecule may insert more readily, further destabilizing the bilayer and aiding in the prop-

agation of an earlier melting event (T,n decreases). The effect of bilayer penetration on

T*GG) was observed in the current study with MBP-CI, C2, C5 and C8. Therefore,

regardless of the electrostatic association that can occur between MBP-C1, C2, C5 and C8

with PG, portions of these molecules can also insert into the weakened bilayer and even

partial bilayer perturbation can weaken the system (like a weak link in a chain) propagat-
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ing an earlier melting event. The conformational order of the acyl chains in the Lø state

(after the melting event is over) represents the stabilizing effect the protein has on the fluid

membrane (not the stabilizing effect the protein has on the liposomes prior to melting). If
the acyl chain order of the Lcr state lipid is increased (lower frequency) in the presence of

protein, then the protein has a stabilizing effect on the fluid membrane. This stabilizing

effect on the La state lipid is most likely caused by electostatic association to the head-

group region. Alternatively, if the acyl chain order of the Lc¿ state lipid is decreased

(higher frequency) in the presence of protein, then the protein has a destabilizing effect on

the fluid membrane. Such a destabilizing effect on the fluid membrane most likely arises

from pertubation of the bilayer surface and possible intercalation with the acyl chains

mediated by hydrophobic interactions. Further to this point, if a protein can interact with

the La state lipid by a combination of electrostatic association and hydrophobic interac-

tions, the net stability of the Lcr state is dependent upon the relative contributions of asso-

ciation and penetration. In the current study, MBP-CI, C2, C3 and C5 stabilized fluid PG,

indicating that these isoforms interact predominantly by electrostatic association (Table2-

10). However, MBP-C3 stabilized fluid PG to the gteatest extent and enhanced the hydra-

tion state of the interfacial region, indicating that the interaction between fluid PG and

MBP-C3 is more purely electrostatic. In contrast to MBP-C3, MBP-CI and C2 had a

slightly less stabilizing effect on fluid PG and partially decreased the hydration of the PG

interface, indicating the interaction between fluid PG and MBP-C1 or C2 is predominantly

electrostatic with a minor contribution from partial penetration of the bilayer interface.

The interaction between MBP-CS and fluid PG was also predominantly electrostatic since

Lc¿ state PG was still partially stabilized with respect to the Lo state of PG in the absence

of protein. In contrast to MBP-CI andC2, MBP-C5 penetrated the Lcr, state PG bilayer to

a greater extent as indicated by further decrease in the PG interfacial hydration. Finally

the least positively charged isoform, MBP-C8, exhibited little effect on the conformational

order of Lcr state PG while it nearly dehydrated the PG interfacial region. The latter obser-

vation indicates that MBP-C8 penetrates further into the Lc¿ state PG bilayer than MBP-

C5. The little effect MBP-C8 has on the acyl chain order of Lo state PG indicates that

destabilizing effects of bilayer perlurbation and the stabilizing effects of electrostatic asso-

ciation cancel each other out.
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Comparison of the interactions between fluid PG and MBP-C l, C2 or C3, revealed

the interaction between PG and MBP-C3 was predominantly electrostatic, while MBP-CI

and C2 have limited hydrophobic interactions (more so for MBP-CI) with the bilayer in

addition to electrostatic attraction. These more positively charged isoforms differ in the

type and amount of post-translational modification to the C-terminal half of their respec-

tive sequences (recall Figure 2-3, MBP sequence). MBP-CI is unmodified, MBP-C2 is

deamidated at Glnl46 while C3 is phosphorylated at Tl1r97 and Ser164 (Zand et al.,

1993). Although the N-terminal portions of unfractionated MBP, MBP-CI and C2 have

been found to interact hydrophobically with acidic lipids more readily than the C-terminal

portion (Boggs et a1.,1988; Boggs et a1.,1999a), this does not rule out insertion of hydro-

phobic amino acid side chains of the C-terminal half into the PG interfacial region. For

example, electrostatic association of the C-terminal half may bring some hydrophobic

amino acids in closer proximity to the bilayer surface for insertion. One speculation, for a

decrease in penetration of the PG interfacial region by MBP-C2 andMBP-C3 may be that

repulsion, between the phosphate moiety of PG and the extra negative charge(s) of MBP-

C2 (at Glu146) and MBP-C3 (atThÐ7 and Serl64), restricts these amino acids and per-

haps neighboring amino acid side chains from entering the interfacial region. The MBP-

to-PG ratio used (0.8 mol% MBP to PG, Table 2-2) was not high enough to fully satu-

ratell the number of negative charges on the surface of the PG liposomes, thus repulsion

between phosphorylated or deamidated residues and the PG surface is plausible. It would

be of interest to investigate if dephosphorylation of MBP-C3 atpTItrgT could decrease the

hydration of the PG interfacial region to the same extent observed for MBP-C2. Even

though the electrostatic association between MBP-C3 and PG may be the primary interac-

tion, that does not mean that MBP-C3 is a more effective adhesive for the myelin mem-

brane. That is, insertions of hydrophobic amino acids in concert with strong electrostatic

association may more effectively bind MBP-CI and C2 to an acidic bilayer, as suggested

by numerous acidic vesicle aggregation assays (Cheiftez and Mosca¡ello, 1985; Jo and

11. MBP-Cl ,C2,C3 and C5 have 3l positive charges/molecule while PG has one negative charge/mole-

cule. Therefore, in a 0.8mol% protein-to-lipid mixture, the ratio of positive to negative charges would be

0.25 and there would be a net-excess of negative charge on the bilayer surface. For MBP-C8 there is a

reduced multivalency of positive charges since six arginines are deiminated to citrulline (25 positive

charges/molecule), thus the ratio of positive to negative charges would be decreased to 0.20
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Boggs, 1995;Boggs et al.,lgg7). Therefore, for MBP-CI and c2 interaction with acidic

phospholipids, there most likely is a synergy between surface association and partial pene-

tration of the bilayer that maximizes the function of the protein as an adhesive for paran-

odal myelin.

In contrast to the more positively charged isoforms, MBP-C5 and C8 may not be

as effective as a paranodal myelin adhesive. Perhrbation of the interfacial region and pos-

sible intercalation with the hydrophobic portion of the bilayer was proposed to be their

primary interaction with PG, more so for MBP-C8 than for MBP-CS. The C-terminal half

of MBP-C5 is phosphorylated on the same residues as MBP-C3 (Thr97 and ser164)'

However, the N-terminal half of MBP-CI has been found to have a greater propensity for

bilayer insertion (Boggs et al., T999a). The extra negative charges in the N-terminal half

of MBp-C5 þSer7 and pSer54) may experience repulsion from the unsaturated negative

SCD on the pG bilayer surface, neutralize two positively charged residues in the sequence,

and create a neutral fragment suitable for insertion. In contrast, the reduced multivalency

of positive charges in MBP-C8 (Cir25, Cit31, Cifl22, Cit130, Cit159 and Cit170), has a

three-fold effect, especially in the C-terminal hatf: (f) a great reduction in the number of

arginyl residues needed for electrostatic association with PG, (tr) increased hydrophobic-

,ty of residues, and (íii) increased repulsion between opposing leaflets of the PG lipo-

somes with unsaturated negative SCD. The impact of (iii) is that negatively charged

residues may be repelled from the excess negative scD of the bilayer, seek positively

charged residues to neutralize thus creating neutral segments suitable for insertion. There-

fore, aside from a reduction in electrostatic association between MBP-C8 and PG bilayer

surface, increased amphipathic character of MBP-C8 would lead to gteater bilayer pene-

tration. Just as hydrophobic interactions between unfractionated MBP (mainly MBP-CI)

and neutral lipids can fragment multilamellar bilayers (Roux et al',1994), such predomi-

nant hydrophobic interactions between MBP-C8 and acidic lipids may disrupt the normal

bilayer Structure of myelin required for effrcient nerve conduction' However' Boggs et al''

lgggb,found that only MBP-Cit-l8, a unique isoform extracted from the myelin of indi-

viduals with fulminating Marburg-type multiple sclerosis, was capable of fragmenting

large multilayered lipid vesicles into smaller vesicles. In comparison to MBP-C8, all the

arginines in the C-terminal half of MBP-Cit-18 are deiminated to citrulline, which gteatly
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afflects the multivalency of positive charger2 inthathalf of the protein expected to interact

at the aqueous phase with the head groups of acidic phospholipids. In addition, all the

arginines in the N-terminal half of MBP-Cit-l8 are converted to neutral citrulline, increas-

ing the propensity of membrane insertion or disruption. Thus, although the MBP-C8/Cl

ratio has been found to be increased in the myelin of individuals with chronic MS (Wood

et al., 1996), MBP-C8 is still amphipathic in nature @oggs et al., 1999b). MBP-C8 has

also been localized to the intraperiod line in the myelin membrane (Mclaurin et al.,

1993). PLP, another amphipathic myelin adhering protein, has also been localized to the

intraperiod line of the myelin membrane (Morell et al., 1994). Moreover, protein-protein

interactions between PLP and MBP-C8 have been proposed (Wood and Moscarello,

1989). Perhaps the imbalance observed in the MBP-C8/C1 ratio of myelin from individu-

als with chronic MS is problematic not because of myelin fragmentation, but due to an

imbalance in the distribution of MBP proteins in the major dense line and intraperiod line

of the myelin membrane required for effective adhesion.

2.3.4The effect of MBP on liposomes of varied net-negative surface charge density.

The myelin membrane is composed of a complex mixture of lipids (Morell et al.,

1994), thus the negative surface charge density is lower than that of a pure PG membrane.

For better understanding of the interaction of the MBP with the myelin membrane, interac-

tion of MBP isoforms with liposomes of varied net-negative SCD was investigated. Inter-

actions between the MBP isoforms and liposomes prepared from binary mixtures ofPG and

d-PC were evaluated in a similar fashion to that described previously for the MBP isoforms

with each of the pure lipids. That is, the interactions were evaluated by observed changes

in the acyl chain order of PG and d-PC and by monitoring the temperature dependence of

the methylene CH and CD stretching vibrations, respectively. Since absorptions due to the

stretching of the acyl C:O moieties of PG and d-PC occur in the same region(1725-1745

cm-l), evaluation of this region could not be used to assess the hydration of the bilayer inter-

facial region for the binary mixtures as was done previously forthe pure lipids. Finally, the

12. For MBP-Cit (18) either l8 or l9 arginines are deiminated to citrulline, reducing the multivalency of
positive charges to +72 or net-positive charge of the protein of +1. gn¡¡¡" MBP-C8, the C-terminal half of
MBP-Ci(18) would have excess negative charge due to the presence of 7 Glu/Asp residues, resulting in
charge repulsion between opposing bilayer leaflets that have net-negative SCD.
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data obtained on the effect of the isoforms on either pure d-PC or PG liposomes (sections

2.3.2 and 2.3.3) was used in conjunction with the phase transition temperature and acyl

chain order measurements of d-PC and PG in the binary liposomes to discem whether phase

separation (i.e., demixing or microdomain formation) in the binary PG:d-PC liposomes

could be induced by MBP interaction.

Evaluation of the phase transition temperature of each lipid in the liposomes of var-

ious SCD investigated indicated that the MBP isoforms exhibited preferential interaction

withthe PG portion of the binary lipid mixtures. Shown in Table 2-13,T^(d-PC) remained

constant (within 0.4oC) regardless of the PG content in the binary mixture. Moreover, the

effect of MBP isoform interaction on T.(d-PC) appeared to be negligible regardless of the

liposomal composition (constant within 0.6oC). This lack of variability in T*(d-PC) for d-

PC in the binary mixtures was also observed when the isoforms \¡/ere in the pure d-PC envi-

ronment (section 2.3.2). Therefore, based on the Tr(d-PC) calculation alone (as seen in sec-

tion 2.3.2), conclusions regarding the exclusion of MBP interaction with the d-PC

component of the binary mixtures cannot be made with certainty without assessment of

conformational order of the d-PC acyl chains in the liposomes of various SCD.

Table 2-13. The influence of PG on

various surface charge density

(PG:d-PC) T*(d-PC) T.(d-PC)
loc with

CIfC
3:l
1:l

1:3

0:1

203 + 0.2

20.1+ 0.2

20.3 + 0.2

20.5 r 0.1

Contrary to the absence of intense alterations in the phase transition temperature of

d-PC upon interaction with the MBP isoforms, variability in T.(PG) was detected for lipo-

somes of altered SCD (Table 2-14). This variability most likely arose by the combined sen-

sitivity of T*@G) to both d-PC presence in the mixture and the type of interaction that

r33

MBP interaction with d-PC liposomes of

20.3 + 0.4

20.5 + 0.2

20.4 + 0.3

20.4 + 0.4

T,"(d-PC) T.(d-PC)
with with
C2IOC C3IOC

20.6 + 0.3

20.4 + 0.2

20.5 + 0.3

20.3 + 0.4

20.4 + 0.3

20.5 + 0.3

20.4 + 0.3

20.7 + 0.3

T*(d-PC) T.(d-PC)
with with
CsfC CSfC

20.5 + 0.4

20.5 + 0.4

20.5 + 0.4

20.4 + 0.2

20.4 + 0.3

20.5 !0.2
20.8 + 0.3

20.5 + 0.3



predominates between the isoform and PG. The influence of d-PC content on MBP inter-

action with PG can be examined by comparison of the T.(PG) calculated for pure PG lipo-

somes interacting wilh an isoform to the T-(PG) calculated for PG:d-PC binary liposomes

interacting with the same isoform(i.e., reading the T.(PG) from top to bottom :n'Table2-

14). The most noticeable trend in Tâble 2-14, is the decrease in T.(PG) upon isoform inter-

action as the net-negative SCD of the liposomal mixture is decreased. Since T-(PG) was

shown to decrease in the presenco of MBP-CI , C2, C5 and C8 for pure PG liposomes (sec-

tion23.3), due to the sensitivity of T*(PG) to bilayer penetration, a reasonable conclusion

is that d-PC presence may enhance both the electrostatic association and hydrophobic inter-

action between MBP and acidic lipids. Recall from Table 2-l,that greater d-PC content in

the binary liposomes results in more saturation of the net-negative SCD by the multiva-

lency of positive charges available on the isoforms. That is, when the MBP to PG content

was raised to 3.1 molo/o, the number of positive charges on MBP-CI,C2, C3 and C5 avail-

able was nearly equal to the number of negatively charged PG head groups at the surface

of the lPG:3d-PC mixture. Bilayer association and penetration with the proteins would pro-

ceed more readily when repulsion between opposing bilayer leaflets is reduced.

Tabtre 2-l4.The effect of MBP interaction on T-@G) in liposomes of various SCD.

Reading values from top to bottom shows the eflect of d-PC presence on the

interaction of MBP with PG. Reading values from left to right shows the effect

of MBP interaction on the PG component of the mixed liposome.

(PG:d-PC) T.(PG)
loc

1:0

3:l
1:1

1:3

43.4 + 0.2

44.3 + 0.2

45.4 + 0.2

44.8 + 0.2

T.(PG)
with
ClfC

41.3 + 0.2 40.7 !0.2 45.3 + 0.1 41.3 + 0.2

41.2+ 0.1 40.5 +0.3 39.2!0.2 40.8 +0.4

34.7 !.0.2 38.9 + 0.2 32.4 + 0.2 40.2 + 0.1

36.5 + 0.1 31.3 + 0.3 32.2 + 0.2 35.2 + 0.2

T-(PG)
with

C2/OC

T.(PG)
with

C3/,C

T.(PG)
with

C5I"C

T.(PG)
with

C8/OC
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Upon a slight increase in the saturation of liposomal net-negative SCD (1.0 mol%

MBR Table 2-2) in the 3PG:1d-PC mixture (Table 2-74), the most dramatic decrease in

T.(PG) for the 3PG:ld-PC liposomes was observed when MBP-C3 was present (Table 2-

14, 
^T,'GG) 

: 45.3oC - 39.2oC: 6.loC). Interestingly, the increase in T.@G) found upon

the interaction of MBP-C3 and pure PG liposomes (Table 2-9), was no longer observed

when PG liposomes contained2s% d-PC (3PG:1d-PC mixture, Table 2-14). Although the

MBP to PG ratio in the 3PG:ld-PC mixture was only slightly increased (1.0 mol%) over

that of the pure PG liposomes (0.8 mol%), it still was not high enough to saturate the net-

negative surface density of the binary liposomes with available positive charges (saturation

of SCD : 3lo/o, Table 2-2). However, this slight decrease in net-negative SCD may have

been enough to reduce repulsion between pT1u97 or pSer164 of MBP-C3 and phosphate

moieties of PG, allowing ttre C-terminal half of MBP-C3 to come in closer proximity to the

bilayer surface to insert hydrophobic amino acid side-chains upon electrostatic association

(see section 2.3.3). 'When saturation of the liposomal net-negative SCD was increased to

nearly 50% (lPG:1d-PC, 1.5mol% MBP), the sharpest drop in the T*@G) observed was

again upon MBP-C3 interaction (Table 2-14, LT^(PG) : 453oC - 32.4oC : l2.9oC).

Finally, upon saturating conditions of the liposomal negative SCD (1PG:3d-PC, 3.lmol%o

MBP), the largest difflerence between the T.(PG) calculated for PG liposomes interacting

with MBP and that of a binary mixture interacting with MBP was that observed dwing

MBP-C3 interaction (Table 2-14, LT^(PG) :45.3oC - 32.2oC: 13.loC). This suggests that

T,"(PG) is extremely sensitive to both d-PC presence and protein association since MBP-

C3 interaction with pure PG liposomes was found to be primarily electrostatic (section

2.3.3).

For the other MBP isoforms, a substantial decrease in T.(PG) was only observed

when the net-negative SCD of the binary liposomes was more saturated by the positive

charges on the proteins. Even though MBP-CI has the same number of positive charges as

MBP-C3, a sharp decrease in T*(PG) in the binary mixtures upon MBP-CI interaction was

not observed until the ratio of MBP-CI to PG reached 1.5 molYo (i.e.,the lPG:ld-PC mix-

ture in Table 2-l4,near 50o/o safixation). Moreover, although MBP-C2 presence decreased

T.(PG) to a greater extent than MBP-C5 and C8 for the lPG:ld-PC mixture, a sharp

decrease in T*(PG) in the binary mixtures upon MBP-C2 interaction was not observed until
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the ratio of MBP-C2 to PG reached 3.1 molo/o (i.e.,the 1PG:3d-PC mixture nTable2-I4,

near l00Yo SCD saturation). Near 100% saturation of the liposomal net-negative SCD was

required for the presence of MBP-CS or C8 to have a dramatic effect on T-(PG) in the

binary mixtures (1PG:3d-PC mixture in Table 2-14).It would be worthwhile to investigate

the effects of each isoform on liposomes at protein concentrations between 1.5 and 3.1

mol%o. Furthermore, the effect of dephosphorylating MBP-C3 at the TíOT position on the

liposomes of various SCD would be an interesting experiment to validate the differences

observed in the associative behavior of MBP-C2 and C3. Regardless, it appears that satu-

ration of the liposomal net-negative SCD by the multivalency of positive charges on the

MBP isoforns was important for enhanced electrostatic association.

Overall inspection of the T.(PG) data of Table2-14 inferred that the d-PC compo-

nent strengthens the interactions between the isoforms and PG component of the binary

lipid systems. Alternatively, this dramatic decrease in T,"(PG), when the d-PC component

of the binary liposomes was increased, could also be due to enhanced cooperativity of the

PG phase transition in the presence of d-PC (what can be referred to as the "domino

effect"). Recall that d-PC undergoes its phase transition at a temperature far below that of

PG, thus at 31oC for example, PG is in the gel state while d-PC is completely fluid. The

kinking of d-PC acyl chains in close proximity to PG acyl chains can then propagate the

trans to gauche isomerization of PG acyl chains and initiate the phase transition of PG at a

lower temperature. Even upon microdomain formation, this "domino effect" one acyl chain

has upon another can still be dramatic when the lipid of lower phase temperature is the pre-

dominant lipid in the binary mixture. It appears that the decreased value for T.(PG) derived

for the binary liposomes in the presence of each MBP isofonn can be at least partially

athibuted to this phenomenon since the most dramatic decrease observed for T*(PG)

occurred when the d-PC content was greater than that of PG (Table 2-I4).It then may be

surprising that the T*(PG) calculated for the binary lipid systems in the absence of protein

did not show a decrease due to the same "domino effecf'phenomenon (section 2.3.1). This

discrepancy \ilas already addressed by the effect of dehydration of the PG acyl C:O inter-

face (i.e., a slight increase in T.(PG)) when a predominant amount of d-PC was present in

the binary liposomes in the absence of protein (section 2.3.1). However, when a protein

electrostatically associates with the headgroup of a lipid, electrostatic interactions replace
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the stabilizing H-bonding network and restrict water-access to the headgroup (Nabet et al.,

1994).In the case of PG, MBP electrostatic association occurs with the phosphate moiety,

while the bulk of the protein at the bilayer surface restricts the access of water to the glyc-

erol moieties. As a resul! electrostatic association between MBP and negatively charged

phosphate moieties of PG interferes with the stabilizing network of hydrogen bonds that

exists between the glycerol headgroups and water, an interference that can lower the phase

transition temperature of PG (lt{abet et al.,1994). Taking this explanation under consider-

ation, it would be expected that T'(PG) would decrease even further when a protein prima-

rily electrostatically associates with the PG component of the binary system while the

headgroups of the other lipid (like d-PC) do not effectively hydrogen bond to water (i.e.,

water interactions restricted by two sources). Any further conclusions based solely on the

T.(PG) calculated for the biou.y lipid mixtures in the presence of each MBP isoform at this

point would be very difficult to make considering that only MBP-C3 interacts with PG pri-

marily by electrostatic association with little contribution from hydrophobic intercalation

(see section 2.3.3). From sections 2.3.1,2.3.2 and2.3.3, it was found that the order of the

acyl chains was a more localized probe for monitoring the bilayer structure and stability in

the presence and absence of MBP than the T. calculated from the Boltzmann Sigmoidal

function. Even though only the T.(PG) varied under the influence of MBP interaction in

the binary liposomes, the effect of MBP interaction and the possibility of microdomain for-

mation upon preferential interaction with PG had to be verified by examination of the acyl

chain order of d-PC and PG in the mixtures (Tables 2-15,2-16 and2-17).

Table 2-15. Acyl chain order of d-PC and PG in the presence of MBP-C1-C3, C5

and C8 for liposomal mixture 3PG:ld-PC. Shown in parentheses is Av between

3PG:ldPC
C1

O.
C3

C5

C8

2919.3 + 0.1

2y20.t + 0.1

2916.6+ 0.1

2918.2+ 0.1

2918.5 + 0.1

2918.9 + 0.1

2y23.t + 0.t
2924.7 r0.1 (+1.6)

2920.s L0.r (-2.6)

2923.7 r0.1(+{.O
292r.8 r 0.1 (-1.3)

2922.3 + 0.1 (-0.8)

2090.3 + 0.1

2090.2+0.2
24905 + 0.2

2090.0 + 0.2

2090.1+ 0.2

2089.7 + 0.2
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2094.3 + 0.t
2094.4 r 0.2 (+0.1)

2094.3 t 0.2 (0)

2094.1r 0.1 (-0.2)

20E2.6r0.1 (-r.7)
2092.7 t0.2(-1.6)



Table 2-16. Acyl chain order of d-PC and PG in the presence of MBP-C1-C3, C5

and C8 for liposomal mixture lPG:ld-PC. Shown in parentheses is Àv between

the lioid and

Sanple

lPG:ldPC
C1

C2,

v'(Cl{2)s"?cmr v'(CH2)h/cmr

C3

C5

C8

2919.4!0.1
29t6.7 +0.1

2919.4!0.1
2918.1 r 0.1

2918.8 + 0.1

2919.1+0.1

ipid preparations.

Table 2-17. Acyl chain order of d-PC and PG in the presence of MBP-CI-C3, C5

and C8 for liposomal mixture 1PG:3d-PC. Shown in parentheses is Âv between

the lipid and protein-lipid preparations.

2y23.5 +0.1

2923.010.1 (-0.5)

2923.110.1 (-0.4)
2y22.9 r0.1 (-0.O
2922.0 r0.1(-1.5)
2923.1r0.1 (-0.4)

Sarrple

IPG:3dPC
CI
o.
C3

C5

C8

v(CDz

v'(CH2)sdlcmt v'(CFI2)-/cmt v(CD) cd/cm-r v(CDr) *lcmt

2089.6+ 0.2

2090.0+0.2
2090.6+0.2
2090.4 + 0.2

2089.7 + 0.2

2089.7 + 0.7

2y20.0 + 0.1

2918.1 r 0.1

2918.6+0.1
2918.0 + 0.1

2918.5 + 0.1

2920.3 + 0.1

/cnt

Preferential interaction of the most positively charged isoforms with the PG com-

ponent of the binary liposomal mixfures was verified by examination of the effect of MBP-

Cl and C2 interuction on the acyl chain order of both lipids in the binary mixtures. Exam-

ination of the acyl chain order of d-PC in the binary mixtures revealed that there was a

reduction in the hydrophobic interactions between the more positively charged isoforms,

MBP-CI arÅC2, and d-PC even when d-PC was the predominant lipid (Tables 2-15,2-16

and2-17). For instance, the increase observed in the La state energy of d-PC in the pres-

ence of the most positively charged isoforms, MBP-C 1 and C2 (Table 2-7 , Lv : +0.6 and

+0.7 cm-r, respectively) was no longer observed for d-PC in the 3PG:1d-PC mixture (Table

2-15, Lv: *0.1 and 0.0 cm-r, respectively), the IPG:ld-PC mixture (Table 2-16, Âv:0.0

and -0.2 cm-r, respectively), and the 1PG:3d-PC mixture (Table 2-17, Lv: r0.1 and -0.3

cm-l, respectively). In contras! MBP-CI andC2 interaction with the binary liposomes pro-
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v(CD2)hicmt

2094.0l.0.1
2094.010.1 (0)

2093.810.1 (-0.2)

2094.410.1 ({.4)
2092.410.1 (-1.O

2092.s r0.1 (-1.s)

2y24.6+ 0.1

2922.r r 0.1 (-2.s)

2923.3 r0.1 (-1.3)

2922.9 r0.1 (-1.5)

2923.310.1 (-r.3)
2924.1 r 0.1 (-0.5)

2089.7 +0.2
2090.4 + 0.2

2090.0+0.2
2090.4+0.2
2089.5 + 0.2

2089.6+ 0.1

2094.1+ 0.2
2094.1r 0.2 (+0.1)

2093.7 r0.2 (-0.3)

2094.3 r0.1 (+0.3)

2092.2 10.1 (-1.8)

2091.6 t0.1(-2.4)



duced a substantial change in the acyl chain conformational order of PG (Tables 2-15,2-

l6 and 2-ll).Interaction between these isoforms and PG may have prevented the proteins

from penetrating or disrupting the d-PC portion of the binary bilayer as previously implied

by the lack of change in T*(d-PC). In the presence of pure PG liposomes, MBP-CI andC2

decreased the La state frequency of PG (i.e., increased the acyl chain order) by 1.4 cm-t

(Table 2-I0). However, when a small amount of d-PC was added to the PG bilayer as in the

3PG:1d-PC preparation, the PG acyl chain order was increased by MBP-C2 interaction (Av

= -2.6 cm-l) but decreased by MBP-CI (Àv = +1.6 cm-t) (Table 2-15). This difference

between the interaction of MBP-C1 and C2 with the 3PG:ld-PC mixture is unusual, but is

most likely due to the different contributions electrostatic association and hydrophobic

interactions make towards interaction of these proteins with the acidic lipid. That is, in a

pure PG environment, MBP-CI restricted water access to the PG acyl C:O groups to a

greater degree than MBP-C2 (section 2.3.3), thus PG may be more susceptible to penetra-

tion by MBP-Cl than by MBP-C2. Since these isoforms do not have favorable interactions

with pure d-PC (section2.3.2), a small amount of d-PC in the binary liposomes may further

enhance both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions ofMBP-Cl and C2 with the dom-

inant PG portion of the bilayer. 'When 
the d-PC content was raised, the Lu state PG acyl

chain order in l PG: I d-PC bilayer upon interaction with either MBP-C I or C2, was reduced

(ca., Lv: -0.5 cm-l) from that observed in the absence of d-PC (ca., Lv = -1.4 cm-r), sug-

gesting greater isoform penetration of the PG portion of the bilayer when the d-PC content

was equal to that of PG (Table 2-16). The smaller effect of MBP-C2 presence on T.@G)

of the lPG:1d-PC lipid mixture (Table 2-14) may be explained by the observation that in

pure PG liposomes MBP-C2 did not probe the interfacial region to same extent as MBP-

C1 while the extent of electrostatic associationmay be equivalent (section 2.3.3). Although

the hydration of the interfacial region of the PG portion of the bilayer could not be explored

in the binary lipid mixtures without isotopic substitution, a decrease in perfurbation of this

region by MBP-C2 would result in less disordering of the first few methylenes. Under con-

ditions where the liposomal net-negative SCD is nearly saturated (lPG:3d-PC), the degree

of stabilization for the PG portion of the bilayer upon interaction with MBP-C2 was similar

(Table 2-17, Lv: -1.3 cm-r) to when this isoform interacted with pure PG (Table 2-10, Lv

: -1.4 
"--t), 

whereas upon MBP-Cl interaction the degree of stabilization nearly doubled
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(Table 2-17, Lv : -2.5 cm-r). This observation suggests that when the net-negative SCD of

the binary liposomes is saturated, the relative contribution of stabilization from electro-

static association to destabilization by bilayer penetration is greater for MBP-CI than

MBP-C2. The negative charge at Glu146 in the C-terminal half of MBP-C2 may decrease

the associative behavior ofMBP-C2relativeto MBP-Cl. Overall, strong electrostatic asso-

ciation between MBP-C1 and MBP-C2 and PG, in combination with a lack of potentially

favorable interactions with d-PC, appeared to induce the formation of PG microdomains as

indicated by unaltered d-PC acyl chain order in all ofthe binary liposomal mixtures. More-

over, phase separation appears to be more complete when the net-negative SCD of the

binary liposomes is saturated by the positive charges on the protein (i.e.,inthe lPG:3d-PC

mixture) and unmodified MBP-CI is slightly more effective at inducing PG microdomain

formation than MBP-C2. Since deamidation at Gln146 of MBP-C2 is the only difference

between MBP-CI andC2, the C-terminal half of the protein is important for both stabili-

zationby electrostatic association and PG microdomain formation in compact myelin (i.e.,

high concenhation of MBP to acidic lipid).

Preferential interaction of MBP-C3 with the PG component of the binary liposomal

mixtures was also verified by examination of the effect of MBP-C3 interaction on the acyl

chain order of both lipids in the binary mixtures. However, unlike MBP-CI andCZ, MBP-

C3 was found to increase the acyl chain conformational order of both pure lipids (sections

2.3.2 and 2.3.3) and thus is potentially capable of interacting at the surface with PG or d-

PC in a mixed bilayer. In a pure d-PC environment (section 2.3.2), MBP-C3 lowered the

Lcr state energy of d-PC (Table 2-7).However, this stabilization of the fluid d-PC state by

MBP-C3 in the pure d-PC environment (Table 2-7, Lv : -2.1cm-I) was nearly obliterated

in the 3PG:1d-PC environment (Table 2-15, Av : -0.2 cm-r) and destabilized d-PC in the

lPG:ld-PC mixture (Table 2-16, Av: +0.4), and the 1PG:3d-PC mixture (Table 2-I7, Lv
: +0.3). Similar to that observed for MBP-CI and C2, as the d-PC content of the binary

lipid mixtures w¿ts increased, MBP-C3 interaction resulted in a gradual lowering of the La

state energy of PG (Table 2-15, 3PG:ld-PC: Av: 10.6 cm-r, Table 2-16,lPGld-PC: Âv
: -0.6 cm-r and Table 2-17,IPG:3d-PC: Âv : -1.5 cm-r). The overall stabilization of the

PG portion of the l PG:3d-PC bilayer was similar to that noted for MBP-C3 interaction with

pure PG liposomes (Table 2-10, Lv: -1.8 cm-r). Therefore, although there appeared to be
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some competition between d-PC and PG for interaction with MBP-C3 when the liposomal

net-negative SCD was only partially saturated (1.e., 3PG:ld-PC), saturation of the liposo-

mal net-negative SCD (i.e., lPG:3d-PC mixture) promoted preferential interaction with

PG. Moreover, since MBP-C3 interaction with pure PG liposomes w¿ts found to be prima-

rily electrostatic (section2.3.3), the increased order of the PG acyl chains as the d-PC con-

tent is raised infers that electrostatic interaction is enhanced by greater saturation of the

liposomal negative SCD. However, when the liposomal net-negative SCD is saturated by

the available positive charges on MBP-C3, the relative conhibution of stabilization by elec-

trostatic association to destabilization by bilayer penetration was similar to that observed

for MBP-C2 interaction, but still less than that observed for MBP-CI interaction (Table 2-

17). The two sites of phosphorylation (Thr97 and Serl64) in the C-terminal half of MBP-

C3 may decrease the associative behavior of MBP-C3 relative to MBP-CI. This further

supports the notion that the C-terminal half of the protein is vital for both stabilization by

electrostatic association and PG microdomain formation in compact myelin. An interesting

observation is that MBP-C3 stabilization of the saturated net-negative liposomal mixture

(1PG:3d-PC) was similar to that of MBP-C2, even though MBP-C3 has two phosphory-

lated residues in the C-terminal half. Therefore, the position of the modified residue in the

C-terminal half of MBP-C2 and C3 appears to be important for defining the associative

behavior of the isoform with compact myelin-like membranes.

In contrast to MBP-CI , C2 arrd C3, MBP-C5 and C8 did not induce the formation

ofPG microdomains in the binary liposomal mixtures (Tables 2-15,2-16 and2-17). Recall,

that like MBP-C3, MBP-C5 and C8 can interact at either a d-PC (section 2.3.2) or PG (sec-

tion2.3.3) bilayer. In the binary lipid mixtures, MBP-C5 and C8, continued to lower the

Lcr state energy of d-PC regardless of the PG content in the mixed liposomes. Simulta-

neously, MBP-C5 and C8 lowered the Lcr state energy of PG. Therefore, instead of MBP-

C5 and C8 inducing the formation ofPG microdomains, the two lipids ofthe binary mixture

appeared to compete with one another for surface interaction with MBP-CS and C8. How-

ever, this competition between d-PC and PG was less pronounced when MBP-CS inter-

acted with the binary liposomes. The stabilization of the d-PC acyl chains in the binary

mixtures upon MBP-CS interaction (Table 2-l5,3PG:1d-PC: Lv: -I.7 cm-t;Table2-16,

lPG:ld-PC: Âv: -1.6 cm-r; Table 2-l7,lPG:3d-PC: Âv: -1.6 cm-r) wasreduced by nearly
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 }o/o,comparedtothat obtainedwhenMBP-C5 interacted withpure d-PC liposomes (Table

2-7, Lv : -2.6 cm-l). Concurrently, the stabilization of the PG acyl chains in the binary mix-

tures upon MBP-C5 interaction (Table 2-l5,3PG:1d-PC: Av : -1.3 cm-r; Table 2-16,

lPG:ld-PC: Âv: -1.5 cm-r; Table 2-l7,lPG:3d-PC: Âv : -1.3 cm-r) was increased by

40%o, compared to that obtained when MBP-C5 interacted with pure PG liposomes (Table

2-10, pure PG: Âv : -0.9 cm-l). Although d-PC and PG in the binary mixtures competed for

interaction with MBP-C5, the interaction with PG was enhanced at the expense of interac-

tion with d-PC, suggesting a preferential interaction between MBP-C5 and PG without

obliterating interaction between MBP-C5 and d-PC. The presence of d-PC in the binary

liposomes increased saturation of the liposomal net-negative SCD by the positive charges

available on MBP-C5, resulting in enhanced interaction between MBP-CS and the PG por-

tion of the binary liposomes. When the liposomal net-negative SCD is saturated by the

available positive charges on MBP-C5 (lPG:3d-PC mixture), the relative contribution of

stabilization by electrostatic association to destabilization by bilayer penetration was sim-

ilar to that observed for MBP-C2 and MBP-C3 interaction, but still less than that observed

for MBP-CI interaction (Table 2-17). The similar extent of PG stabilization exerted by

MBP-C5 interaction with the 1PG:3d-PC mixhre to that of MBP-C3, is understandable

since MBP-C5 is phosphorylated at the same two residues (Thr97 and Ser164) in the C-

terminal half as MBP-C3. In comparison to MBP-C3 however, MBP-C5 has two additional

sites of phosphorylation (Ser7 and Ser54) in the N-terminal half of the sequence. These

additional negative charges in the N-terminal half of MBP-C5 may be responsible for the

lack of phase separation observed. Recall, that these negatively charged amino acids side-

chains in the N-terminal half of MBP-C5 were thought to pair up with positively charged

amino acids in the protein sequence to neutralize segments of the protein and enable inter-

action at the surface of pure d-PC liposomes (section 2.3.2). In a pure PG environment,

these extra negative charges in the N-terminal half of MBP-C5 were thought to experience

repulsion from the unsaturated negative SCD on the PG bilayer surface, neutralize two pos-

itively charged residues in the sequence, and create a neutral fragment suitable for bilayer

insertion (section 2.3.3). Considering these results from the pure lipid systems, the N-ter-

minal half of MBP-C5 may prefer to interact with the zwitterionic d-PC surface of binary

liposomes, while the C-terminal half prefers to engage in electrostatic association with the
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PG surface of the binary liposomes. In turn, preferential interaction of the N-terminal half

of MBP-CS with d-PC may minimizethe destabilizing effects of the N-terminal modifica-

tions on PG, accounting for the increased stabilization effect of MBP-CS on the PG acyl

chains when d-PC was present. In contrast to MBP-CS, such a simple trend was not

observed for the interaction between MBP-C8 and the binary liposomes. In the presence of

MBP-C8, the relative stability of the d-PC portion of the binary liposomes to that of pure

d-PC liposomes (Table2-8: Âv: -1.8 cm-r) remained similar (Tables 2-14: Lv : -1.7 cm'l

and Table 2-16: Lv: -1.5 cm-r) rather than reduced. Moreover, when d-PC was the pre-

dominant lipid in the binary mixture the conformational order of the d-PC acyl chains

increased (Table 2-17, Lv : -2.4 cm-l) over that obtained when MBP-C8 interacted with

pure d-PC liposomes (Table 2-7, Av: -1.8 cm-t), indicative of enhanced interaction

between MBP-C8 and the zwitterionic head groups of d-PC. Yet similar to MBP-C5, MBP-

C8 interaction also enhanced the conformational order of PG when d-PC was present

(Table 2-10, pure PG: Av:0.0 cm-l; Table 2-l5,3PG:1d-PC: Âv: -0.8 cm-t;Table2-16,

lPG:ld-PC: Âv: -0.4 cm-r; Table 2-l7,IPG:3d-PC: Âv : -0.5 cm-t); an enhancement that

was less pronounced as the d-PC content was raised. Therefore, upon MBP-C8 interaction

the competition between d-PC and PG was more fierce, but highly dependent on the rela-

tive amounts of PG and d-PC in the mixture. In contrast to the other isoforms, the presence

of d-PC in the binary liposomes cannot increase the saturation of the liposomal net-negative

SCD by the positive charges available on MBP-C8 to the same extent (i.e., only 80oá satu-

rated in the lPG:3d-PC mixture Table 2-Z).Whenthe liposomal net-negative SCD is max-

imally saturated by the available positive charges on MBP-C8 (1PG:3d-PC mixture), the

relative contribution of stabilization by electrostatic association to destabilization by

bilayer penetration was about 65%o lower than that observed for MBP-CZ, C3 and C5 and

about 80% lower than that observed for MBP-CI (Table 2-17). The four arginyl residues

citrullinated (Cit122, Cit130, Cit159 and Cit170) on the C-terminal half of MBP-C8,

reduce the multivalency of positive charges available for association of MBP-C8 with the

PG portion of the binary mixtures. In addition, the multivalency of positive charges avail-

able in the N-terminal half of MBP-C8 (CiA5 and Cit3l) is also reduced. Recall, in pure

PG liposomes, it was suggested that this increased hydrophobicity of MBP-C8 could

account for MBP-C8 insertion into the PG bilayer (section 2.3.3). However, in a pure d-PC
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environment, the citrullinations of MBP were thought to result in electronically neutral seg-

ments which can weakly interact with (or at least not disturb) the surface of the zwitterionic

d-PC bilayer (section 2.3.2). Considering these results from the pure lipid systems, the N-

terminal half ofMBP-C8 may prefer to interact with the zwitterionic d-PC portion of binary

liposomes, and the C-terminal is shared between PG and d-PC. For example, in the binary

liposomes of 80% saturated SCD (1PG:3d-PC), the acyl chain order of d-PC was increased

(i.e., stabilized) substantially beyond (ca.,35%) that observed in the absence of PG (com-

pare Table 2-8to Table 2-17), suggesting a small amount ofPG may have promoted greater

surface interaction between MBP-C8 and d-PC. Thus, MBP-C5 and C8 are shared between

the PG and d-PC and do not induce the formation of PG microdomains regardless of the

liposomal composition. However in liposomes representative ofcompactmyelin, the C-ter-

minal half of MBP-CS exhibited a preference for electrostatic association with PG while

that of MBP-C8 exhibited a preference for d-PC. The restricted ability of MBP-C5 to

induce formation of PG microdomains in the binary liposomes may in part be due to the

preference of the N-terminal half of MBP-C5 for interaction with d-PC. This suggests that

while the C-terminal half of the protein is vital for stabilization by electrostatic association,

modifications to residues on the N-terminal half can also prevent PG microdomain forma-

tion in compact myelin. However, the restricted ability of MBP-C8 to induce formation of

PG microdomains in the binary liposomes is more likely due to the combination of weaker

electrostatic association between the C-terminal half with PG and preference of the N-ter-

minal half to interact with d-PC. Therefore, either the number (i.e., more than two) or the

type (i.e., citrullination) of post-translational modifications that reduce the multivalency of

positive charges available in the C-terminal half of MBP-C8 is responsible for the

decreased associative behavior of the isoform with compact myelin-like membranes.

The results of the current study infer that the net-positive charge of the C-terminal

half of MBP can increase the relative amounts of PG stabilization by electostatic associa-

tion to destabilization by PG bilayer penetration in binary liposomes of saturated net-neg-

ative SCD. That is, the relative amounts of PG stabilization by electrostatic association to

destabilizatton by PG bilayer penetration in the IPG:3d-PC liposomal mixture decreased in

the following order: unmodified MBP-CI >> C2|C3/C5 >> C8. However, the multivalency

of available positive charges in the C-terminal half of MBP is also important since MBP-
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C2, C3 and C5 stabilized the PG portion of 1PG:3d-PC liposomal mixftre to the same

extent, while MBP-C8 barely had a stabilizing effect. Furthermore, the strong electrostatic

association of MBP-CI , C2 and C3 with acidic lipids was able to induce the formation of

PG microdomains when the net-negative SCD was saturated (1PG:3d-PC). Reduction of

the multivalency of available positive charges inN-terminal half of MBP-C5 prevented PG

microdomain formation in mixed bilayers of saturated net-negative SCD (1PG:3d-PC).

Reduction ofthe multivalency of positive charges by multiple citrullinations in both halves

ofMBP-C8 had two effects: reduced electrostatic association and prevent PG microdomain

formation. The idea of microdomain formation of acidic lipids in binary liposomes upon

MBP interaction is controversial. Roux et a1.,1994, found that the fragmentation of PC

bilayers into small lipoprotein particles observed upon interaction with unfractionated

MBP was inhibited when binary liposomes containing 20 molYo phosphatidylserine inter-

acted with the protein. This inhibition of fragmentation would only be possible if the strong

interaction between MBP and PS favored exclusion of the protein from the PC portion of

the binary liposomes. Since unfractionated MBP consists predominantly of MBP-CI and

C2, these observations of Roux et a1.,1994, are not in conflict with the current study which

proposes that MBP-CI, C2 and C3 can impart PG microdomain formation in IPG:3d-PC

liposomes (25 mol%o PG). In an earlier study, Reinyl and Bayerl, 1993, found that interac-

tion of unfractionated MBP with single bilayers composed of DMPC and an acidic phos-

pholipid (ca. l0 mol%o DMPG, DMPS or DMPA) on a solid substrate did not support

demixing in the binary systems in their ATR-FTIR experiments. However, Reinyl and Bay-

erl,1993, evaluated MBP bound asymmetrically to one side of the bilayer and were looking

for redistribution of the lipids between the two bilayer leaflets. Since MBP was accessible

to both bilayer leaflets in the current study which supports MBP-induced formation of PG

microdomains, comparison to the negative results of Reinyl and Bayerl is difficult.

2.3.5 Conformation of MBP charge isoforms in aqueous solution

Unfractionated and fractionated MBP in aqueous solution at physiological pH has

been shown to be predominantly unordered or random coil with some turn structure (Choo,

1992; JacksorL et al., 1993; Morell et al., 1994). This result for the highly net-positively

charged MBP is not surprising given that similar results are observed for poly-L-lysine, a
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protein typically used as a model polypeptide for studies on highly net-positively charged

proteins. For example, when the lysine residues of poly-L-lysine are in an ionized state

(neutral pH), charge repulsion between the positively charged lysine residues promotes a

random coil conformation of the polypeptide backbone, while neutralization of the

polypeptide (acidic pH) promotes solvated c¿-helical formation and heating (at basic pFI)

promotes B-sheet formation (Jackson et aL.,1989). Although MBP is not a homopolypep-

tide like poly-L-lysine, the high net-positive charge of the MBP, which ranges from +20

(MBP-C I ) to +14 (MBP-C8), is mostly likely responsible for the lack of ordered secondary

structure in aqueous solution.

In the current study, the conformation of the isoforms in buffer were to be compared

to the conformation of the isoforms in the presence of the pure lipids (sections 2.3.6 and

2.3-7) and the binary liposomes (section 2.3.8). Temperature-ramped spectra of the iso-

forms were collected between 15-55oC to reproduce the conditions of the proteinJipid

studies for direct comparison and to veri$ denaturation of the protein does not occur within

this temperature range. Since bilayer fluidity can have an impact on protein conformation,

the only temperatures required for comparison of protein conformation in buffer to that in

a lipid environment are two temperatures representative of the gel state and the Lc¿ state of
the lipid. From the plateau regions ofthe Boltzrnann sigmoidal transition curves, three tem-

peraftres were chosen: 15oC for gel state d-PC, 3loC for Lc¿ state d-PC and gel state PG,

and 55oC for La state PG. For the binary liposomes however, PG reaches the fluid state at

various temperatures depending on which isoform is present (i.e.,37-37oC). Rather than

compare isoform conformation at different temperatures, isoform conformation in the pres-

ence of the binary liposomes was only evaluated at two temperatures; when both lipids

were in the gel state (15oC) and when both lipids were in the La state (55oC). Therefore,

for direct comparison of the isoform conformation in aqueous solution to that in any of the

lipid environments used, the frequency of the amide I component bands and arginine side-

chain vibrations for each MBP isoform, at 15, 31 and 55oC was all that was required (Table

2-18).
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Table 2-18. Temperature dependence of MBP isoform conformation in aqueous

solution as determined by the amide I vibration and side chain absorptions.

Peak positions were extracted from second derivative spectra. The amide I

maximum is marked with an asterisk. Abbreviations for assignments of the

amide I component bands: (rc), random coil; (r,a), random coil or a-helix; (t),

tums.

Isoform Amide I Amide I
15"C 31"C

("*t) ("--t)

Cl 1643* (rc)
1671 (t)

C2

C3

1643* (rc)
1670 (Ð

1644* (rc)
1665 (t)

1643* (rc)
1668 (t)

1643* (rc)
1667 (t)

1645* (rc) 1648* (rc,ø) 1586
1667 (t) 1667 (t) 1611

C5

Amide I Arginine Arginine Arginine
55'C 15"C 31"C 55"C

(.--t) ("*t) ("--t) ("-")

C8

1644* (rc)
166e (r)

1645* (rc)
1663 (t)

1646* (rc)
t66e (t)

1644* (rc)
166e (t)

The frequencies of the amide I component bands summarized in Table 2-18 verifu

that the conformations of the MBP isoforms in aqueous solution are predominantly unor-

dered or random coil with some tum structure. Component bands of the amide I band pro-

file were assigned as follows: random coil structure was assigned to an amide I maximum

between 1640-1645 cm-r, c-helical structure was assigned to an amide I maximum between

1648-1658 cm-1 and turn structure was assigned to component bands located above 1667

cm-r (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). Recall however, that differentiation of unordered or

random coil structure from that of cr-helical is difficult because the accepted ranges for

unordered and o-helical structures overlap near 1648 cm-r(section 1.5.1). Furtherto this

point, parallel p-sheets and the low frequency component band of antiparallel B-sheets can

absorb between 1625-1640 cm-r (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995), making differentiation of B-
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1646* (rc) 1586
1668 (r) 1610

1647* (rc) 1586
1663 (t) 1610

1648* (rc,cr) 1584

t67t (t) 1609

1646* (rc) 1584
1671 (t) 1609

1586 1587
t6tl t6t2

I 586,
1610

1 586,
1610

I 583,
1608

1 s83
1608

1586
r609

1586
1610

I 583
1610
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sheet from random coil structure difficult if the component band is near 1640 cm-l (section

1.5.1). Since MBP is thought to be predominantly random in aqueous solution at neutral pH

(Choo, 1992; Jackson et al., 1993; Morell et al., 1994), the random coil and turn band

assignments in Table 2-18 coincide with what is already known about the amide I band pro-

files of the isoforms in aqueous solution and ambient temperature. Some of the component

bands in Table 2-18 absorb at the higher frequency side of the accepted range for random

coil (i.e.,1647-1648 cm-t), and for these bands it may be more appropriate to say that there

was some gain in o-helical structure relative to that of random coil. Even with artif,rcial

band narrowing techniques (FD or FSD), a combination of helical structure and random

coil may still yield an amide I maximum between 1647-1648 cm-l simply because these two

structures cannot be resolved from one another. The assignment of arginine side-chain

absorptions was based on the accepted literature values for the symmetric and asymmetric

vibrations of the ô-guanidino group vibration of arginine residues inD2O, reported to be

1586 cm-l and 1608 cm-r, respectively (Chirgadze et aL.,1975). Second-derivative spectra

were used in preference to the FSD spectra to extract the frequency of the component bands

from the wide amide I band profile in Table 2-18. In comparison to second-derivative spec-

tra, there was significantly more overlap amongst component bands in FSD spectra of the

isoforms, making the extraction of peak frequencies by IR software programs more diffi-

cult. For example, turn structure (ca., 1667 cmt) could not be resolved from the amide I
maximum in an FSD spectrum of an isoform while in the second derivative spectrum turn

frequencies could be extracted (Figure 2-ll). Figure 2-11 illustrates the difference in the

resolution of the amide I component bands in FSD and second-derivative spectra; the tem-

perature dependence of the amide I band profile and side chain absorptions ofMBP-C2 are

shown as atypical example. Different degrees of smoothing were used after the application

ofthe deconvolution function and after the second derivative calculation, which can affect

the artificial resolution-enhancement obtained (i.e.,the greater the points of smoothing the

more the overlap). A greater degree of smoothing was used in the FSD operation on the iso-

form spectra in order to ensure that the spectra were not "over-deconvolved" (see section

r.4.5).
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Figure 2-11. Amide I absorption profile of MBP-C2 at

specüa (top) and second derivative specta (bottom)

FSD

ì:\
@

various temperatures. FSD

shown for comparison.

- 
C2 at 15oC

--- CZ at 55oC

The amide I band profile and side-chain absorptions of the MBP isoforms in aque-

ous solution were similar, the main difference arising from the relative concentration of

arginine to the other residues in the polypeptide backbone. The relative contribution of argi-

nyl amide C:O to the amide I band for the different isoforms, can be approximated by the

relative intensity of the arginine ð-guanidino side-chain absorptions to the amide I absorp-

tion. Comparison of relative intensities in spectra is best performed using FSD spectra

rather than second-derivative spectra because the relative intensity information is lost in the

latter when absorption bands of different natural widths are compared (Cameron and Mof-

fatf, 1984). This relative intensity measurement of arginine side-chain absorptions to the

amide I is only relevant for MBP-C8 in comparison to the other isoforms, since MBP-C8

is the only isoform that has some arginyl residues post-translationally modified to citrul-
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line. Citrulline side-chain absorptions have been reported to appear at 1570 and 1590 cm-r

(Choo, 1992), however in Table 2-18, the side-chain absorptions of MBP-C8 were more

typical of those attributable to arginine. Only 30% of the arginyl residues of MBP are cit-

rullinated in MBP-C8 (Wood and Moscarello, 1989). Therefore citrulline may contribute

to the side-chain absorptions observed for MBP-C8 but citrulline absorptions were over-

lapped and unresolved from those due to the arginine. However, the relative intensity of the

arginyl peaks to the amide I absorption in the FSD spectra was decreased for MBP-C8 in

comparison to the more positively-charged isoforms, such as MBP-C2 (Figu.e 2-12).

Figure 2-12. Comparison of the relative intensity of the amide I to the arginine side

chain absorption for MBP-CZ andMBP-C8 at 31"C. FSD spectra shown.
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The effect of temperature on the conformation of the MBP isoforms in an aqueous

environment was againsimilar for the different isoforms (Table 2-I8). The proteins did not

denature at the higher temperature of 55oC, otherwise a rather namow and predominant

amide I component band around 1620 cm-r would have been observed (i.e., that due to

aggregated peptides, see Table 1-3, section 1.5.1). Instead, there appeared to be a gradual

3-5 cm-r shift of the random coil amide I maximum to higher frequency, suggesting a con-

tribution from some c¿-helical structure (Table 2-lS). Smaller temperature-dependent fre-

quency shifts in the ô-guanidino group vibrations of arginine side-chains (ca., T587 cm-l

and 1612 cm-r) were also observed, suggesting that there was also a change to the microen-
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vironment in proximity to those arginyl residues due to conformational fluctuations (Table

2-I8). A temperature-dependent shift of the amide I maximum of the MBP isoforms to

higher ûequencies near 1648 cm-r has been reported before by Choo, 1992 and has been

attributed to an increase in o-helical structure. However, an increase in temperature may

also make a flexible protein in solution more dynamic, weakening some H-bonds within

the structure. The weakening of some H-bonds may be better explanation for the shift of

the amide I maximum to higher frequency. That is, a weaker H-bond to an amide carbonyl

oxygen would pull less electron density away from the C:O group and more energy would

be required for the amide C:O stretch (section 1.5.1).

2.3.6 Conformation of MBP charge isoforms upon interaction with neutral tipids

Since MBP has net-positive charge and interacts primarily by electrostatic associ-

ation with acidic phospholipids (see sections 2.1.3 and2.l.5),little associative interaction

was predicted with the liposomes of d-PC which have a. zero surface charge density

(SCD). However, from the phase behavior of d-PC in the presence of MBP, it was noted

that the more positively-charged isoforms, MBP-CI and MBP-C2 perturbed the d-PC

bilayer and were perhaps involved in hydrophobic interactions with the d-PC acyl chains

(section 2.3.2). The hydrophobic photolabeling studies of Boggs et aL.,1999a, support the

notion that segments or hydrophobic amino acid side-chains of MBP-CI and C2 can at

least partially insert into neutral lipid bilayers. Moreover, MBP-C3, C5 and C8 may have

interactions at the surface of the d-PC bilayer since their presence was observed to

increase the order of the d-PC acyl chains (section 2.3.2). Therefore, the amide I band pro-

file of each MBP isoform in the presence of d-PC was examined below and above the

phase transition temperature of the lipid to further substantiate the changes already noted

for d-PC in section 2.3.2.

As shown in Table 2-19, the structure of the MBP isoforms in the presence of gel

state d-PC (15 oC) did not depart from the predominantly random coiled conformation

found when the proteins were placed in aqueous solution at the same temperature (see sec-

tion2.3.5). As a typical example, the amide I band profiles of MBP-C2 in the presence of

d-PC and in an aqueous environment are similar and show an amide I maximum of 7643-

4 cm-r due to a predominantly random coil structure (compare Table 2-18 with Table 2-
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19). An exception was noted for MBP-C1 in which a shoulder at 1653 cm-l, assigned to cr-

helical structure, was observable in the second-derivative spectrum (Table 2-19).

Table 2-19. The amide I prof,rles and arginine side chain absorptions of MBP

isoforms in the presence of d-PC. Frequencies were extracted from second-

derivative spectra and the amide I maximum is marked with an asterisk.

Abbreviations used for assignment of the amide I component bands: (rc),

random coil; (a), cr-helix; (t), turns.

Isoform Amide I Amide I
15 oC (cm-r) 31oC (cm-r)

cl 1643*(rÐ 1643*(rc)
16s3(a) 16s3(a)
r67t (t) t67r (t)

1644* (rc) 1644* (rc)
167r (t) 167r (t)

1643* (rc) 1643* (rc)
t67r (t) t67t (t)

1642* (rc) 1643* (rÐ

C2

c3

C5

Aryinine Arginine
15 oC (cm-t) 31 t (cmr)

C8

Some differences are apparent when comparing the amide I profiles of the iso-

forms in the presence of La state d-PC (31 oC) to those obtained in aqueous solution at

31oC (Tables2-17 and2-18). First of all, the temperature-induced shift of the amide I
maximum to slightly higher frequency observed in aqueous solution was not as pro-

nounced for the more positively-charged isoforms MBP-CI, C2, C3 and C5 in the pres-

ence of d-PC (compare Table 2-18 and 2-L9). For example, when the temperature \ryas

raised to 3loC, the amide I profile of MBP-C2 in the presence of d-PC did not increase in

frequency as was observed previously for the isoform in an aqueous environment (Figure

2-13, top). Therefore, the presence of d-PC prevented the conformational fluctuations of
the more positively charged (or uncitrullinated) isoforms in response to a temperature

ts2
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increase. In contrast, the amide I maximum of the least positively charged isoform (or cit-

rullinated), MBP-C8, experienced the temperature-dependent shift to higher frequency

when d-PC was present at a lower temperature (31 "C) than that observed for this isoform

in aqueous solution (Table 2-19 and Figure 2-13, bottom). Shown in Figure 2-l3,the

amide I of MBP-C? n the presence of d-PC did not change in response to temperature,

while that of MBP-C8 still experienced a temperature-induced shift to higher frequency.

Moreover, the frequencies of the amide I component bands of MBP-C8 in the presence of

Lo¿ state d-PC was more similar to those of MBP-C8 in aqueous solution at 55 oC than at

31"C (Table 2-18 and Table 2-19). Therefore, MBP-CI, C2 C3 and C5 may have been

conformationally restricted upon interaction with d-PC whereas the conformational flexi-

bility of MBP-CB was not affected or perhaps enhanced.

Figure 2-13. Amide I band profile of MBP-C2 (top) and MBP-C8 (bottom) above

and below the T* of d-PC. Second derivative spectra (left), FSD spectra (right)
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Overall, the predominant conformation ofthe MBP isoforms upon interaction with

d-PC was still random coil or unordered, but either a change in the isoform conformation

upon exposure to d-PC or a change in the conformational flexibility of the isoform at

higher temperatures, suggests an interaction with d-PC. For better understanding of the

impact of d-PC on the conformation of the isoform, recall the changes observed in the d-

PC acyl chain order and hydration of the d-PC bilayer interfacial region upon isoform

interaction (section 2.3.2). For example, the overall stabilization efilect of the MBP iso-

forms on the Lo state d-PC acyl chains in decreasing capability to stabilize was: MBP-C5

> MBP-C3 > MBP-CB >> MBP-CL|C2 (section 2.3.2). This suggested that the relative

amounts of stabilization by surface interactions with the choline head group region to

destabilization by bilayer penetration decreased accordingly: MBP-CS > MBP-C3 >

MBP-C8 >> MBP-C1/C2. Further to this point, the hydration of the d-PC bilayer interfa-

cial region was decreased in the presence of all the isoforms in the following order of

eflective dehydration: MBP-C1iC2 > MBP-C3 > MBP-C5/C8 (section 2.3.2). This sug-

gested that the ability of hydrophobic amino acids or hydrophobic segments of the MBP

isoforms to penetrate the d-PC bilayer decreased in the following order: MBP-CI/C2 >

MBP-C3 > MBP-C5/C8. Considering the results of the d-PC phase behavior together,

MBP-CI and C2 were thought to penetrate the d-PC bilayer and intercalate with hydro-

phobic acyl chains (section 2.3.2). The appearance of a resolved a-helical component

band in the amide I band profile of MBP-CI upon interaction with d-PC is an interesting

observation since membrane-interacting domains of proteins are frequently a-helical

@randon and Tooze, 1999). Such a resolved c¿-helical component band was not observed

in the amide I profile of MBP-C2 upon interaction with d-PC. The only difference

between MBP-CI and C2 is the extra negative charge on the C-terminal half (Glnl46

modified to Glu146) of MBP-C2, indicating that Gln146 is important for the formation of

additional o-helical structure in MBP-CI upon interaction with d-PC. One speculation for

this discrepancy between MBP-CI and C2, could be that the Glu146 carboxylate side-

chain in MBP-C2 is involved in a long range intramolecular interaction, such as salt-

bridge formation, which may restrict formation of some c-helical structure. Regardless,

substantial penetration of segments of MBP-CI and MBP-C2 into the bilayer can explain

the reduced flexibility of these proteins in solution (f.e., resistance to temperature-induced
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conformational fluctuations). Contrary to the more positively charged isoforms, MBP-C3,

C5 and C8 predominantly interacted with the zwitterionic d-PC bilayer surface bringing

some hydrophobic amino acids in proximity to the liposomal surface for partial penetra-

tion of the bilayer interface (section 2.3.2). Similar to MBP-C2, MBP-C3 and C5

remained predominantly random coil in structure and exhibited a resistance to tempera-

ture-induced conformational fluctuations upon interaction with d-PC. However, unlike the

more positively charged isoforms, MBP-C3 and C5 had an overall stabilization effect on

the d-PC bilayer and did not dehydrate the bilayer interfacial region to the same extent

(section 2.3.2). Thus, MBP-C3 and C5 may insert some hydrophobic amino acid side-

chains into the bilayer interfacial region but they are primarily located at the surface. The

phosphorylations atTht9T and Ser164 in MBP-C3 and C5 may restrict the penetration of

these amino acid side-chains into the bilayer (if not neighboring side chains as well) in

comparison to MBP-CI and C2. Moreover, the increase in the multivalency of negative

charges in MBP-C3 or C5 may neutualize some of the positive charges in the C-terminal

half of the protein, allowing interaction with the zr,vitterionic d-PC surface. The N-termi-

nal half of MBP-CS has two additional phosphorylations at SerT and Ser54 which may

account for why MBP-C5 does not dehydrate (i.e., penetrate) the d-PC bilayer interface to

the same extent as that observed for MBP-C3 interaction. Insertion of hydrophobic amino

acid side-chains in concert with interactions at the surface of the d-PC bilayer, may

account for the restriction in the conformational dynamics of MBP-C3 and C5 (i.e., resis-

tant to temperature-induced conformational fluctuations). In contrast to the other iso-

forms, MBP-C8 exhibited a similar (if not increased) sensitivity to the temperature-

induced conformational fluctuations in a d-PC environment to that observed in aqueous

solution. Since there was liule dehydration of the d-PC bilayer interface in the presence of
MBP-C8 and MBP-C3|CS had a gleater overall stabilizing effect on the d-PC acyl chains,

MBP-C8 was thought to penetrate the bilayer to a lesser extent and have weaker interac-

tion at the surface of bilayer, respectively, than MBP-C3 and C5 (section 2.3.2). Since

MBP-C8 has fewer positively charged amino acids due to citrullination, fewer intramolec-

ular salt-bridges can be formed in comparison to MBP-C3 and C5 (see section 2.3.2).In

tum, fewer intuamolecular interactions may account for the greater conformational flexi-

bility of MBP-CB upon interaction with d-PC.
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2.3.7 Conformation of MBP charge isoforms upon interaction with acidic lipids

Although numerous studies have explored the interactions of MBP upon interac-

tion with acidic lipids, little is known about the secondary and tertiary structure of the pro-

tein in this environment. Some recent progress has been made with molecular dynamic

simulations performed on data from low resolution transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) images of MBP-CI in the presence of a lipid monolayer composed from a myelin-

like proportion of lipids (Beniac et a1.,1997; Ridsdale et a1.,1997). The three-dimensional

reconstruction (4 nm resolution) of MBP-Cl presented by Beniac et al., 1997, represented

the protein as a "C"-shaped structure oriented parallel to the monolayer surface. When

MBP-CI was exposed to high salt buffer, the protein became more compact ("O"-shaped)

and globular in shape (Beniac et al.,1997). Ridsdale et a1.,1997, aftempted to fit a sev-

erinJike 5-stranded antiparallel B-sheet backbone model to their TEM reconstruction,

since both severin and MBP are actin- and lipid-binding proteins. The atomic model that

Ridsdale et al., 1997, reported was the best fit for their TEM reconstruction, comprised a

five-standed antiparallel B-sheet and a large amount of irregular coil packaged together.

More recently, these molecular dynamics simulations were carried out MBP-C1, MBP-C$

and the Marburg variant MBP-Cit-l8 (Pritzker et a1.,2000). Again the models supported a

central antiparallel p-sheet with extensive loop regions (which may be able to accoÍtmo-

date cr-helical segments) on either side of the sheet, the overall molecule bent into a"C"-
shaped tertiary structure (Pritzker et a1.,2000). The interesting finding of Pritzker et al.,

2000 was that citrullination of the MBP arginyl residues lead to an opening of this "C"-

shaped structure, making the protein more susceptible to eruymatic digestion by cathespin

D, a metalloproteinase that is elevated in MS brains. To substantiate the proposed antipar-

allel B-sheet and irregularly looped structure (which may also accommodate c¿-helical seg-

ments), as well as the changes observed in the PG phase behavior noted in section 2.3.3,

the amide I band profile of each MBP isoform in the presence of gel and Lc¿ state PG was

examined.

In comparison to the MBP isoforms in an aqueous environment at 3l'C (Table 2-

18), conformational changes from the purely random coil were evident when these iso-

forms were in a gel state acidic lipid environment (Table 2-20).In the presence of gel state

PG, a gain in ordered secondary structure for MBP-CI, and C2wasobserved. Aside from
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a random coil amide I maximum, component bands attributable to B-sheet (1639 cm-l) and

cr-helix (1650 cm-r) formation were observed in the amide I band profile for MBP-CI and

MBP-C2, respectively (Table 2-20).

Table 2-20. Arîide I profrles and amino acid side chain absorptions of MBP

isoforms in the presence of PG. Peak positions were extracted from second

derivative spectra. Amide I maximum marked with an asterisk. Abbreviations

used for assignment of the amide I component bands: (rc), random coil; (rc, o),

random coil and/or o-helix; (a), a-helix; (Þ), B-sheet; (t), turns.

MBP Amide I Amide I Arginine Arginine
31"C (cm{) 55"C (cm{) 3l'C (cm-t) 55"C (crn t)

Cl 1646* (rc) 1645* (rc) 1581, 1587 1581, 1586

1639 (P) 1639 (P) 1600' 1608 1s99, 1608

1663 (r) 1662 (t)

1676 (t)

C2 1642* (rc) 1642* (rc) 1587 1584,1591
1650 (cr) l6a9 @) 1606 1606, t6r3
1672 (t) 1656 (c¿)

1673 (t)

C3 1644* (rc) 1644* (rc) 1583 7582,7594
1672(t) 1651 (a) t606 1603

1672 (T)

C5 1642* (rc) 1643* (rc) 1580 1581
1670 (t) l6s0 (a) 1601 1603

1667 (t)

C8 1646* (rc) 1652* (o) 1583 1581
1671(t) 1671 (t) 1608 1609

Changes in the conformation of MBP-CI were also suggested by the appearance

of two bands for each arginine absorption (Table 2-20). This appearance of two bands for

each arginyl side-chain vibration suggests differences in the microenvironments in prox-

imity to the arginines. Solvent dipoles can affect vibrations much in the same way that

hydrogen bonds do; a strong solvent dipole, like at the aqueous surface of a protein, can
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pull electron density from the vibrating group, causing the vibration to occur at a lower

frequency (Lambert et a1.,1987; Jackson and Mantsch, 1995; Troullier et aL.,2000). For

example, the appearance of two bands for the symmetric ô-guanidino stretch of MBP-CI,

one at higher frequency (1587 cm-r) and one at lower frequency (l5Sl cm-l) may arise

from arginines buried in an environment with a lower dielectric constant and those

exposed to an environment with a high dielectric constant, respectively. Environments

with a low dielectric constant may be either the protein interior or acyl chain portion of a

bilayer. An environment with a high dielectric constant would be that on a protein surface,

exposed to aqueous solvent. Electrostatic association between an arginine and a negatively

charged amino acid may also extract electron density from the õ-guanidino group, causing

the vibration to occur at lower frequency. Solvent dipoles can also affect the frequency of

the amide I component bands assigned to different structural motifs of the protein, causing

component bands to appear slightly out of the anticipated range (Jackson and Mantsch,

1995; see Chapter 1). For example, when poly-L-lysine adopts a helical conformation in

aqueous solution at low pH, the amide I maximum (1638 cm-l) was lower than anticipated

for a-helical structures due to the significant hydration polar homopolypeptides frequently

experience (Jackson et a1.,1989). Such a feature has also been found for apomyoglobin

where a component band found at 1633 cm-l has been assigned to solvated helical struc-

ture, well-resolved from the component band at 1650 cm-' assigned to buried cr,-helix pro-

tected from solvent by inter-helix tertiary contacts (Gilmanshin et al., 1997). Therefore,

the assignment of the 1639 cm-r component band of MBP-CI (and MBP-C5) to B-sheet

may not be correct and it could be argued that this component band could also arise from

solvated helices. For now, although the formation of solvated helices is possible, the com-

ponent band at 1639 cm-r will be assigned to B-sheet structure, since antiparallel B-sheet

formation is supported in the literature (Beniac et al.,1997; Ridsdale et a1.,1997; Pritzker

et a1.,2000). The absorption at 1639 cm-t may be the low frequency component (LFC)

band of an antiparallel B-sheet, but this cannot be confirmed by the presence of a high fre-

quency component (fIFC) band of an antiparallel B-sheet which normally appears 40-50

cm-l higher than the LFC band (section 1.5.1). The FIFC band of the antiparallel B-sheet

would have appeared between 1690-1700 cm-r, but the high frequency edge of the lipid

acyl C:O absorption (1735 cm-r) overlapped the amide I in this region.
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Upon an increase in temperature, differences were apparent in either the secondary

structtue and/or the conformational flexibility (1.e., sensitivity to temperature) of the iso-

forms in the presence of PG (Table 2-20). The random coil amide I maximum of MBP-CI

remained at the same frequency regardless of temperature and only changes in the fre-

quency of some turn structure changed. The frequency and splitting pattern of the argin-

ine-side chain absorptions of MBP-CI also remained the same upon the phase üansition.

Stong electrostatic binding between MBP-CI and gel state PG (31"C) may restrictthe

conformational flexibilþ of MBP-Cl upon the phase transition (55"C). MBP-C2, C3 and

C5 association with gel state PG (3loC) appears to have been slightly weaker than that of

MBP-CI. That is, upon the phase transition, the predominantly random coil amide I maxi-

mum stayed at the same frequency but a new component band due to some c¿-helical struc-

ture appeared for MBP-C2 (1656 cm-t), MBP-C3 (1651 cm-r), MBP-C5 (1650 cm-l). The

arginine side-chain absorptions of MBP-C2 and C3 split only upon the phase transition

(55"C) into the low and high frequency component bands observed for MBP-CI. In con-

trast, the amide I maximum of MBP-C8 in the presence of gel state PG (31"C) changed

from predominantly random coil (1646 cm-r) to predominantly a-helix (1652 cm-r) upon

the phase transition (55"C). The arginine side chain absorptions of MBP-CS and CS did

not change upon the PG phase transition, but their occuffence at low frequency (1580-

1583 cm-1) suggests that they could be solvent exposed, involved in electrostatic interac-

tions with PG, or involved in intramolecular salt-bridges. Since IR cannot differentiate

between these similar dipole effects any change in the possible microenvironments of the

arginines in MBP-C5 and C8 would be undetectable. Based on the conformational

changes (or lack thereof) observed upon the PG phase transition, the conformational flexi-

bility of the isoforms in the PG environment decreased accordingly: MBP-C8 > MBP-C3/

C5 > MBP-C}> MBP-CI. In turn, conformational flexibility in the presence of PG is

most likely determined by the strength of the electrostatic binding between the isoforms

and gel state PG; the weaker the binding, the greater the protein flexibility during the

phase transition.
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Figure 2-14. Comparison of the amide I band profile of MBP-Cl-C3, C5 and C8 in

aqueous (dotted line) and PG liposomal (solid line) environments at 55"C. FSD

spectra shown
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Aside from using the frequencies extracted from the second derivative spectra, the

the relative effects of PG on the conformation of each MBP isofoÍn can also be examined

by comparing the overall amide I band contour of the isoform in aqueous solution to that

in a PG environment at the same temperature (Figure 2-14).In Figure 2-14, FSD spectra
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of each the isoform in a PG and an aqueous environment at 55 oC are overlaid in each

frame to illustrate the shift in the overall band contour induced by interaction with the

lipid. For MBP-CI, C2, C3 and C5, the overall band contour of the amide I absorption

shifted to lower frequency when these isofofins \üere exposed to PG (solid lines, Figure 2-

14). Since the conformations of these isoforms in aqueous solution is considered to be pre-

dominantly random coil and tum structure, MBP-C1, C2, C3 and C5 gained B-sheet struc-

ture (1628-1640 cm-r region) at the expense of turn structure (above 1663 cm-l) upon

interaction with PG. In contrast, the amide I of MBP-C8 experienced an overall shift to

higher frequency upon interaction with PG, indicative of a structural change from the pre-

dominantly random coiled structure observed at 55"C in buffer (1646 cm-r) to a predomi-

nantly a-helical structure (1653 cm-t) in a PG environment. Further illustration of this

gradual gain in s-helical structure at the expense of random coil structure for MBP-C8 as

the bilayer fluidity increased is provided in Figure 2-15.

Figure 2-15. The amide I profile of MBP-C8 in the presence of PG illustrating the

gradual gain in u-helical structure with concomitant loss in random coil

structure as temperature and the bilayer fluidity increased. FSD spectra shown.

Conformational changes in the MBP isoforms upon interaction with a fluid PG

bilayer were also suggested by the splitting of the arginine side-chain absorptions (Table 2-

20 and Figure 2-14). Recall that the arginine absorptions were split for only MBP-CI and

C2 when PG was in the gel state (31oC). However, when the PG bilayer became fluid, a

splitting in the arginine side chain absorptions was observed for MBP -Cl , C2 and C3 . Inter-
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estingly like the splitting in the arginine side-chain absorption, the additional c-helical

component band in the amide I profiles of MBP-C2 and C3 appeared only when the bilayer

was fluid. Since splitting of the arginine absorption band most likely arises from arginine

side-chains exposed to different forces in their microenvironment (Chapter 1), MBP-CI,

C2 and C3 have two types of arginine side-chain absorptions; arginine side chains that are

proximal to extemal dipoles that extract electron density (1581-1584 cm-t) and those that

are shielded from external dipoles (1586-1594 cm-r). The type of external dipoles respon-

sible for the shifting of this vibration to lower frequency vary from H-bonding dipoles,

dipoles from a polar solvent and elechostatic dipoles. Electrostatic interaction between

MBP and acidic lipids is believed to proceed though both arginyl and lysyl residues (refer

to sections 2.1.4 andz.l.5). Therefore, the appearance of arginyl absorptions at higher fre-

quency (1586-1594 cm-r) suggests that not all of the arginyl residues are available for sur-

face binding to PG in folded MBP-CI, C2 and C3, rather some are buried in the

hydrophobic protein interior. This is extremely interesting since it suggests that the multi-

valency of positive charges available to interact with the surface of the fluid PG bilayer is

not fi.rlly utilized during MBP-CI, C2 and C3 interaction. The arginine side-chain absorp-

tions of MBP-CS and C8 however, did not split regardless of bilayer fluidity and only the

lower frequency absorption at 1581 cm-r appeared. Therefore, the arginine side-chains of

MBP-C5 or MBP-C8 are all in similar microenvironments, most likely electrostatically

associated to the bilayer surface or involved in intamolecular salt-bridge formation. The

microenvironments of arginines in MBP-C5 and C8 may still however be different because

these two proteins are post-translationally modified in dif[erent ways. That is, since MBP-

C5 is phosphorylated at Ser7, Ser54, Thr97 and Ser164 (Zandet a1.,1998), the excess mul-

tivalency of negative charges on MBP-C5 may be repelled by the unsaturated negative

SCD13 of the PG bilayer and may compete with the PG phosphate moieties for positively

charged residues in the protein sequence. If the extra negative charges located in the N-ter-

minal half of MBP-C5 (pSer7 and pSer54) are repelled from the PG bilayer surface and

salt-bridge formation with arginyl residues is promoted, this will neutralue part of the N-

terminal half of MBP-CS, making it more suitable for insertion in the hydrophobic environ-

13. The negative SCD on the PG bilayer is at most 25%o saturated when 0.8 mol% MBP is used (Table 2-2).
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ment of bilayer. The appearance of an cr-helical component band upon the phase transition

may indicate this helix is formed from intramolecular charge neutralization. As for MBP-

C8, citrullination reduces the multivalency of positive charges available for interaction with

the negative SCD of the PG bilayer and/or with negatively charged residues in the pro-

teinl4. This repulsion between negatively charged residues on the protein and the unsatur-

ated negative SCD at the bilayer may be minimized by salt-bridge formation with

positively charged residues. Electrostatic association with the bilayer and salt-bridge for-

mation amongst residues would have the same dipole effect on the arginine side-chain

absorption (i.e., lower frequency of 1581 cm-l), thus only one type of arginine absorption

is observed for MBP-C5 and MBP-C8. Again, salt-bridge formation within the sequence of
MBP-C8 would neutralize portions of the protein, making segments more suitable for

insertion in the hydrophobic environment of bilayer. This latter poshrlation is supported by

the greater amount of o-helical structure detected for MBP-C8 upon interaction with fluid

PG, in comparison to that detected for the uncitrullinated MBPs.

The conformational changes detected in the MBP isoforms upon interaction with

fluid PG are not in conflict with the changes observed in the PG phase behavior (section

2.3.3). The effect of the isoforms on the PG acyl chain order supported a synergy between

electrostatic association and bilayer penetration, the relative contributions of each depen-

dent on the type and presence of post-translational modif,rcations on the isoform. The rela-

tive contributions of different structures (random coil, B-sheet and a-helix) detected for the

isoforms also suggest various combinations of bilayer association and penetration for the

isoforms. That is, membrane-inserting segments of proteins are frequently cr-helical in

structure, whether the helix traverses the bilayer in a perpendicular fashion or lies parallel

to the plane of the bilayer and partially penetrates (Brandon and Tooze,1999). Based on

this generalization, the extrinsic portion of membrane proteins may be B-sheet and./or

random coil in structure, but this does not rule out buried or solvated cr-helix formation in

the associated domain. The overall stabilization effect of the MBP isoforms on the Lcr state

14. MBP-C8 still has 12Lys residues (5 in the N-terminal half,7 in the C-terminal half) and l3 remaining
Arg residues (8 in the N-terminal halt 6 in the C-terminal half). Like the other isoforms, MBP-C8 has 11

Glu/Asp residues (7 in the N-terminal half, 4 in the C-terminal half). From bovine sequence presented in
Zand et aL.,1998 and sites of cihullination proposed by V/ood and Moscarello, 1989.
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PG acyl chains decreased accordingly: MBP-C3 > MBP-CIlC2>> MBP-C5 >> MBP-CB

(section 2.3.3). This suggested the relative conhibution of stabiluation by electrostatic

association to destabilization by bilayer penetration decreased accordingly: MBP-C3 >

MBP-Cl/C2 >> MBP-C5 >> MBP-C8. Further to this point, the hydration of the PG

bilayer interfacial region was enhanced by MBP-C3 presence, but decreased in the pres-

ence of the other isoforms in the following order of effective dehydration: MBP-C2 <

MBP-CI << MBP-CS << MBP-C8 (section 2.3.3). This suggests that ability of hydropho-

bic amino acids or hydrophobic segments of the MBP isoforms to penetrate the PG bilayer

increased in the following order: MBP-C3 << MBP-C2 < MBP-CI << MBP-CS << MBp-

C8. Taking the PG phase behavior under consideration, MBP-C3 acts primarily by swface

association and few (if any) hydrophobic amino acids penetrate the bilayer, while from the

conformational analysis, MBP-C3 was the isoform with the greatest contribution from

random coil and B-sheet structure (Figure 2-14). MBP-CI and C2 also acted primarily by

surface association, but some hydrophobic segments and/or amino acid residues may par-

tially penetrate the bilayer. In the conformational analysis, MBP-C1 andC2 had an c¿-heli-

cal feature resolved from the amide I maximum even though they were predominantly

random coil and p-sheet in structure (Figure 2-14). This a-helical feature may arise from

an amphipathic helix that lies parallel to and only partially penetrates the bilayer surface

(1.e., insertion of hydrophobic amino acid residues) since the PG acyl chains were still quite

stabilized in the presence of MBP-CI or C2. Similar to MBP-CI andC2,the conformation

of MBP-C5 in the La state PG environment, was predominantly random coil, but the o-

helical contribution was more prevalent and the B-sheet contribution appeared reduced to

that observed for MBP-CI and C2 (Figure 2-I4). The random coil and residual B-sheet

structure may have been that portion of MBP-C5 involved in surface association, but since

the PG acyl chains were not as effectively stabilized by MBP-C5, an cr-helical segment of
the protein may have penetrated the bilayer to a greater extent, perhaps in a perpendicular

orientation to the bilayer. For MBP-C8 and to lesser extent for MBP-C5, an observed

increase in a-helical conformation at the expense of random coil and/or B-sheet structure

upon interaction with Lcr state PG, a decreased ability to stabilize the PG acyl chains and

dehydration of the bilayer interfacial region, suggests deep penetration of the bilayer by a-

helical segments of the protein. Salt-bridge formation within the sequence of MBP-C5 and
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C8 could make segments of these proteins electronically neutral and more suitable for

insertion into the bilayer.

2.3.8 Conformation of MBP isoforms upon interaction with liposomes of altered SCD

Interpretation of the structural changes in the MBP isoforms upon interaction with

the PG/d-PC liposomes, is more complicated than that with either pure lipid and thus must

be approached more conservatively. The primary concern regarding structural analysis of

the isoforms upon interaction with the PG/d-PC liposomes involves the unavoidable struc-

tural averaging in IR spectra. That is, any absorption (i.e., amide I band or side chain

absorptions), used to delineate structural information on the proteins, will be the composite

absorption band from every protein molecule in the mixture. The observed amide I band

proflrle will depend on the relative proportion of protein molecules that interact with PG

and/or d-PC in the binary mixtures. In the absence of complete phase separation, the amide

I band would be the composite amide I absorption of the different influences both lipids

have on isoform structure. The result is a spectral "dilution" of the isoform structure

induced by one specific lipid when the other lipid may have had an effect. For example,

isoforms that did not have modif,rcations in the N-terminal half of the sequence (MBP-C1,

C2 and C3) were proposedto induce the formation of PG microdomains in the lPG:3d-PC

mixture (section 2.3.4). Therefore, for MBP-Cl, C2 and C3, the lPG:3d-PC liposomal

mixture would lead to the least spectral "dilution" of protein structure induced by PG. In

contrast, if the net-positive charge of the N-terminal half was reduced (MBP-C5 and C8),

the N-terminal half exhibited substantial interaction with the surface of d-PC, and PG

microdomain formation was inhibited in the IPG:3d-PC mixture. Even though MBP-CI,

C2 andC3 induce PG microdomain formation, the MBP to PG concentration may influence

isoform structure. Saturation of the negative SCD of PG (i.e., 1PG:3d-PC mixture) may

influence the structure of the protein due to a reduction in repulsive forces from opposing

PG leaflets experienced by the protein. For example, the extent of electrostatic binding

between MBP-CI and PG (i.e., stabílization of the PG acyl chains) was increased by the

saturation of the liposomal net-negative SCD (section 2.3.4).In the absence of PG leaflet

repulsion, the excess positive charges in MBP-CI may be more thoroughly neutralized by

the PG head groups. Therefore, despite complete phase separation, MBP-CI conformation
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in a saturated liposomal SCD environment (i.e.,1PG:3d-PC mixture) may be different to

that observed in the pure PG environment where the negative SCD was unsaturated. Addi-

tional conformational changes may also result from charge modification to the C-terminal

half of the protein. MBP net-positive charge reduction in the C-terminal half of the protein

by deamidation or phosphorylation of l-2 residues (MBP-C2, C3) reduced the extent of PG

stabilization by electrostatic association in the 1PG:3d-PC mixture (section 2.3.4)-

Although it was believed that MBP-C2 andC3 still induced PG microdomain formation in

the 1PG:3d-PC, increasing the multivalency of negative charges in the C-terminal half of
the protein, reduced the extent of electrostatic association to PG. These extra negative

charges on MBP-C2 and C3 may compete with the PG head groups for two positively

charged residues in the sequence and result in a different structural change than that

observed for MBP-CI. Comparison of the amide I band profiles of the isoforms in the

IPG:3d-PC mixture to those in either pure lipid environment would be further complicated

by incomplete phase separation, and further charge modification (i.e., MBP-C5 and C8).

Therefore, it is best to begin with the structural changes observed in MBP-CI , C2 arñ C3

in the lPG:3d-PC liposomal mixture, since this will at least remove the convoluted effects

of d-PC and PG interaction on the isoform secondary and tertiary structure.

Upon saturation of the net-negative SCD of the lPG:3d-PC liposomes, the amide I
band profiles ofMBP-Cl, C2 and C3 did exhibit some contribution from ordered secondary

structures (i.e., o.-helix and B-sheet) (Table 2-2I).In comparison to the amide I band pro-

files in the unsaturated PG environment (Table 2-20), saturation of the liposomal negative

SCD resulted in some discrete changes in secondary structure and overall conformational

flexibility. First of all, in comparison to the conformational flexibility observed for MBP-

C2 and C3 upon interaction with gel state PG (Table 2-20), all three isoforms were confor-

mationally restricted in the lPG:3d-PG environment (Table 2-21). For example, once these

isoforms interacted with the binary liposomes in the gel state (15oC), their conformation

remained the same regardless of an increase in temperature (55oC). Such decreased confor-

mational flexibility suggests MBP-CI, C2 andC3 are more tightly bound to PG when the

negative SCD of PG is saturated by the positive charges of the protein. Binding to the PG

microdomains most likely involves a combination of electrostatic association to the PG

head groups and some penetration of the PG interfacial region. Without isotopic labeling
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of the acyl C:O goups of one lipid in the mixture, the hydration of the bilayer interface

car¡rot be assessed. However, the relative contribution of stabilization by electrostatic asso-

ciation to destabilizationby bilayer penetration was nearly twice as great for MBP-CI than

for MBP-C2 or C3 (Table 2-77, sectton2.3.4), suggesting electrostatic association was

greater for MBP-Cl interaction.

Table 2-21. Amide I band profile of MBP isoforms in lPG:3d-PC liposomal

environment. Data extracted from second-derivative spectra at temperatures

where both lipids were in the gel state (15oC) and when both lipids were in the

Lo state (55oC). The amide I maximum is marked with a single asterisk.

Abbreviations used for the assignment of the amide I component bands: (rc),

random coil; (rc, a), random coil andlor a-helix; (a), o-helix; (p), B-sheet; (t),

turns. Double asterisk depicts the splitting of arginine side chain absorption(s).
Isoform Amide I

15"C
(cmt)

C1

C2

1643* (rc) 1642* (rc) 1584

1658 (cr) 1658 (c) 1607
t67t (t) t67t (t)

1639* (p) 7640* (F, rc) 1s84
1647 (rc) 1647* (rc) 1605
1670 (t) l66s (t)

l64l* (rc) l64l* (rc) 1588
1647 (rc) 1647 (rc) 1610
t666 (f) 1670 (t)

1639* (B) 1642* (rc) 1584
1666 (t) 1667 (t) 1610

1642t (rc) 1643* (rc) 1583
1670 (t) 1666 (t) 160s

Amide I
55'C
("*t)

C3

c5

Arginine Arginine
15'C 55'C
(cm t) (crrt)

c8

In addition, based on the splitting pattem and/or frequency of the symmetric ô-

guanidino stretch of arginine, some arginyl residues ofMBP-C2 and C3 may still be buried,

while those of MBP-C 1 are all exposed to a strong dipole (compare Table 2-20 to Table 2-

2l). The burial of some arginyl residues may account for the lessened effect MBP-C2 and
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C3 had in stabilizing the PG acyl chains ofthe 1PG:3d-PC mixture in comparisonto MBP-

Cl, even though they have the same number of positively charged residues. The appearance

of one type of arginyl absorption at the low frequency of 1581 cm-l suggests that saturation

of the PG negative SCD allows electrostatic association to occur with all arginyl residues

of MBP-CI. If all the arginines are involved in electrostatic association withPG, there

would be less charge repulsion within the protein structure. Less charge repulsion within

MBP-CI may allow the protein to acquire a more ordered and compact structure, in com-

parison to MBP-C1 in the utsaturated negative SCD environment of pure PG. Moreover,

in comparison to the unsaturated fluid PG environment (Table 2-20,55oC), the amide I
maxima of MBP-C 1 , C2 and C3 exhibite d a 3-4 cm- I decrease in frequency toward B-sheet

structure (Table 2-21). For example, the amide I maximum of MBP-CI was 1645 cm-r

when the MBP to PG concentration was low (Table 2-20), whereas saturation of the PG

negative SCD promoted a shift of the amide I maximum to 1642 cm-r (Table 2-21). Further

to this point" in aqueous buffer (section 2.3.5) the amide I maxima were much higher in fre-

quency (1647-1648 cm-r) at 55oC. MBP-C2 and C3 still possess a component band at the

frequency of random coil structure (1647 cm-l) in the lPG:3d-PC environment, whereas

MBP-CI lost some random coil structure and gained some cr-helix (1658 cm-r).Perhaps an

increase in p-sheet structure (i.e., shift of the amide I maximum to lower frequency) and a

gain of a-helix is associated with more extensive neutralization of the positive charges in

MBP-CI upon electrostatic association to the PG. The restriction of protein conformational

freedom indicates that tertiary structure of these isoforms may be more compact when they

are bound to mixed bilayers of saturated net-negative SCD. Such a notion is supported by

a molecular dynamics reconstruction using TEM data of MBP-CI bound to a lipid mono-

layer,where the tertiary structure was reported to become more compact ("O"-shaped) and

globular in shape upon exposure to high salt buffler (Beniac et al.,1997). High salt buffer

was thought to provide a shielding effect on MBP-CI when boturd to an acidic monolayer

@eniac et al., 1997). Perhaps a large proportion of zwitterionic d-PC in the 1PG:3d-PC

liposomes provides a similar shielding effect, allowing MBP-CI, C2 and C3 to become

more compact.

In contrast to MBP-CI , C2 and C3, MBP-C5 did not induce PG microdomain for-

mation in the 1PG:3d-PC mixture. However, the conformational flexibility ofMBP-C5 was
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reduced upon interaction with the gel state IPG:3d-PC liposomes (Table 2-2I). For exam-

ple, in the unsaturated PG environment, an c-helical component band in the amide I of
MBP-C5 appeared after the phase transition (Table 2-20), yet upon interaction with gel

state lPG:3d-PC a new component band did not appear upon the phase transition. Still,

MBP-C5 is not as conformationally restricted as the more positively charged isoforms

because the B-sheet amide I maximum (1639 cm-r) observed at 15oC shifted to slightly

higher frequency after the phase transition (1641cm-r) at 55oC. The amide I band profile

of MBP-C5 upon interaction with the 1PG:3d-PC environment at 55oC was similar to that

observed for MBP-CS in fluid d-PC environment at 3 l oC (1643 cma, 1667 cm-r). However,

the lower frequency of the amide I maximum (1641cm-r) suggests that MBP-C5 can inter-

act with PG in addition to d-PC in the IPG:3d-PC liposomes. The increased restriction in

the conformational fteedom of MBP-C5 may then be the result of surface interaction with

d-PC and PG. A more dramatic structural change was observed for MBP-C8 once d-PC was

present in excess of PG (Table 2-21). Instead of the cr-helical structure (1652 cm-t)

observed for MBP-C8 in an unsaturated negative SCD PG environment (section 2.3.7),the

isoform conformation exhibited a predominantly random coil amide I absorption profile,

similar to that observed for MBP-C8 in a d-PC environment (section 2.3.6).In addition,

MBP-C8 was conformationally restricted upon interaction with the 1PG:3d-PC, whereas

the conformational flexibility of MBP-C8 was not affected by interaction with liposomes

of zero SCD. In the absence of phase separation, the negatively charged head groups of PG

may neutralize the excess positive charges in MBP-C5 and MBP-C8, which may improve

isoform interaction with the zwiuerionic d-PC head groups. Moreover, the lack of a-helical

structure for MBP-C5 and MBP-C8 upon interaction with the lPG:3d-PC liposomes sug-

gests that the presence of d-PC prevented penetration ofthe N-terminal half of the isoforms

nearthe PG acyl chains ofthe mixed bilayer. This lack ofpenetration, may account forwhy

MBP-CS and C8 can stabilize the PG acyl chain order of the IPG:3d-PC mixture to a
greater extent than that observed in the pure PG environment.

Several general inferences can be made with regards to changes in the amide I band

profiles of the isoforms in the bnary mixture where net-negative SCD was not saturated

but when both lipids \¡/ere present in equivalent proportions (i. e., l PG: 1 d-PC). When the d-

PC content was equal to that of PG, there would be more charge repulsion between the neg-
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atively charged PG head groups of opposing liposomal leaflets. Moreover, in comparison

to the lPG:3d-PC mixture, the d-PC charge shielding effect on the isoforms would be

reduced in the lPG:ld-PC mixture. Upon an increase in temperature, all of the isoforms

exhibited less conformational restriction in the lPG:1d-PC environment than the 1PG:3d-

PC environment, indicating weaker protein-lipid binding when the liposomal negative SCD

is not neutralized by the positive charges on the isoform(s). MBP-C3 experienced slightly

more conformational restriction upon interaction with the lPG:ld-PC liposomal mixture

than the other isoforms. That is, the frequencies of the random coil amide I maximum and

tum structure component band of MBP-C3 were the same at 15oC and 55oC (Table2-22).

The amide I band profile however, was more similar to that observed for MBP-C3 interact-

ing with pure d-PC (section 2.3.6) since the o-helical component band observed in the

amide I band profile of MBP-C3 upon interaction with the 1PG:3d-PC mixture (Table 2-

2l) was no longer present. Greater restriction to the conformational freedom of MBP-C3

may arise because the d-PC and PG content in the 1PG:ld-PC mixture is equivalent and

MBP-C3 can interact at the surface with both lipids simultaneously. Interestingly, isoforms

with an increased multivalency of negative charges in the C-terminal half of the sequence

MBP-C2, C3 and C5) appeared to experience some loss of secondary structure (Table2-

22).For example, while a predominantly B-sheet amide I was detected for MBP-C2,C3 and

C5 in a IPG:3d-PC environment at 55oC, a predominantly random coil (1644-1648 cmt)

amide I can be seen in the lPG:1d-PC environment (Table 2-22).In addition, splitting in

the arginine side chains absorption of MBP-C2 and C3, was not detected and the absorption

was at a low frequency (1584 cm-r). 4 greater proportion of arginyl residues in MBP-C2

and C3 were then involved in elecfostatic association or intramolecular salt-bridge forma-

tion and/or solvent exposed. Conversely, the amide I maximum of MBP-CI still contained

elements of ordered secondary structure (B-sheet, cr-helix), suggesting that MBP-CI still

prefers interaction with PG even in the absence of PG microdomain formation (Table 2-

22).Incomparison to MBP-C2, C3 and C5, MBP-CI has fewer negatively charged residues

and thus may experience less charge repulsion from unsaturated negative SCD of the

1PG:1d-PC bilayer. Moreover, the arginyl side chain absorption of MBP-C1 was still split

into low and high frequency component bands (1535 and 1592 
"--t), 

suggesting that even

in the absence of phase separation some arginyl residues can still be buried (Table 2-22).
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Table 2'22. Amide I band profile of MBP isoforms in lPG:ld-PC liposomal

environment. Data exhacted from second-derivative spectra at temperatures

where both lipids were in the gel state (15oC) and when both lipids were in the

La state (55oC). The amide I maximum is marked with a single asterisk.

Abbreviations used for the assignment of the amide I component bands: (rc),

random coil; (rc, cr), random coil and/or a-helix; (a), a-helix; (B), B-sheet; (t),

ion(s).
Isoform Amide I Amide I

15"C 55'C
("--t)

c1 164l* (rc) 1643* (rc)
r672(t) 1632(þ)

t6s7 (a)
1674 (t)

1644* (rc) 1648* (rc, cr)
1673 (t) t67t (t)

1642* (rc) 1644* (rc, cr)
1672 (t) 1670 (t)

1645* (rÐ 1647* (rc, cr,)

1657 (cf 1672 (t)
1672 (t)

1643* (rc) 1642* (rc)
167l (t) 1647 (rc, u)

t67t (t)

C2

(cm t)

C3

C5

Arginine Arginine
15"C 55"C
(cntt) (cmt)

C8

1585
1604

Finally, for MBP-C8 the increase in conformational flexibility suggests that MBP-

C8 electrostatic interaction with PG in the lPG:ld-PC mixture (Table 2-22) decreased in

comparison to that observed for the MBP-C8/1PG:3d-PC mixture (Table 2-21). Rather

than having an increase in the number of negatively charged residues, MBP-C8 has a reduc-

tion in the multivalency of positive charges due to citrullination. Therefore, MBP-CB

cannot saturate the negative SCD of the 1PG:1d-PC mixture to the same extent as the

uncitrullinated isoforms. Greater charge repulsion between the PG head groups of opposing

liposomal leaflets of the lPG:1d-PC mixture, may account for the appeararice of an addi-

tional amide I component band typical of random coil for MBP-C8. Alternatively,the 1647
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cm-r component band observed in the amide I band profîles of MBP-CS and C8 in the

lPG:1d-PC environment, may be some residual c¿-helical structure from that observed for

these isoforms in the unsaturated PG environment (section 2.3.7). Recall, that it was pro-

posed that an c¿-helix in the N-terminal halves of MBP-C5 and C8 perturbed the interfacial

region of unsaturated PG bilayers (section 2.3.1). Perhaps even 50%o d-PC in the binary

liposomes (similar to 75%o d-PC) can prevent some disruption of the PG acyl chains in the

1PG:1d-PC mixture by reducing cr-helical formation. Less penetration of the mixed

1PG:ld-PC bilayer may account for why MBP-C5 and C8 stabilized the PG acyl chains of
the IPG:ld-PC mixture to a greater extent (section 2.3.4) than that observed for the unsat-

urated PG environment (section 2.3.3).

When the negative SCD of the binary liposomes was not saturated but PG was in

excess of d-PC (i.e.,the 3PG:1d-PC mixture), the conformation of the isoforms appeared

more sensitive to the influence of the predominant lipid, PG (Table 2-23). However, the

small amount of d-PC in the mixture still had some influence on either isoform secondary

structure or conformational flexibility since the liposomal negative SCD was decreased

(1.0 mol% MBP to PG). Fißt of all, while MBP-CI was just as conformationally inflexible

in the 3PG:ld-PC environment as it was in the pure PG environment (Table 2-20, section

2.3.7), MBP-C2 was more conformationally inflexible in the 3PG:1d-PC environment

(Table 2-23).In addition, the amide I band profiles of MBP-CI andC2 in this 3PG:1d-PC

environment (Table 2-23) more closely resembled those in the lPG:3d-PC environment

(Table 2-21) than those in the unsaturated PG environment (Table 2-20). For example, the

amide I maxima ofMBP-Cl andC2 were shifted to lower frequency (more p-sheet in struc-

ture) than the amide I maxima in the unsaturated PG environment. Therefore, a slight

increase in the saturation ofthe liposomal negative SCD by the positive charges on the pro-

tein (3PG:1d-PC, Table 2-23;1.0 molYo MBP to PG), promoted further B-sheet formation

in MBP-C1 andC2. This indicates that the charge shielding provided by the small amount

of d-PC enhanced the binding interaction between MBP-CI or C2 with the PG portion of
the 3PG:ld-PC bilayer. Note however, only the arginine absorption profile of MBP-CI

changed in response to the small presence of d-PC in the bilayer (compare Tables 2-20 and

2-23). For example, in comparison to the splitting of the arginine side chain absorptions of
MBP-C 1 in a pure PG environment, most of the arginines in MBP-C 1 are exposed to strong
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dipoles in the 3PG:1d-PC mixture and thus appear only at the lower frequencies of 1583

and 1607 cm-l.

Table 2-23. Amide I band profile of MBP isoforms in 3PG:1d-PC liposomal

environment. Data extracted from second-derivative spectra at temperatures

where both lipids were in the gel state (15oC) and when both lipids were in the

Lo state (55oC). The amide I maximum is marked with a single asterisk.

Abbreviations used for the assignment of the amide I component bands: (rc),

random coil; (rc, a), random coil and/or o-helix; (a), o-helix; (P), B-sheet; (t),

"(r).Isoform Amide I

C1

15"C 55"C
("*t) (cm-t)

C2

1642* (rc)
1653 (cr,)

1671 (t)

1637* (9)
r6ae @)
1669 (t)

Amide tr

c3

1643* (rc)
1652 (u)
1672 (t)

1637* (p)
1650 (o)
1669 (t)

1647* (rc, cr) 1648* (rc, cr)

C5

1638 (p)
r66s (r)
1677 (t)

1642* (rc)
167t(t)

1642* (rc)
1648 (rc, cr)
1672 (t)

Arginine Arginine
15"C 55"C
(cmt) (crnr)

C8

I 583
t60s

I 587**

ln contrast the more modified isoforms, MBP-C3, C5 and C8, were just as confor-

mationally flexible in the 3PG:1d-PC environment (Table 2-23) as they were in the pure

PG environment (Table 2-20, section2.3.7). Therefore, a slight increase in the saturation

of the liposomal negative SCD did not augment the interactions between the more modifred

isoforms and the mixed bilayer. The amide I maximum of MBP-C3 shifted to higher fre-

quency (1648 cm-r) in the 3PG:ld-PC mixture than in either the lPG:3d-PC mixture (164I
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cm-r) or the unsaturated PG environment (1643 cm-l), suggesting that random coil forma-

tion was promoted when 25% d-PC was present. Therefore, the introduction of more than

one negative charge in the MBP sequence (MBP-C3), may have sensitized the isoform con-

formation to the negative charge repulsion between the opposing liposomal leaflets of the

3PG:lPG mixture. Unlike, MBP-C3 however, MBP-C5 can associate more effectively

withthe head groups of d-PC (section 2.3.2) and may tolerate the small amount of d-PC in

the 3PG:ld-PC mixture. For example, the amide I maximum of MBP-CS in the lPG:3d-PC

mixture (1642 cm-r) shifted to higher frequency (1644 c--') h the 3pG:ld-pC environ-

ment, suggesting a slight increase in random coil formation, but an g-helical component

band (1655 cm-r) also appeared (Table 2-23). Since MBP-C5 did not quite stabilize the PG

acyl chains of the 3PG:ld-PC mixture to the same extent as the lPG:ld-PC mixtwe (sec-

tion2.3.4),perhaps this a-helical feature is still the residual helix left in the N-terminal half

of MBP-C5 that can partially perturb the bilayer interfacial region of the unsaturated PG

liposomes (section 2.3.7).It was also proposed from the phase behavior results that the N-

terminal half of MBP-C8 has a preference for d-PC interaction, but in contrast to MBP-CS,

the C-terminal half of MBP-C8 can interact with both PG and d-PC (sections 2.3.4 and

2.3.7). The dramatic disappearance of the predominantly a-helical amide I observed for

MBP-C8 in an unsaturated PG environment (section 2.3.7, Table 2-20) in the 3PG:1d-PC

environment (Table 2-23) may reflect the sensitivity of this citrullinated isoform to prefer-

ential interaction \¡¡ith d-PC.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, FTIR biospectroscopic investigation of MBP-lipid interactions and

dynamics v/as successfully implemented to address the objectives of the study (section

2.1.5). The main objectives were to (r) establish the relative conhibution of electrostatic to

hydrophobic interactions in isoform-mediated adhesion of acidic bilayers and (ii) contrast

the impact of MBP charge modification in paranodal and compact myelin adhesion. In

orderto simultaneously maintain a myelin-like ratio of total lipid to l\ßP (dry weight ratio

of 5:l) and alter the MBP to acidic lipid concentration, liposomal negative SCD was

reduced by the addition of a neutral lipid (d-PC) to the acidic lipid (PG). However, since it
was unclear whether MBP could interact with neutral lipids, the interactions between the
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isoforms and liposomes of zero SCD (i.e., d-PC) was investigated prior to examination of
the MBPÆG/d-PC samples.

The isoforms were found capable of interacting with liposomes of zero SCD, either

favorably (stabilizing) or disfavorably (destabilizing) depending on the charge modif,ica-

tion(s) to the MBP sequence (section 2.3.2).It was hypothesized that only the isoforms with

decreased net-positive charge or electronically neutral segments could stabilize an electron-

ically neutral bilayer surface. It was established that MBP-C3, C5 and C8 could indeed

interact with the d-PC bilayer and provide stabilization to the d-PC bilayer primarily by sur-

face association, whereas MBP-C1 andC2 destabilized d-PC by penetrating the interfacial

and perhaps the hydrophobic region of the bilayer (section 2.3.z).However, the overall sta-

bilization effect of the isoforms on the fluid d-PC bilayer decreased accordingly: MBP-C5

>MBP-C3 > MBP-C8 >> MBP-CL/C2, suggesting that decreased net-positive charge was

not the only factor involved in MBP association with d-PC bilayer surface. Instead, MBP

association with d-PC appeared to depend on the number and type of modified residues.

Modifications that maximized intramolecular neutralizattonof positively charged residues

within the MBP sequence (i.e., phosphorylations) increased the number of electronically

neutral segments that could interact withthe neutral PC bilayer surface. Since MBP-C5 has

four sites of phosphorylation (pSer7, pSer54, pTbr97 and pSerl64) it could interact with

the PC surface to a greater extent than MBP-C3 G,Thtg7 and pSerl64). Although neutral

citrulline residues can interact with the neutral bilayer, citrullination also decreases the

number of positive charges available to neutralize negatively charged residues within the

sequence. Therefore, MBP-C8 interaction with the PC surface was slightly weaker than

that of MBP-C3 and C5 because fewer positive charges were available to neutralize nega-

tively charged residues in the protein sequence. Previous researchers have shown that

unfractionated MBP could disrupt multilamellar bilayers of PC (Roux et a\.,1994). Since

unfractionated MBP would be primarily composed of the most positively charged isoforms

(Chou et aL.,1976; V/ood and Moscarello, 1989) this observation was more reflective of
the impact of MBP-CI intercalating with the PC acyl chains and destabilizngthe multila-

mellar PC bilayer. It has been reported MBP-CI, C2 and C3 and C8 are not capable of
aggregating vesicles of pure PC (Wood and Moscarello, 1989). However, MBP-C8 can

promote PC vesicle aggregation when the vesicles were reconstituted with proteolipid pro-
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tein (PLP), a protein thought to be involved in protein-protein interactions with MBP-C8 at

the intraperiod line of myelin (Wood and Moscarello, 1989). PLP cannot promote PC ves-

icle aggregation in the absence of MBP-C8, but it can aggregate negatively charged vesi-

cles (Wood and Moscarello, 1989). It was rationalized that the only likely explanation for

PLP aggregation of PC vesicles in the presence of MBP-C8 was that MBP-C8 and PLP

were involved in hydrophobic interactions (Wood and Mosca¡ello, 1989). However, vesi-

cle aggregation is believed to proceed by MBP binding the vesicles, followed by protein-

protein interaction to form vesicle aggregates (Wood and Moscarello, 1989). In the current

study MBP-CB interaction with PC is thought to be slightly weakened due to reduction of
the number of positively charged residues that can neutralize negatively charges residues

in the sequence. Perhaps MBP-C8/PC vesicle aggregation in the prosence of PLP is medi-

ated by charge association between the positively charged residues of PLP and the nega-

tively charged residues of MBP-C8.

Since MBP interaction with d-PC was possible, the role of MBP net-positive charge

in isoform-mediated adhesion of acidic bilayers with unsaturated negative SCD was ini-

tially studied using pure PG liposomes (sections 2.3.3 and2.3.7). Previous investigators

reported that the most positively charged isoforms stabilize the unsaturated negative SCD

bilayer of PG by strong electrostatic association only (Choo, 1992; Jackson et a1.,1993).

Therefore, it was hypothesized that the isoforms of greater net-positive charge (C I , C2 and

C3) would be more effective at stabilizing the PG bilayer by electrostatic association, while

isoforms of less net-positive charge (C5 and C8) would interact less at the surface and pen-

etrate the bilayer. The cationic nature of the MBP was verified to play a substantial role in

the stabilization of the PG bilayer since order of the PG acyl chains was greater when the

more positively charged isoforms were present (section 2.3.3). However, from the interfa-

cial hydration of the PG bilayer (section 2.3.3) and the conformational analysis of the iso-

forms in the presence of PG (section 2.3.1),electrostatic association and partialpenetration

of the bilayer interface most likely act together to maximizethe binding of the most posi-

tively charged isoforms with PG. For example, the phase behavior of PG revealed that the

relative contribution of isoform stabilization by electrostatic association to destabili zafion

by bilayer penetration increased accordingly: MBP-C8 << MBP-C5 << MBP-CI < MBp-

C2 << MBP-C3 (section 2.3.3). While MBP-C3 was found to interact primarily by electro-
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static association to the bilayer surface, strong electrostatic association in combination with

partial insertion of hydrophobic residues into the bilayer interface were proposed to maxi-

mize the binding between MBP-CI and C2 and PG liposomes. This enhanced binding of

MBP-CI andC2 to PG was supported by: (i) random coil structwe accompanied by ordered

secondary strucûres (B-sheet and a-helix) upon isoform interaction with gel state PG and

(ii) decreased conformational flexibility of MBP-CI, and to a lesser extent MBP-C2, once

exposed to gel state PG (section 2.3.7).In contrast, MBP-C3, C5 and especially C8 upon

interaction with gel state PG were not as conformationally restricted as MBP-CI and

ordered secondary structures did not appear until the bilayer fluidity increased (section

2.3.7). Therefore, rather than net-positive charge affecting MBP electrostatic association to

PG, it was the impact of net-positive charge on the synergy between electrostatic associa-

tion and partial penetration of the bilayer interface that affected MBP-mediated adhesion

of PG. Such a synergy between MBP electrostatic association and partial penetration of an

acidic bilayer is supported by presence of hydrophobic photolabels on MBP-CI and C2

upon interaction with acidic vesicles (Boggs et a1.,1999a).

As for the role of MBP net-positive charge in the adhesion of PG bilayers of unsat-

urated negative SCD, charge modifications in the C-terminal half and N-terminal half of

the sequence may affect MBP electostatic association and bilayer penetration in different

ways. First of all, increasing the multivalency of negatively charged residues in the C-ter-

minal half of the sequence may decrease the synergy between electrostatic association and

partralinsertion of residues into the interfacial region required for maximal MBP-mediated

adhesion of the PG liposomes. For example, MBP-C2 (Gln146) and MBP-C3 þThr97 and

pSer164) did not bind PG liposomes of unsaturated negative SCD as effectively as MBP-

Cl (section 2.3.7). Since the only difference between MBP-C1, C2 and C3 is the number

of negatively charged residues in the C-terminal half, the synergy between surface associ-

ation and partial interfacial penetration required for maximal adhesion to PG must depend

on the type and number of modified residues in the C-terminal half of the MBP sequence.

It was proposed that charge repulsion between the excess negative SCD of the PG bilayer

and extra negatively charged residues in the C-terminal half of the protein may have pre-

vented the partial insertion of some residues in the C-terminal half into PG bilayer interface

(section 2.3.3). Secondly, modifications that increase the multivalency of negative charges
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in the N-terminal half of the protein may promote intramolecular charge neutralization

within the N-terminal half of the protein, making it more suitable for insertion in the hydro-

phobic environment of bilayer. The extent of MBP penetration of acidic lipids has been

reported to be greater for N-terminal half of the protein than for the C-terminal half of the

protein (Boggs et al., 1999a). Since the C-terminal half of unmodified MBP has a net

charge of +12 (4 negatively charged residues) and the N-terminal half has a net charge of
+8 (7 negatively charged residues), the N-terminal half of the protein may have increased

propensity for intramolecular neutralization than the C-terminal half (section 2.1.4). The

only isoform that had an increase in the number of negatively charged residues in the N-

terminalhalfwasMBP-C5. SimilartoMBP-C3, pThr97 andpSerl64 inthe C-terminalhalf

of MBP-CS may decrease the synergy between surface association and partial interfacial

penetration required for maximal PG adhesion. In contrast to MBP-C3, MBP-CS penetra-

tion of the PG bilayer was more extensive, only partial stabilization of the PG acyl chains

was detected and MBP-C5 possessed a greater contribution from c¿-helical structure once

the fluidity of the bilayer was increased (sections2.3.3 and2.3.7). The enhanced penetra-

tion of the PG bilayer, perhaps by a a-helical segment of the protein, was thought to arise

from the intramolecular neutralization of two positively charged residues by pSerT and

pSer54 in the N-terminal half of MBP-C5. Finally, modifications that decrease the multi-

valency of positive charges in the N-terminal half and/or the C-terminal half of MBP (f.e.,

citrullination) were found to diminish the ability of the protein to mediated adhesion of PG

bilayers with unsaturated negative SCD. In contrast to the uncitrullinated isoforms, the

retained conformational flexibility of MBP-C8 in the presence of gel state PG suggested

decreased electrostatic binding between MBP-C8 and PG, and the appearance of a predom-

inantly a-helical structure suggested insertion of an cr-helix once the PG bilayer became

fluid (section2.3.7). The little detectable change in the PG acyl chain order upon MBP-C8

interaction was the result of extensive bilayer penetration in combination with decreased

electrostatic association (section 2.3.3). The reduced multivalency of positive charges in

MBP-C8 (Cit25, Cit3l, Citl2z, Cit130, Cit159 and Citl70), especially in the C-terminal

half, was concluded to have a three-fold efilect on MBP-mediated adhesion of unsaturated

PG bilayers: (l) fewer arginyl residues are available for elechostatic association between

MBP and the phosphate moieties of PG, (il) a greater number of hydrophobic residues are
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available for MBP penehation of the bilayer, and (iii) increased repulsion between oppos-

ing leaflets of the PG liposomes may promote the shielding of negatively charged residues

by unmodifred positively charged residues, simultaneously reducing MBP electrostatic

association and increasing MBP bilayer penetration (section 2.3.3). The reduced multiva-

lency ofpositive charges available on MBP-C8 to bind to the phosphate moieties of PG and

increased amphipathic character ofMBP-C8,mãy have decreased electrostatic association

of the C-terminal half of the protein to the PG bilayer surface and increased the propensity

of N-terminal half penetration of the bilayer, respectively.

The other main objective of the present study was to contrast the impact of MBP

charge modification on MBP-mediated adhesion of paranodal and compact myelin-like

membranes. The high concentration of MBP to acidic lipid in compact myelin was modeled

by raising the d-PC content in the bitrary PG/d-PC liposomes while maintaining the proper

lipid-to-protein dry weight ratio. Although myelin is composed of a variety of lipids

(N4orell et a1.,1994), MBP mediated adhesion of PG liposomes of unsaturated negative

SCD was the better paranodal myelin model for FTIR evaluation (see section 2.3.8). For

example, in the absence of lipid phase separation, PG and d-PC competed for interaction

with the MBP isofonns as revealed from the liposomal phase behavior (section 2.3.4) and

the conformation of the isoforms (section 2.3.5). Therefore, it was difficult to distinguish

between the effects ofpartial saturation ofthe liposomal net-negative SCD and competition

between PG and d-PC for isoform interaction. In the absence of phase separation the gen-

eral trends were: (l) isoforms that had a disfavorable (destabilizing) interaction with d-PC

and a highly favorable (stabilizing effect) interaction with PG (1.e., MBP-CI and C2),

exhibited a preference for interaction with PG in the binary liposomes, (ir) isoforms that

had a favorable (stabilizing) interaction with d-PC and only a moderately favorable (little

stabilization) interaction with PG (i.e., MBP-C5 and C8), were found to interact with both

lipids in the binary liposomes, and (iii) MBP-C3 was the only isoform that had a highly

favorable interaction (stabilizing) with either pure lipid, yet MBP-C3 still exhibited a preÊ

erence for interaction with PG in the binary liposomes. The preference of MBP -Cl, C2 and

C3 for interaction with PG in the binary liposomes suggested that d-PC was excluded from

the protein interaction with the liposome. PG microdomain formation in the binary lipo-

somes was suggested as one mechanism that could exclude d-PC from interacting with
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MBP-CI, C2 andC3. However, enhancedstabilization ofthe PG portion of the binary lipo-

somes was not achieved until the liposomal net-negative SCD was nearly saturated by the

positive charges on MBP-Cl, C2 and C3. Therefore, it was unlikely that phase separation

in the binary liposomes was complete until a3.l molo/oMBP to PG was used (f.e., lPG:3d-

PC). Since both PG and d-PC could influence the interaction between MBP and the binary

liposomes, contrasting the impact of MBP charge modification in paranodal and compact

myelin adhesion was best evaluated when d-PC was absent (pure PG liposomes) or when

lipid phase separation was complete (1PG:3d-PC liposomes), respectively.

The PGÆC binary liposomes with 3.1 mo|%o MBP to PG (1PG:3d-PC) were used

to evaluate the interaction between MBP and an acidic bilayer with a net-negative SCD that

is nearly saturated by the 31 positive charges on the unmodif,red protein (i.e., compact mye-

lin). It was hypothesized that saturation of the liposomal net-negative SCD by the positive

charges on MBP would enhance the electrostatic association of the isoforms with the PG

and possibly lead to the formation of PG microdomains in the binary liposomes (section

2.1.5). From the phase behavior of PG in the IPG:3d-PC mixture, the relative contribution

of PG stabilization by isoform electrostatic association to PG destabilization by intercala-

tion with the PG acyl chains decreased accordingly: unmodified MBP-CI >> C2lC3lC5 >>

C8 (section 2.3.4).In comparison to that observed for MBP interaction with the unsaturated

PG liposomes (section 2.3.3), saturation of the liposomal negative SCD enhanced the PG

stabilization achieved by MBP-CI, C5 and C8. This enhanced stabilization of PG in the

IPG:3d-PC mixture may have been imparted by different mechanisms. For example, it was

concluded that the strong electrostatic association of MBP-C I, C2 andc3 with acidic lipids

induced the formation of PG microdomains when the net-negative SCD was saturated

(1PG:3d-PC) as inferred by the lack of change in the d-PC acyl chain order. Strong binding

to the PG microdomains was suggested by the reduced conformational flexibility of MBP-

CI,CZ and C3 inresponse to saturating the liposomal negative SCD (section 2.3.8). MBP-

Cl stabilization of the PG microdomains was nearly twice as great that achieved by MBP-

C2 andC3 (i.e., as revealed by the PG acyl chain order). Thus, saturation of the liposomal

net-negative SCD by the positive charges available on MBP-C1 enhanced the electrostatic

association between the C-terminal half of MBP-CI and the PG microdomains. The

increased multivalency of negative charges in the C-terminal half of MBP-C2 andC3, may
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slightly reduce association to PG, but the synergy between association and partial bilayer

penetration still promotes tight binding of MBP-C2 to the PG microdomains. In contrast,

MBP-C5 and C8 did not induce PG microdomain formation and stabilized both lipids in

the mixed bilayer (section 2.3.4). Since the extent of PG stabilization by MBP-C2 and C3

interaction with the lPG:3d-PC liposomes was similar to that achieved using MBP-C5, the

lack of PG microdomain formation by MBP-C5 was athibuted to preferential association

of the N-terminal half of the protein with d-PC. Strong association to both lipids simulta-

neously can account for the restricted conformational flexibility of MBP-CS upon interac-

tion with the gel state 1PG:3d-PC liposomes (section 2.3.8). The preferential interaction of
the N-terminal half of MBP-C5 with d-PC was athibuted to two phosphorylations in the N-

terminal halt which may neutralize two positively charged residues, creating neutral frag-

ments that can interact with the neutral d-PC head groups. In firm, neutral segments within

theN-terminal half of MBP-C5 can associate with neutral d-PC (section2.3.2),rather than

penetrate the mixed bilayer and disrupt the PG acyl chain order. The decrease in a-helical

structure for MBP-C5 in the lPG:3d-PC environment suggests that d-PC interaction with

the N-terminal half of MBP-C5 prevented c¿-helical formation and penetration into the

mixed bilayer. Similar to MBP-C5, MBP-C8 was also conformationally restricted upon

interaction with the lPG:3d-PC liposomes (section 2.3.8). However, the extent of PG sta-

bilization by MBP-C8 was nearly reduced by three-fold in comparison to the extent of PG

stabilization by MBP-CS because of the multivalency of positive charges available to sat-

urate the net-negative SCD of the 1PG:3d-PC liposomes is reduced (Table 2-17, section

2.3.4).Interestingl¡ the extent of d-PC stabilization by MBP-C8 in the lPG:3d-PC lipo-

somes (section 2.3.4) was greater than that obtained for pure d-PC liposomes (section

2.3.2). Since the liposomal net-negative SCD is more unsaturated in the presence of MBP-

C8, the negatively charged residues of MBP-C8 may be repelled by the residual negative

SCD on the mixed bilayer. In tum, these negatively charged residues may seek out unmod-

ified positively charged residues, producing neutral fragments in a similar fashion proposed

for MBP-C8 interaction with the unsaturated PG liposomes. In the 1PG:3d-PC mixture

however, these neutral fragments of MBP-C8 (and neutral citrulline residues) can interact

with the neutral d-PC headgroups rather than penetrate the bilayer and disrupt the PG acyl

chain order. Finall¡ interaction between the N-terminal half of MBP-C8 and d-PC may
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have prevented the penetration of the mixed bilayer by an a-helical formation, as suggested

by the disappearance of the predominantly a-helical structure detected for MBP-C8 inter-

acting with PG liposomes (section 2.3.8).

The conformational restriction of MBP-CI in both the ursaturated PG environment

and the saturated IPG:3d-PC environment supports that this unmodified protein is the most

effective isoform for paranodal and compact myelin adhesion, respectively. However, the

relative contribution of MBP-C1 electrostatic association to bilayer penetration in the adhe-

sion was shown to be dependent on saturation of the liposomal negative SCD by the posi-

tive charges on MBP-CI. Boggs et aL.,1997 reported that less KCI is required to maximize

the MBP-Cl-mediated aggregation of PC/PS vesicles when the concentration of MBP to

PS is high because the excess negative charge on the surface of the MBP-bound PCÆS ves-

icles is reduced. This charge shielding by KCI only addresses the contribution of electro-

static association to MBP-mediated adhesion of acidic bilayers. In the present study, the

relative contribution of MBP-Cl electrostatic association to acidic bilayer penetration was

found to be enhanced when the concentration ofMBP-Cl to PG was high (3.1 molo/oMBP

to PG versus 0.8 mol% MBP to PG). Therefore, for MBP-Cl-mediated adhesion of paran-

odal myelin, a synerg.y between MBP-CI electrostatic association and partial penetration

ofthe bilayer interface may be required to maximize binding when there is negative charge

repulsion between opposing membrane leaflets. Conversely, for MBP-CI-mediated adhe-

sion of compact myelin, saturation of the negative SCD on the membrane may promote the

formation of acidic lipid microdomains and increase the relative contribution of electro-

static association to partial penetration of the bilayer interface. Finally, extensive neutoal-

ization of MBP-CI net-positive charge by electrostatic association to acidic lipid head

groups may allow the protein to adopt a more compact and ordered (increased B-sheet and

a-helix) structure in compact internodal myelin (section 2.3.8). Fluctuations between a

compact and less compact MBP tertiary structure may be the dynamic mechanism respon-

sible for controlling the amount of cytoplasm in the paranodal loops of myelin during nerve

impulse generation (see section 2.I.3).

Based on the results of the present study, MBP charge modification can have a

greater impact on the adhesive properties of the protein in paranodal myelin than in com-
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pact myelin. One or two charge modifications that increase the multivalency of negative

charges in the C-terminal half of MBP (MBP-CZ and C3) may slightly reduce the synergy

between electrostatic association and partial interfacial penetration required for paranodal

myelin adhesion, while this synergy is unaffected in MBP-C2 arñ C3-rnediated adhesion

of compact myelin. For example, even though the relative amount of electrostatic associa-

tion to bilayer penetration was lower for MBP-C2 and C3 upon interaction with the

lPG:3d-PC liposomes in comparison to MBP-CI, MBP-C2 and C3 were more conforma-

tionally restricted upon binding to a bilayer of saturated negative SCD than upon binding

to a bilayer of unsaturated negative SCD. Amplification of the adverse effects of MBP

charge modifications, such as deamidation and phosphorylation, on the adhesive properties

of the protein in paranodal myelin is supported by the MBP-mediated PC/PS vesicle aggre-

gation assays of Boggs et aL.,1997 (see section2.l.3). For example, the extent of PC/PS

vesicles aggregation in the presence of KCI was nearly the same for MBP-CI and isoforms

modified by deamidation or phosphorylation (C2, C3 and C5) when the MBP to PS con-

centration was high (Boggs et aL.,1997). However, at lower concentrations of MBP to PS,

post-translational modifications on MBP-C2, C3 and C5, reduced the extent of electrostatic

binding between these isoforms and the PS head groups of the binary vesicles and aggre-

gation decreased with decreasing net-positive charge of the isoform (Boggs et a1.,7997)-

Boggs et al., 1997 , proposed that an upset balance amongst MBP-C I , C2, C3 and C5 would

likely have less of an effect on myelin adhesion in compact internodal myelin than in para-

nodal myelin. The results of the present study also suggest a diminished effect of deamida-

tion and phosphorylation on MBP-mediated adhesion of compact myelin-like membranes

since MBP-C2, C3 and C5 were able to stabilize the PG portion of the IPG:3d-PC liposo-

mal mixture to the same extent. However, the mechanism of MBP-CS binding to myelin-

like membranes may be different than that of MBP-C2 and C3. For example, MBP-C2 and

C3 were shown to associate to PG microdomains in the 1PG:3d-PC liposomal mixture,

whereas MBP-C5 was shown to associate simultaneously with PG and d-PC regardless of
the PG/d-PC composition. The impact of zwitterionic lipids on MBP-C5 mediated adhe-

sion of paranodal or compact myelin cannot be overlooked since phosphorylations in the

N-terminal half of MBP-C5 allows association to zwitterionic lipid head groups. Preferen-

tial association ofthe N-terminal half of MBP-CS to d-PC most likely enhanced the relative
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contribution of electrostatic association to bilayer penetration by decreasing the intercala-

tion between MBP-C5 and PG. The conformational flexibility of MBP-C5 was markedly

reduced upon binding to the lPG:3d-PC mixture (r.e., compact myelin) than upon binding

to liposomes where the concentation of MBP-CS to PG was lower (i.e., paranodal myelin).

Even though paranodal and compact myelin both contain zwitterionic lipids, saturation of
the negative SCD of the membrane by the positive charges on MBP-C5 may still diminish

the adverse effects of the multiple phosphorylations within MBP-C5 in compact myelin

adhesion. Finally, reduction of the multivalency of positive charges in the MBP sequence

(i.e., via citrullination) has been reported to have a more adverse effect on the adhesion of
acidic bilayers than a decrease in MBP net-positive charge by phosphorylation @oggs e/

a1.,1997). Although, Boggs et a1.,1997, did not carry out MBP-C8-mediated aggregation

of the PS/PC vesicles using 3.7 molo/o MBP to PS, vesicle aggregation was markedly

decreased (30-40%) for MBP-C8 in comparison to MBP-C5 when a lower concentration of
MBP to PS was used. In the present study, MBP-C8 adhesion of acidic bilayers (1PG:3d-

PC) using a3.I molYo MBP to PG concentration revealed that the stabilizing effect of
MBP-C8 on the PG portion of the mixed bilayer was merely a third of that observed for

MBP-CS. In contrast to the uncitrullinated isoforms, electrostatic association between

MBP-C8 and acidic bilayers is most likely reduced because fewer positively charged resi-

dues are available to saturate the negative SCD of the bilayer (Boggs et a1.,1997). From

the results of MBP-CB interacting with pure PG liposomes of unsaturated negative SCD,

citrullination simultaneously increases the intercalative behavior of MBP-C8. However,

MBP-C8 was shown capable of associating with both lipids in the PG/d-PC liposomes,

regardless of the PG/d-PC composition. Therefore, it was proposed that reduction of the

number of positively charged residues (i.e,by citrullination) in the C-terminal half and N-

terminal half of MBP reduced association to PG and increased association to d-PC, respec-

tively. Since the conformational flexibility of MBP-C8 decreased as the saturation of the

net-negative SCD of the mixed bilayer increased, MBP-C8 adhesion of compact myelin

may be more effective than paranodal myelin adhesion. The maintenance of a greater ratio

ofthe uncitnrllinated MBP isoforms to MBP-C8 may be more critical for electrostatic asso-

ciation of MBP to acidic phospholipids in paranodal myelin than for compact internodal

myelin. However, the amphipathic character ofMBP-C8 and the preference of this isoform
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for interaction with zwitterionic lipid head groups, signifies that the delicate balance

between the zwitterionic and acidic phospholipids in the myelin membrane also plays apart

in MBP-C8-mcdiated adhesion of myelin. Furthermore, since MBP-C8 is believed to inter-

act with PLP at the intraperiod line for adhesion of concenhic layers of myelin under

normal conditions (Wood and Moscarello, 1989; Mclaurin et a1.,1993), spatial localiza-

tion of MBP-C8 may be important to maintain the ultrastructure of CNS myelin. Perhaps,

in the myelin of individuals afflicted with chronic and fulminating MS, the enhanced MBP-

C8 to Cl ratio (Wood and Moscarello, 1989), reflects an effor in the spatial distribution of
the MBP-C8 to the major dense line of myelin, where PLP is not found and subsequently

eflective adhesion of opposing cytoplasmic leaflets of the membrane cannot occur.

There are a number of directions in which future areas of research could take to fi.lr-

ther the investigation of this current study using FTIR spectroscopy. It would be advanta-

geous to investigate whether the negative impact of MBP citrullination in compact myelin

adhesion could be minimized even fuither by greater saturation of the PG/d-PC liposomal

negative SCD. For example, the25 positive charges on MBP-C8 could potentially saturate

the liposomal net-negative SCD of a lPG:4d-PC liposomal mixture (4 molo/o MBP-C8 to

PG). In turn, MBP-C8 may be able to stabilize the PG portion of the IPG:4d-PC bilayer to

a greater extent than that achieved when MBP-C8 was exposed to the lPG:3d-PC liposo-

mal mixture. Whether MBP-C8 could stabilize the PG portion of the lPG:4d-PC liposomal

mixture to the same extent as the uncitrullinated isofomrs remains to be seen. Such an

experiment would provide another platform to contrast the impact of different types of
MBP charge modifications on compact myelin adhesion. Alternatively, charge shielding of
the PGid-PC liposomal net-negative SCD could be achieved by the addition of KCI to the

isoform/lipid mixtures. Finally, it would be of considerable interest to expand this current

study using polanzed FTIR-ATR spectroscopy to establish the orientation of the isoform

amide carbonyls involved in different structures (o-helix, p-sheet) upon MBP interaction

with single bilayers on a solid support. Polarized infrared radiation can be utilized to selec-

tively enhance molecular absorptions in which the dipole moment ofthe vibration is oscil-

lating parallel to the oscillating dipole of the incident radiation. For example, oriented films

of single planar bilayers can be prepared by condensation of small unilamellar vesicles on

an ATR crystal (Reinl and Bayerl,l993;Nabet et a1.,1994). ATR spectra acquired on pro-
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tein-bilayer samples using incident radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the

normal of the ATR crystal yields the dichroic ratio which can then be used to calculate the

angle from the crystal normal at which the vibration occurs (Nabet et a1.,1994). From the

angle of the vibration from the ATR crystal normal, the orientation of the lipid acyl chains,

acyl C=O and structural motifs defined by the amide I component bands to the ATR crystal

normal can be determined Q.üabet et aL.,1994). Such a study could be carried out as the tem-

perature is ramped as was done in the current study, using each MBP charge isoform and

the various model lipid systems.
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3 COI,LAGEN REMODEI,ING IN THE
CARÐIAC EXTRACELLUI,AR. MATRD( OF
TTIE CARDIOn/IYOPATTIIC SYRIAhI
TTAMSTER AS ASSESsED Btr ATn-FttR.l

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 Chapter Overview

The present study exemplifies the use of FTIR spectroscopic examination of bulk

tissue samples in the differentiation of diseased from normal tissue. In comparison to the în

vitrobiophysical study presented in Chapter 2, FTIR spectroscopic analysis of tissues is in

general for biodiagnostic purposes since the actual tissue composition is unknown (see

Chapter 1, section 1.5). The spectral differences between normal and diseased tissue are

frequently subtle and can vary from sample to sample within a tissue and between speci-

mens due to tissue microheterogeneity and heterogeneity within a group, respectively.

Therefore, the numerous spectrathat are collected in studies of this type are frequently sub-

jected to isolate true discriminatory patterns that may otherwise be difficult or impossible

to identifu and validate. Information regarding the specific biochemical change(s) that give

rise to spectral diff,erence(s) between normal and diseased tissue must obt¿ined by toadi-

tional spectal interpretation. The first decision in a FTIR biodiagnostic study usually

involves the selection of an appropriate disease where tissue biochemistry is believed to

change from the normal state and some chemical information about the pathophysiology is

already known. Since collagen deposition in the cardiac extracellular matrix (ECItit) is

believed to contribute significantly to myocardial dysfunction (Schlant and Alexander,

1994) and collagen has a well charactenzed mid-IR fingerprint (Jackson et a1.,1995; Liu

et a1.,1996;Lia et al., 1999), the decision was made to carry out FTIR spectroscopic anal-

ysis of heart tissue to charactenzefhe condition of cardiomyopathy (CNP).

l. The majority of this study was presented at a conference @romberget a1.,1998) and was published the
following year: Bromberg, P.S., Gough, K.M., Dixon, I.M.C. (1999) Collagen remodeling in the extracellu-
lar matrix of the cardiomyopathic Syrian hamster heart as assessed by FTIR attenuated total reflectance
spectroscopy. C an J. Chem., 77 : 1843-1855.
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The ventricular tissue used in the present study was extracted from the hearts of a

well-known hamster model in which CMP develops spontaneously and is well established

by 200 days of age. As a result of CMP, this hamster model exhibits increased collagen type

I and Itr in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the left ventricle (section 3.1.4). Collagen has

awell-charactenzedpatternofabsorptionbandsbetween 1000-1400 cm-l (i.e.,1032,1082,

1202,1240, 1283,1315 and 1338 cm-t) referred to as the collagen mid-IR fingerprint or

signature (section 3.1.3). It should in principle be possible to exploit this spectral finger-

print of collagen to visually distinguish between spectra of the CMP and contol (COl.Ð

hamster heart tissue. However, due to tissue heterogeneity and within-group variance,

linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was employed to validate that the spectra acquired for

CMP and CON tissues were different and to calculate the reproducibility ofthis difference

for spectra collected on various individual tissue specimens (i.e.,the percent separation

between classes). For LDA classification to be meaningful, the number of data points/spec-

trum must be substantially lower than the number of spectra in the smallest class under

investigation, thus adatareduction methodology is required. The mid-IR data points were

reduced by two methods: optimal spectral subregions for LDA discrimination were chosen

either subjectively by manually choosing visually distinct features in the class average

spectra ("user-selected" data reduction) or non-subjectively by a genetic algorithm (GA)

(section 1.4.6).It was hypothesized that (r) non-subjective discrimination of CMP from

CON heart tissue could be achieved using GA-LDA multivariate classification ofthe atten-

uated total reflectance (ATR)-FTIR spectral data and that (ii) the GA would preferentially

select spectral subregions encompassing collagen absorptions. Difference spectra of the

class average spectra (representing the bulk tissue) would be required to substantiate which

tissue type under comparison possessed a higher collagen content. Classification trials

complementing those produced by the GA-LDA would be obtained by subjecting "user-

selected" spectal subregions of the tissue spectra to the same LDA algorithm. The final

result in either approach was successful discrimination between the right and left ventricles

of each heart type (CON and CMP) as well as discrimination between diseased and control

ventricles (right and left, compared separately). The study confrmed that the CMP animals

experienced LV collagen remodeling in the cardiac ECM, charactenzed by focal rather

than diffuse fibrosis. More surprisingly, RV collagen remodeling (characterized by a
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decreased RV collagen content) appeared to accompany the increased LV collagen deposi-

tion in the CMP animals.

3.1.2 Congestive cardiomyopathy

Cardiomyopathy, a disease ofthe heart myocardium, has an ill-defined etiology and

a clinical treatment strategy has yet to be clearly defined. Several cardiomyopathies are

inheritable or induced by alcohol toxicity, malnutrition or viral infection, however idio-

pathic congestive cardiomyopathy (CCNzI), classified as either hyperhophic or dilated car-

diomyopatþ, is of unknown etiology in humans (Schlant and Alexande4 1994). The

incidence of CCM has been reported to be 5-8 cases/100000 population annually with a 5-

year mortality of nearly half of those afflicted (Braunwald,1997). CCM is typically clini-

cally diagnosed by the presence of dilation and systolic dysfunction in the left ventricle

when congenital, coronary, valwlar, hypertensive or pericardial heart disease is not a pre-

disposing factor (Schlant and Alexander, 1994). Essentially, CCM leads to left ventricle

dysfunction and decreases the heart's efficiency to eject oxygenated blood into the arterial

circulation, causing progressive accumulation of fluid in the lungs (congestion) and subse-

quent congestive heart failure. Histopathologically, CCM reveals myocyte hyperhophy and

atrophy, myofilament loss, lymphocyte infiltration, intracellular changes such as large

inegularly shaped nuclei and lipid droplet deposition as well as diffr¡se and focal fibrosis

(Schlant and Alexander,1994). The fibrotic event involves the increased deposition of the

fibrillar collagens (types I and Itr), the predominant proteins in the interstitial space, result-

ing in abnormal accumulation of extracellular matrix (ECM) and thus myocardial hyper-

trophy (Liu et al., 1999). Remodeling of the major components of the ECM, such as

collagen, is believed to play a pivotal role in myocardial dysfunction, such that the change

in the collagen content of a ventricle may compromise the stiffuess, contractility and elec-

trical properties of the heart muscle (Pelouch et al.,l994a).

3.1.3 The mid-IR fingerprint of fibrous collagens

When one takes the traditional histological findings into account, a mid-in-frared

spectrum of CCM heart tissue may in turn show appreciable alterations in protein, carbo-

hydrate, lipid and nucleic acid content and/or structure when compared to that of normal

heart tissue (see Chapter 1). Recently, the absorption band assignment of collagen type I in
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the mid-IR spectra of human breast tissue (Jackson et al., 1995) and infarcted rat heart

tissue Q-iu et a1.,1996) have been documented. The latter investigators demonstrated that

differences in the specha of infarcted rat left ventricle, in comparison to those of control

rats, wore attributable to an increased deposition of collagen type I in the cardiac ECM as

well to subtle dif[erences in the lipid and nucleic acid content of the respective tissues (Liu

et a1.,1996). Characteristic IR absorption bands between 1000-1400 cm-r were assigned to

the C-O stretching vibrations of the carbohydrate residues attached to collagen (1032 and

1082 cm-t) and the amide trI and CIt wagging vibrations of collagen (1202, 1240,1283,

1315 and 1338 cm-t) (Liu et a1.,1996).It has also been established that the amide I band

profile (1610-1690 cm-r) of collagen type I triple helix is distinct and can be characterized

by predominant absorptions near 7662 cm-t and 1628 cm-I, where absorptions from the 31

helices and intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions of collagen chains, respectively,

are thought to occur (Jackson et al. , 1995;Liu et al., 1996).Normal cardiac tissue can there-

fore be differentiated from diseased cardiac tissue with elevated collagen deposition simply

by the simultaneous evaluation ofthe deviation ofthe amide band profile from amaximum

near 1655 cm-I, due to predominant contributions from cr-helical proteins, to that expected

for the collagen triple helix and inspection of the 1000-1400 cm'r region of the spectrum.

3.1 "4 The candiornyopathic harnster

In the present study, ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (see Chapter l) was utilized to mon-

itor collagen-related changes/pathology in the cardiac extracellular matrix of a strain of car-

diomyopathic hamsters (JM-X7.1 line). Substantial documentation is available denoting

the predictable pathological course of progressive cardiomyopathy in the UM-X7.1 CMP

hamster, such as dilation, left ventricle hypertrophy, left ventricle collagen deposition and

congestive heart failure (Gertz, 1972; Jasmin and Proschek, 1982; Davison et al., 1994;

Dixon et a1.,1997). The UM-X7.1 hamster line has been shown to develop CMP in four

definitive stages: cardiomyolysis resulting in myocyte necrosis (30-60 days), healing and

fibrosis within sites of myocyte necrosis (60-90 days), left ventricle hyperhophy and dila-

tion (90-150 days) and progression of dilation leading to CIIF (Jasmin and Proschek,1982;

Dixon et a1.,1997). For our study, we examined the myocardial tissue of animals euthen-
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izedby cervical dislocation at200 days as this would enable analysis of the accumulated

replacement fibrosis in the ECM associated with CIIF.

3.1.5 Global data analysis

To facilitate objective classification of the cardiac tissue as cardiomyopathic (CþP)

or as normal (CON) the spectra were subjected to multivariate analysis using a linear dis-

criminant algorithm (Jackson and Mantsch, 1996; Mclachlan,1992). LDA is a multivari-

ate statistical analysis which takes into account within-group and between-group variance

to discriminate between assigned classes, resulting in an overall (o/o) separation of classes

(see Chapter 1). Moreover, two methods were used to discriminate the most spectroscopi-

cally diagnostic subregions, namely GA-selected subregions and'ouser-selected" subre-

gions for non-subjective and subjective classification, respectively. Selection of spectral

subregions by a genetic algorithm has already been described in Chapter I (section 1.4.6).

Manual selection of spectral subregions ("user-selected") involved truncation of the subre-

gions desired and "splicing" the chosen subregions together much in the s¿ìme way nature

removes the introns upon during transcription. Either method for data reduction (GA or

manual "splicing") provided the spectral subregions that would yield the highest linear dis-

criminant analysis (LDA) separation between left and right ventricular tissue and between

CMP and CON tissue. Subsequently, the spectral subregions chosen could be evaluated in

terms of collagen remodeling in this animal model.

3.1.6 Ob.iectÍves of the current study

FTIR spectroscopic analysis of CMP and CON hamster heart tissue, coupled to

LDA multivariate analysis, was to be used to differentiate between CMP and CON tissue.

First it was hypothesized that non-subjective classification of CMP from CON heart tissue

could be obtained using GA-LDA multivariate analysis of the FTIR spectoal data and the

GA would preferentially selected spectral subregions where absorptions due to collagen are

more prevalent in one of the tissue types under comparison. However, the difference spec-

tra of the class average spectra of each tissue type under comparison would be required to

substantiate which tissue type had a more pronounced mid-IR collagen signature. Verifica-

tion ofthe GA-LDA results were to be obtained by LDA of "user-selected" spectral subre-

gions of the tissue spectra. The optimal spectral regions for manual selection were to be
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based on the difference specta between the groups under comparison, the spectral subre-

gions selected by the GA and the known regions in the mid-IR where collagen is expected

to absorb. Although this hamster paradigm of human congestive cardiomyopathy was only

expected to reveal more pronounced collagen deposition in the left ventricle, spectra

acquired of the CMP and CON right ventricles were also compared to investigate the pos-

sibility of RV collagen remodeling. Finally, spectra collected of the right and left ventricles

of each heart type (CON and CMP) were also compared in the global data analysis to gain

information on the ventricular distribution of collagen in the normal and CMP heart.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL

3.2.1 Materials

The UM-X7.1 strain of Syrian hamsters, supplied by the laboratory of Dr. Ian Dixon

@ivision of Cardiovascular Science, St. Boniface General Hospital and Research Centre,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada), was used in this study as a paradigm of human congestive

cardiomyopathy. The excised hearts of male hamsters (Controls: 4 animals, 200 days old;

Cardiomyopathic: 4 animals, 200 days old) were stored on dry ice prior to dissection. The

left and right ventricular tissue were cut free of atria and spectra were collected from left

and right ventricles (LV and RV, respectively) of cardiomyopathic (CMP, NLV:30, Npy
:27 spectra) and control (CON, NLV: 20, NRV : 15 spectra) hearts.

3.2.2 FTIR-^ATR spectroscopy and spectral preprocessing

Mid-IR spectra (1000-4000 cm-r) were acquired from randomly sampled tissue

(sample sizeca.,2x2x2mm3)usingaBio-RadFTS-4OAinfraredspectrometerequipped

with a 'Split Pea' single reflection ATR accessory (Harrick Scientific). For each sample 256

interferograms were acquired, signal-averaged and Fourier transformed to generate spectra

with a nominal resolution of 2 cm-t . Spectra were then truncated between I 000- 1 800 cm-l

and the area under the curve was noÍnalized to an arbitrary numerical value of 10 to com-

pensate for inconsistencies in the ATR sampling method (section 1.2.3). Although the anvil

of the ATR accessory was lowered onto each tissue sample to a numerical value of 2.0

tonnes, spectra were noÍnalized as an exffa precaution to compensate for pressure incon-

sistencies during tissue sampling. Second derivative spectra of the normalized raw data

were then calculated prior to their use in multivariate analysis (LDA).
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3.2.3Data analysis

In the preliminary analysis, class average spectra were calculated as the arithmetic

mean of all spectra in each of the following designated classes: LV(CON), LV(CMP),

RV(CON) and RV(CMP). Difference spectra2 between ventricles of the same tissue class

(CON or CMP) and between tissue classes of the same ventricle (LV or RV) were calcu-

lated to ascertain the most diagnostic regions of the mid-IR. The difference spectra were

utilized initially as a guide to user-selection of diagnostic subregions for multivariate anal-

ysis. It was established that the 1000-1800 cm-r region, particularly subregions within this

range, illustrated the most prominent differences between the class average spectra. In the

final analysis, the difference spectra were utilized to substantiate which class under com-

parison exhibited greater collagen deposition since multivariate analysis (discussed below)

only verified whether the assigned classes were signif,rcantly different in the spectral sub-

regions selected. It should be noted, not all peaks were assigned or discussed in the differ-

ence spectra and quantitative analysis was avoided because ATR spectral distortions can be

amplified in a difference spectrum calculation. Recall that ATR can lead to spectral distor-

tions at longer wavelengths due to the greater penetration depth of longer wavelengths into

the tissue (section 1.2.3). Therefore, the difference spectrawere used only to determine the

tissue group that had a more pronounced collagen fingerprint. Although the fingerprint

region (1800-1000 cm-r) was chosen to discriminate between the tissue classes, the LDA

algorithm used in the multivariate analysis had one limitation for successful class separa-

tion: the number of attributes (data points in each spectrum) had to be less than or equal to

the number of observations (number of spectra). Since the number of data points in the mid-

IR fingerprint region (800 data points) exceeded the total number of spectra to be classified

in each application of the LDA program, further data reduction methodologies were inves-

tigated to prepare the normalized, second derivatives of the raw spectra for LDA.

2. A minus kB where & is a constant chosen so that the baseline is flat and near zero
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3.2.4Ðata reduction and LÐA

Two data reduction methodologies were used: the use of a genetic algorithm and

manual splicing of the derivative spectra. Data reduction was necessary due to the restric-

tion of the LDA program, which required that the number of attributes (data points) be less

than the number of spectra under comparison. In the first approach, the normalized, second-

order derivative specta were subjected to a genetic algorithm (Bangalore et al., 1996;

Nikulin et a1.,1998) to determine spectral subregions that were most diagnostic as inputs

for LDA. Genetic algorithm (GA)-selected subregions for LDA served in the nonsubjective

classification of the cardiac tissue in the following two-class problems:

LV(CON) vs. RV(CON)

LV(CMP) vs. RV(CMP)

RV(CMP) vs. RV(CON)

LV(CMP) vs. LV(CON)

The GA was progfttrnmed to choose fewer than ten spectral subregions within 50

iterations of the program until the LDA separation between the chosen classes was opti-

mized. For each spectral subregion chosen by the GA, the program automatically averaged

the datapoints to one value (attribute) prior to being fed into the LDA algorithm.3 By aver-

aging the data points in one spectral subregion to one attribute, the GA was able to incor-

porate the majority of the mid-IR fingerprint region in the LDA analysis. However, it was

unknown whether the shape of absorption band(s) within each GA-selected subregion

could be retained by a single data point representing the spectral subregion.4 Therefore,

manual "splicing" of the second derivative spectra, by "user-selection" of subregions in the

absence of data averaging, was perfomred in a separate LDA classification strategy to

verit the GA-LDA classif,rcation. In the manual "splicing" data reduction approach, spec-

tral subregions within the 1000-1800 cm-r fingerprint region were manually chosen based

on the difference specta between the groups under comparison (Figures 3-1,3-2,3-3 and

3. The GA and LDA programs were both developed "in house" by the Informatics Division of the Institute
for Biodiagnostics (IBD), National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

4. The GA (Nikulin et a|.,1998) had not been tested on IR derivative spectra prior to the current application.
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3-5), the spectral subregions selected by the GA, and the known regions in the mid-IR

where collagen is expected to absorb. Once the subregions were chosen, the corresponding

subregions in the second derivative spectra were truncated and "spliced" using a program

called "XPREP" þrovided by the ßD). Subsequently these "spliced" spectra were used as

input for the LDA to discriminate between the four two-class problems defined previously.

Various combinations of spectral subregions were chosen and "spliced" until the LDA sep-

aration was optimized (>85Yo). That is, in this manual "splicing" data reduction approach,

the user mimics a genetic algorithm, albeit with less objectivity. An advantage of the

manual "splicing" data reduction approach is the absence of averaging the data points

within one spectral region to one data point. However, aside from the subjectivity involved

in "user-selection" of diagnostically relevant spectral subregions, a greater amount of spec-

tral data is lost by the manual "splicing" data reduction than by the GA data reduction.

3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1 Class average spectra, dÍfference spectra and LDA

The class average spectra for LV(CON), RV(CON), LV(CMP) and RV(CMP),

along with the relevant difference spectra, can be found under the results and discussion

pertaining to each two-class comparison: RV(CON) minus LV(CON) (Figure 3-1, section

3.3.2); LV(CMP) minus RV(CMP) (Figure 3-2, section 3.3.3); RV(CON) minus RV(CMP)

(Figure 3-3, section 3.3.4);LV(CMP) minus LV(CON) (Figure 3-5, section 3.3.5). In gen-

eral, visual inspection of the 1000-1800 cm-r portion of the class average spectra revealed

subtle differences in several spectral subregions, mainly those concerning absorptions due

to collagen, carbohydrate and lipid. Although differences were evident in the amide I (ca.,

1650 cm-t) and amide n (ca.,1545 cm-t) band prof,rles of the groups under comparison,

these spectral subregions exhibited a high within-group standard deviation especially in the

LV(CMP) gtoup (data not shown). Therefore, the amide I and amide II spectral subregions

were left out of the user-selected subregion data reduction methodology. Sharp peaks in dif-

ference spectra are most likely due to variance in the signal-to-noise quality of the spectra

rather than poor water vapor compensation since the ATR technique does not typically

suffer from the atnospheric bands seen in traditional transmission spectroscopy (Ilarrick,

1967). The SÆ.{ quality of the spectra was quite high (< 2 mOD units of noise), but a differ-
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ence spectmm calculation can degrade SA{ quahty because noise is random and cannot be

subtracted out. Moreover, sharp peaks in the difference spectra may have arisen amplifica-

tion of small ATR spectral distortions in the absorbance spectra by the diflerence spectrum

calculation (section 3.2.3). The user-selected subregions used as input for LDA of the fow

defined two-class problems and the LDA separation achieved are summarized in Table 3-

1. The LDA class separation (86-98%) obtained by the "manual splicing" data reduction

methodology was not as high as that obtained using the GA-LDA (100%). However, the

user-selected subregions used as LDA input verified that class discrimination by GA-LDA

was primarily based on greater collagen content in one tissue type. The spectral subregions

chosen nonsubjectively by the genetic algorithm and used as input for LDA of the four

defined two-class problems are summarized in Table 3-2. The GA-LDA results lead to a

100% class separation in each two-class tissue comparison. Many of the spectral subre-

gions chosen by the GA for optimized LDA class separation were attribut¿ble to the prev-

alence of mid-IR fingerprint of collagen (section 3.1.3) in the specha of one tissue class in

each two-class comparison (see sections, 3.2.2,3.3.3,3.3.4 arñ 3.3.5).

Table 3-1. LDA of control and cardiomyopathic heart tissue using manually spliced

spectal subregions. Abbreviations: Ng, number of specta under comparison; N4,

number of attributes used in the LDA.
Groups

LV(CON) vs. RV(CON)

LV(CMP) vs. RV(CMP)

Ns Na Subregions
selected

/cm-1

RV(CMP) vs. RV(CON)

LV(CMP) vs. LV(CON) 50 31

1275-1285
1235-1240
1205-t210
1720-1735
1330-1335
13 l0-13 l5
1020-1030

1735-1740
1205-1208
I 155-l 165

1735-1745
1455-1465

1320-1325
1203-1205

Amide llVproline CH2 wagging

Side ofphospholipid C:O stretch
Amide llVproline CH2 wagging

C-O-C shetching region due to
carbohydrates or carbohydrate
residues on collagen
Phospholipid C:O stretch
Amide Illproline CH2 wagging

C-OH shetching due to
carbohydrates or hydroxyPro
residues on collagen
Phospholipid C=O snetch
CH3 bending and CH2 scissoring

Amide Illþroline CH2 wagging

Assipment

21

I.DÄ
Separation

/o/o

92.s

85.8

200

98.r

98.3



Table 3-2. Genetic algorithm-selected spectral subregions that lead to nonsubjective

classification of the heart tissue. Abbreviations: NA, nucleic acids; I{FC, high-frequency

component; LFC, low frequency component

(LV vs R\I) (LV vs RV) (CIVP vs CON) (Cnm vs CON)
subregions subregions subregions subregions

/cm-t /cm-l /cm-t /cm-l

CON CMP RV

t7t3-1743

1708-1720

1667-1680

1634-1772 1,592-1670 1634-1711 Amide I

1597-1633 Amide I: p-sheet (LFC) and
intermolecular H-bonding
between collagen chains
(cross-linking)

1507-1513 151 l-1633

1474-1500 Region between CH2
scissoring and amide II

1497-1578 Amide II region

1455-1468 CH3 asymmetric bend (1457
cm-l) and CH2 scissoring
(1467 cm'l)

143l-1432 1429-1440 Procession ofthe CI{2
bending vibrations

1364-1436 1360-1404 1397-1413 Centred or upon side ofthe
COO- symmetric stretch

1276-1289 1316-1350 1294-t33s Amid3IIV proline Cþ
1205-1238 t20l-1238 waggmg

1155-1 164 1156-1188 1160-1177 C-OH shetching due to
hydroxyproline residues and
carbohydrates on collagen

lll2-lll4 1070-lll2 1084-1127 1088-1159 C-O-C shetchingregion due

1001-1013 1000-1032 t0ZZ-1071 to carbohydrates or
carbohydrate residues on
collagen

LV

C=O (NA) to C:O (lipids)

c:o (NA)

Assignment

- Amide I: B-sheet GFC),
turns,31-helix

Tn (- l517 cm-l) and low
frequency side of the amide I
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3.3.2 Comparison of the control ventricular tissue

Visual comparison of the class average spectra for the left and right ventricles of

control hamster hearts (Figure 3-la) suggested that compositional differences, especially

in terms of collagen content, existed between the two ventricles of the normal heart. The

difference spectrum, shown in Figure 3-1å, illustrated that the collagen type I content of

control right ventricles was greater than that of the contol left ventricles. Absorption bands

that may be assigned to the C-O shetching vibrations of the carbohydrate residues attached

to collagen (ca.,1033 and 1082 cm-r) and the amide III and CH, wagging vibrations of col-

lagen (cø.,1204,1239,7283,1319, 1338 and 1378 cm-r) were greater in RV(CON) than in

LV(CON). Secondly, the relative intensity ofthe CH, scissoring vibration(ca.,1467 cm't)

to the COO- symmetric stretch (ca.,1400.*-t), upon visual inspection of the two class

average spectr4 was found to be greater in RV(CON) than in LV(CON). The high proline/

hydroxyproline and glycine content of collagen (nearly 60Yo of the amino acid composition

of collagen) in comparison to the lower aspartatelglutamate content may serve as an expla-

nation for the enhancement of the CIl bending vibration over that of the COO- symmetric

stretching absorption (Jackson et al., 1995). The difference spectrum (Figure 3-1å) also

revealed that a lower frequency amide I component near 1629 cm-r \¡/as more prevalent in

RV(CON) than in LV(CON) which may be tentatively assigned to an amide I feature rep-

resentative of the influence of strong intermolecular H-bonding between collagen chains

Q-iu et a1.,1996). The hydroxyl groups of the hydroxyproline residues are believed to sta-

billz,e the collagen triple helix by the formation of interchain hydrogen bonds (Creighton,

1993).

Conf,rrmation of the distinction between RV(COÐ and LV(CON) in terms of col-

lagen content was provided by the LDA separation (92.5%) between the classes when

regions of the second derivative spectra, representative of the amide Itr/CH, wagging sub-

region (1200-1285 cm-t), were manually spliced together and used in the analysis (Table 3-

1). Therefore, variations existed in the ventricular collagen content of control hearts in

which the right ventricle contained a greater quantity of collagen in its ECM. The right ven-

tricle, a smaller chamber \Mith thinner walls than that of the left, may require gleater col-

lagen in its ECM perhaps as a means to increase the ventricular tensile shength and thus
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enhance the contraction and relaxation phases of the ventricle. Greater collagen content in

the right ventricle as opposed to the left ventricle of control rat hearts, detected by biochem-

ical assay of the 4-hydroxyproline concentration of the myocardium, has been noted in

other studies @avison et a1.,19941' Pelouch et al.,l994b; Robert et aL.,1994).

Figure 3-1. Comparison of the class average specta from the left and right

ventricles of the control animals. (a) Class average spectra; RV(CON), solid line;

LV(CON), broken line. (á) Difference spectrum RV(CON) minus LV(CON).
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The nonsubjective classification ofthe control heart tissue as either left or right ven-

tricle, using spectral subregions selected by a genetic algorithm, yielded al00% LDA sep-

aration based on athibutes derived from spectral regions where the collagen signature in

RV(CON) was found. The GA had a tendency to pick subregions that were found to lie

upon the side of an absorption or between absorptions rather than centred upon a peak

(Table 3-2). For instance, the subregions 1431-1 432 crnl, ll12-1114 cm-r and 1001-1013

cm-r may be considered as subregions between the CH, scissoring and the COO- symmetric

stretching vibrations and subregions within or along the sides of the various C-O stretching

vibrations of carbohydrates, respectively. However, the GA did select a spectral subregion

(1276-1289 cm-r) centred about an absorption of the amide III mixing with the proline side

chain and glycine backbone CIt wagging vibrations (Jackson et a1.,1995). Furthermore,

the GA also chose spectral subregions which did not correspond to those chosen subjec-

tively for the LDA above. For example, the GA selected the subregion 1507-1513 cm-r,

which lies upon the side of the absorption which one would see for the residue tyrosine

(1517 r--t), as well as that assigned to the side of the nucleoside base C:O stretch of

nucleic acids (1708 -1120 cm-r). The absorption for tyrosine ring vibration would normally

be expected to be of higher relative intensity in tissue containing a lower proportion of col-

lagen (i.e., LV(CON) as opposed to RV(COIII) in this instance), since tyrosine is not an

abundant residue found in the collagen protein (Jackson et al., 1995). The weak C:O

absorption due to nucleic acids has been reported to appear af l72l cm-I, and in infarcted

tissue this absorption is expected to be attenuated because extensive collagen type I depo-

sition occurs after phagocytosis of cellular debris (Jackson and Mantsch,1996). However,

the difference spectrum between LV(CON) and RV(CON) in Figure 3-14 does not provide

any significant information about whether the left or right ventricle contains more tyrosine

or nucleic acids. The GA also selected the subregion conesponding to the C-OH stretching

vibration (1155-1164 cm-r). Absorptions in this subregion are coÍrmonly seen in the spec-

tra of carbohydrates or of proteins high in hydroxyproline content, such as collagen, or pro-

teins that contain a number of serine or threonine residues (Liu et a|.,1996). Furthermore,

Liu et al., 1996, found that the ratio of the 1159:1172 cm-l absorptions was greatly

increased in infarcted ratheart as opposed to that of control, suggesting that the 1159 cm-l

feature was due specifically to the C-OH stretching ofhydrox¡rproline. Although this C-OH
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stretching subregion did not enhance the LDA separation when significant spectroscopi-

cally diagnostic subregion were user-selected, comparison of RV(CON) and LV(CON)

revealed that the 1162:1172 cm-t ratio was slightly gteater in RV(CON) (Figure 3-14). The

GA-selected subregions may represent between-group spectral differences that were too

subtle to be chosen by eye or lost in the difference spectrum calculation. The looping of the

GA to the LDA algorithm allows for the diagnostic capabilities of all spectral subregions

within the entire 1000-1800 cm-r region to be assessed at the onset. In the GA-LDA classi-

fication, information contained within each spectrum of each tissue class is not lost by the

calculation of the class average spectrum and taking the difference spectrum of class aver-

age spectra. Therefore, the GA not only provided a nonsubjective classification of control

ventricular tiszue, but it also used subregions for LDA classiflrcation that were distinct from

those chosen manually.

3.3.3 Comparison of cardiomyopathic ventricular tissue

In contrast to the differences observed in the class average spectra ofthe control

ventricular tissue, the cardiomyopathic ventricular tissue spectra were not as distinct upon

visual comparison, based on the prevalence of the collagen fingerprint between 1000-1500

cm-t (Fig. 3-2a). The difference spectrum between the class average spectra for the groups

LV(CMP) and RV(CMP), shown in Fig. 3-2b,tllusfrated the minute difference in collagen

content of the two ventricles. Both class average specûa" LV(CMP) and RV(CMP), dis-

playedthe collagenfingerprint (i.e., absorptions at 1033, 1081, 1205,1238,1283,1317 and

1339 cm-l). However, the difference spectrum (Fig. 3-2b) indicated a slight difference

between these spectral subregions of the two class average spectra, whereby the collagen

fingerprint was found to be slightly more pronounced in the LV(CMP) class average spec-

trum. Upon subtaction of RV(CMP) from LV(CMP), a collagen-like fingerprint remained

just above azero difference. Furthermore, the difference spectrum illustrated a less promi

nent phospholipid ester C:O stretching vibration (ca.,1745 cm-l) in LV(CMP). The phos-

pholipid content of a tissue typically decreases when the content of another component (i. e. ,

collagen) increases (Jackson and Mantsch, 1996). The LDA separation using the user-

selected subregions to classiff the groups LV(CMP) and RV(CMP) was satisfactory

(85.8%0) when subregions such as those representing the phospholipid ester C:O (1720-
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1735 cm-t), amide lIJl CHz wagging (1310-1315 cm'l and 1330-1335 cm-r) and C-O

stetching of carbohydrates (1020-1030 cm-l) were used (Table 3-1). Together, the differ-

ence spectrum and the lower LDA class separation (85.8%) achieved suggest the collagen

content in the ECM of the left and right ventricles of the CMP hearts does not differ to the

extent observed with the control ventricles. This is perhaps due to collagen remodeling in

both ventricles wherein the left ventricular collagen increased and the right venhicula¡ col-

lagen remained similar to control levels or decreased.

Figure 3-2. Comparison of the class average specta from the left and right

ventricles of the CMP animals. (a) Class average spectra; LV(CMP), solid line;

RV(CMP), broken line. (å) Difference spectrum LV(CMP) minus RV(CMP).
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The nonsubjective classification of the CMP tissue yielded a 100o/o separation of

subregions that were GA-selected. However, in contrast to the subregions chosen by the

GA for the control spectra, the CMP spectral subregions were of rather a broad range (>30

cm-r) such that classification was based on nearly the entire fingerprint region (Table 3-2).

Since the GA progtam "averaged" each spectral range to a single point (attribute), the GA/

LDA 100% separation of the LV(CMP) group fromthe RV(CMP) group may have been an

artifact. The rather large subregions selected by the GA that generated a l00%o separation

between the left and right CMP ventricles included the lipid/nucleic acid C:O stretching

subregion (1713-1743.--t), the amide I and II band profiles (1511-1712 
"--t), 

the subre-

gion between the CH2 scissoring and the amide II (1474-1500 cm-r), the subregion contain-

ing the COO- symmetric stretching vibration (1364-1436 
"--t), 

the amide IIV proline CH2

wagging subregion (1316-1350 cm-r and 1205-1238 cm-r) and the C-O stetching subre-

gion of carbohydrates or carbohydrate residues of collagen (1000-1032 cm-r and 1070-

l112 cm-t). Therefore, although the GA was a useful method for reduction of the number

of spectral athibutes and for selection of subtle differences between the spectra for LDA

input, manual selection of subregions from observable differences between the class aver-

age spectra was necessary to avoid possible artifactual distinctions between the groups

under comparison.

3.3.4 Collagen remodeling in the right ventricle

Verification of collagen remodeling in the right ventricle of cardiomyopathic ham-

ster hearts involved the direct comparison of the groups RV(CMP) and RV(CON). Visu-

ally, the most apparent differences between the class average spectra RV(CMP) and

RV(CON) concern the IR subregions where absorptions due to phospholipid and collagen

occur (Fig. 3-3). The subregions chosen and manually spliced for LDA input that generated

an LDA separation between classes of 98.lYo are shown in Table 3-1. Absorptions in the

subregions 1735-1740 cm-l1side of lipid C:O), 1205-1208 cm-rlamideIü.l CÞ2wagging)

and the ratio ofthe 7162:1172 cmt (contribution from the C-OH stretching ofhydroxypro-

line) were greater in RV(CON) than in RV(CMP). Further differences between the groups

RV(CMP) and RV(CON) were noted upon visual inspection of Fig. 3-3;the C-O stretching

of carbohydrates or carbohydrate residues attached to collagen (1031 and 1081 cm'r) was
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more prevalent in RV(CON); the CH2 scissoring (1466 cm'r) was greatw than the COO'

symmetric stretch (1398 cm-t; in RV(CON); and the amide I maximum had shifted to lower

frequency in RV(CON) in comparison to RV(CMP). Thus, although the model used in this

study was expected to be a paradigm of LV cardiomyopathy in which collagen remodeling

of the ECM occurs primarily in the left ventricle, the greater phospholipid and collagen

type I content in the right venhicle of control rather than in right ventricle of the CMP

hearts, supported the likelihood of collagen remodeling(i.e., collagen loss) in the ECM of

the right ventricle as well. However, while RV(CMP) was found to have decreased col-

lagen deposition in comparison to RV(CON), little difference was found in the collagen

deposition of RV(CMP) and LV(CìÆ) in comparison to the noticeable difference between

RV(CO}Ð and LV(CO¡Ð. A likely explanation for the smaller difference between RV and

LV collagen deposition in the CMP hearts than that between the control heart ventricles is

that collagen remodeling occurred in both the RV (r.e., collagen loss) and LY (i.e., collagen

gain) in response to cardiomyopathy (see Figure 3-4 and section 3.3.5).

The nonsubjective classification of the right ventricles as either CON or CMP,

using GA-selected subregions, yielded al00Yo LDA separation based on attributes derived

from spectral subregions that mainly involved absorptions due to collagen (Table 3-2).In

contrast to the subregions chosen manually, the GA did not select the lipid C:O absorption.

The GA, however, did choose the C-OH stretching subregion due to carbohydrates and/or

hydroxyproline (1156-1188 cm-r) and the amide fIV proline CH2 wagging subregion

(1294-1335 cm-r and 120l-1238 cm-r), similar to those subregions selected by the manual

splicing methodology. In addition, the GA selected subregions inthe C-O stretching region

due to carbohydrates or carbohydrate residues on collagen (1084-1 127 cm-t andl022-I071

"*-t), 
the side ofthe COO- symmetric stretch (1360-1404 cm-t), and the amide I and amide

tr band profiles (1592-1670 cm-r and 1497-1578 cm-r, respectively), all of which were

found to differ between RV(CMP) and RV(CON) as illustrated in the difference spectrum

in Fig. 3-3å.
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Figure 3-3. Spectral comparison of contol and CMP right ventricular tissue

indicative of decreased collagen deposition in RV(CMP). (a) Class average spectra;

RV(CON), solid line; RV(CMP), broken line. (ó) Difference spectrum RV(COIÐ

minus RV(CMP).
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Figure 3-4. Schematic diagram illustrating the difference in ventricular collagen

content in the CMP and CON hearts. Since collagen in RV(COÐ is greater than in

RV(CMP), and collagen in LV(CMP) is greater than in LV(CON), the difference in

ventricular collagen content in the diseased hearts is smaller than that in the control

hearts. Horizontal lines represent the normalized collagen content in the tissue class.

The scale nonnalized to the collagen content in LV(CMP) approximated by intensity

of 1204 cm-r peak (80 mOD units) in the class average spectrum of LV(CMP).
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3.3.5 Collagen remodelÍng in the left ventricle

Finally, evidence for collagen remodeling in the left ventricle of the cardiomyo-

pathic hamster hearts was derived initially from the direct comparison of the groups

LV(CON) and LV(CMP). Visual comparison of the fingerprint region of the class average

specfta for LV(CON) and LV(CIvÍP) revealed that the groups differed predominantly in

spectral subregions where absorptions due to collagen and phospholipid occur (Fig. 3-5a).

For instance, deposition of a greater amount of collagen in the group LV(CMP) was

inferred from the presence of more prevalent absorptions in the amide IIU proline C}J2wag-

ging region (1339, 1283, 1240, 1204 cm-r) and by attenuation of the phospholipid C:O

(1745 cm-r) stuetching absorption in LV(CMP). In addition, the enhanced relative intensity

of the CH, scissoring absorption(1467 cm-r) to the COO- symmetric stretching absorption

(1400 cm-l) in LV(CMP), visually detected upon comparison of the group-mean spectra

further supported elevated collagen deposition in LV(CMP). The CH3 bending/CH2 scis-

soring subregion (1455-1465 
"--t), 

sides of bands within the amide IIV proline CIJ2wag-

ging subregion (1320-1325 and1203-1205 cm-r) and the C:O stretching subregion (1735-
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1745 cm'[) were found to augment the separation between classes in the LDA resulting in

a LDA class separation of 98.3% (Table 3-1). Ditrerences in the C-O and C-OH stretching

regions (1030-1 175 cm't) and in the absorption due to tyrosine (1515 cm-t), wherein the

former was found to be greater in LV(CMP) and the latter was found to be greater in

LV(CON), could be detected visually (difference spectrum, Fig. 3-5ó) but were not found

to further enhance the LDA separation between the classes beyond that reported.

Figure 3-5. Spectral comparison of the control and CMP left ventricular tissue

indicative of increased collagen deposition in LV(CMP). (ø) Class average spectra;

LV(CMP), solid line; LV(COIÐ, broken line. (å) Difference spectrum LV(CMP)

minus LV(CON).
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Nonsubjective classification ofthe left ventricles as either CON or CMP, using GA-

selected subregions, generated a 100% LDA separation based on attibutes derived from

spectral subregions that contained collagen absorptions (Table 3-2). Interestingly, the GA

selected the CH3 bending/CH2 scissoring subregion (1455- I 468 cm-r) in this class compar-

ison. The relative intensity of the CH2:CH3 absorptions has been previously reported to

increase in infarcted tissue where increased collagen deposition may be found [-iu et al.,

1996). Although a difference in the relative intensity of the CH2 to CH3 deformation could

not be detected visually in the class average spectra (Figure 3-5), this subregion (1455-1465

cm-r) was selected in the user-selected data reduction methodology. In turn, the 1455-1465

cm-l subregion was found to improve the LDA separation. Once again this exemplifies how

spectral information can be lost when only the class average specta are examined to deter-

mine the most spectroscopically diagnostic subregions. Instead of differentiating between

class average spectra, the GA-LDA is able to discern between-group differences by exam-

ination of all the spectra in each group. Aside from the CH3 bendindCHzscissoring sub-

regior¡ the GA selected a subregion containing the procession of CH2 scissoring vibrations

(1429-1440 cm-r) and a subregion centered about the COO- symmetric stretching vibration

(1397-1413 cm-r). Therefore, the LDA that utilized the GA-selected subregions may have

also based its classiflrcation on the differences in the relative intensity of CH2 scissoring

(prolineþlycine) to the COO- symmetric stretching (aspartateþlutamate) intissue withele-

vated collagen deposition due to the high glycine and proline residue count in the collagen

sequence. Contrary to the subregions chosen manually, the GA did select the subregions

due to the C-O shetching of carbohydrates and carbohydrate residues on collagen and the

C-OH stretching of carbohydrates and/or hydroxyproline (1088-1177 ernt) to distinguish

between the classes, while it did not select the lipid C:O subregion nor the amide IIV pro-

line CH2 wagging subregion (Table 3-2). Although the latter regions were not chosen by

the GA, both the difference spectrum (Fig. 3-5å) and the LDA performed upon the user-

selected subregions (Table 3-1) validated that class distinction could be augmented by use

of these regions. Instead of subregions containing absorptions reflective of phospholipid

content or absorptions containing the many overlapping bands due to the amide IIV proline

CH2 wagging vibrations, the GA chose subregions that contained the amide I absorption

(1597-1633 cm-rand 1634-1711 cm-r) which were not utilized in the LDA performed on
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the manually-spliced spectral subregions. The LV(CMP) group exhibited a high standard

deviation in the amide I subregion (data not shown), thus this subregion was not considered

as reliable in class distinction strategies as some of the other spectral zubregions already

mentioned. However, the difference spectrum in Fig. 3-5å supported the GA selection of

subregions within the amide I absorption for LDA separation of the LV(CMP) and

LV(CON) classes since the greatest difference was found to lie within the amide I band pro-

file. In Fig.3-5b the amide I region of LV(CMP) contained significant contributions from

components that may be attributed to structure of the collagen triple helix. That is, the

enhanced absorptions near 7632 cm-r and 1662 cm't in LV(CMP) as opposed to LV(CON)

were representative of the amide I absorptions due to the cross-linking intermolecular

hydrogen bonding network between collagen chains and the 31-helix structural motif of

collagen, respectively (Liu et a|.,1996).

Therefore, implementation of a genetic algorithm to select spectroscopically diag-

nostic subregions of spectra for LDA classification allowed for the distinction of the two

classes LV(CMP) and LV(CON) primarily based on differences in the amount of collagen

deposited in the ECM of the two tissue types. However, visual examination of the class

average spectra and the difference spectrum between LV(CMP) and LV(CON) was still

required to discern the tissue type where collagen deposition was increased. The difference

between the class average spectra indicated that collagen was elevated in the exhacellular

matrix of the cardiomyopathic left ventricular tissue. Elevated LV collagen was expected

in this CMP hamster line that is a model for human CCM (GerE, 1972; Jasmin and

Proschek, 1982; Davison et a1.,1994; Pelouch et al.,l994a; Dixon et a1.,1997). As a con-

sequence of CMP, collagen remodeling in the left ventricle progressively worsens in the

living animal, until the contractility of the left ventricle is so compromised that congestive

heart failure ensues (sections 3.1.2 and3.l.4).
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the current study illustrated that the use of a genetic algorithm to

select diagnostic spechal subregions of tissues with varied composition coupled to multi-

variate analysis (LDA) fornon-subjective classification of the cardiac tissue. However, the

100% LDA separation achieved for the four group comparisons may give an overoptimistic

impression since a o'perfect" classification is more likely the result of "over-frtting". In

order to avoid "over-fitting", the number of spectral subregions selected by a GA is typi-

cally chosen to be one-tenth the number of spectra in the smallest class under comparison

(Nikulin et a1.,1998). That is, if there were 30 spectra in class A and 40 spectra in class B,

then the maximum number of subregions selected by the GA for LDA input should be 3.

In preliminary data analysis, the GA was directed to choose a smaller number of subregions

(i.e.,5 was attempted) in the 1000-1800 cm-l region, however these subregions were large

(> 30 cm-t) and thus vague with respect to assigning them to specific collagen absorptions

(data not shown). Unfortunately, the GA program did not allow user-control for the maxi-

mum wavenumber range of the chosen subregions. Since the 100% separation obtained by

GA-LDA classification straûegy was suspected to be artificially high, spectral subregions

for LDA classification were also generated by manually splicing the spectra of each tissue

class.

The analysis of cardiac collagen deposition by IR spectroscopy confirmed those

found by other studies of the hamster paradigm of congestive cardiomyopathy that utilized

biochemical ÍIssays (Gertz, 1972; Jasmin and Proschek, 1982; Davison et al., 1994;

Pelouch et al.,I994a; Dixon et a1.,1997), while in some inst¿nces firther informationwas

acquired. Speciflrcally, left ventricular collagen remodeling in the cardiomyopathic ECM

may be charactenzed by a more localized elevated collagen deposition rather than by dif-

fuse fibrosis. For example, the LV(CMP) spectra exhibited the highest standard deviation

spectrum of all the groups, especially in the amide I region (data not shown), suggesting

that collagen deposition \ryas variable (i.e., not diffirse) in the LV(CMP) tissue sampled.

Furthermore, the decreased collagen deposition observed in the right ventricles of cardi-

omyopathic hearts in comparison to control samples indicated that right ventricular col-

lagen remodeling accompanied left ventricular collagen remodeling in this animal model.

This observation of decreased collagen deposition in the CMP right ventricle was different
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than that found in a recent FT-IR microspectroscopic study (Iiu et al., 1999) of hearts of

the same hamster line. That is, Liu et al.,1999, found increased focal fibrosis in the RV of

the CMP hamster heart tissue examined at a spatial resolution of 50 x 50 prm2 by IR

microspectroscopy. The inferences made by Liu et al., 1999, regarding an increase in RV

collagen in the CMP hearts, refer to alocalized concentration of collagen in the endocar-

dium of RV, whereas collagen is spread out diffi.lsely in the RV of control hearts. Such a

microsampling technique cannot provide information regarding the collagen content over-

all in the RV tissue. That is, one tissue section (< l0 ¡rm in thickness) cannot statistically

represent the entire right ventricle of a hamster heart (several mm in thickness and approx-

imately 1.0 cm2 in area) and tissue morphology can change abruptly within pm distances.

Since the current study evaluated the collagen content in the RV of the CMP hamster heart

using a larger sampling of the tissue (gross ìn situ), inclusive of statistical analysis rather

than visual inference, it is still likely that the collagen content of RV(CMP) decreased in

the ventricle (see Chapter 1, section 1.5 for differences regarding micro- and gross-sam-

pling strategies). Regardless, the observed change in the spatial distribution of collagen in

a thin section of RV(CMP) heart tissue, made by the microspectroscopy study of Liu et al.,

1999, is also of scientif,rc interest.

Numerous FTIR approaches could further the research of this hamster paradigm of

human CCM. If the aim of the study is for biodiagnostic purposes, an FIR-ATR exami-

nation of CMP hamster heart tissue exhacted at different stages of the disease (see section

3.1.5), followed by GA-LDA multivariate analysis, would enable the progressive necrosis

and collagen remodeling of LV and RV to be followed as a function of time. Moreover, cer-

tain drugs, such as losartan, have been reported to attenuate the progression of CMP in the

cardiomyopathic Syrian hamster (Dixon et a1.,1997). Therefore, a FTIR-ATR examination

of heart tissue extracted from CMP hamsters treated with losartan, and comparison of this

spectral group to CMP and CON spectra using GA-LDA, may provide further evidence of

the effectiveness of losartan in the treatment of cardiomyopathy. Alternatively, if the aim

ofthe research is to acquire information regarding the spatial distribution of collagen in the

ECM of the CMP ha¡nster hearts (akin to the study of Liu et a1.,1999), it may be of partic-

ular interest to examine thin sections of the heart myocardium (epicardium to the endocar-

dium) at a greater spatial resolution (f.e., 10 x 10 ¡rm2) using synchrotron FTIR
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microspecftoscopy (see Chapter 1, sections I.2.5,1.5 and 1.1. ).Inturn, FTlRimages, gen-

erated by the prevalence of the collagen fingerprint in each spectrum of the FTIR map,

could be compared to a light microscopy image of the tissue section after histochemical

staining (î.e., tnclvome stain can denote where collagen is deposited). Again, the spatial

distribution of necrosis and collagen remodeling in the myocardium could be followed as

a function of time by examining tissue sections extracted from the hearts of CMP hamsters

at different stages of the disease. Note however, that dense necrotic tissue, which appears

black under light microscopy, is typically opaque to IR light and can over-saturate the MCT

detector of an IR microscope in reflectance mode. Finally, the effect of losartan on spatial

distribution of either necrosis or collagen deposition in the CMP hamster line, could also

be exarnined by synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy.
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A, PATEIOPHYSIOLOGICALCI{AI{GESnlY
ALUI{EIMER.'S DTSEASED HTPPOC^AMPUS

4.1 INTR.ODUCTION

4.1.tr Chapter Overview

TMAGEÐ EY SYNCI{ROTRON FTTN
MICROSPECTROSCOPYl

The final project summarized in this thesis explored the utility of synchrofton FTIR

microspectroscopy for detecting the biochemical changes associated with disease pathol-

ogy on the microscopic level. In the previous chapter, FTIR biospectooscopic differentia-

tion of abnormal from normal tissue was possible due to the sensitivity of ATR-FTIR. to

macroscopic changes in tissue biochemistry (i.e., collagen content in the cardiac ECM).

However, due to heterogeneity within the tissue and population sampled, multivariate sta-

tistical analysis of the specfal data was required to verifu that this macroscopic change in

tissue biochemistry was associated witlt the disease pathology (recall section 1.6). Altema-

tively, FTIRmicrospectroscopic exa¡nination of atissue allows for evaluation of tissue bio-

chemistry at the cellular and sub-cellular levels (sections 1.2.4. and 1.2.5).In addition,

FTIR microspectroscopic mapping of a tissue section, followed by multidimensional anal-

ysis to generate a FTIR image, can provide information on the spatial distribution of cellu-

lar and extracellular constituents in a tissue section (sections 1.6 and 1.7.4). Finally, the

spatial resolution in the FTIR image can be improved by using a synchrotron IR source,

allowing for the examination of the spatial distribution of tissue constituents at the sub-cel-

lula¡ level. More specifically, ttris chapter describes the utility of synchrotron FTIR

microspectroscopy for denoting pathophysiological changes in Alzheimer's diseased (AD)

hippocampus in situ.

There are several reasons to study AD hippocampus by synchrotron FTIR

microspectroscopy. The disease itself is of interest since AD is the most common form of

l. A portion ofthis project, the pathophysiological changes observed in one AD hippocampus, has been
presented at one national conference (Bromberg et al.l999a), one international conference (Bromberg ef
al.l999b) and documented in Proceedings ofSPIE, Accelerator-based Sources oflnfrared and Spectro-
scopic Applications (Bromberg et al., 1999c).
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senile dementia yet the pathogenesis of AD is unclear (Siegal et aL.,1994). AD has long

been known to be associated with localized accumulations of peptide aggregates (amyloid-

bearing plaques and neurofibrillary tangles) in the brain (Alois Alzheimer,1907). More-

over, amide I component bands of amyloid fibrils prepared in vitro (Fraser, I99l) and amy-

loid-bearing plaques in situ (Choo et aL.,1996) have been reported to occur between 1620-

1628 cm-l and 1632-1634 cm-t ,respectively. These studies served as a useful guide for gen-

eration of exploratory FTIR images on-site at the synchrotron beamline. In turn, these pre-

liminary FTIR images guided the selection of subsequent tissue regions for FTIR

examination. Finally, the well-defined morphology of the hippocampus (section 4.1.2)

made the correlation of visibly distinct features of the tissue (i.ø., neuronal cell bodies,

myelinated axonal projections, parenchyma, blood vessels, etc.) to certain spectral signa-

tures fairly straightforward. Although histochemistry can be used to denote the presence of

the classical lesions of AD, discrete structural changes at the subcellular or molecular level

are beyond the detection limitations of the staining process. Therefore, synchrotron FTIR

microspectroscopy was used to compare the molecular substructure ofAD and normal hip-

pocampus in an attempt to localize plaques and tangles, and to test the hypothesis that AB-

peptide is deposited between plaques at concentrations too low for detection by conven-

tional Bielschowsþ silver staining.

Spectroscopic studies were perfonned at the Synchrotron Radiation Center (SRC),

University of Wisconsin-Madison and at the National Synchrotron Light Source CNSLS),

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, Long Island. Three AD and two control brains

were examined during 1999. FTIR images derived from the spectral maps collected were

compared visually with a light microscopy image of the Bielschowsþ-stained tissue. Data

analysis revealed that fibrillar amyloid ín situ was high in peptide aggregate structure

(amide I component band between 1620-1625 r*-t), while amorphous AB-peptide deposi-

tion was high in B-sheet structure (amide I component band between 1630-1637 cm-r).

Moreover, another unique spectral feature of fibrillar amyloid was also revealed, namely

the appearance of strong COO- stetching absorption (1397-1400 cm'r) assigned here to

truncated peptides. Tissue staining correlated with the location of fibrillar amyloid \¡/ithin

nelrons and regions containing diffirse amorphous plaques. In contrast to inconclusive

staining, FTIR imaging was sensitive enough to denote a 10-20% greater contribution of
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proteins with B-sheet structure in the gray matter of AD gray matter over that in control tis-

sue. While the conclusions of the present data are only preliminary in nature, they support

the hypothesis that seemingly unaffected areas in the AD hippocampal tissue may in fact

encompass enhanced diffuse AB-peptide deposits which may be a marker for the initiat

stages ofthe disease.

4.1.2 Alzheim er's X)isease

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disorder leading

to late-life cognitive impairment. AD presents withthe clinical symptoms of memory loss,

disorientation in time, place and person, as well as progressive cognitive decline. As early

as 1907 Alois Alztreimer called attention to the aberrant presence of amyloid-bearing

plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in 50-70Yo of autopsied brains of patients clinically

diagnosed with senile dementia (Siegal, et a1.,1994). Epidemiological studies since then

have shown that AD can affect individuals of all races and ethnic groups; it is slightly more

prominent in post-menopausal females than males. The majority of AD cases arise sporad-

ically (> 60%) while 5-15% are of the genetically inheritable variety of early onset familial

AD (Siegal, et a|.,1994). Clinical diagnosis of AD is tentative but post-mortem examina-

tion of the cortical and hippocampal regions of the brain can differentiate the disease from

other forms of dementia. Histopathologically, these regions of the brain typically reveal

neuronal and synaptic loss, reactive gliosis (activated astrocytes and microglia), p-amyloid

angiopatþ (vascular deposition of AB1ad, extraneuronal amyloid-bearing neuritic

plaques (mainly species Aþ¡.a1ù and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) located intra- or extra-

neuronally (Esiri and Morris,7997; Bobinski et aL.,1998).

The tissue morphology of the human hippocampus is quite distinct with reference

to the relative spatial distribution ofthe neuronal cell bodies, axons and neurite extensions,

and the parenchyma (i.e., other cell types, such as astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocytes,

erc.). Shown in Figure 4-l is a schematic illustration of a hansverse section of the hippoc-

¿Impus. The white matter (frmbria) is found around the periphery of the gray matter com-

posed of the CAL,CA2, CA3 and CA4 sectors (Figwe 4-1). The pyramidal neurons in the

gray matter are easily visualized by light microscopy and are spatially arranged in closer

proximity inthe CA?-CA4 fieldsthaninthe CAI freld. Encompassingthe CA4 flretdofthe
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hippocampus is the dentate gyrus composed of a granularlayet and a molecular layer (Fig-

ure 4-1). The granular layer of the dentate gyrus is composed of the dentate neurons which

are oval in shape in contrast to the triangular-shaped cell bodies of the pyramidal neurons.

The molecular layer of the dentate gyrus (or moleculare) is similar to white matter; it con-

tains the myelinated axons of the dentate neurons along with the associated cells of the

parenchyma. Neuritic plaques most typically appear in the gray matter, especially in the

CAl and CA2 fields, but they can also occur within or near the dentate gyrus.NFTs affect

the pyramidal newons of the gray matter and are most commonly found in the CAl and

CA2 fields. Finally, the radiatum houses myelinated axons extending from the pyramidal

neurons of the hippocampus and is therefore compositionally similar to the fimbria.

Figure 4-1. Schematic illustration of a transverse section of the hippocampus.

Pyramidal neurons of the CAl represented by purpte triangles.2

The pathological marker of AD is generally considered to be the observation of a

large number of mature plaques in the hippocampus (and neocortex) because NFTs can be

absent or few n 10-20% of AD cases (Siegal et a1.,1994).In addition, NFTs can appear in

a variety of other etiologically distinct neurological disorders that do not display amyloid-

bearing plaques, such as Pick's disease, Parkinson's disease and head tauma (Siegal et al.,

t;ìr"-"..-''...,.

2. The illushation above was adapted from Esiri, M.M. and Morris, J.H. (1997) The Neuropatholog)¡ of
Dementia.p.24
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1994). Therefore, NFTs are frequently viewed as a marker of advanced neuron¿l dysñrnc-

tion rather than due to a specific disease.

Neuritic plaques have been found to be composed primarily of amorphous aggre-

gates of apeptide, 39-42 residues in length, denoted as Aþ3s-a2. This AB peptide is thought

to arise from abnormal proteolytic processing of its parent protein B-amyloid precursor pro-

tein (pAPP). PAPP is a transmembrane glycoprotein with a short cytoplasmic C-terminus,

a large extracellular N-terminus and membrane-spanning Ap-domain (39-42 amino acids

long) (Siegal et a1.,1994). Under normal conditions, PAPP is enzymatically cleaved by cr-

secretase in the middle of its hydrophobic membrane-spanning domain, resulting in the

secretion of a soluble form (sAPP) into the extracellular space (Mattson and Furukawa,

1997; Iohn et al.,1997).It has been suggested that sAPP has a neuroprotective role (Matt-

son and Furukaw4 1997). Under some pathological conditions, the N-terminal domain of

BAPP is cleaved by p-secretase, followed by the cleavage at the C-terminal end by y- secre-

tase, producing the AB-peptide (39-42 residues) found in amyloid-bearing plaques (Matt-

son and Fwukawa" 1997: Iobn et al., 1997). The secretases (o, p, y) responsible for the

normal and abnormal proteolytic processing of BAPP have been designated by their respec-

tive sites of action (John et a1.,1997). The identity of these secretases in vîvo,has been of

particular interest for development of potential drug therapies @e Stooper and Konig,

1999). Last year B-secretase, now known as B-site-APP-cleaving enzyme (BACE), was iso-

lated in vivo and, identified as a transmembrane aspartyl protease (Vassar et a1.,1999).

It has been suggested that the appearance of AB peptide marks the onset of AD-

related neurodegeneration @eyreuther and Masters, 1996). The temporal development of

a mature neuritic plaque from diffi¡se AB peptide deposition is only partiatly understood,

but is thought to proceed as presented in Figure 4-2 (Jlnch,1993). Histopathological evi-

dence supports the speculation that diffuse AB peptide deposition, derived fiom abnormal

proteolytic processing of pAPP, preeedes the formation of insoluble, fibrillar aggregates of

Aþturpeptide that comprise the core of a mature neuritic plaque (Siegal et a1.,1994). Bio-

chemically, diffi.rse plaques have been found to contain arnorphous, non-fibrillar aggre-

gates of AB peptides 39-43 amino acids in length (Siegal et a1.,1994, Choo et a1.,1996).

In addition, the dense amyloid core of a mature plaque is surrounded by peripheral AB-
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associated proteins (Apo E, heparan sulfate proteoglycans,laminin, ubiquitin, øfc.) as well

as activated microglia and reactive astrocytes, all of which are thought to be involved in the

nucleation of diffuse AB-deposition into AB fibril formation invivo (Jlrich, 1993; Choo ef

al., 1996; John et al., 1997 ; van Leeuvan et ø1., I 998).

Figure 4-2. Formation of a mature neuritic plaque with a dense B-amyloid core from

diffi¡se plaque composed of Ap peptide.3
Diffuse plaque

nucleolus inside
nucleus of pyramidal
neuron

cliffuse A fl , AB-assooiated protírns.
reactive glial cells

ciil'lìrsr;
cloposi{iau
t;f ,Å"iì-pcptiråc

Alzheimer-type NFTs are cytoplasmic fibres formed from masses ofpaired-helical

filaments (PIIFs) and are most frequently found in neuronal cell bodies with axonal projec-

tions in close proximity to a neuritic plaque (Siegal et a1.,1994). PIIFs are believed to be

composed mainly of aggregates of a truncated portion of the microtubule-associated pro-

tein tau in a hyperphosphorylated state (Kidd, 1963;Kidd, 1964; Goedert et al.,1996). Tau

normally binds to cr- and B-tubulins, facilitating microtubule assembly and stabilization in

vivo, and thereby has a substantial role in microtubule-associated axonal transport mecha-

nisms vital to neuronal functioning (Siegal et aL.,1994). As shown in Figure 4-3, microtu-

bule assemblies are required for fast axonal transport ofmitochondria and synaptic vesicles

dense amyloid core

NFTs and/or
dyslrophic
neurite extensions

Mature plaque

F

3. Illustration based on the current view of neuritic plaque formation as described by Ulrich, J. (1993) His-
tochemistry and immunohistochemistry of Alzheimer's disease, volume 27,p.44.
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from the perikaryon to the synapse, as well as for disposal of foreign substances (Wiengar-

ten et aL.,1975; Cleveland et a1.,1977; Siegal et a1.,1994). Hyperphosphorylated tau self-

associates but can also sequester and bind normal tau (Iqbal et a1.,1998). Glycosoami-

noglycans (GAGs), such as heparan sulfate and heparin, have been shown to mediate

assembly of tau into fibrils and stimulate tau phosphorylation, promoting microtubule dis-

assembly in vitro @eyreuther and Masters, 1996; Goedert et a1.,1996).It has been postu-

lated that while neuronal membrane damage could occur because of AB neurotoxicity

present in the plaque core, the associated GAGs gain access to the cytoplasmic tau present

in neurite extensions, mediate NFT assembly and cause premature cell death through

microtubule dissociation and inefficient axonal transport (Goedert et a1.,1996;Iqbal et aI.,

1998). Further to this point" frameshift mutants of proteins directly or indirectly connected

to plaque formation in vívo, such as PAPP and ubiquitin-B, have been localizedto NFTs as

well as to neuritic plaques (van Leeuwan et a1.,1998).

Figune 4-3. Schematic representation of a neuron from perikaryon to synapse

illustrating the role of microtubule assemblies (and tau) in fast axonal transport

mechanisms. Failure of tau to stabilize microtubule assemblies would lead to

the breakdown of these mechanisms and result in neuronal dysfunction-
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4.1.3 Synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy of the AD and control hippocarnpus

As already discussed in Chapter 1, FTIR spectoscopic investigation of biological

molecules, whether in model systems in vitro (section 1.5) or tissue components in sítu

(section 1.6), has become arecogrnzed analytical method over the last few decades. For in

sifz studies, one key advantage is that characteristic absorptions due to each tissue compo-

nent (lipid, carbohydrate, proteins and nucleic acids) may be detected in a single spectrum

(section 1.6). This advantage was pointed out in Chapter I for simultaneous observation of

absorption bands due to the protein and lipid constituents of hippocampal white matter

(section 1.6). As explained there, the amide I profile (1600-1700 .*-t¡ is particularly useful

in identifring change in protein conformation such that structures involving stong H-

bonds (r.e., B-sheet proteins) vrill display amide I vibrations at lower frequency to those

involving longer or weaker H-bonds (i.e., o-helical proteins). Also discussed in Chapter 1

was the utility of an IR microscope attachment to the spectrometer (FTIR microspectros-

copy, section 1.2.4) which permits spectral acquisition at focal spots (pixels) on a thin

tissue section. Certain assigned spectral features found in the collection of pixels can then

be compared upon calculation of 2D or 3D contour plots (section 1.7.4) to reveal the dis-

tribution of tissue constituents in the mapped section. Finally, as previously discussed, the

use ofa bright synchrotron source, rather than the conventional globar, reduces the diffrac-

tion limit and allows for greater spatial resolution (< 10 pm spot diameter) in the FTIR

image (section 1.2.5). Therefore, through the use of synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy

the structure of cellular to sub-cellular components of a tissue can be examined.

4.tr.4 Objectives of current súudy

The classical lesions of AD (neuritic plaques and the NFTs) can be visualized

microscopically by Bielschowsþ silver staining of thin sections of brain tissue (Ulrich,

1993; Esiri and Morris, 1997). With serial stained sections as a guide for the general loca-

tion of plaques and tangles FTIR synchrotron microspectroscopy was utilized in the current

investigation to examine macromolecular structure in unstained AD and control hippocam-

pal tissue. More specifically, it was hypothesized that synchrotron FTIR microspectro-

scopic imaging would be sensitive enough to (i) Discriminate between diffirse and frbrillar

amyloid within plaques, (ii) Detect diffuse amyloid deposition outside the confines of a
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plaque in the absence of positive staining, and (iii) Discriminate between fibrillar amyloid

and the other protein aggregate of the disease, the neurofibrillary tangle, based on their

respective spectral features. Dependent upon the success of these proposals, the long term

goals address the overall question: will the IR signature(s) of the morphological features of
AD (f.e. plaques, NFTs), if discernible, lead to a greater understanding of the disease state

and its pathogenesis? Presented in this chapter are the results of the microspectroscopic

examinations of the hippocampus from tbree individuals diagnosed with AD compared to

two contol individuals, obtained with the IR bearnline at the SRC and IR beamline Ul0B

at the NSLS. Due to the differences in the synchrotron stability and brightness an aperture

of about 6-10 pm in diameter could be used at the NSLS as opposed to that of 15-20 Fm at

the SRC.

4.2 MATERIAT,S AND METT{OD

Humarr brain tissue was acquired from the Neuropathology Department of the

Health Sciences Centre GISC, Winnipeg, Manitob4 Canada) and tissue extraction was car-

ried out by Dr. M.R. del Bigio MD PhD. The excised hippocampus of autopsied brain (<

24 hours post-mortem) was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, thcn freezer-stored (-70"C) until

ready for sampling. AD diagnosed and age-matched control hippocampus were then

warmed in a cryostat microtome to -30oC and mounted for cryosectioning at a section

thickness of I pm. Sections were placed on low-e reflective MirrIR glass slides (Kevley

Technologies, Chesterland Oþ so that post-microspectroscopic staining could be carried

out. For each sample collected on a MirrIR slide for the spectroscopic examination, a serial

section was cut and placed on a standard glass slide and stained by the Bielschowsþ

method (carried out at the HSC Neuropathology laboratory) to illustrate the tissue morphol-

ogy and the plaque/tangle locations. The morphology of each tissue section and the histo-

pathology of any serial stains were assessed with guidance from Dr. del Bigio, prior to

microspectroscopic analysis. Once IR microspectroscopic analysis was complete (sections

4.2.1 and 4.2.2), the samples on the MirrIR slides were stained by the Bielschowsþ

method (ulrich, 1993) at the HSC newopathology laboratory and unique spectral features

were visually correlated to stained features (section 4.2.3). Histopathological assessment of
the stained serial sections on glass and the stained sections on the MirrIR slides was carried
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outbyDr. M.R. delBigio attheHSC. Table4-1 summarizesthehippocampaltissues exam-

ined, the identification number of the autopsied patient, the date the hippocampus was sec-

tioned/placed on MirrIR slide, the synchrotron facility where the experiments were ca¡ried

out and whether the post-microspectroscopic Bielschowsþ stain was successful. Note in

Table 4-1 that CON1 was lost during the staining process, therefore during subsequent

stains the gelatin content of the water bath used to prepare the sample for staining was

increased to prevent any further loss of samples.

Table 4-1. Hippocampal samples evaluated during doctoral thesis.

Brain ldentification llate

ADl 98R015

Á^D2 99R003

AI}3 99RÛ28

coNl 98R016

coaÍ2 98R013

number sectioned spectroscopy

4.2"1 Synchrotron FTIR mícrospectroscopy at the SRC beamline

Jan 1999

lvlay 19Ð

Sept. 1999

Jalu. 1999

Sept.l999

FTIR microspectroscopy was caried out on samples ADl, AD2, and CONI at the

Synchrotron Radiation Center, Stoughton, WI, USA. Spectra were acquired in the reflec-

tance mode on a Nicolet Magna 550 spectrometer equipped with a Nic-Plan microscope.

Typically, 512 interferograms were collected, co-added and signal averaged with a nominal

resolution of 4 cm-r. In the course of a single 4-6 hour injection cycle, the 800 MeV beam

current decayed from -260 mA to -100 mA. In the absence of an upper aperture in the

microscope, the illuminated area on the sample would have a diameter of about 30 ¡rm.

Beam characteristics varied during the cycle, making it necessary to adjust the moving

mirror velocity from time to time, in order to achieve the optimum signal-to-noise ratio in

the fingerprint region. Decreasing the mirror velocity frequently improved the spectral

qualrty in the fingerprint region of the spectrum (1000-1800 cm-t) but this increased spec-

tral acquisition time. A transparent variable aperture (full field aperture, Spectra-Tech) was

used for visualization of the peripheral tissue about the focal arca. A 15 x 15 pm2 to a20 x
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Ian,\vlar.1999

Aug. 1999

Sept.l999

At:g.t999

Sept. 1999

Synchrotron Staining
suceess

SRC

SRC

NSLS

SRC

NSLS

yes

yes

yes

no

yes



20 ¡nú aperture was used to gather focal specta and line maps of pyramidal neurons with

nearby tissue, as well as when area maps were acquired in tissue regions of interest. A

single background was collected for each line map or area map to avoid stage whiplash,

while for spot spectra a background was typically taken every hour.

The locations of the majority of plaques and tangles in the stained serial tissue sec-

tions from ADI and AD2 were deterrrined by light microscopic evaluation of the AD tissue

pathology (summarized in Table 4-2). This preliminary inspection of the stained serial sec-

tions served as a guide for the subsequent IR microspectroscopy of the tissue sections

placed on the MirrIR slides. The initial goal was to aim for regions of the tissue where amy-

loid deposition and NFTs were abundant. Therefore, numerous area maps were acquired in

the CAI and CA2 fields of the MirrIR tissue section from ADI since these regions were

rich in plaque and NFT formation (Table 4-2). Photomicrograph comparisons of the

unstained section of ADl used for spechoscopic examination and the stained serial section

is presented in Figure 4-4. As can be seen in the photomicrograph of the serial stained sec-

tion, hippocampus ADI presented with a large number of plaques just to the left of the large

tear in the CAl below the dentate gyrus (Figure 4-4).

Table 4-2. Regions of interest in the hippocampal samples studied at the SRC

tsrain ldenfification Plaque
number locations

Á,Dl 98R01s

AD2 99R003

coNx 98R016

CAI, CA2

CAl, CA4,
moleculare

NFT
locations

CAI,CM 11

CAI 2I

Numben N¡¡mber of
ofarea specfra in
maps nnap data
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change abruptly within ¡rm distances(i.e., a neuron cell body is only l0-30 pm in diameter).

In tum, st¿ins of serial sections are only approximate guides to the tissue morphology/tris-

topathology. FTIR images should only be compared to the stain of the tissue section exam-

ined by FTIR microspectroscopy. Unfortunately, the reflective coating on the MirrIR slide

used for IR microspechoscopy in the present study was unpredictably sensitive to the

chemicals used in the Bielschowsþ staining method. Occasionally, a tissue section exam-

ined extensively by FTIR microspectroscopy would be lost during the staining process and

the tissue histopathology could not be correlated to the FTIR image generated

4,2.2Synchrotron F'T[R microscopy at beamline U10B at the NSLS

Synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy on samples AD3 and CON2 was carried out

at beamline U10B at the NSLS, Upton, New York (Table 4-1). At the time of our experi-

mentation the Ul0B port, located on the VtrV ring, delivered the synchrotron radiation to

a Spectra-Tech Irpsru scanning infrared microscope. In the absence of an upper aperture in

the microscope, a sample arca of 20 pm in diameter could be illuminated. Injection times

were variable (ranging from every 2-5 hotrs) but during these short injection periods spec-

tral acquisition could be paused and then resumed a few minutes later after the top-off was

complete. The 800 MeV ring current was nearly 1000 mA with a 5 hour lifetime on aver-

age. Therefore, during spectral acquisition the current rarely fell below 450 mA before the

acquisition was paused and the V[rV ring was re-injected with electrons. Given these VtfV

ring parameters the brightress at the NSLS was substantially higher than that at SRC, thus

the upper variable aperture used in the microscopy could be adjusted to between 6 and 10

pm in diameter. An aperture of 10 x l0 pm2 was utilized for collection of most spectral

maps except for two spectral maps in which the aperture was set to 6 x 6 pnÊ. These latter

two maps were acquired with the aperture lower limit for the purpose of retrieving images

of higher resolution in regions previously examined with the larger aperture.

Tissue pathology was assessed at HSC (Dr. M.R. del Bigio) in Winnipeg prior to

spectoscopic examination at the NSLS. NFTs were not apparentin the stained serial sec-

tion from the AD3 brain (not shown), thus localization of plaques and AB deposition was

the primary focus of the spectroscopic examination of AD3. Shown in Figure 4-5 is the

spectoscopically examined AD3 tissue section on the MirrIR slide before and after the
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staining process. Similar to the stained serial stain on glass slide (not shown), the stained

section on the MinIR slide confirmed that the majority of plaques were localized to the

moleculare nea¡ the dentate neurons and in the CA4 field of hippocampus AD3 (Figure 4-

5). Therefore, the majority of spectral maps acquired on the AD3 tissue section were taken

in the moleculare and in the CA4 field (Table 4-3). For comparative purposes, when the

CON2 control hippocampus tissue section was examined, spectral maps were acquired in

both the moleculare and the CA4 field as well as in the CAI field. Upon post-microspec-

troscopic staining, the CON2 tissue section on the MirrIR slide did not present with any

tissue pathology.

Figune 4-5. Photomicrographs of the AD3 tissue section on the MirrIR slide

examined spectroscopically prior to staining (left) and after staining (right). The

majority of plaques (small brown spots) arc localtzed to the moleculare in the

stained photomicrograph.
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Table 4-3. Regions of interest in the hippocampal samples studied at the NSLS

Brain ldentÍfication PIaque
number locations

AD3 99R003

coN2 98R013

4.2.3 Specúral preprocessing and data analysis

Nicolet OMNIC/Atl¡rsru software was used in data acquisition and data analysis.

Residual watervaporwas subtracted interactively from individual specû'ausing MN-IRTM

software. Individual spectra taken from different regions of the hippocampus \ilere pro-

cessed using \¡fN-IRrM software. Spechal processing details accompany individual spectra

presented in section 4.3. For specta within map files, the OMMCTM automatic correction

for water vapor was used. Atlpsru software converted specü'al map files into 2D contour

plots derived by comparison of the relative peak height ratios found for each spectrum of
the line or area maps (discussed in section 1.7.4). Profiling details can be found with their

respective 2D contour plots presented in section 4.3. The 2D contour plots were derived by

Atl¡rsru and smoothed using MicrocalrM Origin6.0 to improve the quality of the IR images

for direct comparison to the light microscopy images ofthe søined tiszue. Upon completion

of IR microspectroscopic analysis and staining of the MirrIR sections, these IR images

were visually compared to photomicrographs of the stained tissue and unique spectral fea-

tures were correlated to tissue pathology.

4.3 RESULTS A.ND DISCUSSION

The morphological features detectable by FTIR microspectroscopy of the control

hippocampus are presented in section 4.3.1. The spectra of pyramidal neurons and dentate

neurons did not display significant differences. In contrast spectra of the moleculare, radi-

atum and fimbria regions displayed in increasing order enhanced lipid to protein content.

FTIR imaging of control hippocampus based on the relative contribution of lipid to protein

also revealed some interesting results. For example, visual discrimination of neurons from
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the neuropil and surrounding parenchyma in the gray matter and the dentate gyrus \ilas pos-

sible in the FTIR images generated by the relative intensity of the CH2 $pid) to NH (pro-

tein) sffetching absorptions in each spectrum (Figure 4-8). In addition, lipofuscin granules,

a hall mark of the æing hippocampus, could be localized in the FTIR images (Figure 4-9)

and distinguished from the location of the nucleus (Figure 4-10). The FTIR images of B-

amyloid angiopathy (section 4.3.2) and B-amyloid plaque deposition (section 4.3.3) in AD

hippocampus verified that the amide I band contour of fibrillar amyloid was similar to that

suggested by in vítro studies of amyloid frbril formation (Fraser et al., 1991). Moreover,

the spectral signature of fibrillar amyloid in situ was found to include absorption bands typ-

ical of an aggregated protein composed of truncated peptides arranged in an antiparallel B-

sheet conformation. In contast, amorphous deposits of AB-peptide were found to have an

increased amount of c¿-helical protein possibly due to the plaque-associated proteins

involved in the seeding or nucleation of a fibrillar plaque core (Ulrich, 1993: Choo et al.,

1996).In section 4.3.4, diffuse deposition of AB-peptide outside the boundaries of plaque

formation was detected by FTIR imaging in two tissue sections (ADl and AD3), however

additional AD and control samples would need to be examined to confirm this possibility.

4.3.1 FIIR microspectroscopic irnaging of control hippocarnpal tissue

Prior to 2D contour analysis, individual focal spectra ofpyramidal neurons, dentate

neurons, and the layers of the hippocampus (moleculare, radiatum and frmbria) \¡/ere exam-

ined. The mid-IR spectral features from the cell bodies of pyramidal neurons in CA1, CA2

and CA4 fields and neurons of the dentate gyrus were found to be very similar (Figure 4-

6). As shown in Figure 4-6, the neurons exhibited a predominance of absorption bands

assignable to protein, such as the NH stetch (3292 cñ't), amide I (1651 
"ñ-t), 

amide tr

(1542 cm-t) and the amide III (1235 cm-r). In addition, the methyl to methylene stretching

ratio (2958 cm'1:2924 cm-l) was found to be near unity and in the fingerprint region the

methyl asymmetric (1455 cm-t) and symmetric deformation (1391 cm-t) slightly greater

than that of the nearby methylene bending absorptions. The near equivalence of methyl to

metþlene absorption band intensities is additional spectral evidence that the protein con-

tent of a neuron predominates over the lipid content (see sections 1.5.1, 1.5.2 and 1.6).
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of the mid-IR signature of pyramidal neurons from the

CAl, CA2 and CA4 fields to the dentate neuron of the granular layer of the dentate

gyrus illustrating the similar lipid to protein ratio.  Absoqption band assignments are

as follows: [amide v(NII) 3292 cm-tf; [v*(CH2) 2924 cm-t]; [v"r(CH3) 2958 cm-t];

[acyl v(C:O),1736.--t]; [amide I 1651 "*-t]; [amide tr,1542 cm-t]; [ôadCH3)

and õr(CH3), 1455 and 1391 cm-r, respectivelyl; [amide III 1235 cm-t]; [v(C-O)

1082 cm'rl,

Spectra of the tissue regions peripheral to the neuronal cell bodies, which contains

glial cells and axonal projections, exhibited noticeable features due to bothprotein and lipid

(Figure 4-7). Spectra taken ofthe moleculare, radiatum and the fimbria displayed aprogres-

sive increase in absorptions due to lipid relative to those due to protein. For the moleculare,

which neighbors the dentate neurons, the relative intensity of the NH stretch (3292 cm-l) to

the methylene CH stretch (2924 cm-r) was found to be decreased in comparison to that

observed for the CA4 freld neuron. Furthermore, other lipid-associated bands were

Wavenumber (cm-1)

4. Spectra were exfracted from spectral maps taken on a tissue section from control hippocampus CON2 at
NSLS with a l0 x l0 pm2 aperture. Preprocessing included deconvolution and smoothing.
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enhanced in this layer, such as the ester C=O sftetch, metþlene shetching Q922 and 2853

cm-t) and methylene scissoring (1464 cm-').

Figune 4-7. Comparison of spectra taken of a CA4 pyramidal neuron, the

moleculare, radiatum and white matter of the control hippocampal tissue.S

Similar changes were found to be apparent in spectra of tissue regions proximal to

the pyramidal neurons of the CAl, CA2 and CA3 fields (data not shown), which is com-

prised of mainly astrocytes and newite extensions (neuropil). Next to the moleculare is the

radiatum (Figure 4-1), where axonal projections "radiate" towards the curve of the dentate

gyrus. The radiatum was found to have a greater þid to protein ratio than the moleculare.

For example, the relative intensity of the methylene (2922 cm-l) to methyl (2958 cm-l)

stretch is noticeably higher in the spectrum taken of the radiatum than the moleculare (Fig-

we 4-7).In addition, the greater relative intensity of the metþlene stretching (2922 cma)

to the NH stretch (3293 cm-l) confirmed that the lipid content was greater than that of the

5. The fimbria and radiatum spectra from CONI were taken at SRC with an 18 x l8 pm2 aperture, while
those of the CA4 pyramidal neuron and the moleculare of hippocampus CON2 were taken with a l0 x 10

¡rm2 aperture at the NSLS. Spectral processing involved deconvolution and smoothing.
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protein in the radiatum. These observed spectral changes for the radiatum layer were only

further augmented in specha taken in the fimbria with additional increases in other absorp-

tions due to enhanced content ofphospholipid (Figure 4-'7 and recall Figure 1-13).

Given that the predominant spectral difference between neuronal tissue and neuro-

pil was in the relative contributions of protein to lipid, FTIR microspectroscopic imaging

proceeded by exploitation of this simple discriminating observation. Larger spectral maps

with greater spatial resolution were obtained at the NSLS due to improved signal-to-noise,

shorter spectral acquisition time and software capable of pausing map acquisition during

injection. FTIR images were created from the 2D contour profiles calculated by taking the

relative intensity ofthe lipid methylene asymmetric streûçh (2923 cm-r) to that ofthe protein

NH amide stretch (3294 .--t¡ for each spectrum in a mapped anay. Typical examples of

the FTIR microspectroscopic images derived from spectral maps acquired in different

regions of the control hippocampus CON2 are presented in Figure 4-8. The spatial distri-

bution of the neurons in each of the five FTIR images (spatial resolution of 10 pm) bore

close resemblance to that seen in the light microscopy photomicrographs of the unstained

MirriR tissue section (three of the five CON2 maps shown in Figwe 4-8). In Figure 4-8ø,

the dentate neurons (navy) are easily distinguished from the moleculare (yellow to white)

by differences in the relative contribution of lipid (v*(CH)) to protein (v(NfI)) in each

spectrum. In contrast, the pyramidal neurons of the CAI field (Figure 4-8b) and the CA4

field (Figure 4-8c) are more spatially spread out inthe tissue than the dentate neurons, sim-

ilar to their spatial distibution revealed by light microscopy. In all of these 2D contour

plots, the CH2A.IH stretching ratio decreases accordingly: white (> I . 1), light yellow (l . 1),

navy (0.5) and black (< 0.5). However, these ratios do not infer that the lipid-to-protein

ratio is 1.1, 0.5, etc.,because the actual relative concentrations cannot be derived without

calibration to a model lipid/protein film prepared in vitro or cross validation to a known

biochemical assay (see section 1.7.1 inChapter 1).
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In all of the FTIR images presented in Figure 4-8, the relative contribution of lipid

to protein was found to decrease moving from the parenchyma (white to yellow) to the neu-

ropil proximal to the neuronal cell body (gray), to the neuron cell body (navy) to the

nucleus of the perikaryon (black). Interestingly, ifthe CH2^\IH stretching ratio in these spa-

tial regions on the tissue could be translated into the relative concentration of lipid to pro-

tein, a ratio of unity would be equivalent to 50% lipid and 50Yo protein þarenchyma), a

ratio of 0.8 would be equivalentto 40o/ø lipid and 60% protein (neuropil), and a ratio of 0.5

would be equivalent to 25%o lipid and 75Yo protern (perikaryon). The gray matter of the

brain has been reported to be S0%lipid and 50%o protein bV dry weight, but this includes

parenchyma and netronal cell bodies which are unevenly distributed withinthe gray matter

(Siegal et a1.,1994).In contrast, the relative contribution of lipid to protein in focal regions

within the gray matter can be examined individually by synchrotron FTIR microspectros-

copy (also see section 1.6). On a preliminary basis, details regarding gray matter heteroge-

neity and the relative contribution of molecular constituents in situ can be discerned by

FTIR imaging, in the absence of histochemical staining (1.e., without external validation)

when the tissue morphology in the FTIR image and the light microscopy photomicrograph

are similar.

Under light microscopy, the neurons of the normal hippocampus typically take on

a featureless glassy appearance while still being distinct from the neuropil. Within the agng

hippocampus however, the pyramidal neurons progressively accumulate lipofuscin gran-

ules (remnants of lysosomal waste) in their cytoplasm @siri and Monis,1997). The pres-

ence of lipofuscin granules in the cytoplasm of the pyramidal neurons, depicted by the

photomicrograph of the CA4 freld of CON2 (CON2 \¡/as a 51 year old female), was also

confrmed in the FTIR image by the blackened area inside the perikaryon (Figure 4-8c). In

the 2D contour plot of Figure 4-8c this blackened region represented a position where the

protein content increased beyond the lower limit of the CH2INIH stretching ratio. To further

examine this phenomenon, a second spectral map was acquired with greater spatial resolu-

tion (6 pm) of one ofthe CA4 field neurons that exhibited lipofuscin upon light microscopy

(Figure 4-9).
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trum taken from the orange/red region (relative peak height: 0.410) to that from a lighter

blue region (relative peak height : 0.830) in the 2D contour revealed that the collagen spec-

trum of the vessel was distinctive from that of the amyloid plaque (Figure 4-12).

Figure 4-12. Spectral comparison of a focal spectrum taken upon the CAl blood

vessel (dotted line) and that taken on a portion of the diffi.lse plaque about the vessel

periphery (solid line). See Figure 4-11 for location of these focal spectra in the

spectral map taken on tissue from hippoc¿rmpus ADl. Arows below the spectra

denote the absorptions due to collagen content in the blood vessel.

î
o)o
J

------ blood vessel

- 
diffuse plaque

The arrows in Figure 4-12 denote the characteristic collagen fingerprint such as the

collagen triple helix amide I (1659 cffi-t), amide ltr/proline wagging region (1205,1237,

1280, 1308 and 1342 cm-l) and enhanced carbohydrate absorptions (1048, 1083, I 121 and

1166) due to the glycosylated state of the protein (see Chapter 3). The spectrum t¿ken

within a region that contained diffirse amyloid deposition verified by post-spectroscopy

staining, displayed an amide I with a broadened profile and a maximum at a lower fre-
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quency, indicative of a loss of helical protein structure (Figure 4-12). This frequency shift

to lower wavenumber was also apparent in the amide fI vibration (1543 cm-r). Fwthermore,

an amide I shoulder at about I 63 5 cm'l accompanied the low amide I maximum at 1 648 cm-

t (Figure 4-12). Finally, there was an enhanced absorption due to the ring vibration of

tyrosine (1517 cm-r) relative to the intensity of the amide II and p-amyloid has been shown

to have a high amount of aromatic amino acid residues in its primary structure (Ulrich,

1993) in comparison to other proteins, such as collagen.

Aside from detecting diffuse AB deposition near the CAl blood vessel of hippoc-

ampus ADl, diffuse and core p-amyloid were detected in aCA4 blood vessel of hippocam-

pus AD3 (Figwe 4-13). Shown in Figure 4-13b, are two different types of 2D contour

profiles used to create two FTIR images of the tissue area. In one ofthese profiles a "chem-

igram", defined as the integrated intensþ of a defined spechal subregior¡ was calculated

for each pixel using the spectral subregion, 1605-1640 cm'l to illustrate where predominant

absorptions due to B-sheet and/or aggregated proteins occur. The "chemigram" profîle

(Figure 4-13b, right) depicts an image very similar to the photomicrograph of the stained

tissue (Figure 4-73a,1eft). For example, holes in the tissue would result in relatively less

absorbance. Therefore, holes and locations where the tissue is very thin can be observed in

the FTIR image as a very faint blue (Figure 4-13b, righÐ. Likewise, regions of the tissue

predominated by protein absorption are represented in this FTIR image by shades ranging

from tan to dark brown. Another interesting point to note in the "chemigram" 2D contour

plot is that the location of the darkest areas correspond to dark staining in the photomicro-

graph of the stained tissue. These dark regions in the "chemigram" FTIR image in Figure

4-13b, correspond to possible amyloid deposition on and peripheral to the blood vessel.

However, since the spectra in the "chemigtam" image were not normalized to a common

overall intensity, variation in sample thickness and changes in the synchrotron IR through-

put during map collection may have created artifacts in the 2D contour constructed from

the integrated intensity of a single absorption band. Moreover, verification was required to

confirm that amyloid was the main contributor to the dark brown regions of this FTIR

image rather than interchain H-bonded collagen triple helices (see Chapter 3).
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and/or a-helical proteins, as done previously for the CAl blood vessel map of ADl. This

relative intensity FTIR image \¡ias prepared upon calculation of the relative peak height

intensity of 1625 cm-1 (B-sheet and aggregated strands) to 1660 cm-r (collagen amide I and/

or a-helical proteins) for each spectrum in the map (Figure 4-l3b,left). A lower frequency

for the numerator of this relative intensþ profile, in comparison to that chosen to derive

the FTIR image of diffilse amyloid angiopathy in Figure 4-ll, was chosen fortwo reasons:

(t) initial inspection of the individual spectra revealed that the amide I band of some pixels

exhibited a resolved component band near 1622-1631cm-t (see discussion to follow for

spectra in Figure 4-14), and (il) the post-microspectroscopy stain of the tissue indicated

dense amyloid was present along with diffiise amyloid, the former suspected to absorb at a

lower frequency than the latter. Visually the distribution of B-sheet/aggregates to collagen

and/or o-helical proteins in the relative intensity FTIR image added further support to the

postulation that the dark regions in the "chemigram" FTIR image arose predominantly

from enhanced amyloid deposition in those locations (Figure 4-l3b). For example, the light

blue to yellow shades in the relative intensity FTIR image (ratio : 0.830 to >1.37) coûe-

spond to the distribution of darker tones in the "chemigram" FTIR image, the exception

being locations where the tissue was thin. Amyloid deposition tends to weaken the tissue,

thus upon cryosectioning tissue regions high in amyloid deposition frequently tear or

become thin. This latter point is exemplified by the higher B-sheelaggregates to collagen/

c¿-helices ratio around the hole periphery (ratio : 1.01 to > 1.37) in the relative intensity

FTIR image in comparison to the o'chemigram" FTIR image (Figwe 4-13b,1eft and right,

respectively). It should be noted that for the large hole inside the blood vessel, this ratio was

set to zero (Microcalm Origin6.0) for contour pixels representing spectra with low S/Ì.I, to

improve tissue morphology in the 1625 cmr11660 cm-l relative intensþ FTIR image (Fig-

we 4-l3b,left). That is, spectra taken of the hole in the tissue section l:ørd a signal barely

distinguishable from the noisy baseline. Thus, the 1625 cm'1/1660 cm-r ratio was set to zero

for these pixels (black : 0) to distinguish the hole from the rest of the tissue. Interestingly,

the inner portion of the blood vessel wall (light blue to yellow contours) appears to contain

gteater amyloid deposition that the outer portion of the blood vessel wall (red contours).
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Figure 4-14. Spectal changes along a blood vessel in AD3 for discrimination of

fibrillar amyloid from amorphous deposits of AP peptide. The spectra (1 to 5) were

acquired consecutively from left to right in l0 pm steps of the aperture as outlined in

blue on the unstained photomicrograph and the relative intensity FTIR image

(Figure 4-13) of the CA4 field blood vessel.

In comparison to the profile calculated for the CAI blood vessel that exhibited dif-

fuse amyloid deposition (Figure 4-ll),the relative intensity of the 1625 cma amide I com-

ponent band to that at of 1660 cm-r more than doubledT lFigure 4-l3b,left). The main

difference between this blood vessel in AD3 from that examined in ADI was that diffi¡se

plaque formation (ratio:0.710-0.950) was accompanied by the presence of dense amyloid

core (ratio : 1.01 to >1.37). Shown in Figure 4-14 are representative spectra that allowed

discrimination of amyloid core and diffuse AB deposition from c¿-helix and the collagen

triple helix. In these spectra, the amide I band was found to consist of two main component

'!.---.--l

/^\ z-\

\. _/-\.-¿' \

amorphous

--.amorphous

7. In Figure 4-l3b the 2D profile was differentiated up to a ratio of I .37 for contrast in the contour plot, but
the maximum ratio found for the 1625 cm-t/1660 cm-r relative peak height was 2.1.
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bands, one due to B-sheelaggregates (1622-1635.*-t¡ and the other due to either a-helix

(1656 cm-r) or the collagen triple helix (1659 cm-r). Thus, the B-sheet component band in

ADI that was found at the higher frequency end of the 1622-1635 cm-r range (Figure 4-12,

ca.,1637 cm-r) may be indicative of diffuse amyloid deposition, while spectral pixels col-

ored yellow in the FTIR image ofthe AD3 (Figure 4-l3b) with a predominant amide I com-

ponent band at 1622 cmr indicate the presence of protein aggregates contained within

dense amyloid (Figure 4-14). With reference to pixels 1-5 in this FTTR image (Figure 4-

13á) and the corresponding spectra in Figwe 4-l4,there was gradual increase in the inten-

sity of B-sheet (1631-1635 cm-t) relative to both cr-helical proteins (1656 cm-t) and collagen

(1659 cm-r) moving from pixel I to pixel 2 (blue, ratio: 0.83-0.95). Thereafter in pixel3,

the intensity of B-sheet (1631 cm-r) relative to that of c¿-helical proteins (1656 cm-r) was

near unity, but in pixel 4 (yellow, ratio > 1.37) a component band attributable to aggregated

peptides (1622 cm-t) predominated the amide I profile. Finally, in pixel 5 (blue/purple, ratio

:0.77-0.89) the amide I band profile is similar to that of pixel 1 but the relative intensity

of p-sheet proteins to a-helical proteins and collagen is slightly lower.

Based on these results, an amide I component band at1622 cm-l represents fibrillar

amyloid deposition (plaque core), that near 1635 cm-r represents amorphous/diffirse Ap-

peptide deposition, and an amide I component band at 1631 cm-t is a combination of diffuse

and fibrillar amyloid deposition (Figure 4-14).In the FTIR image of Figure 4-l3b,blrc

(ratio : 0.83-0.95) represents a greater proportion of amorphous amyloid, while yellow

(ratio > 1.37) represents a greater proportion of fibrillar amyloid in AD hippocampus.

Moreover, yellow pixels in the FTIR image correspond to locations where the gray matter

was darkly stained in the light microscopy image, while blue pixels correspond to regions

where the stain lightened (Figure 4-13b). Therefore, visual discrimination between deposi-

tion of plaque core, diffirse amyloid, collagen and cr-helical proteins in the FTIR image

tissue appears to be possible due to alterations in the amide I band profile.

4.3.3 FTIR imaging of diffuse and rnature neunitic plaques in the AD hippocampus

In all three AD tissue sections examined plaques were detected by Bielschowsþ

staining, the location of which has already been summaÅzed in Tables 4-2 and 4-3. There

was an observed difference in FTIR detection depending upon where the microspectros-
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copy had been caried out, at the SRC or at the NSLS. Larger maps of better signal quahty

were acquired at NSLS as mentioned previously. Therefore, individual spectral maps pre-

sented in this section for samples ADl and AD2 (SRC) were considerably smaller and with

poorer spatial resolution (15-20 ¡rm) than those acquired on sample AD3 at the NSLS (10

pm). In addition, some maps acquired at SRC were omitted from the 2D contour analysis

due to occasional problems with beam power and stability that produced baseline artifacts

and noise in the spectra. Nevertheless diffi¡se and neuritic plaques were detected on both

samples AD2 and AD3. FTIR imaging of the areas examined in AD2 and AD3 revealed

that amorphous and frbrillar amyloid coexist but can be distinguished based on a unique

FTIR signature not seen in contol hippocampus nor in regions where the amyloid deposi-

tion was merely diffi¡se. Unfornrnately this unique FTIR signature was not detected in

sample ADl, as the regions examined were just beyond the periphery of the amassment of

plaques located in the CAI field (Figure 4-4). Thus, the remaining FTIR images of sample

ADI win be presented in section 4.3.4 describing the detection of diffuse AB deposition

outside of plaque locations which may be beyond the sensitivity of ttre staining technique.

Inproximity to the CA4 blood vessel of AD3, an additional specftal map was col-

lected at the bottom of the oval tear inthe CA4 field (Figure 4-5) which confirmed the dis-

crimination of plaque core from diffuse AB deposition and a-helical proteins. Shown in

Figure 4-15 are photomicrographs ofthis spectral map along with the "chemigram" and rel-

ative intensity FTIR images. The "chemigram" FTIR image was again darkest in the

regions that correspond to where the staining was most pronounced in the examined tissue

area (Figure ÇI5a and ó). Areas where the tissue was thin were faintly colored in the

"chemigram" image as before. However, the relative intensity image created by calculating

the relative peak height intensity of 1625 
"*-t 1B-sheet/aggregates) to 1656 cm-1 (cr-helix)

did not reveal dense amyloid core in all regions determined by staining as having dense

amyloid deposits (Figure 4-l5c). For example, regions about 30 ¡rm below the tear

appeared to have greater contributions from a-helical proteins than from either those that

are predominantly B-sheet or composed of aggregated strands.
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Overall these results suggest that the plaque seen in the Figure 4-15 may be more

mature (i.e.,little diffi¡se AB-peptide deposition accompanied the plaque core). Recall from

Figure 4-Z n section 4.1.2, that cr-helical proteins are frequently found to associate to the

periphery of matu¡e plaques along with astrocytes and microglia ([Jlrich, 1993;Choo et al.,

1996). The Bielschowsþ stain in Figure 4-l4a is also darkers than that of Figure 4-I3a,

which confirms that the plaque in Figure 4-14a is more mature (í.e., more fibrillar). The

Bielschowsþ stain is only sensitive to plaque andNFT formation, not to AB-associated a-

helical proteins. In contrast, FTIR is sensitive to all the biochemistry in the tissue (section

1.6). Thus, ifthe relative contribution of AB-associated c¿-helical proteins to AB-peptide in

apixel is high, the FTIR image created by the 1625 cm{11656 cm-l relative intensity would

reveal a greater contribution ofAp-associated a-helical proteins to AB-peptide as well (f.e.,

red-purple pixels, ratio : 0.47 -0.59).

The FTIR images in Figure 4-15 were similar to the FTIR. images presented for the

blood vessel in AD3 (Figure 4-13) such that amyloid deposition was detected in the relative

intensity FTIR image at the same locations where the "chemigram" image indicated that the

tissue was thin. However, the spectra acquired in locations that were most brightly colored

in the relative intensity image (light blue to yellow) not only displayed a greater B-sheel

aggregates absorption to that of a-helix, but also included unique absorptions that have yet

to be characterized by other FTIR research investigations in the histopathology ofAD tissue

figure 4-16). Shown in Figure 4-16 are specta extracted from the FTIR image in Figure

4-15c at coordinates (100, 80) and (90, 70) in the FTIR image. In comparison to spectra

taken of amyloid angiopathy on the CA4 blood vessel (Figure 4-14), the spectra acquired

at the coordinates (100, 80) and (90, 70) contained unique absorption bands in the finger-

print region besides a change in the amide I band profile. Of particular note are the promi-

nent absorptions at 1400 cm-l and 1308 cm-l, assigned to symmetric carboxylate (COO)

stretching and a confibuting band (perhaps C:O in-plane bending) of the amide III com-

bination of vibrations, respectively (see section 1.5.1). Since fibrillar amyloid is composed

8. The intensity of the background staining is similar in Figure 4-l3a and Figure 4-l5a since these regions
are on the same stained tissue section (AD3), thus the intensity of the respective foregrounds can be directly
compared to one another.
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of a collection of AB peptides, intermolecularly H-bonded to each other to form the fibril

aggregates, there would be an increase in the number of carboxy termini (in comparison to

normal tissue) which could accorurt for the increased intensity of the symmetric COO-

stretch. The asymmetric COO- stretching vibration is typically found between 1610-1560

t*-t llambert et a1.,1987) near where absorptions due to glutamate, aspartate and arginine

occur (see section 1.5.1). The absorption at 1586 cm-l in Figure 4-16 could tentatively be

assigned to either glutamate, aspartate or arginine, however in light of the prominent

absorption at 1400 cm-r, and the lack of any known physiological explanation for an

increase in Glu/Asp/Arg residues in the tissue, assignment of the 1586 cm-t band to the

asymmetric COO- stetch of terminal peptides is more plausible. The counterpart absorp-

tionfromNH3+bending ofthe amino termini oftruncatedpeptides may be partiatly masked

my the amide tr that arises from the NH bend of amide groups along the peptide backbone.

Figure 4-16. Representative spectra of fibrillar amyloid deposits in the CA4 field of

híppocampus AD3. The spectra were exffacted from map coordinates (100, 80) and

(90, 70) which had 1625 cm-t (B-sheet and aggregated stands) to 1656 cm-t (cr-

helix) ratio of l.l7 and 1.37, respectively in the 2D contour profile in Figure 4-15b.
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The characteristics of the amide I band profile in the fibrous amyloid spectrum

acquired at the coordinates (100, 80) are in agreement with the results of synchrotron FTIR

microspectroscopy of AD cortex, presented by Choo et a1.,1996. For example, Choo et al.,

7996, reported that the amyloid core of a plaque exhibited a B-sheet component band at

1632-1634 cm-r along with an c¿-helical maximum af 1650-1656 cm-r. Choo et a1.,1996,

suggested that a higher frequency B-sheet component band at 1632-1634 cm-l could be

expected than that reported in FIIR in vitro studies (1620-1628 cm'l) (Fraser et al, l99l),

because AB-associated proteins in situ prevent close alignment of the AB-peptide aggre-

gates. That is, longer/weaker intermolecular H-bonds between neighboring AB-peptide

strands would shift the B-sheet component band to higher frequency. A similar argument

could be made for the pixel at (100, 80) in the FIIR image presented in Figwe 4-15. How-

ever, tlte fibrous amyloid spectrum acquired at coordinates (90, 70) exhibited an amide I
maximum at 164l cm-r and component band at 1622 cm'|, nearly 10 cm-l lower in fre-

quency than that suggested by Choo et al., 1 996 (Figure 4- I 6, bottom spectrum). This spec-

trum of fibrillar aggregates is in closer agreement \¡iith mR investigations in vitro which

suggest the fibrillar aggregates absorb at significantly lower frequencies between 1620-

1628 cm-1 (Fraser et al, 1991). Therefore,the 164l cm-r amide I maximum acquired at coor-

dinates (90,70) in Figure 4-I5 may then be assigned to AB-peptide strands with weak inter-

molecular H-bonds (amorphous amyloid), while the component band at 1622 cm-r may be

assigned to Ap-peptide strands with very strong intermolecular H-bonds (fibrillar amy-

loid). The 1652 cma amide I maximum acquired at coordinates (100, 80) in Figure 4-15

may then be assigned to cr-helical AB-associated proteins, while the component band at

1631 cm-t may be assigned AB-peptide strands with a combination of weak and strong

intermolecular H-bonds (amorphous and fibrillar amyloid). Recall from section 4.1.2, the

AB-associated proteins are thought to participate in the nucleation of diffuse AB-deposition

into AB-fibril formation, but in a mature neuritic plaque these AB-associated proteins are

localized to the periphery of the plaque core (Ulrich,1993). Therefore, the amide I band

profile would depend on whether the IR microscope was focussed on diffiise AB-peptide

with the associated c¿-helical nucleation proteins (B-sheet and a-helical component bands)

or on the plaque core (aggregated strands). Moreover, the amide I band profile would

depend on the relative contribution of diffilse AB-peptide, AB-associated proteins and
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fibrillar amyloid in the plaque examined by FTIR microspecffoscopy (i.e.,like tissue,

plaques are heterogeneous). Finally, the amide I band profile would depend on the spatial

resolution; the higher the resolution the less spectral "dilution" there would be of individual

molecular constituents (see section 1.6). The FTIR image in Figure 4-15 was acquired at

higher spatial resolution (10 x 10 pm2) than that of Cho o et a1.,1996 (12 x 12 ¡xfi), which

means that spectra focussed onto a tissue region containing amyloid would experience less

spectral "dilution" by other tissue constituents, such as Ap-associated proteins. For exam-

ple, in the amide I band profile acquired at coordinates (100, 80), the 1652 cma and the

1631 cm-r component bands most likely arose from the combination9 of a predominant

amount of AB-associated proteins (1656 r*-t¡ and diffrrse AB-peptide (1641 cm-t), and a

smaller amount of fibrillar amyloid (1622 cm-t). In contrast, in the amide I band prof,rle

acquired at coordinates (90, 70), most likely arose from a predominant amount of frbrillar

amyloid (1622 
"*-t¡ 

and a smaller amount of diffilse AB-peptide (1641cm-t). The present

results suggest that the intermolecular H-bonds between AB-peptides in diftrse amyloid are

weakened from AB-associated proteins preventing close alignment of the p-strands, while

the intermolecular H-bonds in fibrillar amyloid are stronger because the AB-associated pro-

teins do not interfere with the close alignment of the AB-peptide strands. That is, the AB-

associated proteins are localized to the periphery of the plaque core where they can then

intermingle with the diffiise amyloid that surrounds the fibrillar amyloid.

Due to the observation ofthe new spectral feature of amyloid at 1400 cm-1, assigned

to the carboxy termini ofpeptide aggregates in situ,another 2D contourprofile was created

to differentiate between the amount of "regular protein structure" and truncated peptides

responsible for fibril forrration in the tissue section. Since truncated peptides and regular

proteins would both be likely to contain the same proportion of methyl moieties, the main

difference between them would be in their respective numbers of carboxy and amino ter-

mini. Moreover proteins fypically contribute the most to the methyl vibrations aside from

9. Wavenumbers shown in brackets are the values of these structures when a resolved amide I component
band can be observed. For example, in pixels colored brown in the FTIR image of Figure 4-15c, the amide I
profile was found to consist of one observable component band at 1656-1657 cm-r, whereas in the one pixel
colored yellow (90,70) the amide I profile consisted of two observable component bands, one at 1622 cm-l
and the other at 164l cm't.
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lipids (see sections 1.5 and 1.6). Therefore, a new 2D contour profile was created by calcu-

lating the relative intensity of the COO- symmetric stetch (1397-1400 cm-r) to the CH3

asymmetric deformation (1455-1457 cm-r) in each spectrum of the CA4 field map. This

vr(COO-/ô"r(CH¡) relative intensity FTIR image is shown in Figure 4-17. Agun portions

of the hole where the spectra were noisy and low in signal were set to zero and therefore

show up in the FTIR image as black. Bright yellow features in the FTIR image represent

locations where spectra typical of those shown in Figure 4-16 occur.

Figure 4-17. FTIR image of the CA4 fïeld map presented in Figure 4-15 using an

alternative relative intensity profile of the vr(COO) at 1400 cm-r to the ô*(CH3) at

1455 cm't. Fibrillar amyloid is localized to the side of the tear (anow).
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As can be seen in Figure 4-I7,the locations of the most prominent absorptions due

tocarboxymoieties arcatcoordinates(80,60), (90,70) and (100,80). The lattertwopixels

match the coordinates for the most prominent plaque absorptions based on the amide I band

contour (Figure 4-I5c). Although the photomicrograph does not show dense amyloid dep-

osition in this region, it should be noted that dwing the staining process tissue sections can

suffer mechanical stress especially near tears, therefore more fibril formation could have

been present at the time of microspectroscopy. For example, observe the difference before

and after staining in the tissue along the bottom of the hole (Figure 4-l5a). After staining

the bottom of the hole had a oval perimeter, whereas prior to staining (Í.e., during FTIR),

the bottom of the hole had a "claw-like" shape. Further down from the tear, the v.(COO-)/

õas(CH3) FTIR image (Figure 4-17) also exhibited a subtle change in the shade of blue,
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indicative of a vr(COO)/õas(CH3) ratio greater than uníty. Recall, that the B-sheela-helix

FTIR image (Figure 4-l5c) was red-purple in color at the corresponding location, suggest-

ing ø-helical protein Ap-associated proteins predominate in this region, despite the dense

amyloid staining detected in the photomicrograph of the stained section (Figure 4-l5a).

The subtle change in the shade ofblue detected in the v'(COO-)/ô*(CH¡) FTIRimage (Fig-

ure 4-17) also suggests a gradual change towards development of AD-type histopathology,

since in unaffected tiszue with low lipid content these absorptions are near equal in intensity

(Jackson and Mantsch, 1996).

Initially, the anomalous spectrum exhibiting enhanced carboxylate absorptions was

thought to have been an abnormality in neuronal structure such as a neurofibrillary tangle

(NFT). For instance, NFTs are also frbrillar and are composed of a truncated form of tau

that is hyperphosphorylated. Upon microscopic inspection the anomalous spectra at coor-

dinates (100, 80) and (90, 70) appeared to be located on a neuron in both the unstained and

stained tissue section (Figure 4-I5a). Even if a neuron was not present at those locations,

"ghost" NFTs, or neurofibrillary tangles where the newonal membrane has been destroyed

@obinski et a1.,1998), could be responsible for the unique speetral signature. There are

several reasons behind the rationale that this anomalous spectrum was not considered the

FTIR signature of a tangle. First of all, another darkly stained neuron at coordinates (30,

10), which exhibited a blue contour in the FTIR image (Figure 4-l5b), did not exhibit the

additional spectral absorptions at 1400 or 1308 cm-I eventhoughthe amide I was indicative

of an enhanced contribution from B-sheet protein. Secondly, absorptions due to an increase

in phosphate monoesters (970-980 cm-r) were not observed in the spectra at locations where

this anomalous spectrum was extracted. Furthermore, upon histopathological examination

@r. M.R. del Bigio) the conclusion was made that classical øngles were absent from this

region (if not all) of the tissue section from hippocampus AD3. Finally, this unique spec-

trum was observed in regions void of pyramidal nerrons (i.e., moleculare) and NFTs are

considered to be an affliction of the pyramidal neurons (Ulrich, 1993; Siegal et al., 1994;

Esiri and Morris, 1997). Therefore, the spectra presented in Figure 4-16 may be the spectral

hattmark of fibrillar amyloid deposition but verification will proceed in the rest of this sec-

tion with FTIR images constructed \Mith both the B-sheelc¿-helix relative intensity and the

v'(COO-)/ð*(CH¡) relative intensity profile.
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Further verification of predominantly diffilse AB-peptide deposition (ratio : 2.0)

proximal to more fibrillar amyloid (ratio = 4.0) in the moleculare of AD2 came from the

vr(COO-)/ôur(CH:) FTIR image (Figure 440c). The v.(COO)/ôas(CH3) FTIR image (Fig-

we 4-20c) confirmed the location of truncated peptides in the same locations that dense

amyloid deposition was inferred by the B-sheeVcr-helix FTIR image (Figure 4-20b). Again,

some of the brighter contours appeared to correspond to the darker neurons of the dentate

gyrus. However, upon greater magnification of the stained section, the neurons which were

darkly stained did not appear to be classical NFTs, but instead were neurons that contained

fibrillar arnyloid deposits. Consecutive spectra extracted from maps 3 and 4 that exhibited

light blue to yellow contours in the vr(COO-)/ô"r(CH:) relative intensity profile (Figure 4-

20c) arc presented in Figure 4-21. From light blue to yellow contours (Figure 4-20c),the

specta display a gradual and concomitant inçrease in protein aggregates and truncated pep-

tide in the tissue. However, aside from the synchronous increase in the B-sheet to c¿-helix

relative intensity and the COO- to methyl relative intensity moving from diffuse to fibrillar

arnyloid ttrere were other notable changes in the contiguous specta, absent in the preced-

ing CA4 field map of AD3. Of particular interest was the additional amide I component

band that appeared on the high frequency end of the amide I band profile (Figure 4-21).In

spectrum 4, this 1688 cm-I band appeared 69 cm-l higher in frequency than the component

band assigned to B-sheelaggregate structure (1619 cm-t). These two absorptions can be

assigned to the high and lowfrequency component (IIFC and LFC, respectively) bands of

antiparallel p-sheet structures as the FtrC band typically appears 50-70 cm-l higher in fre-

quency than the LFC band (Jackson and Mantsch, 1995). Therefore, the type of protein

detected in maps 3 and 4 was an aggregate of truncated peptides with a collective antipar-

allel B-sheet structure inclusivç of strong H-bonding intermolecularly. This is notunlike the

proposed model for fibril formation ínvitro, called the "p-sheet-helix", wherein individual

B-strands are thought to closely align in an antiparallel fashion to form a sheet that twists

in a helical manner. (Blake and Serpell,1996).
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Figure 4-21. Representative specta from the AD2 moleculare. Note the gradual and

concomitant increase in absorptions due to aggregated strands (1619 tttt't¡ and

COO- termini (1397 cm-r) compared to those due to cr-helical proteins (1652 cm-l)

and CH3 moieties (1455 cfr-t), respectively. Spectra extracted from blue to bright

yellow contours in the FTIR image (see corresponding numbers in Figure 4-20).
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Other noticeable differences in the "B-sheet-helix" spectra presented in Figwe 4-21

from those in Figure 4-16 were alterations in the pattem of absorptions between 1000-1 180

cm-l. This spectral subregion is of primary interest for observation of carbohydrate absorp-

tions fn sifi.r (sections 1.5.4 and 1.6). An apparent change in the carbohydrate absorption

pattern in spectrum 4 may be indicative of a change in glycosylation state of the aggregated

protein. For instance, the bands observed in spectrum 4 were 1051, 1108 and ll72 cmr

(Figure 4-21), whereas in the spectrum of amyloid deposition in Figure 4-16 the I 108 cm-

1 band lost intensity relative to the absorption at 1076 cm-r. This alteration \¡/as even more

apparent upon comparison of spectra 5 and 7 in Figwe 4-21. Spectrum 5 displayed the

amide I band contour of diffiise plaque formation along with the absorptions 1053, 1083

and 1168 cm-r, whereas only 40 pm away the fibrillar amyloid spectrum 7 presented wittr

theC-O-CandC-OHabsorptionpattern of 1052,1111and 1176cm'l. Thisincreaseinthe

C-OH vibrational frequency to 1176 cm-1 may be indicative of decreased H-bonding to

hydroxyl moieties of carbohydrates or amino acids (serine, threonine and tyrosine). Per-

haps serine, threonine or tyrosine tmderwent phosphorylation or glycosylation to account

for the observed I cm-r increase in the C-OH vibrational frequency (see section 1.5.4). P-

amyloid, as an advanced glycation end product (AGE) has been found to bind to the recep-

tor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) located in the membranes of neurons and

astrocytes (Yan et a1.,1996).In a recent immunohistochemical examination ofAD hippoc-

ampus, B-amyloid has been found to co-localizewrthRAcE and AGE in the perikaryon of

pyramidal neurons and some astrocytes (Sasaki et a1.,2001). Sasaki et al., suggested that

the binding of glycated B-amyloid to RAGE may comprise an AGE/RAGE lysosomal deg-

radation pathway and contribute to neuronal dysñrnction. Interestingly, the spectra in

Figure 4-21that had the 1619 cm-t and 1688 cm-r amide I bands (B-sheet helix), narrow

bands at 1397 cm-l and 1306 cm-r (vr(COO) and C:O in-plane bend of amide III, respec-

tively), and the C-O-C and C-OH absorption pattern of 1052, 1111 and 1176 cmr (ì.e.,

pixels 3,4,5 and 6) were acquired either partially or completely on a dentate newon that

stained positive for AB-aggregates (Figrne 4-20). Perhaps, the fibrillar AB-peptide aggte-

gates present inside these dentate neurons were glycosylated.

Phosphorylation of a tyrosine residue (Kozlawski et al., 1992) and/or a threonine

residue (Standen et o1.,2001) in the carboxy-terminus of the neurotoxic C-terminal frag-
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ment of PAPP (C-104) has been reported. C-l04 is a neuronal membrane bound fragment

of BAPP, produced by B-secretase cleavage of BAPP at the N-terminal end of the AB-

domain of BAPP (Furukawa et al., 1996). The expression of C-104 peptide in neural cell

cultures has been found to promote neuronal degeneration (Mattson and Furukaw4 1997).

Moreover, the brain tissue of transgenic mice that express human C-104 exhibits similar

histology to AD brain (Nalbantoglu et al. , 1997). Several pathways have been proposed for

the C-104 amyloidogenesis, one of which is endocytosis of the C-104 peptide followed by

endosomaVlysosomal proteolytic processing, producing amyloid fibrils inside the neuron

(Furukawa et al., 1996; Nalbantoglu et a1.,1997; Mattson and Furukaw4 1997; Standen er

a|.,2001). The weak, broad absorption at 979 cm-l, assigned to the phosphate monoester

stretching of phosphorylated proteins, may further convey this enhanced state of phospho-

rylation in the fibrilla¡ aggregate. The phosphate monoester moiety in pTyr, pThr and pSer

æe attached to difFerent chemical groups (aromatic ring, methine and methylene group,

respectively), thus the phosphate monoester stetch may occr¡r at different frequencies.

Therefore, a simple in vitro experiment was carried out to discem the phosphate monoester

stretching frequencies of these different phosphoamino acids, under conditions similar to

the tissue FTIR microspectroscopy. That is, a dry thin flrlm of each phosphoamino acid on

a Kevley MinIR slide was prepared and spectra were acquired using synchrotron IR

microspectroscopy anda20x20 ¡tm2 aperture (Figwe 4-22). Based on the infrared signa'

tures of phosphoserine, phosphotyrosine and phosphothreonine, the most likely candidate

for phosphorylation in the truncated peptides comprising the fibrillar aggregate detected in

the dentate ner¡rons of AD2 may be phosphotyrosine (Figure 4-22). Phosphotyrosine has a

phosphomonoester asymmetric stretch at978 cm-r which was the closest in frequency to

the weak absorption (979 cm-l) observed in the spectra of fibrillar amyloid (Figure 4-22).

Moreover, amyloidogenic peptides have been shown to have a high amount of aromatic

amino acid residues, especially tyrosine, in their sequence, in comparison to other cellular

proteins (Jlrich, 1993).
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Fignre 4-22. Comparison of the phosphomonoester asymmetric shetch, v*(P-O-C),

for phosphoserine (967 cml} phosphotyrosine (978 cm-r) and phosphothreonine

(975 and 952 cm-t). Dried films of these phospho-amino acids were prepared by

placing a couple of aqueous droplets of the solution on the MirrIR slide, allowing

the solution to dry overnight before addition of another droplet. Spectra were

acquired at SRC with 20 x20 ¡nrf aperture.l0
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Further microspectroscopic examination of sample AD2 was caried out close to the

main tear of the sample inclusive of both the moleculare and the granular layer of the den-

tate gyrus (Figure 4-18). The tissue area examined by spechal maps 7 to 9 is shown under

greater magnification in Figure 4-23.Ina similar manner to that carried out for diffuse and

fibrillar amyloid analysis in the previously sampled regions, the FTIR images were pre-

pared utilizing both the B-sheelo-helix profile and the v'(COO-)/ô*(CH¡) profile to dis-
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criminate diffuse from frbrillar plaque formation. Spectal map I was omitted from the 2D

contour analysis due to poor S/1.{ quality in the majority of the spectra (see below). Little

more than diffrse AB-peptide deposition was noted in spectral map'l , but prominent plaque

formation (consisting of both diffi¡se and fibrillar amyloid) was revealed in both FTIR

images of map 9 in the granular layer of the dentate gyrus which contained the dentate neu-

rons (Figure 4-23b and c). Although the dentate neurons stained quite darkly in sample

AD2, an amorphous plaque was found to accompany them within the area examined by

map9 (see arrow, Figure 4-23a).In this region diffirse deposition (ratio :0.95, cyan blue)

and frbrillar amyloid (ratio: l.l3-1.31, pale green/green) were foundto be again sur-

rounded by proteins with a more cr-helical character (ratio : 0.530-0.590, red/purple), as

revealed by the FTIR image in Figure 4-23b. Contiguous spectra (numbered 14) taken

across a portion ofthis plaque are shown in Figure 4-24.The spectral features found in this

location were similar to those previously described in maps 3 and 4 firther down into the

moleculare regior¡ such as the simultaneous increase of the COO- absorption with greater

"B-sheet-helix" fibril formation. However, a new absorption appeared in a spectrum col-

lected on the amyloid core of the plaque (spectrum 3, Figure 4-24), namely the shift in the

C:O to lower frequency (1727 cm-l), suggesting an increased contribution of C:O in-plane

stretching of nucleic acid bases to the tissue. This frequency is higher than expected for H-

bonded base pairs (1721cm-'), suggesting base-pair H-bonding had decreased or nucleic

acids were breaking down (i.e., free bases absorb at higher frequency). Interestingly, spec-

trum 3 was acquired with the aperture partially on a brown discoloration of approximately

the same size as a dentate neuron but a nucleolus was absent (the nucleolus typically stains

black using the Bielschowsky method).
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Although the specha at (0, 0) and (40, 20) were similar to the amyloid signature

spectum discussed previously, there were some noticeable differences (Figure 4-36d).The

COO- absorption (1390 cm-t), amide III band (1241-1341cfr-t), carbohydrate absorptions

(1049, 1105 and 1176 cm-t) and the phosphomonoester stetch (980 cm-t) were enhanced

over that seen previously, while the band at 1650 cm-l remained as the amide I maximum.

Moreover, the arnide I band contour at coordinates (40, 20) displayed only two resolved

bands, the amide I maximum at 1649 cm-r and a component band 45 cm-l higher in fre-

quency (1695 cm-l). In contrast, the spectrum from coordinates (0,0) had the usual antipar-

allel B-sheet absorption splitting at1625 and 1690 cm-r. The absorption at1649 cm-rcould

be an unusually high in frequency LFC band of an antiparallel B-sheet structure, while the

feature at 1695 cm-r is the ËIFC band. Unfortunately the identity ofthese structures can only

be speculated since the stain of CON1 on the MrrIR slide was unsuccessful. Identified by

their spectral similarity to fibrillar amyloid, the neuron in question could have been a non-

Alzheimer's type tangle and the unidentified feature at (0, 0) could have been a "ghost"

NFT (i. e. , neuronal membrane gone), or still yet another protein aggregate could have been

involved.

4.4 CONCI,USTONS

In summary, synchroton FTIR microspectroscopy was used successfirlly to local-

ize and further chaructenz.e the diffiise and neuritic plaques of AD-related histopathology.

Moreover, FTIR imaging of AD with a spatial resolution of 6-20 pm was achieved and

enabled the localization of plaques and diffiise amyloid deposition in the tissue areas exam-

ined even before the spectra were thoroughly examined. In this manner, the 2D contour

analysis allowed for quick preliminary analysis of the spectral data atthe bea¡nline so that

the next spectral area could be chosen without having to spend beamtime evaluating hun-

dreds of spectra between each map collection. The relative peak height intensity most suc-

cessful at distinguishing diffuse from flrbrillar amyloid was fourd to be the ratio of the

carboxylate symmeüic stretch at 1395-1400 cm-r tothe methyl asymmetric deformation at

1455-1457 cm-r. A concomitant increase in this relative intensþ and that of the ratio of

antiparallel p-sheets (LFC at 1619-1625 cm-l) to a-helices (1652-1656 cm-l) was indicative

of fibrillar amyloid deposition in the tissue. From analysis of the unique spectral features
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of fibrillar amyloid in situ, it was concluded that the aggregated peptides participate in

shonger intermolecular hydrogen bonding than that found in a previous study (Choo et aI.,

1996). Instead, the fibrils in situ were more structurally similar to fibrils examined by FTIR

that were prepared in vitro (Fraser et a1.,1991). Other interesting observations were the

spectroscopically detected alterations in glycosylation and phosphorylation state of the

tissue as spectra were t¿ken from areas containing diffiise amyloid compared to those con-

taining fibrillar amyloid. With respect to the concept that diffirse AB-peptide deposition

could occur between plaques, fhe data presented in the current study is supportive of that

hypothesis. However, additional AD and control tissue sections should be evaluated, inclu-

sive of statistical analysis of the cumulative results before this hypothesis can truly be val-

idated. Finally, although the spectrum of an Aldreimer's type NFT ín situwasnot procured,

the spectrum ofthe anomalous neuron in the CAl field of a control hippocampus may have

been a non-AD associated NFT, or yet another type of protein aggregate associated with

neuronal dysfunction.

Future research in the application of FTIR imaging of Alz,heimer's and contol hip-

pocampus could evolve in a variety of ways. For instance, utilization of a multichannel

detector (focal plane array detector) and a microscope has been shown to generate FTIR

images with a spatial resolution of less than 3 ¡rm2 (Kidder et al., 1997). Therefore, an

image of the entire tissue section would be possible in one experiment with better spatial

resolution. However, it should be noted that nominal spectral resolution using focal plane

array detection is typically 16 cm-l, which would result in some loss of information regard-

ing the component bands in the amide I band profile. With reference to the ctrrent study,

the implementation of immunostaining specifically for hyperphosphorylated tau and B-

amyloid would be of particular value. The Bielschowsþ method is rather temperamental,

such that the degree of background staining can vary along with the intensity of stained

plaques and tangles. Finally, improvements in synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy will

coincide with improved st¿bility in storage rings, better beamline design and further

advances in instrumentation.
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5 coNC[,[JDtr{G REMAR¡<S

In summary, unique information \ryÍrs accessible on the three independent biological

systems studied, using FTIR biospectroscopy in the mid-IR as a single anal¡ical tool. In

Chapter 2,the possible intermolecular interactions between MBP and two lipids simulta-

neously, was accessed using transmission FTIR to determine the conformational dynamics

of each macromolecular component in the mix¡¡re. The relative proportion of an electro-

static to an intercalative component to the overall MBPJiposome binding interaction was

also accessible. In Chapter 3, non-subjective discrimination between diseased and healtþ

heart tissue was achieved by combining FTIR-ATR macro-s¿rmpling with multivariate sta-

tistical analysis, even prior to spectral interpretation. The biochemical change associated

with the tissue pathology was determined from the spectral difference between class aver-

age spectra. In Chapter 4, the diverse quaternary structure of peptide aggregates in situ

(fibrillar versus amorphous plaque formation) was determined using synchrotron FTIR

microspectroscopy. Moreover, synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopy was sensitive enough

to detect minute differences in the biochemical composition of seemingly unaffected AD

gray matter and control guy matter of the hippocampus. The versatility of FTIR biospec-

troscopy originates from the IRphenomenon itself; a biophysical or biochemical change is

detectable due to the sensitivity ofvibrations to their microenvironment and the concentra-

tion dependence in the spectrum, respectively. The larger task is to deconvolute the massive

amounts of spectal information into something meaningfirl about the biological system.

In all three projects, semi-quantitative inforrration on the biological systems was

accessible without curve-fitting any ofthe spectral data. The assumptions involved in curve

fitting the spectral dat¿ in preparations in vitro have already been discussed in Chapter 1.

Such assumptions also hold for spectral data acquired on tissue samples, but are magnified

for two primary reasons: the exact biochemical composition of the tissue is unknown and

intermolecular interactions change spectra. Tissue spectra can be "considered" the linear

combination of the spectra belonging to each macromolecular constituent, but since the

exact composition of the tissue is unknown, one cannot overlook that minor absorptions of
one constituent can contribute to the strong overlapping absorptions of another. Moreover,
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intermolecular interactions ¿n situ can alter the intensity, bandwidth and frequency of

absorption bands due to each macromolecular constituent. For example, based on the phos-

phate absorptions of phosphoamino acid thin films prepared in situ in Chapter 4, the assign-

ment of the phosphomonoester asymmetric stretch in the dentate neurons of sample AD2

to phosphotyrosine, was interesting but tentative. The molar absorptivity (affecting band

intensity) and bond connectivity and/or local microenvironments (afflecting frequency and

band shape) ofphosphoamino acids lil vìtro and in situmay be different. In the end, making

assumptions on the biochemical composition or overlooking the impact of intermolecular

interactions and attempting to curve-fit tissue spectr4 oversimplifies the deconvolution of

spectral infonnation.

With respect to the sensitivity of FTIR microspectroscopic mapping of tissue, few

single techniques are available that can simultaneously extract biochemical information

and the relative distribution of the tissue biochemistry on the microscopic scale in situ. TIns

makes external validation of the FTIR results very difficult. One method for external vali-

dation may be to histochemically stain the tissue section for a number of tissue constituents

simultaneously (i.e., double staining). However, IR substrates (salt crystals or reflective

slides) are not insusceptible to degradation by different histochemical techniques. More-

over, not all histochemical methods are compatible with one another and cannot be carried

out on the same tissue section. Meanwhile, comparing the FTIR results to a stained serial

section can lead to gross errors in external validation since tissue morphology can change

abruptþ within micron distances. Future progress in extemal validation of FTIR

microspectroscopic mapping of tissue is definitely required. Secondly, the generation of

FTIR images from the microspectroscopic mapping data, based on the histochemistry or

what is known about the tissue histology, is subjective. As discussed in Chapter 1, unsuper-

vised hierarchal clustering of FTIR microspectroscopic mapping data acquired by FPA

detection is one recent method to combat this level of subjectivity. Perhaps hierarchal clus-

tering of synchrotron FTIR microspectroscopic mapping data would also work, provided

that enough spectra are cont¿ined within one contiguous spectral map forthe unsupervised

method to differentiate between similar and dissimilar spectra.
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As for the future progress of FTIR biospectroscopy ¿rs a whole, with the advent of

tissue microspectroscopy, the differentiation of tissues using gross macro-sampling meth-

ods has been receiving comparatively less attention in medical diagnostics. This is not ter-

ribly surprising since FTIR micro-sampling techniques require far less sample, and thus

have the potential to make FTIR biodiagnostics less invasive. Moreover, FTIRmicrospec-

troscopy information on tissue biochemistry is site-specific and thus a more powerfirl tool

than FTIR macro-sampling for associating the biochemical change with the tissue histopa-

thology. Future progress in FTIR microspectroscopy of tissues will rest in improving spa-

tial resolution and the approach to global data analysis. Finally, FTIR studies in vitrohave

become more commonplace in biophysics research laboratories over the last decade.

Numerous biophysical research laboratories are using FTIR to examine macromolecular

interactions and dynamics by a variety ofnovel techniques (i.e., new isotopic substitutions,

rapid-mixing sample cells for kinetic studies, etc.) to supplement their research by other

solution spectroscopies.
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